Heavy Precipitation Causing Floods and Landslides
EVENT: Heavy Rain Brings Floods to Sri Lanka and Maldives, January
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Heavy rain and storms in the first week of January in Sri Lanka left at least 1 person dead and
around 200 homeless. Meanwhile,flooding on 12th January 2016 in the Maldives left half of the
island of Nadellaa under water, according to a local political leader.
Sri Lanka
The Disaster Management Centre of Sri Lanka (DMCSL), part of the Ministry of Disaster
Management, had reported that severe weather, including strong winds and heavy rainfall between
05 and 07 January, had caused flooding, storm damage and landslides in several provinces of the
country.In Eastern province, flooding in on 07 January 2015 in Trincomalee district, affected over
8,000 people, destroying 4 houses and partially damaging a further 51. The municipalities of
Gomarankadawala, Kinniya, Kanthale and Thambalagamuwa were all affected, with Kanthale and
Thambalagamuwa the worst hit. Around 13 people were displaced in Kanthale.Local media also
reported some flooding in Ampara town, Eastern province, where some roads were blocked as a
result.In Northern Province, floods affected Vavuniya North in Vavuniya district on 06 January 2016
after heavy rainfall. According to WMO figures, 71 mm of rain fell in 24 hours in Vavuniya between
06 and 07 January 2016.
Strong winds also caused problems in western Province on 06 January, with 1 person killed in
Mahara and over 200 homes damaged in Mahara and Gampaha, Gampaha district, according to
DMCSL. Local media reported that several roads in Colombo were flooded because of heavy rain
which caused heavy traffic congestion on most of the exit roads in Colombo.
On 07 January, heavy rainfall caused a landslide in Hanguranketha, NuwaraEliya district, Central
province. There was also some storm damage in the Walapane area of the district. Over 60 people
have been displaced as a result. A fire in the district on the same day forced a further 100 people to
evacuate.
Maldives
Heavy rainfall between 11 and 12 January
2016 in the Maldives had caused some surface
flooding.
Local media reported that one of the worst hit
areas is the island of Nadellaa, where some
streets were under 1 metre of flood water.
Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF)
Clearing the flood water in the Maldives.
had deployed to drain the floods.
Island council president Faisal Najeeb told HaveeruOnline that almost half the island was flooded.
He said, “The Island gets easily flooded every time it rains. But the amount of rain we experienced
since 11th January 2016,is the highest in recent history. We are currently assessing the damage. But
it doesn’t appear to be too bad,” he added.
WMO report that 63 mm of rain fell in Gan in 24 hours to 12thJanuary. Gan is the southernmost
island of Addu Atoll, and therefore the southernmost island of the Maldives.

Addu City was hit by severe flooding in November 2015 after 228 mm of rain fell in 24 hours.
Around 300 families were affected.

EVENT: Indonesia – 1,500 Evacuate Floods in Aceh Province, January
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Indonesia’s National Disaster Management Authority (BNPB) reported on 17th January 2016, that
flooding in Aceh Province, on the island of Sumatra, has forced 1,505 people to evacuate.
Several days of heavy rain increased levels of the Pase and Keureten Rivers, which overflowed in
several districts in North Aceh District, in the early hours of Sunday morning, 17 January 2016.
BNPB say the floods affected the villages or sub-districts of MatangKuli, Tanah Luas, Samudera,
GeureudongPase, MuaraBatu, Sawang, PirakTimu, Lhoksukon, and Nisam. The 1,505 that were
evacuated are from the sub-district
of MatangKuli. Flood water was
reported to be 70cm deep. BNPB are
carrying out rescue and relief
operations, as well as damage
assessments.
WMO say that 102 mm of rain was
recorded in 24 hours in Padang City
between 17th and 18th January
2016.One person died and around
50,000 were affected after floods
struck in Aceh Province in December
2015. West Aceh, Aceh Jaya, Nagan
Raya and Aceh Selatan were the
Floods in North Aceh, Aceh Province, Sumatra, Indonesia, 17
worst hit areas. Elsewhere in
January 2016
Indonesia, the Jakarta Post is
reporting that around 3,000 families in Kampar regency, Riau province, have been cut off for the
past two months after floods and landslides damaged the main transportation links to and from the
area.

EVENT: Indonesia – 5 Dead, 1 Missing After Floods and Landslides in 14
Regions, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Floods and landslides in Indonesian over the third week of January had 5 people dead and 1
missing. Authorities say that the rainy season arrived later than normal this year, but had warned
that it is likely to peak by the end of January or early February, bringing with it an increased risk of
floods and landslides to the millions of people who live in flood prone areas in Indonesia.


Late Rainy Season

Indonesia’s National Disaster Management Authority (BadanNasionalPenanggulanganBencana –
BPBD) said in a statement 24 January 2016, that the impact of El Niño had caused the rainy season
to be later than normal. Until the last few days, rainfall has been below expected levels, in particular

in Java, Bali and Nusa Tenggara. Early January usually marks the peak of the rainy season. BPBD
says it would normally expect to see hundreds of incidents of flooding and landslides by now, but
had recorded under 50 so far. Indonesia’s meteorological agency (BadanMeteorologi, Klimatologi,
danGeofisika: BMKG) predicts that the peak of the rainy season will come in late January and early
February 2016.


Floods and Landslides in 14 Regions Leave 5 Dead, 1 Missing

After a late start, the rainy season in Indonesia appeared started in earnest over the second week of
January 2016.Authorities said that since 19 January 2016, floods and landslides had occurred in 14
regions in Indonesia, leaving 5 dead and 1 missing. BPBD warned that the onset of heavy rains is
likely to cause further flooding and landslides in vulnerable areas. A BPBD spokesman said:
Indonesia recorded floods and landslides in Jambi, where three people died in landslides in Kerinci
District.
Levels of the BatangHari River were extremely high as of 19 January, and flood warnings were
issued on 20 January by the Regional Disaster Management Agency (BPBD) for Jambi.
Authorities also say that one person was killed in a landslide in Manado Regency, North Sulawesi
Province on 21 January, where almost 5,000 houses have been inundated by flooding.
Flooding was also reported in the provinces of South Sumatra where over 600 people have been
evacuated over the weekend in Lahat Regency.
Authorities also reported floods in in the provinces of Central Java and East Java and South
Sulawesi.

Floods in Pati Regency, Central Java province in Indonesia. Over 40 million people live in areas vulnerable to
landslides in Indonesia



Lahat Regency

Floods triggered by heavy rains had hit several parts of Lahat Regency, South Sumatra province,
Indonesia, on Saturday 23 January 2016 also. Over 600 people were evacuated from the village of
GunungKembang and a further 69 evacuated from Batai. Indonesia’s National Disaster Management
Authority (BadanNasionalPenanggulanganBencana – BPBD) said that 4 houses have been swept
away and 9 severely damaged inGunungKembang. Last week, flooding in Aceh Province, on the
island of Sumatra, forced 1,505 people to evacuate on 17 January 2016. A few days later, 2 villages
were flooded in the district of Sutojayan in Blitar Regency in East Java on 18 January 2016 after a
local river overflowed.
Rainfall Figures
WMO figures for a 24 hour period between 23rd to 24th January 2016.
Sibolga, North Sumatra province – 382.0 mm
Nabire, Papua province – 166 mm
Biak, Papua province – 56.5 mm
For a 24 hour period between 24thto 25th January 2016.
Soekarno–Hatta International Airport, greater Jakarta – 78 mm
Ruteng, Manggarai Regency, East Nusa Tenggara – 51 mm
Maumere, Sikka Regency, East Nusa Tenggara – 70 mm
Kolaka, Kolaka Regency, Southeast Sulawesi Province – 79 mm

Jayapura, Papua province – 174 mm
Flood summary
Event: East and West Java Provinces, Indonesia, February to March 2016
Date: February 26 to March 1, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall Parts of East and West Java, including Jakarta, were affected by heavy rain
that began on 25 February 2016, causing floods which left one person dead in Jakarta and affected
over 35,000 in Sampung.
Locations:
A - Sampang, East Java, Indonesia
B - Cengkareng district, Jakarta, Indonesia
Magnitud
River level
Overflowing
Kemuning river, Sampang, East Java - February 26 to March 1, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Cengkareng river, Cengkareng district, Jakarta, Indonesia - February 26 to March 1, 2016
Rainfall level: 119 mm in 24 hours
Jakarta - February 25 to February 26, 2016
Rainfall level (25-26 February) 74 mm in 24 hours
Surabaya, West Java - February 25 to February 26, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 1 person Cengkareng district, Jakarta, Indonesia
Affected: 34,000 Sampang, East Java, Indonesia

EVENT: Kenya – 3 Months of Flooding Leaves 112 Dead and Over 100,000
Displaced, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) reported in a
statement on 4th January 2016 that heavy rains and floods in Kenya during the last 3 months have
left 112 dead and displaced over 100,000. The rains had led to a host of problems, including floods
caused by rivers bursting their banks in Garissa, Tana River, Migori, Busia and Homa Bay. Narok
experienced deadly flash floods and landslides in November 2015, while further landslides as a
result of heavy downpours were reported in Mt. Elgon, Kisii and West Pokot. IFRC also reported
that the rain resulted in numerous serious road traffic accidents in Turkana, Homa Bay, and
Nairobi, and lightning strikes inKisii. Since the onset of the October – November – December (OND)
rainy season, known as the “Short Rains”, a total of 240,726 have been affected and 103,524 people
displaced, according to the report. Wide areas of farmland has been damaged in Mt. Elgon,
Kirinyaga, Narok, Busia, Kisumu, Tana River, Trans Nzoia, Busia, and Bungoma counties.
Infrastructural damage, including roads and bridges, has also been reported in parts of Tana River,
Marsabit, Isiolo, Mandera, Wajir, Nandi and Machakos counties.



El Niño

IFRC say that the rains have been driven by the El Niño conditions in the Pacific Ocean, and their
distribution closely matches the El Niño forecasts that had been given by Kenya Meteorological
Services (KMS) and by the IGAD Climate Predictions and Application Centre, in the second and third
quarters of 2015.

Oldonyiro in Isiolo, after heavy rain in December 2015

EVENT: Uruguay – 13,000 Remain Displaced by Floods in 4 Departments,
January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Flooding from the overflowing Uruguay and Cuareim Rivers in Uruguay had been affecting tens
of thousands of people since late December 2015 in the departments of Salto, Paysandú, Artigas,
Río Negro and Florida. By 31st December 2015 over 23,000 people had been displaced, according
to Uruguay’s National Emergency System, or SINAE. Flooding had also affected wide areas of the
neighbouring South American states of Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. Since then levels of the
Uruguay and Cuareim Rivers in Artigas and Salto in Uruguay have fallen and are expected to fall
further in the next few days. Authorities reported on Sunday 03rd January 2016 that as a result,
there has been a significant drop in the numbers of those displaced by flooding, particularly those
in Artigas, where around 1,000 people remain displaced compared with 11,000 last week. Across
the four departments affected by the flooding (Salto, Paysandú, Artigas and Río Negro), there were
total of 13,844 displaced. Over 6,000 of these are in the city of Paysandú and a further 5,896 in the
city of Salto. The total number of displaced includes 1,526 people who were evacuated and housed
by the emergency authorities, and 12,318 “autoevacuadas” – those who abandoned their dwellings
by their own means without government intervention.

Floods in Uruguay, December 2015

EVENT: 16,000 Homes Flooded in December in Northern England – More
Flood Warnings were issued, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Liz Truss, the UK
environment secretary, told
parliament on 05 January
2016, that around 16,000
properties were flooded in
England in December 2015.
The minister said that
according to the UK’s Met
Office, “we have had the
wettest December in a
century. In fact, the northwest faced the wettest December on record.” According to the minister’s figures, approximately
9,000 properties were flooded on 26th December 2015 in Yorkshire, Lancashire and Greater
Manchester after heavy rain brought by Storm Eva. Earlier 7,000 homes and businesses in Cumbria
were flooded after record rainfall brought by Storm Desmond. Liz Truss added that “While of little
consolation to those who have been flooded, it is important to note that flood defences had
protected over 20,000 properties from being flooded during December”. The minster went on to
tell MPs that “Since Storm Eva passed, our focus has been on doing everything we can to help
Yorkshire and Lancashire get back up and running. The Prime Minister announced that £40 million
would be spent on repairing defences, including £10 million on upgrading the Foss barrier with
new pumps to ensure that it can cope with higher volumes of water. We are providing £60 million
of help for local residents, businesses and farmers. That help has been provided in record time.
Storm Eva took place on 26 December and we made the first payments to local authorities on 29
December so that they can help businesses and residents straight away”.
Floods in United Kingdom

EVENT: Australia Floods – Evacuations in New South Wales after 25 cm of
Rain in 24 Hours, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A low pressure system brought torrential rain to parts of New South Wales between 05th and06th
January 2016, resulting in severe flooding. The Hunter Valley region, including Newcastle, is the
worst-affected area. Sydney had also seen some heavy rain, although no major flooding has been
reported. Lookout Rd Reservoir in Newcastle saw 246 mm of rain, Upper Chichester in Barringtom
Tops saw 239 mm and Williamtown 219 mm. Earlier on January 4th authorities had issued a severe
weather warning. By 17:00 authorities said immediate threat of severe weather had passed, “but
the situation will continue to be monitored and further warnings will be issued if necessary. A low
pressure system off the southern Mid North Coast continues to move towards the northeast,
causing rainfall rates to ease in the Mid North Coast and Hunter districts”.

Flooding in the Hunter Region &Flood rescue in New South Wales



Evacuations

Evacuations were carried out in Raymond Terrace and the town of Dungog, both in the Hunter
Region. Dungog was one of the worst hit areas when floods struck in April 2015 after 300 mm of
rain fell in 24 hours. Flash floods ripped through the heart of the town, dragging houses with it.
Three people were killed in the torrent. Homes, businesses, roads and bridges all suffered severe
damage.


Flood Rescues

In their latest update of 06 January 2016, NSW SES said that “ground crews made contact with the
campers via radio across the flooded Deua River, over 30 campers are known to be in the area. NSW
SES crews will attempt access by road and air tomorrow”. Elsewhere, the New South Wales State
Emergency Service (NSW SES) had carried out over 20 flood rescues. Minister for Emergency
Services David Elliott urged people to avoid travelling through floodwaters. Rainfall and River
Levels
Bureau of Meteorology, Australia figures for a 24 hour period to 09:00 on 06 January 2016.
Bungwahl, near Bulahdelah – 255mm
Upper Chichester, near Barrington Tops – 239mm
Wallsend -230mm
Macquarie College – 228mm
Merewether – 225mm
Williamtown Airport – 223mm
Nobbys Head – 201mm
Dungog – 188mm
Frenchs Forest – 129mm
Baulkham Hills – 126 mm
North Parramatta – 91 mm

Rainfall totals in NSW. Image: Australia’s Bureau of MeteorologyRiver flood alerts in New South Wales. Image:
Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology

EVENT: Angola – 1,000 Homeless and 2 Dead after Floods in Luanda, Bié,
Moxico and Malanje, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Flooding, storms and heavy rain reported in several parts of Angola since 06th January 2016,
including the capital Luanda, and the provinces of Bié, Moxico and Malanje. At least 2 people had
died and over 1,000 displaced. ANGOP, the Angola News Agency, reported that at least 120 people
had been left homeless in the Alto Zambeze municipality of Mexico province. Around 35 homes got
completely destroyed by storms and flooding, while a further 34 have been severely damaged. The
Municipal Hospital of Luchazeshad also been damaged. ANGOP also reported that 79 homes and a
primary school were destroyed in the city of Malanje, Malanje Province, as a result of 3 days of
heavy rain. At least 2 people had died as a result, and around 430 had been left homeless, according
to ANGOP. Portugal news agency LUSA says the figure is over 1,000. In Luanda, 1,700 homes had
been flooded in the districts of Viana, Cacuaco, Cazenga and Belas after heavy rain on Monday 11th
January 2016. Earlier, around 200 people were displaced by floods and rain in Chipeta commune,
municipality of Catabola, Bié province, on 06th January 2016, according to ANGOP. A school was
also destroyed. Thousands of homes were damaged by flooding in Luanda in March 2015. Other
areas of the country also suffered severe flooding during March and April last year. Over 60 people
died in floods in Lobito on 12 March 2015. Later that month floods in Cuanza Sul left at least 1
person dead and hundreds homeless.

EVENT: Rising Rivers Threaten Flooding in Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee – Federal Emergency Declared in Missouri, United States of
America, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
River and flash flooding since late December had caused over 20 deaths in Illinois and Missouri and
forced thousands to evacuate their homes. The flooding was also threatening to head south. River
levels had reached flood stage at several points in Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee. Earlier,
river levels in Illinois and Missouri had dramatically increased after a 3 day period of heavy rain
that began around 24th December 2015. Some areas are thought to have seen over 25 cm of rain
fall during that time. By 31stDecember, the Meramec River near St Louis had reached record levels.
The next day the Mississippi River had reached record levels at Thebes and Cape Girardeau.
Missouri
Over the weekend of 25th to 27th December 2015,
storms and floods in Missouri had left 8 people
dead. Missouri Governor, Jay Nixon declared a state of
emergency soon after. By 30th December the death
toll from the flooding had risen to 14. The heavy rain
that affected the state in late December increased
rivers to record levels over the following days and
large scale evacuations had to be carried out in areas
surrounding St. Louis. Flooding along the Mississippi,
Flood hit areas in Missouri

Meramec and Bourbeuse rivers, damaged thousands

of homes, businesses and public infrastructure.
Illinois
According to the National Weather Service, rainfall 23rdto28thDecember 2015 averaged
approximately seven inches in affected areas. On 29thDecember 2015, Illinois Governor Rauner
issued a state disaster proclamation for seven counties to ensure continued state support to help
affected communities respond and recover from flooding caused by the recent heavy rains.
Counties included in the proclamation include Calhoun, Jackson, Jersey, Madison, Monroe, Randolph
and St. Clair. “These counties have significant issues related to flooding that was already occurring
or could occur over the next several days,” Governor Rauner said. “We are committed to help local
responders in these and other impacted counties ensure the safety of people affected by this
unusual December flooding.” The State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) in Springfield was
activated to ensure state personnel and equipment could be deployed quickly to support local
emergency responders.
Arkansas
Major flooding continued in the state of Arkansas along the Arkansas River and its tributaries. The
Arkansas River at Pine Bluff reached 46.24 feet on 02nd January 2016. It is expected to remain
above flood stage (45 feet) until 06th or 07thJanuary 2016. Flooding had been reported in some
areas of along the river in Little Rock and homes and farmland in the Arkansas Delta.
River Levels in Illinois and Missouri
In Illinois and Missouri , 11 Gauges showed major flooding, and a further 9 at moderate flooding
and 12 at minor flooding. Many rivers in the Upper Mississippi region were thought to have crested
or increases were showing signs of slowing.

Coast Guard MH-65 Dolphin helicopter crews monitor areas affected by the high water and
floodingnear Cape Girardeau, Mo., Jan. 3, 2016. Coast Guard aircrews were brought to Cape
Girardeau to use as search and rescue platforms, and monitor high water and flooding in the
region. U.S. Coast Guard photo by Petty Officer 2nd Class Seth Johson&Water is pumped out of
the affected areas back over the Valley Park levee on the Meramec River in Missouri, Dec. 31,
2015. Soldiers and airmen assigned to the Missouri National Guard volunteered to supported
the Missouri Department of Transportation in flood relief efforts in south-central Missouri. The
focus of the aid is to ensure traffic control, water purification and levee reinforcement in
affected areas.

EVENT: Albania – 100s Evacuated After Floods in 5 Counties, Europe,
January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Two days of heavy rain in Albania had caused flash floods, river overflow and landslides in several
parts of the country, including the counties of Tirana, Durrës, Lezhë, Shkodër and Dibër. Civil
emergency teams, including police and military personnel, carried out around evacuations in
Tirana, Dibër, Durrës and Lezhë. On 6thJanuary 2016 the Ministry of Internal Affairs issued a
warning that heavy rain and thunderstorms were expected in several areas including Tirana, Lezhë,
Shkodër and Dibër. The ministry warned that people should keep travel to a minimum. Between
05th and 07th January, 2016, around 700 people were thought to have been evacuated in total. The
country’s Deputy Prime Minister, Niko Peleshi, described the response as timely and no deaths or
serious injuries have been reported. The Ministry of Internal Affairs said major and regional roads
had been temporarily blocked following landslides caused by the heavy rain.
In DibërCountyon 6th January 2016, around 200 people were evacuated in the municipality Bulqizë
of after the Driniriver overflowed. Local media also reported flooding in the Laprakë district of the
Tirana city. Authorities say that around 4 families were affected by a landslide in Bërzhitë, although
no casualties were reported.In Fier County, the Shkumbinriver had overflowed affecting several
villages in the municipality of Divjakë. In Durrës County around 80 families were evacuated from
the municipalities of Shijak (50 families) and Sukth (30 families) after flooding caused by the
overflowing Erzen river. Lezhacounty was one of worst affected areas. Families were evacuated
after floods in the village of Plana in Zejmen municipality as a result of the overflowing Mat river
and nearby streams.

Flood Mitigation Plans
The Deputy Prime Minister, Niko Peleshi visited the affected areas of Lezhë. There he set out plans
for central and local governments to work together on numerous irrigation and drainage projects
across the country in order to mitigate flooding. He said that 2016 will mark a qualitative
development in terms of irrigation works and drainage in preventing similar flooding in the future.
He also proposed to tackle issues such as uncontrolled forest exploitation and the illegal building in
floodplains and riverbeds, which he said have exacerbated recent floods in the country.
Kosovo
Local media also reported that the heavy rain,
combined with snow melt, had caused some
flooding in parts of Kosovo. Prizren district said
to be the worst hit, in particular the town of
Mališevo. Some road and surface flooding was
also reported in Pristina.
Floods in Lezhë, Albania, January 2016

Rainfall

According to WMO figures, 198 mm of rain fell in Shkodër, Shkodërcounty, in 24 hours to 06th
January. The next day Tirana saw 63 mm of rain and Kukës in Kukës County, saw 57 mm.
Neighboring Macedonia has also seen some heavy rainfall over the last 2 days. In Mavrovo 51.6 mm
fell in the past 24 hours to 07th January 2016. Just over 60 mm fell in Lazaropole in the same period.

EVENT: New Zealand – Wake of Cyclone Victor Causes Flooding in
Auckland, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The North Island of New Zealand had seen heavy rain and thunderstorms on 25th and 26th January
2016, former tropical cyclone Victor sweeps past the country. On 27th January 2016, almost 50 mm
of rain fell in the Auckland area, causing some surface flooding in suburban areas. Auckland airport
recorded 46 mm of rain in 24 hours, according to New Zealand Met Service. Normally Auckland
would see around 66 mm for the whole of January. Flooding was reported in the suburbs of
Papatoetoe, Mangere and Otahuhu. Local emergency services responded to 16 flood-related calls
between 19:00 and 20:00 (local time) on Wednesday 27th January 2016. No injuries or evacuations
have been reported.
Gisborne Region
On 28th January 2016, New Zealand Met Service issued a warning for further heavy rain for the
Gisborne region. The warning said: “A compact low, formerly Cyclone Victor, is moving southwards
and should pass just east of the Gisborne Region today. This low is forecast to bring heavy rain to
the Gisborne region and places east of Wairoa until late this afternoon, for which there is a Severe
Weather Warning in force.” New Zealand Met Service said that, by early 28th January 2016, over 100
mm had fallen in some places in Gisborne, with a peak intensity of 30 mm/h early in the morning,
and further 60-90 mm was expected to accumulate there. They added: People are advised that rain
of this intensity has the potential to cause surface flooding, and streams and rivers may rise rapidly.
Gisborne suffered major flooding in September 2015 when 97.2 mm of rain fell in 24 hours. Roads
were blocked and drivers left stranded.

EVENT: Malawi – Floods Destroy Hundreds of Homes in Central and
Northern Regions, East Africa, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
In a statement on 12th January 2016, the Malawi government confirmed that heavy rains and
hailstorms have damaged or destroyed 664 houses in Kasungu District, Central Region. The rain
and floods struck between 07th and 08th January 2016. According to the statement, the affected
villages include Mtoso, Chisinga, Chatanga, Zombo, Chitsulu, Matondo, Saiko, Kakhuza, Longwe,
Kamphako and Mphamba. The rains also damaged about 1611 hectares of crops, including 1,255
hectares of maize, 224 hectares of soya, 100 hectares of tobacco, and 32 hectares of beans. District
Disaster Risk Management Desk Officer Steven Sakhama appealed for urgent assistance to those
affected. Malawi News Agency report that flash floods in Northern Region have destroyed homes in
5 villages in the Rumphi district. Locals said that 2 to 3 hours of torrential rain on Friday 08th
January 2016 caused flood damage to the five villages of Mputa, Jeyeka, Malima, Zikome and
Mkhwema.
Malawi suffered some of the worst floods in its historyin January 2015, where at one point 250
square miles of land were under water. Since then the country has suffered a long period of
drought, which has affected crops and harvests leaving the country facing its worst food crisis in 10
years. Although the recent rain is much needed, when it falls with enough intensity to destroy
crops, it will provide little comfort to the nation’s farmers.

Malawi- Nsanje and Chikwawa, Malawi Jan 2015 Flooding in Malawi –Aerial view of floods

EVENT: Evacuations in Eastern Scotland after Don and Ythan Rivers
Reach Record Levels, United Kingdom, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain between 07th to 08th January 2016 increased levels of rivers in eastern Scotland,
causing flooding in the city of Aberdeen and surrounding areas. The River Don in Aberdeen and the
Ythan in Ellon both overflowed, forcing the evacuation of over 100 properties in Aberdeen, Port
Elphinstone, near Inverurie, and Ellon. Dozens of roads have been closed in Aberdeenshire and
Tayside. Around 30 schools were also closed in Aberdeenshire as a result of the severe weather. A
flooded sub station caused power outages in Port Elphinstone, Kintore and Ellon.
Nigel Goody, SEPA’s Hydrology Duty Manager, said in a statement on 08th January 2016:
“Persistent rainfall yesterday has affected much of North East Scotland from Fife to Moray –in
particular areas of Tayside, Angus and Aberdeenshire. This has resulted in widespread rainfall
totals of around 50mm and up to 70mm on higher ground. As these totals have fallen on areas
which are heavily saturated and where rivers were already high from rainfall over the Christmas
and New Year period, we are now experiencing extensive flooding to properties, utilities, transport
infrastructure and farmland across the region.
“From working closely with partners in the emergency services and local authorities, we are aware
that numerous communities have already been affected by flood waters, specifically Inverurie, Port
Elphistone and Kintore on the River Don, and Ellon on the River Ythan. Extensive flooding is also
ongoing throughout Aberdeenshire, Angus and Tayside, along the River Isla, the North and South
Esk”.
Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) said that the River Don recorded its highest flow
in over 45 years, and peaked at Parkhill early on Friday 08 January 2016 with levels of 5.537
metres. The previous high was 4.168 metres, set in 2002. Levels of the River Ythan in Ellon also
exceeded previous records.
As of early on 09th January 2016, two severe flood warnings remained in place for the area, one for
Inverurie, the other for Kintore.
Below are photos of the flooding River Don at Inverurie and Kintore, taken from the Aberdeen air
ambulance. All photos courtesy of Ewan Murray, Scottish Ambulance Service, and City of Aberdeen.

Flooding River Don at Inverurie and Kintore, 08th January 2016

EVENT: Australia – 2 Months of Rain in 1 Hour Causes Flash Floods in
Geelong, Victoria, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A storm in Geelong, Victoria, Australia on 27th January 2016 dumped more than double the January
monthly average rain on parts of the city in just 1 hour. Avalon, a suburb of the city, recorded 72
mm of rain on 27th January 2016. The rain caused severe flash flooding throughout the city and
suburbs. Emergency services responded to over 500 requests and had to carry out 15 flood rescues.
The City of Greater Geelong on 28th January 2016 said that “Yesterday’s storm was considered a 1
in 100 year event with double the January monthly average rain falling in just 1 hour”.
Stefan Delatovic, Manager of Emergency Management Communications for Victoria State
Emergency Service (VICSES) said: “This dramatic storm has been characterised as a “once in a
century event”, but it’s important to say that this is a measure of magnitude, as in ‘a storm this
severe has a one-in-100 chance of occurring in any given year’. It doesn’t mean another storm like
this isn’t expected for another 50 years. More rain is forecast for today, another storm like this
could pop up anywhere in Victoria with little warning”.
Victoria State Emergency Service personnel were praised for their efforts during the storm by
Geelong’s mayor. Victoria State Emergency Service (VICSES) responded to over 520 requests.
Amongst these calls for help were 15 people rescued from floodwater, including seven people who
were trapped in cars. Stefan Delatovic, said that “volunteers from around Victoria flooded in to help
their Geelong peers to clear these incidents overnight. We’re indebted to their service”.

Flash floods in Geelong, Victoria, Australia, January 2016.

EVENT: Angola – Floods in Benguela Displace 10,000, Central Africa,
January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Floods and heavy rain that began on 06th January 2016 continued to affect the southern African
nation of Angola. In the second week of January 2016, flooding, storms and heavy rain were
reported in several parts of Angola, including the capital Luanda, and the provinces of Bié, Moxico
and Malanje, leaving at least 2 people dead and over 1,000 displaced. Since then Angola News
Agency ANGOP have reported that heavy rain and floods in Benguela province have forced as many
as 10,000 from their homes. The affected areas include the communes of Bolonguera and Camuine,
both in Chongoroi municipality. Transport and road access were severely hampered by the
flooding. Over 60 people died in floods in Lobito, Benguela province, in March last year. Elsewhere
in Angola, heavy rain was also reported in LundaSul province between 08 and 10 January. As of 15
January, no fatalities or evacuations have been reported. ANGOP say that the rain caused damage to
fish farms in the Muangueji area of Saurimo, the provincial capital.

EVENT: Honduras – 200 Evacuated after Floods in Colón and Atlántida,
Central America, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Around 200 people were moved to temporary safe shelters in Honduras after a storm along the
Atlantic coast on 04th to 05th January 2016 brought strong winds and caused severe flooding in the
departments of Colón and Atlántida. According to Honduras’ emergency commission – Comisión
Permanente de Contingencias (COPECO) – flooding affected the municipalities of Trujillo and Tela
after the Rio Negro overflowed. COPECO say that 230 people were temporarily housed in 3
evacuation centres. The storm and flooding caused damage to around 20 houses. Several roads and
a bridge were closed in the affected area. There were also some power outages in Trujillo.

Floods in Trujillo, Honduras, 05 January 2016

EVENT: Australia – 2 Days of Heavy Rain in Tasmania – Floods Leave
100s Stranded, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Bush fire & then heavy rains in Tasmania

Heavy rain in Tasmania had caused flash flooding,
mostly in eastern parts of the stateon 26th & 27th
January 2016. The rain continued to fall as several
roads were blocked leaving hundreds stranded and
unable to get home. The rain had reportedly
brought little relief to the western parts of
Tasmania, where bushfires have burned for several
days. The floods in Tasmania come just 24 hours
after a storm in Geelong, Victoria, dumped 2
months of rain in 1 hour. Further storm warnings
were issued for Geelong, as well as other parts of
Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland. In
Western Australia, Tropical Cyclone Stan threatens
to cause flooding in the Pilbara and far western

Kimberley.
Tasmania
Tasmania State Emergency Services (SES) had reported flooding in several areas of the state. Late
on 28th January 2016, significant rain in the Northern Region caused flash flooding in localised
areas. St Marys, Scamander, Meander Valley and Launceston were worst affected, according to SES.
Some houses were flooded and an evacuation centre opened in St Marys. Tasmani Police reports a
landslide at Cethana that had blocked a road. Significant rainfalls down the east coast from Bicheno
through to Hobart caused flash flooding in localized areas earlier on 29th January. Southern Region
SES has received over 50 requests for assistance.
The small town of Gray on the east coast of Tasmania recorded *221mm of rain in 24 hours on 29th
January 2016. However, this level of rainfall might not be unusual for a town known as the wettest
in Tasmania. During the same period, Strathbridge saw 114 mm, Westbury 91 mm, St Helens
Aerodrome *82 mm, Quamby Bluff 149 mm and Friendly Beach *138 mm. Fingal Forestry has seen
*114 mm, Lewis Hill *123 mm, Monameta *101 mm and Mount Victoria 102 mm.
*Figures are according to Australia Bureau of Meteorology (BoM).
Western Australia – Tropical Cyclone Stan
In Western Australia, Tropical Cyclone Stan crossed the east Pilbara coast as a category 3 cyclone
on Saturday 30th January 2016. Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology said that heavy rainfall
associated with the cyclone is occurring in parts of the Pilbara and far western Kimberley and will
extend further inland as the system continues to track southwards on 30th January 2016. A Major
Flood Warning was in place for the De Grey River Catchment. BoM have also issued Flood Warnings
for Pilbara Coastal Rivers and Fortescue River Catchment, and Flood Watches for the Pilbara and
Gascoyne Districts.

EVENT: Mozambique – Floods in the North, Drought in the South, East
Africa, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The National Emergency Operating Center (CENOE: Centro NacionalOperativo de Emergencia)
in Mozambique announced in third week of January 2016, that 33 people had died as a result of
strong wind, heavy rain and floods since the start of the wet season, October 2015. The Director of

CENOE, Mauricio Xerinda, added that 22,000 people have been affected, with 3,500 homes damaged
and 1,500 destroyed.
The worst affected provinces are Cabo Delgado, Tete, Zambezia, Niassa and Nampula, in the north
of the country. The heavy rain has intensified since early January. Rádio Moçambique reported that
over the in the second week of January, at least 5 people have died as a result of floods and storms
in CaboDalgado province. The worst affected areas were Chiúre, Montepuez, Metuge, Mecúfi,
Namuno, Balama and Mocímboa da Praia. Around 600 families were affected.
European Commission’s Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection department (ECHO) reported that
heavy rainfall between 05th to 11th January, had caused flooding in four northern provinces of
Mozambique. In their report of 15th January, ECHO said: “The rain caused floods in Niassa, Tete,
Nampula and CaboDalgado provinces. In the former, more than 580 houses were destroyed, mostly
in the worst affected districts of Chimbonila and Lichinga, while at least 800 cases of flood-triggered
diarrhea and eight related deaths have been reported, as of 13 January. Another 150 houses were
destroyed in Tete and nearly 900 families were displaced in five districts of Nampula. In
CaboDalgado, at least three deaths have been reported in the city of Pemba, as of 12 January.”
During early January, Marrupa in Niassa province recorded 62 mm of rain in 24 hours between
05th to 06th January. Pemba, CaboDalgado province recorded 71 mm between 09th to 10th
January. Later, Mueda in Cabo Delgado Province recorded 61 mm of rain in 24 hours between 16th
and 17th January 2016.Further heavy rainfall was recorded between 17th and 18th January. In
Nampula Province, Nampula, saw 61 mm of rain and Lumbo 58.9 mm during a 24 hour period,
according to WMO figures.Between 18th and 19th January, Montepuez, in the province of Cabo
Delgado, recorded 96mm of rain in 24 hours.

Drought in the South
While the heavy rain falls in the north, central and southern parts of the country are facing drought
conditions and thousands could be facing food shortages if conditions continue, according to
Mozambique’s Secretariat for Food Security and Nutrition (SegurançaAlimentar e Nutricional:
SETSAN).

EVENT: Portugal – Floods in North and Central Regions after Mondego,
Douro and Tamega Rivers Overflow, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Portugal’s National Civil Protection Authority (ANPC) reported that the Douro, Mondego and
Tâmega rivers overflowed between 10th and 11th January 2016, affecting areas of Porto and
Coimbra districts. ANPC had issued warnings following a period of heavy rain and strong winds that
affected the North and Central regions of the country over the first week of January 2016. The
Portuguese Institute of Sea and Atmosphere (IPMA) also warned of high waves in several coastal
areas of the districts of Lisbon, Setúbal, Coimbra and Leiria. There had been reports of fallen trees
and landslides. No fatalities had been reported. Two separate landslides in Baltar, Paredes
municipality, in the district of Porto forced around 10 people from their homes. Some surface
flooding had blocked roads in the districts of Porto, Vila Real, Viana do Castelo, Aveiro, Leiria and
Braga. Porto district was one of the areas worst affected by the flooding, where the overflowing
Douro caused flooding in the towns of Porto, Vila Nova de Gaia and Maia. Also in Porto district, the
Tâmega River overflowed causing some flooding in Amarante. Authorities reported flooding in
Coimbra as a result of high levels of the Mondegoriver. Carlos Luís Tavares. ANPC say that the
severe weather also caused the derailment of two trains, one in the municipality of Mangualde,
Viseu district, injuring three people and the other in municipality of Baião, Porto district. According

to WMO figures, during a 24 hour period to 10 January 2016, 100 mm of rain fell in Braganca, 94
mm in Viseu and 65 mm in Porto. The next day Viseu recorded 58 mm in 24 hours to 11 January
2016, and Braganca 53.9 mm during the same period.

EVENT: Tanzania – 400 Displaced and 1 Dead after Floods in Mwanza
and Dodoma – Further Flood Warnings Issued, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Several periods of heavy rainfall in Tanzania since 14th
January 2016 had caused flooding in the regions of
Mwanza and Dodoma, according to local media. At least
400 people were displaced in Dodoma municipality after
70 houses were destroyed or damaged after heavy rain
between 17th and 18th January 2016.

EVENT: South America –Flooding in Argentina, Situation Improves in
Uruguay, Disease Alert in Paraguay, January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Flooding of several rivers in South America, including the Uruguay, Paraguay and Paraná, continued
to affect thousands across the four countries of Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay in early
January 2016. The Uruguay, Paraguay and Paraná Rivers began to overflow in late December
2015 after a period of unusually heavy rain, blamed on El Niño. Since then over 120,000 people
were forced from their homes.
El Nino Rains Expected to Continue till April 2016.
The current flood disaster in South America involves three major rivers and their tributaries,
running through four different countries. Flooding affected many remote and, as a result of flood
water, inaccessible areas of the four countries. River levels had risen to dramatic levels, pushed by
unusually heavy rains brought by El Niño, which have fallen in widespread river catchment areas.
IFRC have called the floods: “one of the most complex floods in history”. In their report on the flood
situation in Argentina, IFRC say that “the El Niño phenomenon has driven the rains in South
America, and their distribution closely matches the El Niño forecasts”. The report adds that it was
expected that flooding will continue through January 2016 and into early February in the coast of
Argentina, as well as in and around the Paraná, Paraguay and Uruguay rivers.
ECHO says that the next months are forecast to continue to be critical by National Meteorological
Agencies, as the rains will continue due to El Niño, and will be joined by seasonal autumn rains
expected for April.
Argentina

In Argentina, around 20,000 people were evacuated as a result of the flooding since late December
2015. The provinces of Entre Rios, Corrientes and Chaco were the worst affected and the floods
were blamed for at least 6 deaths. IFRC say that in Concordia the Uruguay River reached its highest
level in 50 years. At the peak of the floods, more than 13,500 people were displaced in the province
of Entre Ríos, mostly in Concordia. On 06th January 2016, around 11,000 people remained
displaced in Concordia, Entre Ríos province, and around 8,000 in Corrientes Province.
Further Flooding in Santa Fe, Chaco and Salta
Santa Fe province has escaped the widespread flooding affecting other states. However, some
families were evacuated as a result. Flooding had also affected more areas of Chaco province.
Flooding of the Paraná River in Chaco province has affected the municipalities of Barranqueras,
Puerto Bermejo, General Vedia, Las Palmas and Isla del Cerrito since late December 2015. 07th
January 2016, at least 6,000 people remained displaced according to the province’s ministry of
social development. However, since then, civil defence authorities had carried out further
evacuations. On 11th January 2016, a further 112 families were evacuated in Puerto Bermejo after
flooding the the Paraguay River.
Puerto Bermejo is about 50 km downriver from Pilar in Paraguay, an area of grave concern for that
country’s emergency authorities, such is the flood threat there. Puerto Bermejo sits close to the
point where the Bermejo River meets the Paraguay. Further upstream, the Bermejo River has been
causing flood problems for communities in Salta Province. Authorities there had evacuated 260
people in towns in northern Salta province after the Bermejo River overflowed. Reports say that the
increased river levels were a result of heavy rain in catchment areas in Bolivia.
Uruguay
The flood situation in Uruguay continues to improve, as FloodList reported on 08th January 2016.
Sistema Nacional de Emergencias (SINAE), Uruguay’s emergency agency, reports say that levels of
the Uruguay River have continued to decline over the from 6th January 2016 the river was below
danger levels in Artigas and Salto. There were still 13,326 people displaced by the floods – 160 in
Artigas, 463 in Bella Union, 6612 in Paysandu, 57 in Río Negro and 6,034 in Salto. SINAE said that
operations for the displaced to return home had started in those three departments.
Paraguay- Alert for Dengue, Chikungunya, and Zika
The Ministry of Public Health and Social Welfare had declared an alert for Dengue, Chikungunya
and Zika throughout the country. The weeks of wet weather and flooding had made it difficult to
control the Aedesaegypti mosquito.

Asunción
Paraguay’s La Dirección de Meteorología e Hidrología (DMH) reported that, on 12th January 2016,
levels had dropped to 7.61 metres and continue on a downward trend, although were above the 5.5
metres considered to be “critical stage”. Municipal Disaster and Emergency Agency in Asunción had
set up 124 emergency shelters set up for those displaced by the floods. The last figures from Pan
American Health Organisation (PDF) say that over 60,000 people displaced by the floods were
being housed in the temporary shelters, adding that there are 110,000 directly affected by the
floods in Asunción.
Alberdi and Pilar
Authorities in Paraguay were concerned that the flooding would inundate the towns of Alberdi and
Pilar, where river levels had increased by around 4 metres since November 2015. Paraguay’s
emergency agency, La Secretaría de EmergenciaNacional (SEN), issued evacuation warnings to all

residents in the small town of Alberdi in Ñeembucú Department. Around 120 families evacuated to
Formosa in Argentina. SEN have deployed flood control and pumping equipment in Alberdi. River
levels stood at 9.80 metres on 07th January 2016.
In Pilar, also on Ñeembucú Department, the Paraguay River is still above danger levels. As of 07th
January it stood at 9.07 metres. Levels would normally be around 4.5 metres at that time of year.
Alerts are issued when the level was 7 metres. Critical level is considered to be 8 metres and
disaster level 9.6 metres.
According to reports from SEN, there is a protective wall along the river’s edge, keeping the water
from the town. SEN have warned of the likely loss of life should the wall break.

Uruguay River floods, Uruguay, January 2015. Floods in Uruguay, December 2015.

Floods in Quaraí and Uruguaiana municipalities in the Brazilian state of Rio Grande do Sul, December 2015

EVENT: Brazil – 150,000 Affected by Floods in Paraná State, January
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The civil defence authority in the Brazilian state of Paraná, Defesa Civil do Paraná, reported that
heavy rain between 09th and 12th January, 2016, had caused widespread flooding in 49
municipalities of the state. The heavy rain had also caused several landslides in 5 municipalities.
The floods have affected over 150,000 people, and forced over 2,000 to evacuate their homes. Five
people had been injured and one was missing. Defesa Civil do Paraná say that 74 homes had been
completely destroyed, leaving 198 people homeless. A further 10,057 homes had been damaged. A
landslide in Campo Largo affected 405 people and displaced five. Landslides were also reported in
Campina Grande do Sul, Fazenda Rio Grande, Santana do Itararé and Ponta Grossa.
Arapongas, Rolândia and Londrina

The municipalities of Arapongas, Rolândia and Londrina, all within a few kilometres of each other,
were among the worst affected areas. Over 90,000 of those affected were in Arapongas municipality
near the city of Londrina in the north of the state of Paraná. In Rolândia, as many as 1,000 had been
displaced. Over 9,000 homes had been damaged and 50 destroyed. In total, 36,240 people had been
affected by the flooding in Rolândia. Over 1,700 had been affected by floods in Londrina, with 337
homes damaged and 50 people displaced.
27 cm of Rain in 2 Days
Londrina recorded 180 mm of rain in 24 hours between 11th and 12th January 2016 and 91 mm
the day before. The city is close to the Tibagi River, a tributary of the Paranapanema River, which in
turn runs to the Paraná. Further downriver, the overflowing Paraná had flooded wide areas of
Paraguay, and Argentina since late December 2015. The heavy rain in Londrina and other Paraná
catchment areas does not bode well for those already suffering in Paraguay and Argentina.
Bridge and Road destroyed on Rio Pirapó, Maringá
Carlos Alberto “Beto” Richa, Governor of Paran|, visited some of the affected areas on 14th January
2016 to see the damage for himself, including the destroyed broad bridge across the Rio Parapó
between Iguaraçu and Maringá.

Rio Grande do Sul State

Flooding affected wide areas of Rio Grande do Sul state in Brazil in late December 2015 after a
period of heavy rain. As many 2,000 families (around 9,000 people) were forced to evacuate in 12
municipalities including Uruguaiana, Alegrete, Rosário do Sul and São Borja. Civil defence authority
in Rio Grande do Sul said earlier week of January 2016 that 56 municipalities suffered damage. Of
these, 43 have declared an emergency, with the remainder under evaluation and proof of damage.
Several rivers in the state had overflowed, in particular the Uruguay River in Uruguaiana
municipality. According to the latest reports from Rio Grande do Sul civil defence, river levels were
at 11.18 metres on 27th December 2015, which is over 3 metres above alert levels and over 6
metres above normal levels.

EVENT: UK Floods Continue After Rain From Storms Jonas and Gertrude,
January 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The UK’s 8 week long flood nightmare continued after heavy rain – reportedly from the remnants of
Storm Jonas – caused flooding in areas of England and Scotland on 27th January, 2016. Some towns
in the Scottish Borders and northern England were flooded as many as four times in the last 8
weeks.
Between 04th and 05th December, 2015, Storm Desmond dumped record levels of rain in Cumbria.
Then came storms Eva and Frank and the remnants of Storm Jonas.
A yellow warning was in place for heavy rain for parts of Wales and South West England. and there
were 7 flood warnings and 44 alerts in force in England and Wales. The Environment Agency has
warned that the rivers Severn, Ouse, and Wye remain high.

Almost 50 flood warnings were in place for Scotland, where Storm Gertrude was forecasted to
bring snow and winds up to 100 mph to wide areas of the country.
Storm Jonas brought high levels of snowfall and coastal floods to eastern parts of the USA late
second week of January 2016 .
Scotland
Six hundred people were evacuated in low-lying parts of Hawick, Roxburghshire, Scotland, on 27th
January, 2016. A further 50 properties were evacuated in nearby Jedburgh. Schools were also
closed in the area as a result of the flood threat from the overflowing River Teviot and its tributary
Slitrig Water.
England and Wales
Glenridding, in Cumbria, suffered flooding for the fourth time in 8 weeks after heavy rain on 26th to
27th January. The Environment Agency said it was working in the Ullswater Valley in Cumbria to
clear debris in rivers and reduce flood risk. Some flooding was also reported in parts of Wales, and
southern areas of England from 27 January. Temporary flood defences and pumps were being
deployed across the country. Demountable flood barriers were in place at Shrewsbury on the River
Severn.
Snow and 100 mph Winds from Storm Gertrude
The UK Met Office reported that Red (highest level) warnings for strong wind werein place for
Orkney and Shetland in Scotland. Much of Scotland was under Amber (mid-level) warning for snow
and strong winds. A yellow (lower level) warning was in place for heavy rain for parts of Wales and
South West England.

EVENT: Indonesia – 43 Killed in Floods and Landslides since Start of
Year, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Indonesia’s Nasional Disaster Management
Authority (Badan Nasional Penanggulangan
Bencana – BNPB) said that the influence of El Niño
delayed the start of year’s rainy season. January
would normally see the peak of the rainy season,
but this year the worst may yet be still to come.
Despite the later onset of the rains, BNPB report
that between 01st January and 12th February,
there have been floods, landslides, and tornadoes
in 290 districts or cities in Indonesia. The severe
weather events had left 45 people dead, 48 injured,
nearly one million displaced, and thousands of
homes destroyed. The list included 122 flood
Floods in Riau Province, Indonesia, February 2016 events across 23 of the country’s 34 provinces.
Floods alone resulted in the deaths of at least 14
people and the destruction of 1,767 homes. As many as 65 landslides have been recorded since
between 01st January and 12th February 2016, leaving 29 people dead. In the first few weeks of
February, major floods and landslides have been reported in the provinces of Central Java, West
Sumatra, Bangka Belitung, Riau and Jambi. Landslides hit Central Java Province on 05 February,

leaving at least 9 dead. Flooding was also reported in West Sumatra at that time, then later
in Bangka Belitung, Riau and Jambi.

EVENT: Malaysia – Flash Floods in Kuching, Sarawak, After 300 mm of
Rain in 24 Hours, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rainfall in Malaysia had caused the third wave of flooding in the state of Sarawak on the
island of Borneo. A torrential downpour that began early on Saturday 27th February 2016 caused
severe flooding in and some landslides in the district of Serian. Other areas affected included
Padawan, Penrissen and Bau-Lundu. The state’s capital city, Kuching, was also badly affected, with
some streets under 70 cm of water at the peak of the floods. Local media said that much as 300 mm
of rain fell in Kuching in 24 hours between 27th and 28th February, 2016. The city’s drainage
system is designed for a maximum of 180 mm of rain and was unable to cope. However, much of the
flood water had subsided by late morning of Sunday 28 February 2016. Local media said that at one
point 631 people had evacuated their homes and were staying in two flood evacuation centres. No
deaths or injuries have been reported.

Floods in Kuching, 27 February 2016

Flood summary
Event: Kuching and Serian District, Malaysia, February, 2016
Date: February 27 to February 28, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Torrential rain between 27 and 28 February brought flash flooding to the
city of Kuching and surrounding areas.

EVENT: Tanzania – Floods in 3 Regions, 6 People Dead, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Observed periods of heavy rainfall in Tanzania since 14th January, 2016, continued to cause
flooding in different regions of Tanzania, including Morogoro, Katavi and Dar es Salaam.
On 28th January 2016, six people drowned after the vehicle in which they were travelling was
swept away. The Minister of State in the Prime Minister’s Office (Policy, Parliamentary Affairs,
Labour, Employment, Youth and the Disabled), Ms Jenista Mhagama, said in a statement to the
National Assembly on 28 January that Kilombero and Ulanga districts have been cut-off as heavy

rains have destroyed road network linking the two areas. The minister was giving a statement on
the capsizing of a ferry on the Kilombero river (also known as the Ulanga River) on 27 January. The
ferry service would normally link the two communities. Later reports revealed that all 31
passengers had managed to swim to safety.
According to Tanzania Daily News, the Minister “further warned the public on the impending rains
and storms, which are likely to destroy the infrastructure and other property. She directed disaster
management committees in the local governments to coordinate with the national disaster
management in the Prime Minister’s Office in case of any catastrophe in their areas”. In the Mtwara
Region, Mtwara District commissioner Fatuma Ally said that around 500 homes have been
damaged by floods and heavy rain in Mikindani, Mtwara Municipality. She told The Citizen
newspaper: “More than 500 households have been affected by the rainstorms. We have managed to
reach all 18 wards to ascertain the extent of the damage.”
.
Rainfall
Rainfall figures for a 24 hour period, according to Tanzania Meteorological Agency.
28 January – Mtwara (city) 109.9mm and Dar es salaam 105.1mm
29 January- Tanga 141.8mm and Pemba 63.1mm
31 January – Morogoro (city) 57.6mm
01 February – Mahenge (Morogoro region) 59.4mm and Naliendele (Mtwara region) 53.6mm
02 February – Mtwara (city) 77.0mm, Songea (Ruvuma region) 58.0mm and Kibondo (Kigoma
region) 50.5mm.

EVENT: Poor Distribution of Rainfall Leads to Floods and Droughts in
Southern Africa, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The Famine Early Warning Systems
Network (FEWS NET) has warned that
poor distribution of rainfall in southern
Africa is leading to severe drought in
some areas and flooding risks in other
areas. In Madagascar, 700,000 people
were thought to be affected by the
drought in the south, whereas in the
north 30,000 people were affected by
heavy rain that has brought a high risk
of flooding and landslides. In
Mozambique, over 40% of this season’s
crops in the south had been lost to
drought. In the north, storms and heavy
rains have left 45 dead and destroyed
over 1,000 homes since the start of the
rainy season in October 2015.
Drought and floods in southern Africa, February 2016

Drought in Southern Africa
According to FEWS NET, significantly below-average and poorly-distributed seasonal rainfall since
October has negatively affected many countries in southern Africa. The largest precipitation deficits
have been concentrated over western Madagascar, southern Zambia, central and western
Mozambique, southern Malawi and large portions of Zimbabwe.

Earlier, in a statement of the effects of El Niño, the World Food Programme and Food and
Agriculture Organization, said:
In Southern Africa, many areas have seen the driest October-December period since at least 1981,
and some 14 million people in the region are already facing hunger, which adds to fears of a spike in
the numbers of the food insecure later this year through 2017.
Poor Distribution of Rainfall
While parts of Mozambique and Madagascar suffer drought, other areas of those same countries
had experienced heavy rain and flooding. FEWS NET said that during the second week of February
heavy seasonal rains have continued over some parts of southern Africa, in particular southern
Tanzania, northern Mozambique and northern Madagascar. Heavy rainfall is forecast to persist over
these areas, where ground is already saturated. FEWS NET warn this is likely to cause inundation
and swelling of streams and rivers.
Tanzania
In Tanzania, flooding has been reported in 5 regions since mid January, 2016. At least 400 people
have been displaced in Dodoma municipality after 70 houses were destroyed or damaged after
heavy rain between 17th and 18th January 2016. Since then, flooding has been reported in
Morogoro, Katavi, Mtwara and Dar es Salaam.
On 28th January, Mtwara (city) recorded 109.9mm of rain and Dar es Salaam 105.1mm and
significant levels of rain continued for the next few days.
Mozambique
FloodList reported on 21st January that Mozambique was struggling with floods in the north while
drought conditions persisted in the south. Heavy rain was affecting northern areas during January,
2016. The worst affected provinces are Cabo Delgado, Tete, Zambezia, Niassa and Nampula, all in
the north of the country. Between 18th and 19th January, Montepuez, in the province of Cabo
Delgado, recorded 96mm of rain in 24 hours. More recently, Montepuez recorded 146 mm in 24
hours between 04th and 05th February. Agência de Informação de Moçambique
(AIM) reported that 45 people had died in storms and floods which had hit parts of northern
Mozambique since the start of the rainy season in October 2015. The deaths were caused by high
winds, lightning strikes, and floods resulting from torrential rains. Since October 2015, the number
of people affected by flooding is around 26,000. Over this period, 1,202 houses were destroyed and
a further 3,941 were damaged. There were no government-run accommodation centres for flood
victims. Those displaced by the floods were thought to be staying with friends and relatives.
In the south, the story was different. Madagascar’s Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security
(Ministério da Agricultura e Segurança Alimentar – MASA), reported that 256,591 hectares of crops
were lost in the southern region, which corresponds to 43 per cent of the total sown area. In central
areas, the drought situation had affected 180,440 hectares, about 9 percent of the total sown area. It
is estimated that about 200,000 farmers had lost their crops.
Madagascar
It was a similar situation in Madagascar, where the country is split between extreme rainfall in the
north and drought in the west and south. Between 02nd and 03rd February, 121 mm of rain fell in
Antsohihy, Sofia Region and 95 mm in Fascene, Diana region. Fascene recorded 100 mm of rain in
24 hours between 05th and 06th February. Sambava in Sava Region recorded 69 mm during the
same period. Quoting figures from the country’s office of risk management (Bureau national de
gestion des risques et catastrophes – BNGRC), the Madagascar Tribune said that there are 700,000
people affected by the drought in the south, whereas in the north 30,000 people have been affected
by heavy rain that has brought a high risk of flooding and landslides. However, there may finally be
some signs that the rain is moving south. Maintirano in the Melaky region on the coast of western
Madagascar recorded 58 mm of rainfall in 24 hours between 05th and 06th February, 2016.

EVENT: Mauritius – Floods Displace Hundreds after Torrential Rain,
February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Around 300 people had been forced to evacuate their homes in Mauritius after torrential rainfall
lasting twelve hours triggered flooding. Mauritius Meteorological Services (MMS) said that at least
9 locations had seen over 100 mm of rain in the last 12 hours. In a statement, the agency said:
“Rivers and other water courses are already flooded and there are water accumulation in several
places. The public is advised not to venture in risky areas. The sea is very rough with swells”.
The rain was a result of a tropical depression which was centred about 610 km to the west
southwest of Mauritius earlier this morning, according to MMS.

Tropical Depression over Mauritius, 10 February 2016 Image: Mauritius Meteorological Services

MMS said that “active clouds associated with the tropical depression will continue to influence the
local weather causing widespread heavy showers, at times accompanied with thunderstorms over
the whole island”.
Houses, roads and crops were damaged. The capital, Port Louis, and surrounding areas were badly
affected. Schools, government offices and some offices in the private have closed and employees
and students sent home. The heavy rain had also caused some landslides which have blocked roads.
Other roads have been closed as a result of surface water. Local media say that there were 4
emergency evacuation centres open for those displaced by the flooding.
Rainfall:Rose-Belle : 133 mm
Pointe aux Canonniers : 188 mm
Riche En Eau : 101 mm
Nouvelle Decouverte: 121 mm.
Mon Loisir Rouillard: 131 mm.
Providence:123 mm.
Champs de Mars: 128 mm.

Bagatelle dam: 110 mm.
Vacoas: 102 mm.
Quatre Bornes : 77 mm
Mon-Bois: 79 mm
Beau Bassin: 72 mm

EVENT: Floods Hit Dominican Republic and Haiti after 216 mm of Rain in
24 Hours, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain affected the northern part of the Caribbean island of Hispaniola between 09th and 11th
February 2016, resulting in flooding in parts of both Dominican Republic and Haiti.
Dominican Republic
After a long period of intense drought, Puerto Plata Province on the northern coast of Dominican
Republic saw 216 mm of rain in 24 hours in Puerto Plata station, between 10 and 11 February
2016. According to local media, the San Marcos River and the Camú River overflowed, causing
flooding in the municipalities of Puerto Plata, Montellano and Villa Isabela. Several houses were
reported to be affected by local inundations in La Sabana, Las Cruces de Martín Alonso, Tasajera,
Estrecho Abajo, El Estrecho, Ranchito de los Vargas communities. The country’s Operational Centre
for Emergencies (Centro de Operaciones de Emergencias – COE) declared, on 11 February 2016, an
alert for possible flash-floods and landslides in the Puerto Plata, Montecristi, Dajabon, Santiago
Rodríguez and Valverde Provinces.
Haiti
The northern coast of Haiti had also been
affected by heavy and prolonged rainfall which
occurred between 9 to 11 February 2016.
According to local news the Civil Defence
declared red alert (highest level) in North Haiti
for possible flooding and landslide caused by
the rain. Major cities including Port-de-Paix
and Cap-Haïtien were affected by the severe
weather and more than 200 houses have been
damaged, forcing families to leave their home.
Several neighbourhoods of Cap-Haïtien,
including Carénage, Cité Lescot, Sainte
Philomène and Charrier, suffered flooding on
the 11th February 2016. Flooding blocked
roads and caused traffic problems. The heavy rain also caused a mudslide which blocked the main
road in the district of Bel-Air, according to local media. Cap-Haïtien, the second biggest city of Haiti,
is known to be vulnerable to hydrological and hydro-geological problems, with recurrent events
causing significant damages. The area suffered major flooding at almost exactly the same time last
year. The situations is exacerbated by unplanned urbanization. With wide areas of standing water,
Floods and Evacuations in Haiti

contaminated flood water and streets littered with waste and garbage, focus has turned to health
concerns. Haiti public health authorities have called for people to be aware of the threat of the
spread of cholera and other water-borne diseases, and to take necessary preventative measures in
flood-affected areas of Cap-Haïtien and Port-de-Paix.

EVENT: Honduras – Heavy Rain and Floods in Islas de la Bahía, Central
America, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Prolonged rainstorms had affected the Caribbean coast of Honduras since 12th February 2016,
Flooding was reported in Islas de la Bahía Department on 13th February 2016. Heavy rainfall was
forecasted until at least 15 February.
Rain
Due to a cold front from the Gulf of Mexico interesting Honduras, heavy rain was recorded at
several stations of the country. Between 13th and 14th February 2016 more than 90 mm of rain in
24 hours was recorded in Tegucigalpa, Honduras’s capital and largest city, 66 mm in Tela, in
Atlántida Department, and 83 mm in Roatán, in Islas de la Bahía Department.The green level of
alert, second of four levels, issued by the Honduran Permanent Commission of Contingencies
(Comisión Permanente de Contingencias – COPECO) will be valid until Monday.
Flooding
According to local representatives of COPECO, the heavy and prolonged rain affecting Roatán Island
in Islas de la Bahía Department from the 12th February 2016, resulted in flooding in Santos
Guardiola municipality, where 7,650 inhabitants were affected. More than 50 houses in El Bay
neighbourhood were inundated and a house in La Esperanza neighbourhood has been destroyed by
a landslide caused by soil saturation, forcing the familiy to evacuate. Local authorities reported that
flooding in El Bay is mainly due to a reduction in the effective area of the principal drainage channel
of the neighbourhood that was unable to handle the storm water. Progressive silting of the channel
and unplanned new construction caused the loss in drainage efficiency.

Location of a landslide in Roatán, Honduras, Floods in Roatán, Honduras, 13 February 2016

Zika

Authorities in Honduras, including COPECO and the Ministry of Health, were carrying out a
campaign to educate people about the risks of the Zika virus, and to eliminate mosquito breeding
grounds.

EVENT: Peru – 2 Dead, 1 Missing After Floods Hit Regions in North and
South, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
North Peru
The northern regions of Piura and Tumbes, close to border with Ecuador, saw intense rainfall on
Friday 26th and Saturday 27th February, 2016. On the 25th February the National Service of
Hydrology and Meteorology (Servicio Nacional de Meteorología e Hidrología de Peru, SENAMHI)
issued a Meteorological Alert of level 4 (the highest) for the northern regions. According to
SENAMHI, 22.4 mm of rain was recorded in 6 hours Piura, 25 mm in 12 hours in Sullana and above
100 mm in 8 hours in Tumbes. Castilla and 26 de Octubre districts in Piura Region suffered the
worst of the resulting floods, with 34 houses severely damaged. According the local emergency
authorities, many of the houses were built of simple materials such as adobe, and had been
constructed in flood prone areas.
South Peru
Intense rain and damages were also reported in Puno, Apurímac and Cuzco regions, in south Peru.
According to the National Institute of Civil Defence (Instituto Nacional de Defensa Civil, INDECI) the
torrential rain caused the overflow of the Putumayo River in the Haquira district, Apurímac Region.
At least two people were reported dead. As a result of the intense rain since 23rd February 2016,
the Huancané and Muñani Rivers in Puno Region overflowed during the morning of the 25th
February, causing damage to houses, agricultural and communication routes. As many as 88 houses
have been affected by the flooding. Several flooding events are reported in the Cusco Region, where
the Urubamba and other rivers overflowed, affecting houses, roads and agricultural areas. In the
city of Cusco 2 houses collapsed as a result of the torrential rain events.
Damage to Infrastructure in Lima Region

The overflow of the Rímac River in Lima Region produced several landslides that since the 25th
February 2016 interrupted traffic on the Carretera Central, the main road connecting Lima to the
central regions of Peru.

Central Peru – Junín Region

Earlier this month, on 16 February 2016, heavy rainfall triggered landslides and flooding in the
district of Pampa Hermosa, Satipo Province, Junín region, damaging homes, roads, crops, schools
and health facilities.

Aftermath of floods and landslides in Satipo Province, Junín region, February 2016

Military Assistance
Peru’s Ministry of Defense, through the Joint Command of the Armed Forces and its various
Operational Command, ordered the immediate deployment of military personnel areas affected by
floods and landslides in various parts of the country including Tumbes, Piura and Chachapoyas.
Over 270 military personnel worked on removing landslide and flood debris from roads and
railway tracks in San Mateo district, Huarochirí province, Lima region.

Flood and landslide debris clearance in Lima Region

Flood summary
Event: Apurímac and Puno, Peru, February 2016
Date :February 25 to February 29, 2016

Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall Further heavy rainfall in Peru has resulted in landslides and floods in the
north, in particular in Piura Region, and several rivers overflowing in the south in Apurímac and
Puno regions.
Locations
A - Piura Region, Peru
B - Haquira District, Apurímac Region, Peru
C - Puno Region, Peru
Rainfall level
22.4 mm in 24 hours
Piura - February 26 to February 27, 2016
Most of the rain fell in a 6 hour period
Rainfall level
100 mm in 8 hours
Tumbes - February 26 to February 27, 2016
Most of the rain fell in an 8 hour period
River level: Overflowing
Huancané River, Puno Region - February 25 to February 26, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Muñani River, Puno Region - February 25 to February 26, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Putumayo River, Apurímac Region - February 25 to February 26, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 2 people Haquira district, Apurímac Region

EVENT: Bolivia – Heavy Rainfall in Beni and Santa Cruz, Landslide in La
Paz, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Intense rain affected northern areas of Bolivia on Saturday 27 February 2016. A landslide in an area
of La Paz has damaged several houses and forced almost 30 people from their homes. In Beni
Department, 151.4 mm of rain recorded in 24 hours at Rurrenabaque. During the same period, high
levels were also recorded in San Borja (57.6 mm), San Ignacio de Moxos (72 mm) and Trinidad
(61.9 mm), all in Beni Department, while 58 mm was recorded in Viru-Viru, in the bordering Santa
Cruz Department.
La Paz experienced flash floods. A torrential rainstorm hit the city of La Paz on the 24 February
2016, causing a flash flood after the overflow of the Huayñajahuira River, a tributary of the
Choqueyapu River. Torrential rain affected the city once again, this time on Saturday 27 February
2016, resulting in a landslide in Jupapina-Mallasa, a less urbanised district in the southern area of
La Paz Municipality. The city is well known to be prone to major hydro-geological issues, given its
peculiar geomorphologic conformation (a canyon created by the Choqueyapu River) and its rapid
urbanisation on or near to steep slopes.
According to the Municipal Secretary of Risk Management of the city of La Paz (Secretaria Municipal
de Gestión de Riesgos de La Paz) the landslide occurred on Saturday 27 at 21:00. As many as 15
houses were damaged by the landslide, affecting 29 people who have been evacuated by the local
authorities. Landslide are common in La Paz. One of the worst in living memory struck in February
2011, which was described as a “mega-mudslide” when as many as 500 homes were destroyed and
5,000 people evacuated.

Flood summary
Event: La Paz, Bolivia, February 2016
Date: February 27 to February 28, 2016
Type: Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall Intense rain affected northern areas of Bolivia on Saturday 27 February
2016, including Beni, Santa Cruz and La Paz departments. A landslide in La Paz has damaged 15
houses and displaced 29 people.
Locations :Jupapina, La Paz, Bolivia
Damages: Buildings damaged 15 buildings

EVENT: UK Floods – Flood Rescues and Houses Damaged in Cornwall,
February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Saturday 06 February saw some heavy downpours in England – particularly in the South West and
the Midlands – as well as parts of Wales and Scotland. An amber severe weather warning for rain
was issued by the Met Office for 06 February 2016 for South West England. Severe flood warnings
were issued by the Environment Agency later for several areas, including the River Brue and
Glastonbury Millstream from Lovington to Highbridge in Somerset, and at Portreath in Cornwall. By
the afternoon of 07 February, there were still 43 flood warnings and 153 flood alerts in place. At
least 14 properties have been damaged and 5 flood rescues carried out.
Cornwall and the South West
The Environment Agency said the situation in Portreath was a result of “the Portreath tunnel trash
screen now overtopping.” Evacuation plans had been drawn up for around 50 homes but weren’t
required in the end after teams were able to unblock the screen by late afternoon. Around 9 houses
in the village were flooded.

Flooding, with some damage to two properties was reported in
Angarrack and three properties were flooded in Blackwater.
Drivers and passengers from at least 5 vehicles had to be rescued

by emergency services after they became stuck in flood waters. Some river levels were also high in
parts of the neighbouring counties of Devon and Dorset, where flood warnings were also issued.
The Environment Agency warned that on Sunday and Monday rivers in Devon, Cornwall and Dorset
will continue to rise bringing a possibility of minor flooding.
Midlands
Part of the River Anker in Warwickshire burst its
banks on Sunday 07 February 2016 in the
Weddington
area
near
Nuneaton.
The
Environment Agency warned that there is also a
continued risk of minor river flooding from the
River Severn as the river continues to rise in
response to heavy rainfall. Rising rivers in
Oxfordshire may also pose a flood risk.
Scotland
Flood warnings across South West England, the
Midlands and parts of Wales

In Scotland, SEAP said on Sunday 07 February
that “A further band of rainfall and hill snow will
affect this area during causing river levels to rise

later today”. Flood warnings were issued for several parts of
Tayside. Flooding of the major motorway, the M9, forced
authorities to close the road around Bannockburn and
Craigforth.
Rainfall
Initial figures suggest that Camborne in west Cornwall saw 40
mm of rain in 24 hours on 06 February. Cardinham, also in
Cornwall, saw 30.2mm. In North Wales, Capel Curig saw 32mm.

UK January rainfall totals – areas of
Scotland and northern England have
seen 3 times normal amounts

The recent heavy rain follows 2 months of severe wet weather
for parts of Scotland, Wales and northern England. December
was UK’s wettest month on record, according to the Met Office.
January also saw extreme rainfall. Parts of Eastern Scotland and
Northern England had around 3 times the monthly average.
More rain falling on saturated ground will increase the risk of
flooding.

Storm Imogen Could Bring Coastal Flooding
It isn’t just the rain that poses the flood threat. The Met Office is warning that a period of stormy
weather generated by storm Imogen is expected over southern parts of England. The Environment
Agency said in a statement earlier today that a combination of gales, high tides and heavy showers
will lead to an increased flood risk.

EVENT: Australia – Evacuations After Near Record Rain in North West
Queensland, February 2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL

Floods in Dajarra, North West Queensland, 03
February, 2016

More flooding hit Queensland earlier to on, 03
February, this time in the the state’s remote north
west. One man died and several were rescued
after floods in the Bundaberg area on 31
January.More heavy rain affected communities in the
Mount Isa area. On 03 February, Urandangi recorded
162mm of rain in 24 hours, with most of it falling in
around 3 hours. This is just short of its highest ever of
164mm, recorded in December 1984. Surrounding
areas also received large amounts of rain. Local police
reported that flooding in the township of Dajarra had
led to several people being evacuated from homes
this morning. Police also reported that a number of
vehicles in the area were impacted by flood waters.
Several roads across the region were closed.

EVENT: Papua New Guinea – 3 Days of Heavy Rain Cause Floods and
Landslides – Several Dead, Bridges Destroyed, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Local media were reporting that at least 3 people
have died as a result of heavy rain, floods and
landslides in Papua New Guinea. The country’s Post
Courier says that at least 2 people have died in a
landslide in Sigiwagi, Chimbu Province, where 200
homes were also damaged. It is feared that the death
toll could rise. The heavy rain, which has been falling
since 12 February, comes after a long dry spell.
According to WMO figures, 53 mm of rain was
recorded in 24 hours in Port Moresby between 13
and 14 February. Local media say that flooding also
destroyed bridges in Northern and West New Britain
Provinces, in particular Ivule bridge that links Kimbe to Bialla and East New Britain. In the
Highlands, the Waghi River is said to be overflowing in parts of Jiwaka Province.
At least 6 people died in floods in Jiwaka province, Papua New Guinea, in late February 2015. In
early February 2015, 2 people died after floods in Kimbe and across the province of West New
Britain.

EVENT: New Zealand – 50cm of Rain in 2 Days Causes Floods in Nelson
and Tasman, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Local civil defence and emergency authorities in New
Zealand reported that torrential rain had caused
localised flooding in parts of Nelson city and Tasman
district. In some areas, over 50cm of rain has
fallenfrom 15th February 2016. The flooding comes

during a period of severe weather and storms across the country. Meteorological Service of New
Zealand reported over 180 lightning strikes, three of which struck houses, in the Central Otago
district of the South Island. Strong waves and rough seas also caused significant problems in the
Auckland area. Nelson Tasman Civil Defence and Emergency Management said in a statement on
17th February 2016 that the rain had caused extensive surface flooding across the region.
Significant rainfall accumulated in the region’s rivers with the Wairoa River reaching 25 year flood
level, Anatoki River reaching 10 year flood level, and the Maitai reaching annual flood level.
Significant flooding was reported in Golden Bay as a result of the overflowing Anatoki. The flooding
Wairoa River caused extensive surface flooding around the Brightwater area. Several roads were
closed. Flooding was also reported in Ferntown, Waitapu Splash, Upper Takaka and Lindsay’s
Bridge. Meteorological Service of New Zealand recorded 67.8 mm of rain at Nelson airport on 17
February 2016. The average rainfall total for a typical February is 46 mm. However, civil defence
reports say that in localised areas, the rainfall was far more extreme.

EVENT: Fiji – Tropical Cyclone Winston Causes Destruction and Floods –
21 Reported Dead, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Tropical Cyclone Winston had swept across parts of
Fiji causing widespread storm damage and flooding,
leaving hundreds of homes totally destroyed.
Local media said that the storm has destroyed houses
in numerous areas including Tailevu, Rakiraki, Tavua,
Ba, Lautoka, Savusavu, Taveuni, Ovalau, Koro,
Vanuabalavu.. ECHO, the EU’s humanitarian
department, said that thousands have been left
homeless and over 680 houses destroyed on the
island of Viti Levu, Fiji’s main island. Winston had
started to move south, slightly weakening but
remaining an intense Tropical Cyclone. According to
ECHO, early on 22nd February the cyclone’s centre
was located around 500 km west of Viti Levu island in Fiji, and 360 km north-east of Tafea province
in Vanuatu, and had maximum sustained wind speeds of 176 km/h. Local media in Fiji are reporting
that the death toll from Tropical Cyclone Winston now stands at 42, with one person missing and
over 100 injured. The number of those evacuated stood at 34,000 as of earlier today. Tropical
Cyclone Winston made landfall on 20 February in Vitu Levi, eastern Fiji as a Category 5 hurricane
and is the most powerful storm ever to hit Fiji.

Expected path of Tropical Cyclone Winston.

Flooding
Much of the damage and destruction had been caused by severe wind. However, the storm also
brought torrential rain and flooding in some areas, in particular in Nausori. Several flood warnings
have been issued for the area while river levels remain high. Between 21 and 22 February, Nausori
recorded 89.9 mm of rain in 24 hours. Nadi Airport saw 106.7 mm during the same period. Earlier,
147 mm of rain was recorded in Nausori during 24 hours to 21 Feb 06:00 UTC. Fiji Meteorological
Service (FMS) issued a flood warning during the evening local time on 22 February.

On Feb. 20, 2016 at 0941 UTC (4:41 a.m. EST), the GPM core satellite saw that Winston was
dropping rain at a rate of over 169 mm (6.7 inches) per hour in the western side of the eye.
Credit: NASA/JAXA/Hal Pierce On Feb. 21, 2016 at 02:15 UTC (Feb. 20 at 9:15 p.m. EST) NASA’s
Aqua satellite captured this visible image of Tropical Cyclone Winston in the South Pacific
Ocean, west of Fiji. Credit: NASA Goddard MODIS Rapid Response Team/Jeff Schmaltz

Fiji – Damage from Tropical Cyclone Winston, February 2016

EVENT: Pakistan – 2 Weeks of Heavy Rain and Floods – Officials Say More
Than 100 Killed, March 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Pakistan’s National Disaster Management Authority
(NDMA) report that heavy rain and floods have left at
least 121 people dead, 127 injured and 857 buildings
damaged since 09 March 2016. Many of the victims died
when their houses collapsed in floods or landslides.
During a 24 hour period between 12th and 13th March
2016, 56 mm of rain was recorded in Dir, KhyberPakhtunkhwa, and 54 mm in Muree, Punjab. Muree was
hit by further heavy a few days later, with 51 mm falling
in 24 hours between 16th and 17th March 2016. Kakul, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa recorded 57 mm of
rain during the same period. The rain was falling steadily since 11th March 2016 in many of the
affected areas, and accumulated totals have already exceeded amounts normally expected for the
whole of March in over 60 locations, according to Pakistan’s Meteorological Department (PMD).
PMD say that Rawalakot in Poonch, Kashmir, has recorded 349.5 mm of rain between 12thMarch
and 19thMarch 2016. Malam Jabba in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa saw 298 mm of rain between
11thMarch & 19thMarch 2016. Dir in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa has recorded 261 mm of rainin March
2016.
Damage and deaths were reported in several provinces. The administrative division of Azad Jammu
and Kashmir suffered some of the worst damage to buildings. NDMA report that 602 houses were

damaged there. Poorly-built homes, particularly in rural areas, are susceptible to collapse during
heavy spring rains. The deaths occurred in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (38, including 7
in Orakzai), Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (36), Balochistan (19) Punjab (14), Azad Jammu and Kashmir
(13) and Gilgit-Baltistan (1).
Flood summary
Event: Pakistan, March 2016
Date: March 9 to March 22, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall

EVENT: South China – Floods, Hail and Landslides Leave 5 Dead, 17,000
Evacuated and 1,100 Homes Destroyed, March 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Severe weather that began on 19th March 2016 had caused floods and landslides in several
provinces in south west and south east China. China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs said that the
provinces of Jiangxi, Hunan, Guangdong, Guangxi and Guizhou were worst hit. At least 5 people had
died and 17,000 evacuated. Authorities said that 1,100 homes were destroyed and 72,000 damaged.
As many as 88.1 million people were affected. In Jiangxi, 3,200 were evacuated. One person was
reported killed in a landslide. Over 5,000 had been evacuated in Hunan province, and 8,300 in
Guangdong, where four people were killed when a building collapsed. In Guangxi, 57,000 houses
have been damaged in the severe weather.
Rainfall: Between 20 and 21 March 2016, Heyuan, Guangdong recorded 103 mm of rain in 24 hours.
Later, between 22 and 23 March, Zhangping,
Fujian recorded 91 mm in 24 hours and
Ganzhou, Jiangxi 76 mm.
Flood summary
Event: South China, March 2016
Date: March 19 to March 24, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall- Floods and landslides
as a result of heavy rain, storms and hail have
affected southern areas of China since 19
March. China's Ministry of Civil Affairs says
that the provinces of Jiangxi, Hunan,
Guangdong, Guangxi and Guizhou are worst
hit. 5 people have died and 17,000 evacuated, as of 23 March 2016. 1,100 homes have been
destroyed and 72,000 damaged.
Locations:
A – Jiangxi, B – Hunan, C - Guangzhou
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 103 mm in 24 hours
Heyuan, Guangdong - March 20 to March 21, 2016
Rainfall level: 91 mm in 24 hours
Zhangping, Fujian - March 22 to March 23, 2016
Rainfall level: 76 mm in 24 hours
Ganzhou, Jiangxi - March 22 to March 23, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 5 people
Buildings destroyed: 1,100

Buildings damaged: 72,000
Evacuated: 17,000

EVENT: Angola – Many Dead & Missing After Floods, March 2016, March
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
At least 24 people were killed and many more were missing after floods struck in city of Lubango,
Huíla, in southern Angola. Angola news agency ANGOP reports that heavy rain fell for around 9
hours on Monday 29th February 2016. Local media report that two rivers – the Capitao and the
Caculuvar – overflowed. The worst affected areas were the Tchioco and Canguinda districts of the
city. It was thought that the flood water may have swept through a local market in Tchioco, where
many young people work washing cars. Many of the victims are aged between 12 and 30, ANGOP
report. Local emergency services said bodies were found up to 500 metres downstream. Further
heavy rain fell on Tuesday, 01 March. The search continued for the 30 missing people.
Deadly floods strucked once again in Angola, this time in Cuanza Sul Province, just days after
tragedy struck in the city of Lubango where flash floods killed 24 people and left many more
missing. ANGOP, the government news agency in Angola, report that at least 6 people died in floods
in Cuanza Sul Province between 05 and 07 March 2016
Cuanza Sul Province

Huíla, Angola, February to March 2016

The fatalities occurred in Quissala and Bumba
neighbourhoods of Sumbe Municipality, in the
central Cuanza Sul Province. Four of the victims, all
children, died after a house collapsed. A further 16
houses have also been destroyed in the floods.
ANGOP report that 168 houses, a hospital and 3
schools have also been damaged.
Death Toll Rises in Lubango, Huíla
More bodies recovered by emergency workers in
Lubango, Huíla, bringing the death toll to 29. Heavy
rain fell for around 9 hours on Monday 29 February
2016. Local media report that two rivers – the
Capitao and the Caculuvar – overflowed on 01

March, leaving a train of devastation.
Lunda Sul Province
Local media in Angola also reported that floods and heavy rain since the start of the year have
destroyed 308 homes in the municipalities of Cacolo, Dala and Saurimo, leaving at least 1,544
people homeless in he eastern province of Lunda Sul. A further 59 homes were damaged. Flooding
has also caused damage to transport, bridges and schools.
Flood Summary
Event: Cuanza Sul Province, Angola, March 2016
Date: February 29 to March 1, 2016 & March 5 to March 7, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- At least 24 people have been killed and many more are missing after floods
struck in city of Lubango, Huíla, in southern Angola. Deadly floods struck Sumbe Municipality,
Cuanza Sul Province,Angola, leaving 6 dead. The fatalities occurred in Quissala and Bumba

neighbourhoods of Sumbe Municipality, in the central Cuanza Sul Province. Four of the victims, all
children, died after a house collapsed. A further 16 houses have also been destroyed in the floods.
ANGOP report that 168 houses, a hospital and 3 schools have also been damaged.
Locations: Lubango, Huíla, Angola, Sumbe Municipality, Cuanza Sul Province, Angola
Magnitude
River level:Overflowing -Rio Capitao, Lubango, Huíla, Angola - February 29 to March 1, 2016
Damages
Fatalities:29 people in Lubango, Huíla, Angola
Missing: 25 people in Lubango, Huíla, Angola & 6 people in Sumbe Municipality, Cuanza Sul
Province
Buildings destroyed: 16 buildings in Sumbe Municipality, Cuanza Sul Province
Buildings damaged: 170 buildings in Sumbe Municipality, Cuanza Sul Province

EVENT: Kenya – Floods Displace 1,000 People as 3 Die in Turkana
County, March 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Several parts of Turkana County
in north west Kenya saw
intense rainfall during the
afternoon of 10th March, 2016
which led to overflowing of the
Turkwel and Kawalase Rivers.
At least three people died in the
floods and more than 1,000
others are said to have been
displaced from their homes,
according to local media. Large
numbers of livestock were also
reported to have been swept
away in the flood waters.
Lodwar town, which sits between the two rivers, was one of the worst affected areas. The villages of
Napetet, Soweto, Kalifonia and Nakerekei were also badly hit. Many roads connecting these villages
to the rest of the county were flooded making them impassable. Market places, schools and other
social amenities were disrupted and rendered inaccessible. The Director of IGAD Climate Prediction
and Applications Centre had earlier warned that some places within the region would continue
receiving intense rainfall even as the impacts of El Niño subsided. The Kenya Meteorological
Services issued the March-April-May (MAM) seasonal forecast, saying that most of the counties
were expected to receive their onset rainfalls in the second week of March.
Advisories have been issued alongside the forecast and people were asked to remain alert and
follow the weather forecasts closely to reduce their flood risk.
Flood summary
Event: Turkana County, Kenya, March 2016
Date: March 10 to March 13, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Several parts of Turkana County in north west Kenya saw intense rainfall
during the afternoon of 10 March, 2016 which led to overflowing of the Turkwel and Kawalase
Rivers. At least three people died in the floods and more than 1,000 others are said to have been
displaced.Lodwar town, which sits between the two rivers, was one of the worst affected areas. The
villages of Napetet, Soweto, Kalifonia and Nakerekei were also badly hit.
Locations
A - Lodwar

B - Turkwel
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Turkwel River, Turkana County - March 10 to March 13, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Kawalase River, Turkana County - March 10 to March 13, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 3 people in Turkana County
Evacuated: 1,000 in Turkana County

EVENT: California Storm – Floods Leave 1 Dead, Dozens Evacuated, USA –
2 Killed as Storms Hit South, Flood Emergency Declared in Louisiana
After 335mm of Rain, Floods in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Oklahoma Leave 4 Dead, 2 Missing and 1000s of Homes Damaged, March
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Storm across parts of central and northern California caused flooding that forced dozens to
evacuate their homes. At least one person has died in the floods. The fatality occurred in Yuba
County on Saturday 05th March, 2016, Local media report that a stretch of Highway 70 was flooded
and had been blocked off by police. The storm also drenched parts of Santa Cruz County with more
than 6 inches (15 cm) of rain falling in some places on Saturday 05 March 2016. National Weather
Service said that Boulder Creek Huckleberry recorded 6.70 inches (16.5 cm) during 24 hours.
Nearly 2 inches (5 cm) of rain fell in 2 hours in Soquel. The heavy rain caused local rivers,
including Soquel and Corralitos Creeks and the San Lorenzo River, to rise above flood stage. The
resulting floods prompted evacuations of residents near the two creeks in Capitola and along the
San Lorenzo River in rural Santa Cruz. The American Red Cross set up an evacuation centre in
Capitola.
Louisiana
A slow moving storm dumped massive amounts of rain on parts of Louisiana and eastern Texas
from Tuesday 08 March. Some areas saw over 14 inches (355 mm) of rain in 24 hours with more
heavy rain forecast until Friday 11 March. At least 2 deaths were reported as a result of the storm
and floods, one in Dickinson Bayou, Texas, the other when a vehicle was swept off the road in
floodwaters in Bienville Parish, Louisiana. Louisiana Governor John Bel Edwards has declared a
state of emergency in 16 parishes in the northern part of the state. In a statement he said that
Acadia, Bienville, Bossier, Caddo, Claiborne, Desoto, East Carroll, Grant, Lincoln, Morehouse,
Ouachita, Red River, Richland, Union, Webster and West Carroll have declared or are in the process
of declaring states of emergency in order to assist residents in areas damaged by the severe
weather. In Haughton around 100 homes were flooded in the Tall Timbers area. The Shreveport
Times says “residents were forced to flee when at least 5 feet of water inundated their homes.”
Bossier Parish was also one of the hardest hit by floods. Over 100 roads were closed in the area and
officials issued a mandatory evacuation order for residents of 3,500 homes.
Texas
In East Texas, the City of Kilgore had declared a state of emergency. Flooding in the city has
prompted evacuations and required several flood rescues. A disaster had also been declared in
Gregg County. County Judge Bill Stoudt says the county has suffered widespread or severe damage
resulting from flash flooding and substantial rainfall. Several homes have been reported as

damaged by floods in Lake Mexia, south of Dallas. Around 40 homes were flooded and 150 people
have evacuated, according to Limestone County Emergency Management Coordinator.
Rainfall Figures
Rainfall figures according to NWS Shreveport. Figures in inches, for a 24 hour period to early
(between 07:00 and 09:00) 09 March 2016.
Taylortown, Bossier Parish, LA – 14.44
Sailes, Bienville Parish, LA – 11.50
Barksdale AFB, Bossier Parish, LA – 11.39
Jamestown, Bienville Parish, LA – 10.77
Homer RAWS Site, Claiborne Parish, LA – 10.25
1 mile N of Homer, Claiborne Parish, LA – 9.42
Arcadia, Bienville Parish, LA – 9.10
Swartz, Ouachita Parish, LA – 8.89
Longview, Gregg County, TX – 8.60
Monroe, Ouachita Parish, LA – 8.53
Southern Hills, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA – 8.03
4 NW Nesbitt, Harrison County, TX – 7.87
Marshall, Harrison County, TX – 7.38
Carthage, Panola County, TX – 7.06
Shreveport Regional Airport, Caddo Parish, LA – 6.33
Further Heavy Rain was expected
Due to the slow movement of the storm, heavy rain and thunderstorms continued to affect many of
the same areas until Friday 11 March, NWS said. Flash flood watches were in place for parts of
Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Missouri and southern Illinois.
Oklahoma
Gov. Asa Hutchinson issued a disaster declaration for 16 counties that were hit hardest by heavy
rainfall. Emergency personnel reported multiple water rescues. The affected counties are:
Arkansas, Ashley, Bradley, Calhoun, Chicot, Cleveland, Columbia, Desha, Drew, Jefferson, Lincoln,
Monroe, Ouachita, Phillips, Prairie and Scott.
Mississippi
Gov. Phil Bryant declared a state of emergency on 10 March for areas affected by flooding and
issued an executive order mobilizing the Mississippi National Guard to assist with any needed highwater rescues. According to the National Weather Service, parts of Mississippi received eight to 10
inches of rain in 24 hours to 10 March. The Mississippi State Emergency Operations Center said that
initial damage reports show 185 homes destroyed or sustained major damage and a total of 649
with minor damage or affected with assessments still ongoing. Officials added that there are no
injuries or deaths being reported but two fishermen are still missing in Claiborne County.
Rainfall
The National Weather Service (NWS) in Shreveport, Louisiana reported that 20.39 inches of rain fell
in Taylortown, Bossier Parish, between 08 and 12 March and over 24 inches fell during the same
period in Monroe, Ouachita. Hemphill in Sabine County, East Texas, saw 18.60 inches.
NASA’s Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission has been monitoring the rainfall.

This image shows the distribution of rainfall from March 7-14, 2016, over the south central US. Purple indicates
highest rainfall amounts

A severe storm system swept across parts of the South and the Midwest USA late on Wednesday
30th March, 2016. Flooding was reported in Arkansas. Jonesboro was one of the worst hit areas.
Jonesboro Police Department reported that several roads have been washed out and urged
everyone to stay at home and off of the roads until the waters recede. A temporary shelter was
opened at Allen Park Center for any people displaced by floods or those unable to get home. No
injuries or fatalities were reported. Several areas in Arkansas and Tennessee had recorded over 4
inches of rain in the last 24 hours. National Weather Service (NWS) said that much of the rain had
fallen in a 3 hour period early on 31stMarch 2016. In some areas of eastern Arkansas, western
Tennessee and southern Missouri, a further 3 inches of rain over the next few hours was likely and
flood warnings and flash flood warnings have been issued for at least 17 locations across the three
states. NWS Memphis also confirmed that after the recent heavy rain, this was the wettest March on
record in Memphis. 2.73 inches of rain has fallen in the 6 hours, early on 31 March.
Flood summary
Event: California, USA, March 2016
Date: March 5 to March 7, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- A storm on 05 March 2016 caused flooding in Yuba, Sacramento and Santa
Cruz counties, California. One person has been reported killed in the floods, several homes have
been evacuated.
Locations: A - Santa Cruz county, B – Sacramento & C - Yuba county
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 165 mm in 24 hours
Boulder Creek Huckleberry - March 5 to March 6, 2016
River level:Overflowing
San Lorenzo River, Santa Cruz County - March 6 to March 7, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Corralitos Creek, Santa Cruz County - March 6 to March 7, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Soquel Creek, Santa Cruz County - March 6 to March 7, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 1 person Yuba county - March 5 to March 5, 2016
Evacuated: 20 people Capitola and along the San Lorenzo River in rural Santa Cruz - March 6 to
March 7, 2016
Flood summary
Event: East Texas, USA, March 2016
Date: March 8 to March 20, 2016

Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- A slow moving storm dumped massive amounts of rain on parts of East
and Southeast Texas from Tuesday 08 March, 2016. By 16 March, the Sabine River at Deweyville
had reached record levels. Texas Governor, Greg Abbott, declared a State of Emergency for 17
counties on 14 March. The counties affected are: Angelina, Erath, Gregg, Hardin, Harrison, Hood,
Jasper, Jefferson, Liberty, Madison, Marion, Newton, Orange, Parker, Sabine, San Augustine, and
Tyler.
Locations: Deweyville
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 218.44 mm in 24 hours
Longview, Gregg County, Texas - March 8 to March 9, 2016
Rainfall level: 199.90 mm in 24 hours
Nesbitt, Harrison County, Texas - March 8 to March 9, 2016
River level: 10.131552 metres
Sabine River, Deweyville, Texas - March 16, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 2,000
Flood summary
Last updated: July 21, 2016
Event: Louisiana, USA, March 2016
Date: March 8 to March 20, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- A slow moving storm dumped massive amounts of rain on parts of East
and Southeast Texas from Tuesday 08 March, 2016. By 16 March, the Sabine River at Deweyville
had reached record levels. Major disaster declared for Louisiana Parishes of Bossier, Claiborne,
Grant, Morehouse, Ouachita, Richland, Webster, Beauregard, Bienville, Caddo, Caldwell, DeSoto,
LaSalle, Livingston, Madison, Natchitoches, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, Union, Vernon, Washington,
West Carroll and Winn.
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 366.78 mm in 24 hours
Taylortown, Bossier Parish, Louisiana - March 8 to March 9, 2016
Damages
Buildings damaged 6,143 in Louisiana
Fatalities:4 people in Louisiana

An airman surveys a newly covered portion of the levee in Bossier City, La., March 10, 2016. The plastic and
sandbag barrier protected the Red Chute Bayou levee from potential corrosion caused by the overflowing river.
The airmen are assigned to the 2nd Logistic Readiness Squadron.

Trees are partly submerged under floodwater in Franklinton, La., March 11, 2016. Flooding is evident in
Franklinton, La., March 11, 2016, as Louisiana Army National Guardsmen conduct aerial reconnaissance of the
area. More than 1,000 Louisiana National Guard soldiers and airmen were mobilized to support response
operations after widespread flooding in the state.

Flood summary
Event: Arkansas, USA, March to April 2016
Date: March 31, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - A severe storm system swept across parts of the South and the Midwest
USA late on Wednesday 30 March, 2016. Flooding has been reported in Arkansas. Jonesboro was
one of the worst hit areas.
Locations: Jonesboro, Arkansas
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 75 mm in 3 hours in Jonesboro
Damages: Roads blocked~12 in Jonesboro

EVENT: Brazil – 24 Dead After Floods and Landslides in São Paulo, March
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Torrential rain affected the metropolitan region of São Paulo, in south eastern Brazil, causing floods
and landslides in more than 20 municipalities. Local media reported as many as 24 casualties, 24
injured and several houses flooded or destroyed.
Intense Rain

The heavy rain began to fall on 10th March, 2016, ending in the morning of 11th March 2016.
According to the National Meteorological Institute (Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia, Inmet) 87.2
mm of rain was recorded in 24 hours in Mirante de Santana, in the north of São Paulo. In Soracaba,
a city of 600,000 inhabitants west of São Paulo, recorded 61.6 mm of rain during the night between
10 and 11 March 2016.
Landslides and Flooding
The intense rain resulted in several landslides that caused casualties and major damages. Four
people died and 7 injured in Mairipora Municipality, buried in the night of 10 March by a landslide
affecting several houses. Major landslides also occurred also in Francisco Morato Municipality,
causing 11 fatalities, and in Itapevi, where 2 people died. Several rivers have overflowed causing
flooding in many densely populated areas of São Paulo, damaging homes and causing severe
disruption to local transport. According to local authorities, the Pinheiros River in São Paolo, the
Tietê River in Salto and the Atibaia River in the Campinas Region have all overflowed. As many as 4
people have drowned in Guarulhos and Cajamar. Several roads and railways lines were temporarily
interrupted causing major issues to commuters working in the metropolitan region of São Paulo.
São Paulo-Guarulhos airport was closed for 6 hours.

Flood summary
Event: São Paulo, Brazil, March 2016
Date: March 10 to March 17, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Torrential rain affected the metropolitan region of São Paulo, in south
eastern Brazil, causing floods and landslides in more than 20 municipalities. Local media report as
many as 24 casualties, 24 injured and several houses flooded or destroyed.
Locations: Mairipora, Francisco Morato, Itapevi
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Pinheiros River, São Paulo - March 10 to March 11, 2016
Rainfall level, 10-11 March 2016: 87.2 mm in 24 hours
Mirante de Santana - March 10 to March 11, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 24 people in São Paulo State.

EVENT: Peru – 10,000 People Still Affected by Floods in Tumbes, March
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Civil defence in Peru (Instituto Nacional de Defensa Civil – INDECI) has carried out further damage
assessments in areas of Tumbes region that have been affected by severe flooding since early March
2016. INDECI say that 1,637 families have been affected and 14 homes destroyed. The area suffered
around 12 hours of heavy rain between 02nd and 03rd March. Peru’s National Service of
Meteorology and Hydrology (SENAMHI) said that the heaviest rains were recorded in Puerto
Pizarro, where the accumulated total reached 139 mm. The Tumbes and Zarumilla rivers
overflowed causing damage in the two provinces of the same names. INDECI say that on 05 March
the Tumbes recorded a flow of 600 m3 per second. On March 6, 2016, the flow had increased to
1056 m3 per second. INDECI say that 14 homes were completely destroyed and seven schools and
one health centre damaged. As many as 26 families were displaced and around 10,000 people have
been affected.
In Tumbes province, the districts of
Corrales, Pampas de Hospital, San Juan
de la Virgen, San Jacinto, Puerto
Pizarro, La Cruz and Tumbes were the
worst hit.
In Zarumilla department, floods
affected the districts of Zarumilla,
Aguas Verdes, Papayal and Matapalo.
Flood summary
Event: Tumbes, Peru, March 2016
Date: March 2 to March 12, 2016
Type: River flood
Floods in Tumbes Region, Peru, March 2016
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Tumbes and
Zarumilla provinces in Tumbes Region,
Peru, suffered around 12 hours of heavy rain between 02 and 03 March. The Tumbes and Zarumilla
rivers overflowed and 14 homes were destroyed, with seven schools and one health centre
damaged. 26 families were displaced and around 10,000 people affected.In Tumbes province, the
districts of Corrales, Pampas de Hospital, San Juan de la Virgen, San Jacinto, Puerto Pizarro, La Cruz
and Tumbes were the worst hit.In Zarumilla department, floods affected the districts of Zarumilla,
Aguas Verdes, Papayal and Matapalo.
Locations - Tumbes Province, Zarumilla Province, Peru
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Zarumilla River, Tumbes and Zarumilla provinces - March 5 to March 8, 2016
River level: 1056 cubic metres per second
Tumbes River, Tumbes and Zarumilla provinces - March 6 to March 6, 2016
Rainfall level: 139 mm in 24 hours
Puerto Pizarro - March 2 to March 3, 2016
Damages
Buildings destroyed: 14 buildings
Tumbes and Zarumilla provinces
Evacuated: 100 people inTumbes and Zarumilla provinces
Affected: 10,000 in Tumbes and Zarumilla provinces - March 5 to March 10, 2016.

EVENT: Argentina – 400 Families Displaced by Floods in Santiago del
Estero, March 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

As many as 400 families were forced to leave their homes after flooding in the province of Santiago
del Estero in northern Argentina. In the north of the province, the water level in the Río Hondo
Reservoir rose significantly due to intense rainfall that occurred during the first days of March 2016
in the upstream province of Tucumán. Authorities opened reservoir outlets to avoid the dam from
overtopping and to prevent any subsequent damage to the city of Termas de Río Hondo, located
immediately downstream of the dam. Up to 800 cubic metres of water per second were released
from the spillway of the dam and into the Dulce River. The flow continued its route along the Dulce
River, causing floods in the southern departments of Mitra, Salavina and Aguirre in Santiago del
Estero province. Several houses, most of them constructed in flood-prone areas along the river
banks, were affected by the flood event. As many as 400 families were forced to leave their homes,
although others refused to leave their homes, fearing thieves would take their possessions. Wide
areas of farmland also suffered significant damage. Supplies and medical care were provided by the
provincial government. In the Salavina department, the Útis River, a non-constant stream formed as
a result of increased level in the Dulce River, also overflowed, causing damage to crops and
livestock in the area. News agency Telam reports that the areas worst affected are Lote 24, El
Albardón, Loma Blanca, Estelita, Domingo de Ramos, Pampa Atun, Puesto Las Abras, Tramo 40,
Álvarez Gallo, San Nicolás, La Capilla, El Porrón and Fuerte Esperanzaco. Subsequently, discharge
from the Río Hondo Dam outlets had also decreased, and as of 14 March 2016, flow was down to
200 cubic metres per second.

Relief supplies brought in by helicopter for flood victims in Santiago del Estero
Flood summary
Event: Santiago del Estero, Argentina, March 2016
Date: March 13, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Reservoir release, Long-term rainfall- 400 families have been displaced after flooding in the
province of Santiago del Estero in northern Argentina. After heavy rain during early March, water
was released from the Río Hondo Reservoir. The flow continued its route along the Dulce River,
causing floods in the southern departments of Mitra, Salavina and Aguirre in Santiago del Estero
province.
Locations - Salavina, Santiago del Estero Province, Aguirre, Mitre, Santiago del Estero Province,
Argentina
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Dulce River, Salavina and Aguirre in Santiago del Estero province - March 13 to March 15, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Útis River, Salavina department - March 13 to March 15, 2016
Damages Evacuated: 1,600 Salavina and Aguirre in Santiago del Estero province

EVENT: Serbia – Emergency Declared after Floods Force Hundreds to
Evacuate, March 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

The Serbian Interior Ministry declared an emergency situation on Monday 7 March 2016, after
floods hit the municipalities of Čačak, Lucani and Arilje in central and eastern Serbia. Areas of the
country recorded heavy rainfall that began late on8th March 2016. The Cemernica river broke its
banks early on 07 March and flooded around 500 houses in the villages of Konjevici and Preljina.
The Serbian government said that 420 people were evacuated. The heavy rain also caused a
landslide in the Bajina Basta municipality, damaging homes and roads in the area.

Floods in Preljina, Čačak, Serbia, 07 March 2016
Rainfall
In a 24 hour period between 06 to 07 March, 2016
Kopaonik – 55 mm
Sjenica – 54.1 mm
Zlatibor – 80.3 mm
Parts of Montenegro and Croatia also saw heavy rain. Podgorica-Grad in Montenegro recorded
115.1 mm in the 24 hours and Niksic 89 mm. Dubrovnik in Croatia recorded 53.0 mm in 24 hours.
Authorities in Croatia reported earlier today a level 3 alert (4 being the highest) on the Sava and
Ilova rivers and Retencija Lonjsko Polje, and level 2 alerts on some tributaries of the Sava.
Flood summary
Event: Čačak, Lučani and Arilje, Serbia, March 2016
Date: March 7, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Emergency declared on Monday 7 March 2016 after floods in the
municipalities of Čačak, Lucani and Arilje in Serbia. 500 homes damaged, 420 people evacuated.
Locations- Čačak, Lučani, Arilje
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Cemernica River, Čačak - March 7 to March 14, 2016
RHMSS say that between 07 and 14 March, three occurrences of high flows were recorded on the
Zapadna Morava River and its tributaries (Djetinja, Veliki Rzav, Moravica, Skrapez, Bjelica and
Cemernica rivers), the Ibar River, the Juzna Morava River and its tributaries, the Drina, Lim and
Jadar rivers, the Kolubara River and its tributaries, and the streams of central and eastern Serbia.
The initial high flows for both the Zapadna Morava and Ibar rivers were the most severe.
Rainfall level: 55 mm in 24 hours
Kopaonik - March 6 to March 7, 2016
Rainfall level: 54.1 mm in 24 hours
Sjenica - March 6 to March 7, 2016
Damages
Buildings damaged: 500 buildings
Evacuated: 420 people in Čačak, Lučani and Arilje

EVENT: UK – Storm Katie Floods Roads and Railways, 1 Person Missing,
March 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Storm Katie, March 2016. Image: UK Met Office

Parts of southern and central England endured
the force of Storm Katie between Sunday 27th
and Monday 28th March 2016.
Strong winds, with gusts of over 100 mph /
160 kph in some areas of the south of England,
uprooted trees and downed power lines. At
one point over 200,000 homes were without
electricity. Flights bound for London’s busy
Gatwick and Heathrow airports had to be
diverted elsewhere. The Port of Dover closed
temporarily early on Monday, 28 March.
Floods
The UK’s Met Office had issued Yellow level warnings for heavy rain for large areas of southern
Britain. There were also Yellow and Amber warnings issued for strong winds.
Rail and Road Disruption
Flooding has disrupted train travel in areas of the south west of England. Rail tracks are flooded
between Dorchester and Yeovil, with services severely disrupted. Torrential rain and floods also
forced the closure of a stretch of the M6 motorway between junctions 13 to 14, leaving many
motorists stranded. Some homes have been flooded in Chesterfield in Derbyshire, according to local
media.

EVENT: New Zealand – Hundreds Evacuated After Flooding Hits West
Coast – 350mm of Rain in 24 Hours, March 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A day of wild weather caused several rivers to overflow in parts of New Zealand’s South Island.
Some areas saw over 350 mm of rain in 24 hours. Strong winds brought down trees and power
cables. Around 200 people, many of them tourists, have been evacuated after the Waiho River

flooded the town of Franz Josef in Westland district. Several people were evacuated from their
homes in Riwaka township in Tasman District after the Riwaka River overflowed.
Tasman District
Nelson and Tasman civil defence officials said that the Riwaka, Takaka and Aorere rivers have
overflowed after torrential rainfall in catchment areas. The worst affected area is the township of
Riwaka, flooded by the river of the same name. Local officials estimate that the flow of the river
reached around 200 cubic metres per second. Flooding, fallen trees and landslides in Tasman
District had caused over a dozen road closures. A relief centre has been set up at the Motueka
Recreation Centre for those displaced. This is the second time the area has seen severe flooding and
torrential rain since early February. Parts of Nelson city and Tasman district were drenched on 17
February this year, with some areas recording over half a metre of rain in 2 days. Between 17 and
18 February, 528 mm of rain was recorded at the Paradise rain gauge in the hills behind Takaka

Franz Josef, Westland District
Late on Wednesday 23 March, 2016, the Waiho River breached its bank. A state of local emergency
was declared for Franz Josef in the early hours 24 March 2016 as a result. Westland Civil Defence
has issued a boil water notice for the whole of the Franz Josef town water supply area. Some people
in the area were evacuated as a precaution, with up to 180 people being temporarily displaced. A
Red Cross Welfare Centre was set up in Franz Josef.
Rainfall
Local civil defence officials said that “over the 24 hours from 9am 250 to 350mm of rainfall fell
across the northwest ranges and Kahurangi National Park area, and 150 to 200mm about the
Richmond Ranges”. At least 5 locations in the area recorded over 250 mm of rainfall in 24 hours
between 23 and 24 March, 2016. As with the mid February floods, the rain gauge at Paradise
recorded the highest levels, with 376 mm falling in 24 hours. Collingwood recorded 298 mm,
Harwoods 267 mm, Canaan 336 mm and Takaka Hill 254 mm.
Flood summary
Event: South Island, New Zealand, March 2016
Date: March 23 to March 25, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall Around 200 people were evacuated after several rivers overflowed in
Westland and Tasman Districts, New Zealand. More than 350mm of rain fell in 24 hours in some
areas.
Locations: Franz Josef, Riwaka, New Zealand
Magnitude River level: Overflowing
Waiho River, Franz Josef, New Zealand - March 23 to March 24, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Riwaka River, Riwaka, New Zealand - March 23 to March 24, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Takaka River, Harwoods, New Zealand - March 23 to March 24, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Aorere River, Tasman District, New Zealand - March 23 to March 24, 2016
Rainfall level: 298 mm in 24 hours
Collingwood - March 23 to March 24, 2016
Rainfall level: 376 mm in 24 hours
Paradise - March 23 to March 24, 2016
Rainfall level: 267 mm in 24 hours
Harwoods - March 23 to March 24, 2016

Rainfall level: 336 mm in 24 hours
Canaan - March 23 to March 24, 2016
Rainfall level: 254 mm in 24 hours
Takaka Hill - March 23 to March 24, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 180 people in Franz Josef, New Zealand - March 24, 2016
Evacuated: 20 people in Tasman District, New Zealand - March 24, 2016

EVENT: Pakistan – At Least 46 Killed After Floods in North, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
In Pakistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) reported
earlier today that 46 people had died and 41 were injured as torrential rain and floods hit the
province on Saturday 02 April, 2016. At least 60 houses have been damaged. Many of the deaths
are thought to have been caused by collapsing buildings. Other victims were swept away by flood
water or struck by lighting. Kohistan and Shanlga were among the worst affected districts. At least
14 people had died, 13 injured and 26 houses damaged in Shangla. Twelve were killed in Kohistan
and 2 injured. Several rivers in the area, including the Swat River, had reportedly overflowed.
PDMA said that the Swat district has also suffered severe losses with at least 8 people dead. Officials
said the Swat River was in a “high level flood” at Ayub bridge in Swat. People have been asked to
evacuate from areas near the river. At least 65 of the fatalities occurred in the worst hit province of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The figure is likely to rise further after a devastating landslide struck in
upper Kohistan Valley area early on Monday 04 April, 2016. It is believed that around 30 people
have been buried in the landslide. As of Tuesday, rescuers had recovered 2 bodies and rescued 5
injured from the buried houses. At least 23 people are still missing. Fifteen of the 92 fatalities
occurred in Gilgit-Baltistan province and 12 in Azad Jammu and Kashmir

Gilgit-Baltistan and Afghanistan
Flooding and severe weather has also affected parts of the province of Gilgit-Baltistan. Turkish
newspaper, Daily Sabah, said that heavy rain and flooding has also affected parts of Afghanistan. the
newspaper says: Meanwhile in Afghanistan, the floods killed 30 people, destroyed over 20 homes,
while communications were knocked out and several roads blocked by flooding, said Wais Barmak,

state minister for the Afghanistan Natural Disaster Management Authority. The worst affected
areas include central Daikundi, Uruzgan and Ghazni provinces.
Record Breaking Rainfall
Pakistan Meteorological Department said that at least 4 locations in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa recorded
the highest ever amounts of rain seen in a 24 hour period. Kalam recorded 62 mm of rain in 24
hours between 02 and 03 April. Malam Jabba saw 115 mm, Pattan 94.1 mm and Saidu Sharif 67.6
mm. Since the start of April 2016, Dir has seen 107 mm, Malam Jabba 127 mm, Parachinar 117 mm
and Pattan 132.2 mm.
Over 150 Killed by Floods and Heavy Rain in Pakistan Since Early March 2016
This recent flood disaster comes soon after over 100 people lost their lives in the country after
heavy rain and floods between 09 and 22 March 2016 that affected at least 6 provinces. During that
time, the deaths occurred in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (38, including 7 in Orakzai),
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (36), Balochistan (19) Punjab (14), Azad Jammu and Kashmir (13) and GilgitBaltistan (1).
Flood summary
Event: Pakistan - Floods and Landslides, April 2016
Date: April 2 to April 8, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall. Several days of heavy rain during early April, 2016,
resulted in floods and landslides in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Jammu and
Kashmir.
Locations: Kohistan Valley, location of the deadly landslide
Magnitude
Swat River level: Overflowing
Swat District, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa - April 2 to April 8, 2016
Rainfall level: 115 mm in 24 hours
Malam Jabba, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa - April 2 to April 3, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 88 people in Kohistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa - April 2 to April 8, 2016
Buildings damaged: 1,200 April 2 to April 8, 2016
Fatalities:15 people Gilgit-Baltistan - April 2 to April 8, 2016
Fatalities: 12 people in Azad Jammu and Kashmir - April 2 to April 8, 2016
Injured: 77 people in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Azad Jammu and Kashmir, Gilgit-Baltistan - April 2 to
April 8, 2016
Buildings damaged: 1,200 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Azad Jammu and Kashmir, Gilgit-Baltistan - April 2
to April 8, 2016

EVENT: Deadly Floods Strike in Oman and Saudi Arabia, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain and flash floods in Saudi Arabia and Oman between 08 and 10 April had left 5 people
dead and several villages cut off.
Weather forecasts suggested in advanced that a slow moving area of low pressure could bring
further heavy rain, thunderstorms and flash flooding to wide areas of the Middle East.
Saudi Arabia

Torrential rain wreaked havoc in many parts of Saudi Arabia, especially the southern region. Streets
and low-lying areas have been inundated and at least three deaths were reported. Floods caused
severe damage to buildings and vehicles in Baha and Taif, and several villages in the east of Traj
valley have been isolated by the flooding.
Oman
Northern parts of Oman experienced several days of heavy rain which was brought by a deep
depression. Two people were killed when their vehicle was swept away by flood waters in Wadi
Kabeel of Qurayat province on Friday 08 April, 2016, local media reported.
Over 40 killed in Saudi Arabia, Yemen floods
Over 40 people were killed after heavy
rains caused severe flooding in Saudi
Arabia and Yemen. According to the
General Directorate of Saudi Civil
Defence, rains and flooding claimed lives
of 18 people throughout Saudi Arabia and
more than 900 had to be rescued inside
their vehicles. The directorate added that
floodwaters inundated roadways in
Riyadh, Mecca and the mountainous
south. Deaths were reported across the country, from Riyadh to Hail, Makkah, Madina, Al Baha, Asir,
Najran and Jazan. A tornado was reported in the country's southwest.
Widespread flooding in Yemen killed at least 24 people, April 14 2016, and caused the collapse of
small dams, including two north of the capital, Sanaa. 16 were killed, mostly in Omran and Haja
provinces. Damage to property in Yemen was particularly heavy, with rushing muddy water cutting
off roads and sweeping away cars and cattle, Gulf News reported. Besides Hajjah and Omran,
unusually heavy rainfall has also hit Sanaa and the southern port of Aden.As flooding hit central and
southwest Saudi Arabia, heavy dust storm was sweeping across the country's northeast:
Meanwhile, twin tornadoes were reported in Iraq's Maysan province.

EVENT: Afghanistan – Over 30 Killed After Flash Floods Hit Northern
Provinces, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Local media in Afghanistan report that at least 31 people have been killed in flash floods that struck
in northern parts of the country between 16 and 17 April, 2016. Several people were also reported
to be missing in the floods. Khaama Press (KP) the Afghan news agency, report that the floods
affected areas in northern Baghlan, Samangan, Takhar and Badghis provinces. Rain and floods had
also blocked some transport routes in the central Daikundi province. Heavy rain had hit the capital,
Kabul, although no fatalities or injuries were reported there. At least 5 of the deaths occurred in a
village near Taloqan in Takhar province. Xinhua, the Chinese news agency, said that in Badghis
province, the districts of Jawand, Murghab and Ab Kamari were the worst hit. As many as 23 people
deaths have been reported in those 3 districts alone.
Khaama Press said that Afghanistan is often “hit by heavy rainfalls as the weather gets warm across
the country which mainly contributes to flash floods that leave hundreds of people dead every
year”.
Flood summary
Event: Afghanistan - Flash Floods in Northern Provinces, April 2016
Date: April 16 to April 18, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- Flash floods struck in northern parts of Afghanistan between 16 and 17
April, 2016, affecting the provinces of Baghlan, Samangan, Takhar and Badghis.
Damages
Fatalities:31 people

EVENT: Ethiopia – Floods in Two Regions Leave Dozens Dead, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Floods in two regions of Ethiopia had left dozens of people dead and caused the destruction of 100s
of homes.The state broadcaster, Ethiopian Broadcasting Corporation, and the Associated Press
news agency, reported that 28 people had died in floods in the country since the start of the week.
The worst of the floods occurred in Jijiga (also known as Jigjiga), in the Somali Region of the
country, after the Fafen River reportedly overflowed on Monday 04 April 2016. Reports claim at
least 23 people had been killed and a further 80 or more injured. Some local media reports claim
that over 200 houses have bee destroyed and around 400 severely damaged. Flooding was also
Rainfall
On Saturday, 02 April, Arba Minch in Southern Nations,
Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region (SNNPR), recorded 35
mm of rain in 24 hours. The next day, Sunday 03 April,
Addis Ababa recorded 23mm of rain in 24 hours, which is
more than a quarter of the average rainfall expected for
the entire month of April. The average monthly rainfall
total for April is 82 mm, according to WMO. On Monday 04
April, 54 mm of rainfall was recorded 24 hours later at
Harar Meda which is 60 km southeast of Addis, and 49
mm of rain fell during the same period at Awassa located
further south in the Great Rift Valley. Awassa had already
recorded 19 mm of rain the previous day. The average
total rainfall for April in Awassa is 147 mm, according to
WMO. Bale Robe, in the Oromia Region, recorded 58 mm
of rain in 24 hours between 06 and 07 April, 2016. The average total rainfall for April in Bale Robe
is 146 mm.

Worst Drought in Decades
The rain will come as some relief after months of severe drought, said to be the worst in Ethiopia
for half a century.
European Commission’s Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection department (ECHO) report that
Ethiopia has been badly affected by the El Niño phenomenon which has caused extreme weather
across the African continent. ECHO say:
“The country is experiencing its worst drought in 50 years following two failed rainy seasons. One
quarter of the population is affected and more than 10 million people are in need of emergency
assistance. This number could increase if the spring rains are further delayed. Nearly 550,000
people are internally displaced as a result of clashes over scarce resources, floods and more
recently the worsening drought. In the most affected areas, up to 90% of crops were lost and
hundreds of thousands of livestock have died leading to food insecurity, malnutrition and diseases.”
Since the winter of 2015, the European Commission’s Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection
department (ECHO) has so far allocated nearly €70 million funding to respond to the El Niñoinduced drought, and support the refugees and internally displaced people.
According to the World Health Organization, who launched their “WHO’s Humanitarian Response
Plans 2016” in Genevain April 2016, over 8 million people in the country will require food
assistance. WHO say:
“Ethiopia is experiencing one of its worst droughts in decades. Government estimates of people
needing food assistance rose from 4.5 million people in August 2015 to 8.2 million in October. Some
regions experienced between 50 and 90% crop loss. Lack of rainfall and subsequent drought have
caused an increase in humanitarian needs, which are expected to continue through much of 2016.
“Lives are at risk due to the lack of food and water and the risk of disease outbreaks.”

EVENT: Malawi – Floods in Northern Region Leave Several Dead and
Force Thousands to Evacuate, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rains that persisted in the Northern and Central regions of Malawi for several days in April
2016 had led to fatal floods in some low-lying areas. At least ten people were dead and hundreds of
families displaced. A number of buildings and homes were also reported to have collapsed due to
the floods. Many road networks were flooded and rendered impassable.
Mzuzu
According to Malawi Broadcasting Corporation (MBC), two people suffered serious injuries when a
wall of their house collapsed after heavy rain. There are also unconfirmed reports that as many as
10 people have died as a result of floods in districts of Mzuzu.
Karonga
Local radio station, Capital FM Malawi reported that “over 958 households in Karonga have been
relocated to safer areas following continued heavy rains and flooding in the district”.Local
media have reported more than seventy families have been left homeless after floods in Karonga.
Relief Efforts

Relief efforts and help for flood victims appear to have been limited so far. Talking to Malawi 24,
District Commissioner for Karonga Rosemary Moyo has expressed worry over the lack of interest
from organisations to help the displaced people.
“We are worried that no organisation has come in to assist us as people who have been affected lack
a lot of things,” said Moyo.
143 mm of Rain in 24 Hours –
According to Malawi Meteorological Services, heavy rain was
reported in several areas of Karonga district, Northern Region,
on 06 April. Ngosi reported 143mm of rainfall in 24 hours.
Mwenilondo recorded 125mm, Mwenetete 120.5mm,
Mwaulambo 103.6mm, Chinsewe 85mm, Baka 80.5mm, Karonga
Airport 76mm, Lupembe 51mm and Nyungwi 44.5mm during
the same period. On the same day Mzuzu reported 25.9mm,
Chitipa 25.6mm, Chintheche 19.9mm and Nkhotakota 14.1mm.
On the 07 April, 2016, reports of heavy rainfall were as follows:
Kabale Lyamayolo 86.5mm, Mwenilondo 61mm, Chisewe
42mm, Nkhatabay 40mm, Meru 38mm and Njalayankhunda
31mm.
Malawi suffered some of the worst floods in its history during
January 2015. At the peak of the 2015 floods 245 square miles
of the country was under water and 120,000 households
displaced.
Flood summary
Event: Northern Region, Malawi, April 2016
Date: April 6 to April 10, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- Several days of heavy rain in the
Northern and Central regions of Malawi led to fatal floods in
Mzuzu and displaced thousands in Karonga.
Locations – Mzuzu, Karonga
Magnitude

Rainfall level: 143 mm in 24 hours
Ngosi - April 6 to April 7, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 12 people in Mzuzu - April 6 to April 7, 2016
Evacuated: 9,000 in Karonga - April 5 to April 8, 2016

EVENT: Somalia – Flash Floods in 2 Regions Leave 9 Dead, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Torrential rainfall in Somalia had triggered deadly flash floods in 2 regions of the country in April
2016. Despite rainfall, many parts of the country, in particular northern areas, are suffering from
the worst drought in years. UNICEF announced it is providing 50,000 households with access to
safe water.
Flash Floods in Awdal Region
Heavy downpours brought flash floods to northwestern town of Dilla on 07 April, leaving six people
dead and injuring nine others, Awdal Governor Mohamud Ali Saleban has confirmed. The rain and

flooding continued for hours, wreaking havoc in the town and inundating vast tracts of land. The
torrential rain is a dramatic swing from the drought conditions that have affected the area where
deaths from malnutrition have been reported since March this year.
The heavy rain in northwestern Somalia forced streams to quickly overflow, catching destitute
residents unprepared for the intense intensity of floods.The Somaliland government has initiated
rescue and relief efforts in the aftermath of flooding, and a delegation has visited Dilla.
Rainfall – Figures
Heavy storms were reported in parts of Awdal and Wooqoyi Galbeed regions in Somaliland
between 06 and 07 April 2016. According to Somali Water and Land Information Management
Network (SWALIM), which is managed by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), say that
Dilla recorded 86mm of rain between 06 and 07 April, Jufa 100mm and Kalabaydh 148mm.
Floods in Gedo Region
Local media reported further flooding had struck in the country, this time in the south west region
of Gedo. Heavy rain fell between 10 and 11 April, triggering flash floods that left 3 young children
dead in Garbaharey town, the regional capital of Gedo region.
Somalia Drought
The country was hit by floods from tropical storms in late 2013 , followed by severe weather
conditions brought by Tropical Cyclone Chapala in 2015.
More recently however, the country has experienced severe drought conditions. Somalia has faced
drought from October last year (2015) into this month, increasing the risk of famine and acute
malnutrition, in particular for children. Many parts in the country, people have been struggling with
a shortage of water for consumption. In northern Somalia, UNICEF and the World Food Programme
(WFP) are stepping up efforts to help communities cope with a severe drought exacerbated by El
Niño conditions in Somaliland and Puntland.
Flood summary
Event: Awdal and Gedo, Somalia, April 2016
Date: April 7 to April 12, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall -Flash floods in Dilla, Awdal Region, and Garbaharey town, the regional
capital of Gedo region, between 07 and 12 April 2016.
Locations – Dilla, Garbaharey
Magnitude
Rainfall level - 86 mm in 24 hours Dilla - April 6 to April 7, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 3 people in Garbaharey - April 7 to April 12, 2016
Fatalities- 6 people Dilla - April 7 to April 12, 2016

EVENT: Uganda – At Least 1,000 Displaced After Floods in Kasese and
Kampala, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Many people in parts of Western and Southern Uganda faced severe flood conditions as a result of a
result of heavy rainfall that began on 13 April 2016. Further heavy rainfall on 17 April has hit floodaffected areas in the west, in particular Kasese, once again.
Kampala
In Kampala and its suburbs, houses were inundated by flood waters forcing people to evacuate to
higher grounds for safety. Some of the buildings were reported to have collapsed. Flooding
rendered roads impassable. According to the Uganda Radio Network (URN), floods on Wednesday,
13 April, affected several suburbs including Kyebando, Bwaise, Kamwokya, Mulago and Kalerwe.
There were also some reports of flooded farmland and damaged crops. Over the years Kampala and
areas around Lake Victoria have experienced severe floods. In September 2013 for example,
the streets of numerous suburbs were badly affected. The locals of these suburbs believe these
floods, which occur on a regular basis, are very much man made and mostly caused by building and
development on flood plains and swamp areas. Flooding like this occurs on a regular basis in
Kampala – mostly in the suburbs – during the rainy season.
Kasese, Western Region
In Kasese district, in the Western Region of Uganda, heavy rainfall was recorded on Tuesday 12
April, 2016, causing the River Mubuka to overflow and displacing more than 1000 people living in
Kanamba and Kabaka parishes in Karusandara sub-county. The locals in these areas were aided by
the Uganda Wild Life Authority (UWA) to set up temporary camps to house them. Kasese district
was also hard hit by floods in 2013 and 2014. Reports from residents indicate that there has been
little effort made in repairing flood damage and increasing resilience to future flood events. Further
heavy rainfall was recorded in Kasese, resulting in more flooding which has destroyed roads,
bridges, classrooms and farms in various parts of the district, according to local media.
Rainfall and Forecasts
Rainfall for 24 hour periods
16 April – Kampala 44.0 mm
14 April – Soroti 48.0 mm, Entebbe Airport
78.0 mm
13 April, Kampala 46.0 mm
The March-May seasonal weather forecast and
outlook by the Uganda
Meteorological
Agency indicated an enhanced precipitation in
the month of April.
The
12th
April
2016
EUMETSAT
satellite images revealed
existence
of
cumulonimbus clouds that concentrated in
most parts of Uganda and Eastern Congo.
According to the ten day forecast issued by the
IGAD Climate Prediction and Applications
Centre (ICPAC), heavy rainfall between 12 April 21 April was expected to affect the lake Victoria
region.
Flood summary
Event: Uganda – Floods in Kasese and Kampala, April 2016
Date: April 12 to April 18, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Heavy rain on 12 April in Kasese district caused the River Mubuka to
overflow, displacing more than 1000 people living in Kanamba and Kabaka parishes in Karusandara
sub-county. Surface flooding was also reported in Kampala, in particular the suburbs of Kyebando,
Bwaise, Kamwokya, Mulago and Kalerwe.
Locations – Kampala, Kasese district, Western Region, Uganda,
Image: EUMETSAT

Magnitude
Rainfall level: 44 mm in 24 hours in Kampala - April 15 to April 16, 2016
Rainfall level: 78 mm in 24 hours in Entebbe Airport - April 13 to April 14, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Mubuka River, Kasese - April 12 to April 17, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 1,000 in Kasese - April 12 to April 19, 2016

EVENT: Angola – Further Floods Affect Luanda, 19 Dead, 800 Families
Homeless, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The flood situation in Luanda, Angola, appeared to have worsened and the report from the National
Service for Civil Protection and Fire (SNPCB) said that at least 19 people have died, 50 injured.
Figures were from preliminary damage assessments and authorities warned that these numbers
could increase. The floods came just when the World Health Organisation had confirmed that
Angola experiencing a major outbreak of yellow fever, a disease spread by mosquitoes. Over 230
people have died since December 2015 in Angola, with 165 of the deaths in Luanda alone.
Luanda Floods
Initial reports said that flooding had affected Cacuaco, in the north of Luanda, where 9 deaths were
reported on Wednesday 20 April 2016. Since then ANGOP, the Angola news agency, quoting SNPCB
officials, say that more people have died, more than 800 families are homeless and 20 homes have
collapsed. The worst affected municipalities are Viana, Cacuaco, Belas, Cazenga and urban districts
of Ingombota, Kilamba Kiaxi, Rangel and Maianga.

Yellow Fever Outbreak Causes 238 Deaths

The World Health Organisation reports that Angola suffering from one of the worst outbreaks of
yellow fever in decades. The flooding may well create further breeding grounds for mosquitoes
which spread the disease.
WHO said:“As of 7 April 2016, a total of 1,708 suspected cases, including 238 deaths (CFR: 13.9%), had been
reported from 16 of the country’s 18 provinces. Luanda remains the most affected province with
1,135 cases (405 confirmed), including 165 deaths (CFR: 14. 5%). The other most affected
provinces are Huambo (266 suspected cases, 37 deaths), Huila (95 suspected cases, 16 deaths) and
Benguela (51 suspected cases, 0 deaths). Between 6 and 7 April, 30 new suspected cases, including
4 deaths, were reported across the country – 19 of these suspected cases and 2 of the reported
deaths came from Luanda.”
About Yellow Fever

Yellow fever is an acute viral haemorrhagic disease transmitted by infected aedes and haemogogus
mosquitoes. The “yellow” in the name refers to the jaundice that affects some patients. Up to 50% of
severely affected persons without treatment will die from yellow fever.
According to WHO, yellow fever can be prevented through vaccination and mosquito control. The
yellow fever vaccine is safe and affordable, and a single dose provides life-long immunity against
the disease.
Flood summary
Event: Luanda Province, Angola, April 2016
Date: April 20 to April 24, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Angola National Service for Civil Protection and Fire (SNPCB) says floods
in Luanda Province have left at least 19 people dead, 50 injured, four missing, more than 800
families homeless and 20 homes destroyed.
Locations: Luanda
Damages
Fatalities: 19 people in Luanda Province
Injured: 50 people in Luanda Province
Buildings destroyed: 20 buildings in Luanda Province

EVENT: Tanzania – Floods in Morogoro Region Leave 5 Dead and
Thousands Displaced, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Tanzania News Agency (TNA) reported that 5 people died and almost 14,000 people were left
homeless as a result of floods in the Morogoro Region in eastern Tanzania.. Heavy rainfall between
22nd & 24th April 2016 fell on already saturated ground and caused rivers to overflow, leaving
wide areas under water. According to Morogoro
Regional Commissioner, Dr Kebwe Steven Kebwe, a
total of 3,095 homes have been damaged, forcing the
families to evacuate. TNA say the affected districts
include Kilosa, Kilombero, Morogoro and Malinyi.
Some schools in the areas have been closed since 12
April. Damage to crops and roads has also been
reported.
According to local media reports, three of the victims
died in Kilombero, and the other 2 in Morogoro
district.
Flood summary
Event: Morogoro Region, Tanzania, April 2016
Date: April 22 to May 31, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Long-term rainfall - 5 people died and almost 14,000 people displaced after floods in the
Morogoro Region in eastern Tanzania. The area has endured ongoing rain for the past 3 weeks.
Heavy rainfall between 22 to 24 April, fell on already saturated ground and caused rivers to
overflow, leaving wide areas under water.According to Morogoro Regional Commissioner, Dr
Kebwe Steven Kebwe, a total of 3,095 homes have been damaged, forcing the families to evacuate.
TNA say the affected districts include Kilosa, Kilombero, Morogoro and Malinyi.
Locations: Morogoro
Damages
Fatalities: 5 people Morogoro

Buildings damaged: 3,095 Morogoro
Evacuated: 14,000 Morogoro
Flood summary
Event: Mombasa, Kenya, April 2016
Date: April 23 to April 24, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall Flooding hit parts of Mombasa county, Kenya, on Sunday 24 April, 2016,
damaging homes and leaving one dead.
Locations: Mombasa County
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 131 mm in 24 hours
Mtwapa, Kilifi County - April 23 to April 24, 2016
Most of the rain fell in a 12 hour period.
Damages
Fatalities: 1 person in Mombasa county.

EVENT: Argentina and Uruguay – Floods Displace Thousands After 4
Days of Heavy Rain, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain had affected Uruguay and northern provinces of Argentina, causing several rivers to
overflow and prompting the evacuation of thousands of people. Some local media reports claim
over half a metre of rain has fallen in some areas of Argentina.
Argentina
Thousands were affected by heavy rain and flooding in the provinces of Entre Ríos, Corrientes and
Santa Fe.
Heavy rain had also affected parts of the province of Formosa where thousands are yet to return to
their homes since the Paraguay River overflowed in December 2015.
Entre Rios
Telam news agency say that 7,000 people displaced by floods in Entre Ríos province. Severe
flooding reported in the municipalities of Federación, San José de Feliciano, Villaguay and Colón.
The city of La Paz, in the west of the province, had suffered the worst of the torrential rain.
According to province authorities, more than 7,500 people were affected. The Cabayú Cuatia River
overflowed causing damage, closure of bridges and forcing the displacement of people living in the
Estación neighbourhood. Houses were also flooded in the neighbourhoods of Milagrosa, Puerto and
Ribera del Paraná.. Several roads have been inundated, with many cars dragged by the water,
causing significant issues to local transportation.
In San José de Feliciano, in the north, 400 people were homeless after two small rivers – the Coronel
and Carrizo – overflowed.

Floods in La Paz, Entre Rios, Argentina, April 2016

Corrientes
In Esquina, a town of 40,000 inhabitants in the south of Correnties province, more than 75% of the
town was under water. As many as 300 people were evacuated, and water reached the height of 1
metre in some neighbourhoods. More than 5,000 were affected by the floods across the province.
Santa Fe
Heavy rain had affected areas in the north of Sana Fe province, in particular the town of Alejandra,
which according to local media, had recorded 550 mm of rain in the last 4 days. Significant parts of
the town were completely flooded, and around 20 people were evacuated.
Intense Rain
The heavy rain began to fall on 05 April 2016. According to the Argentina National Meteorological
Service (Servicio Nacional de Meteorologia, SMN), 70 mm of rain in 24 hours was recorded in
Gualeguaychu, in Entre Ríos Province, Argentina. The station of Monte Caseros, in Corrientes
Province, recorded 81 mm of rain between 05 and 06 April 2016. According to data reported by
authorities in Entre Ríos, as much as 296.4 mm were recorded at Feliciano station, in the north of
the province, on 05 April 2016.
In a statement yesterday by the Crisis Committee of Civil Defense of the Municipality of
Argentina media reports claim that over 500 mm of rain has fallen in some areas,
including Alejandra in Santa Fe, San José de Feliciano in Entre Ríos, in the space of 4 days.
Uruguay
As an result of the heavy rain in the upper part of the watershed, water levels in the Uruguay River
were rising. A point of particular concern wasthe area downstream of the Salto hydropower plant.
The high amount of water reaching the reservoir forced the managing authority (Comisión Técnica
Mixta de Salto Grande) to release higher discharges from the spillway and the outlet. As a result,
Uruguay River levels at Salto and Paysandú exceeded the warning thresholds of 12 and 5.5 metres
respectively.As a precaution, local authorities of Civil Defence organised the evacuation of 27
people in Salto and 5 in Paysandú.
Flood summary
Event: Argentina and Uruguay Floods, April 2016
Date: April 4 to April 30, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall - A long period of heavy rain during April resulted in
flooding and overflowing rivers in all 19 departments of Uruguay and the provinces of Entre Ríos,
Corrientes, Formosa, Santa Fe, Cordoba and Chaco in Argentina.
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 296.40 mm in 24 hours
Feliciano, Entre Ríos, Argentina - April 4 to April 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 103.00 mm in 24 hours

Termas de Arapey, Salto, Uruguay - April 20 to April 21, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Cabayú Cuatia River, La Paz, Entre Rios - April 4 to April 8, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 12,000 in Argentina - April 4 to April 26, 2016. Around 7,000 people were evacuated in
Entre Ríos province alone.
Evacuated: 10,000 in Uruguay - April 12 to April 26, 2016
Fatalities: 5 people in Uruguay - April 15 to April 22, 2016 A further 5 people were killed as a result
of a tornado in Dolores.
Fatalities: 1 person in Sosa, Entre Rios, Argentina - April 4 to April 5, 2016

EVENT: Uruguay – Severe Weather Leaves 7 Dead, Over 3,000 Displaced,
April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Severe weather had affected Uruguay on Friday 15 April 2016, with a tornado and several floods
causing the deaths of at least 7 people. Over 3,000 people have evacuated their homes. The heavy
rain began to fall on 15 April 2016, with a peak on Saturday 16 April. According to the Uruguayan
National Meteorological Institute (Institudo Uruguayo de Meteorología, INUMET) as much as 180
mm in 24 hours was observed in Rocha, in the east of Uruguay, on the 16 April 2016. The same day
150 mm of rain in 24 hours was recorded at the San José station and 140 mm in Florida, both of
them in the south of the country. Significant rain has been observed also on Sunday 17 April 2016,
with a maximum of 121.5 mm in 24 hours recorded at Pasos de los Toros station in Tacuarembó
Department, in central Uruguay.
Tornado in Dolores
On the afternoon of Friday 15 April, 2016 a tornado hit Dolores, a town of 20,000 inhabitants in
Soriano Department, close to the Argentinian border. Four people have reportedly died as a result.
The tornado reached peaks of 250 km/h, causing four casualties and more than two hundred
injured. According to the National System of Emergency (Sistema Nacional de Emergencias, SINAE)
significant damage to houses and buildings were reported. The Soriano area is well known for
tornadoes, with almost a yearly occurrence, although usually in non-urbanised areas, where they
develop without issue and causing little to no damage to the local population.
Floods Force Thousands to Evacuate
As an effect of the heavy rain that occurred in Uruguay in 72 hours, water levels in the rivers had
risen significantly and the number of people forced to leave their homes reached 3,663. According
to SINAE, 1,280 of them have been evacuated by local Civil Defence authorities. Displacement of
people took place in all the departments of Uruguay, although mostly in Colonia and San José, with
1,228 and 1,250 people evacuated respectively.
Flood Related Deaths
At least three people have lost their lives while they were trying to cross flooded rivers or roads.
One victim died in Rocha Department, one in Maldonado and one in Canalones. A fourth person is
missing in San José, reported to have been dragged away by the water flow. Flooding also caused 32
roadblocks, forcing also the closure of the national highway connecting the capital Montevideo with
Sacramento de la Colonia and to Argentina.

Floods in Rocha, Uruguay, 16 April 2016

Flood summary
Event: Argentina and Uruguay Floods, April 2016
Date: April 4 to April 30, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall- A long period of heavy rain during April resulted in
flooding and overflowing rivers in all 19 departments of Uruguay and the provinces of Entre Ríos,
Corrientes, Formosa, Santa Fe, Cordoba and Chaco in Argentina.
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 296.40 mm in 24 hours
Feliciano, Entre Ríos, Argentina - April 4 to April 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 103.00 mm in 24 hours
Termas de Arapey, Salto, Uruguay - April 20 to April 21, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Cabayú Cuatia River, La Paz, Entre Rios - April 4 to April 8, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 12,000 in Argentina - April 4 to April 26, 2016
Around 7,000 people were evacuated in Entre Ríos province alone.
Evacuated: 10,000 in Uruguay - April 12 to April 26, 2016
Fatalities: 5 people in Uruguay - April 15 to April 22, 2016
A further 5 people were killed as a result of a tornado in Dolores.
Fatalities: 1 person from Sosa, Entre Rios, Argentina - April 4 to April 5, 2016.

EVENT: Fiji– Deadly Floods in Viti Levu as Tropical Cyclone Zena
Approaches, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Local media in Fiji reported that 3 people died in the floods of 05 to 07 April, 2016 and the further
severe weather brought by Tropical Cyclone Zena.
Several days of torrential rain brought by an unnamed tropical disturbance resulted in deadly
floods in parts of Fiji earlier in April 2016. Fiji’s largest and most populous island, Viti Levu, was
worst affected, in particular the city of Nadi, where streets and homes were inundated after the
Nadi River overflowed on Monday 04 April. On 05 April, Fiji’s Ministry of National Disaster
Management urged people to move from flood-prone areas. “Radio New Zealand reported that at, as

of 05 April, least 3,500 were evacuated into 79 emergency shelters in north and west Viti Levu. This
figure has since increased as a result of the threat of Cyclone Zena (see below).

Floods in Nadi, Viti Levu, Fiji, 04 April, 2016

Recovery after Cyclone Winston
The floods come 2 months after the
devastation caused by Cyclone Winston,
the strongest ever to hit Fiji, which left
over 40 people dead. Fiji Meteorological
Service warned there is more severe
weather to come, as Tropical Cyclone
Zena is forecast to move towards
southern Fiji and Tonga.
The cyclone made landfall on the islands
of Espiritu Santo, Aoba and Pentecost,
Vanuatu, with sustained wind speeds of
up to 85 km/h. The cyclone is expected
to bring heavy rain and strong winds to
most of the Fiji islands. Over 100 mm of
Forecast track of Tropical Cyclone Zena. Image: Fiji
rain in 24 hours was recorded in Vunisea,
Kadavu island, between 05 and 06 April.
Meteorological Service
Many flights were cancelled, schools
closed and further evacuations carried out. Local media reported that over 6,000 people had
evacuated their homes. Around 200 evacuation centres were opened by authorities to
accommodate those displaced.
Flood summary
Event: Fiji, April 2016
Date: April 5 to April 7, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- Several days of torrential rain brought by an unnamed tropical disturbance
resulted in deadly floods in parts of Fiji from 05 April 2016.
Locations: Viti Levu, Nadi, Fiji
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Sabeto River, Viti Levu - April 5 to April 7, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 3 people in Viti Levu - April 5 to April 7, 2016
Evacuated: 3,500 in Viti Levu - April 5 to April 7, 2016

EVENT: Texas – Flash Flood Emergency in Houston After 12 Inches of
Rain in 24 Hours, United States of America, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
City at a Standstill
Around 45,000 people were without power in the City of Houston. Bus and rail services have been
suspended and schools closed. In addition, municipal courts have also been closed. Around 200
flights were cancelled from George Bush Intercontinental Airport in Houston. The heavy rain had
flooded roads near the airport, hindering access.

Heights Blvd bridge south of I-10 closes as a swollen White Oak Bayou. Flooded roads in Houston, 18 April 2016

Some areas saw as much as 17 inches of rain. Authorities estimate a total of 240 billion gallons of
rain fell over Harris County. Bayous and Creeks around the city and beyond are full to overflowing,
and further heavy rain is possible. The National Weather Service had extended the flash flood
warning.
State of Disaster for Nine Counties
Texas Governor Greg Abbott had declared a state of disaster in 9 counties of the state after
torrential rainfall and flooding. The list of counties includes Austin, Bastrop, Fort Bend, Colorado,
Grimes, Harris, Montgomery, Waller and Wharton Counties. Additional counties may be added as
the situation develops.
Harris County
Harris County, which includes the City of Houston, has seen the worst of the rain and flooding. The
Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD) said that: “A total of 240 billion gallons of rain water
fell over Harris County late April 17 through early April 18, resulting in major flooding in streets
and homes. Residents in 110 subdivisions have reported house flooding. Officials with Harris and
eight surrounding counties requested a federal disaster declaration, which was declared by Texas
Governor Greg Abbott.” HCFCD say that rainfall amounts averaged 14 to 17 inches over northwest
Harris County and Waller County with a large swath of the county receiving 5 to 10 inches. Floodaffected neighbourhoods include Tomball, Klein, Spring, Jersey Village, Greenspoint, Aldine, and
Meyerland.

On Monday, 25 April, the USA federal government granted Texas Governor Greg Abbott’s request
for Individual Assistance for Fayette, Grimes,
Harris, and Parker counties after the major
floods of 18 April. At least 7 people died in the
floods. Around 6,700 homes were damaged in
Harris County, making the “Tax Day Flood”
more damaging than the “Memorial Day floods”
of May last year The US Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) said that the US
president has declared a major disaster and
that federal disaster assistance has been made
available to the state of Texas to supplement
state and local recovery efforts in the area
Houston floods 22 April 2016. Photo: Sandra Arnold,
USACE Galveston District

affected by severe storms and flooding during
the period of 17 to 24 April, 2016.
Flood summary

Event: Houston, Texas, USA, April 2016
Date: April 17 to April 24, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - US president has declared a major disaster for Fayette, Grimes, Harris, and
Parker counties in Texas after the "Tax Day Flood" of 18 April, 2016.
Locations: Houston
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 300 mm in 24 hours
Houston - April 17 to April 18, 2016
Damages
Buildings damaged: 7,000 in Harris County and Houston Metro Area
Fatalities: 8 people in Houston Metro Area - April 17 to April 24, 2016

EVENT: Haiti – Floods in Léogâne Damage Hundreds of Homes, April
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Torrential rain affected the Ouest Department of Haiti,
causing the Rouyonne River to overflow in the city of
Léogâne on 13 April, 2016. Léogâne is a city of around
120,000 inhabitants, situated to the west of Port-auPrince, and known to be the epicentre of the catastrophic
2010 earthquake.
Flood in Léogâne
The heavy rain began to fall on 12 April, 2016, causing the
overflow of the Rouyonne River in the morning of 13
April. The inundation affected several houses located on the riverbanks, causing damage to as many
as 907 homes. The violent and sudden flood caused significant losses in livestock and damage to

plantations. According to local authorities, the silting of the river bed is thought to be one of the
main cause of the flooding. Several areas of Léogâne were affected, in particular Dampus, Kada,
Pompée, Malbourg and Pont Vincent neighbourhoods. According to local Civil Defence authorities, a
bridge on the Rouyonne River needs urgent repair to avoid a possible collapse.
Fuel Tanker Explosion
To cause further misery for communities in Léogâne, a fuel tanker
was involved in a collision in the city and exploded into flames,
setting more than 20 homes on fire, according to local media.
Flood summary
Event: Léogâne, Haiti, April 2016
Date: April 12 to April 15, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Torrential rain affected the Ouest
Department of Haiti, causing the Rouyonne River to overflow in the
city of Léogâne on 13 April, 2016. The heavy rain began to fall on
12 April, 2016, causing the overflow of the Rouyonne River in the
morning of 13 April. The inundation affected several houses
located on the riverbanks, causing damage to as many as 907
homes.
Locations: Léogâne
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Rouyonne River, Léogâne - April 12 to April 15, 2016
Damages
Buildings damaged: 907 buildings in Léogâne
Haiti – Deadly Floods Hit Port-au-Prince, 4,000 Homes Damaged
Floods have struck once again in Haiti, this time in areas around
the capital, Port-au-Prince. Local civil protection authorities say
that several people had died and over 4,000 homes have been
damaged. Flooding was reported in the communes of Port-au-Prince, Carrefour, Delmas, Cité Soleil
in Port-au-Prince Arrondissement and Cabaret in the Arcahaie Arrondissement, Ouest department.
At least 6 people had died and 10 injured as a result of landslides and collapsing buildings. Haiti’s
Civil Protection said that there were 112 affected families in Port-au-Prince, 2,500 in Cité Soleil and
1,800 in Cabaret.
Four Floods in Two Months
This is the fourth major flood event in Haiti so far this year. On 13 April, over 900 homes were
damaged after the Rouyonne River overflowed in the city of Léogâne.
Heavy rain on 28 February caused flooding that has at least 2,000 houses in Limonade, and a
further 8,000 in Cap-Haitien, both in Nord Department. The northern coast of Haiti was affected
by heavy and prolonged rainfall which occurred between 9 to 11 February 2016. The resulting
floods damaged at least 200 homes.
Flood summary
Event: Port-au-Prince, Haiti, April 2016
Date: April 23 to April 25, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall - At least 6 people have died and 10 injured as a result of landslides and
collapsing buildings after a period of heavy rain 23 to 24 April. Haiti’s Civil Protection said that
there were 112 affected families in Port-au-Prince, 2,500 in Cité Soleil and 1,800 in Cabaret.
Locations: Port-au-Prince
Damages

Fatalities: 6 people
Injured: 10 people
Buildings damaged: 4000 buildings

EVENT: South Mississippi Hit by Flash Floods after 254 mm of Rain –
Gulfport Declares Emergency, United States of America, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Parts of South Mississippi experienced flash flooding after a storm system struck in the early hours
of Thursday, 28 April, 2016, dumping as much as 10 inches (254mm) of rain in just a few hours.
Gulfport, Biloxi and D’Iberville have been hardest hit. Around 20 homes and businesses have been
flooded in Gulfport, where emergency crews carried out over 70 flood rescues. The Red Cross has
set up shelters for those evacuated.
Many residents say that the flood water has since receded. However, there remains a flood threat
from swollen rivers and affected areas may not yet be in the clear. National Weather Service said
that flood a warning continued for the Biloxi River Near Lyman affecting Harrison County until late
Friday, 29 April. By Thursday evening levels stood at 16.1 feet, well above flood stage of 12 feet.
Levels are expected to peak at 17 feet late Friday.
A flood warning continued for the Wolf River above Gulfport, affecting Harrison County, until
Saturday afternoon. At 7:00 PM Thursday the stage was 10.0 feet, 2 feet above flood stage. Levels
are expected to peak at 15 feet on Saturday, 30 April.

Flood summary
Event: South Mississippi, USA, April 2016
Date: April 28 to April 29, 2016
Type: Coastal flood, Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Gulfport, Biloxi and D’Iberville, South Mississippi, experienced flash
flooding and some coastal flooding after a storm system struck in the early hours of Thursday, 28
April, 2016, dumping as much as 10 inches (254mm) of rain in just a few hours. Gulfport emergency
crews carried out over 70 flood rescues.
Locations: Gulfport
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 254 mm in 24 hours
Gulfport - April 28 to April 29, 2016, Most of the rain fell in a 6 hour period on 29 April 2016.
Damages
Rescued: 70 people in Gulfport, Mississippi - April 28 to April 29, 2016

EVENT: UK – High Tides and Huge Waves Bring Flooding to South West,
April 2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL
A combination of high spring tides and winds of 65 mph (120 km/h) caused coastal flooding in
parts of Cornwall and Devon in south west England yesterday,
Sunday 10 April, 2016. Also over the weekend, high tides and
heavy rain conspired to flood wide areas of Cork, Ireland.
South West England
Huge waves crashed into towns and villages along the coast.
The UK’s Met Office issued a warning about the significant
impacts from coastal flooding along the south Cornwall coast
and on the Isles of Scilly on Sunday morning. At one point, 29
flood warnings – the second highest category – and 37 flood
alerts had been issued by the Environment Agency, mostly for
parts of Cornwall and Devon. The Environment Agency closely
monitored the situation and had teams out checking and
operating coastal flood defences. Timely warnings and preventative action meant that damage was
kept to a minimum and no fatalities or injuries have been reported. Some flooding was reported in
the Cornish towns of Penzance, Kingsand, St Mawes, Porthleven and Mousehole. High waves
overtopped sea defences in Exmouth, Devon. Flooding was also reported in Dawlish, Devon, after
waves topped sea defences. Parts of the sea wall and railway lines in Dawlish were destroyed by
waves and coastal flooding during a storm in February 2014.
Cork Ireland
The severe weather also brought some flooding to parts of Ireland on Sunday, 10 April, 2016, in
particular Cork, where the combination of winds, rain and high tide left several streets under water.

EVENT: Russia – Floods in 3 Regions Affect 10,000 and Damage 2,500
Homes, April 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Vologda Oblast
In Vologda Oblast, local authorities say flooding has been reported in 22 towns in the region, mostly
in the Veliky Ustyug District, with more than 1900 houses flooded, affecting over 6,000 people.
Floods in Veliky Ustyug, Vologda, April 2016. Photo credit, Vologda Oblast

Russia’s Emergency Control Ministry (EMERCOM) said that the adverse flood situation in Veliky
Ustyug District was a result of the buildup of ice near the settlement of Krasavino. Teams from
EMERCOM had managed to lower the water level by blasting two ice jams with explosives. Another
ice jam, this time in Arkhangelsk Obalst,
was also being cleared by EMERCOM.
Tyumen Oblast

Ice jam blasts in Russia. Photo: EMERCOM

Similar floods affected parts of Tyumen
Oblast in the Ural Federal District. In a
statement of 14 April, emergency
management officials said that relief
operations were underway in 53
communities. Over 740 homes were
flooded, affecting almost 3,000 people.
The worst-hit area is the town of Ishim,
where 518 houses have been flooded.
Emergency Ministry rescuers worked with
local governments to evacuate people

from dangerous areas to temporary shelters on boats.

Flood rescue in Tyumen.
Sverdlovskaya Oblast
In Irbit, a small town located 203 kilometers from
Yekaterinburg in Sverdlovskaya Oblast, EMERCOM
teams were called in to carry out a very different
rescue. Eleven ostriches from a local farm had
become trapped in flood waters on 14 April. The
rescue operation of the flood-trapped birds was led
by an ornithologist from Yekaterinburg. To
evacuate them, rescuers had to use special
equipment provided by the Emergency Ministry.
The rescuers had to get to the animals onto a special
floating transporter, with cages on-board. All birds,
emergency and farm personnel evacuated the
floods safely. Around 10 family homes were also flooded in Irbit.
Ostrich rescue. Photo: EMERCOM
Russia’s Emergencies Minister, Vladimir Puchkov, confirmed in a statement on 19th April, 2016
that 12,000 people, across 119 communities in 18 regions, were affected by the floods in the
country. The minister added that more than 8,000 homes have suffered damage. Much of the
flooding is a result of either snow melt or ice jams on rivers. Areas of the Ural, Siberian and
Northwestern Federal Districts have all been affected, in particular the regions of Vologda, Tyumen
and Sverdlovskaya. The spring floods, expected each year in many parts of Russia, are “developing
in accordance with the forecast,” according to Minister Puchkov.

Flood summary
Event: Ural, Siberian and Northwestern Federal
Districts, Russia, April 2016
Date: April 10 to April 26, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Ice jam, Snow melt - Areas of the Ural,
Siberian and Northwestern Federal Districts
have all been affected by floods, in particular
the regions
of
Vologda,
Tyumen
and
Sverdlovskaya. Russia’s Emergencies Minister,
Vladimir Puchkov, confirmed in a statement
F loods in Vologda, April 2016. Photo credit, Vologda yesterday that 12,000 people, across 119
Oblast
communities in 18 regions, have now been
affected by the recent floods in the country. The minister added that more than 8,000 homes have
suffered damage.
Locations: Vologda, Tyumen, Sverdlovskaya
Damages
Buildings damaged: 8000 buildings
Affected: 12000 people

EVENT: Southern China – Over 60 Dead After a Week of Storms, Floods
and Landslides, May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A report from China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA) said that 04 May, 2016, severe weather,
including heavy rain, thunderstorms and strong winds had affected parts of the south and southeast of the country. At least 66 people were killed and 10 others missing. Over thirty of the victims
died in a landslide triggered by torrential rain in Taining County, Fujian Province. Others deaths
had occurred in several other provinces as a result of floods, lightning strikes or collapsed
buildings. MCA said that the affected provinces include Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei, Hunan,
Guangxi Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan. As of 11 May, 95,000 people had been evacuated
and over 5,200 houses have collapsed or been totally destroyed and 74,000 homes partially or
severely damaged. MCA also reported extreme levels of rainfall, particularly in a period between 06
to 09 May. MCA say that, daily rainfall levels reached 235.9 mm in Taining County, Fujian, 225.7 mm
in Jiangle County, Fujian and 197.5 mm in Yangshuo, Guangxi.
Landslide in Taining County, Fujian
One of the worst incidents triggered by the heavy rain was a landslide in Taining County, Fujian,
which occurred early on 09 May, 2016. Officials say the heavy rain triggered the landslide, causing
100,000 cubic meters of mud and rocks to flow downhill, burying buildings below, which included
parts of a hydro-electric power station construction site.On 11 May, officials reported that 35
people have been killed and one remains missing.

Flood summary
Event: Southern China – Over 60 Dead After a
Week of Storms, Floods and Landslides
Date: May 4 to May 13, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall- China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA) says that
between 04 May to 11 May, 2016, severe
weather, including heavy rain, thunderstorms
and strong winds affected the southern
provinces of Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei,
Hunan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan. As of 11 May, at least 66 people have
been killed and 10 others are missing, 95,000 people had been evacuated and over 5,200 houses
have collapsed or been totally destroyed, and 74,000 homes partially damaged.
Locations: Taining County, Fujian
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 235.9 mm in 24 hours
Taining County - May 6 to May 7, 2016
Rainfall level: 225.7 mm in 24 hours
Jiangle County, Fujian - May 6 to May 7, 2016
Damages
Buildings destroyed: 5,200
Buildings destroyed in several provinces: Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi,
Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan
Evacuated: 95,000
May 4 to May 11, 2016
Numbers evacuated from several provinces: Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi,
Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan
Fatalities: 30 people
Taining County, Fujian Province. - May 9 to May 10, 2016
Fatalities: 33 people
Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan - May 4 to May
14, 2016
Fatalities across several provinces (not including the landslide in Taining County, Fujian Province).

EVENT: Sri Lanka – Deadly Floods and Landslides After 355mm of Rain in
24 Hours, May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
An area of low pressure above Sri Lanka had caused heavy rainfall across the country since 14 May
2016. Some locations saw over 350 mm (13.77 inches) of rain fall in 24 hours. Floods and
landslides had caused havoc in as many as 19 districts of the country, including around Colombo.
Sri Lanka’s Department of Meteorology said in a 24 hour period 15 to 16 May, Colombo recorded
256 mm of rain. According to WMO figures, the mean total rainfall for Colombo in April is 245.6 mm
Strong winds, lightning and falling trees have also caused major damage. Sri Lanka’s Disaster
Management Centre (DMC) report said that since 13 May, over 200,000 people were affected, with
134,000 displaced and staying in 176 relief camps set up for the victims. Almost 1,300 homes have
been damaged and 68 destroyed. DMC said in a report that at least 8 people had died in the severe
weather, with at least 9 more still missing. One person died in floods in Wattala, Gampaha, Western
Province. Four of the deaths occurred after a landslide in Dehiovita, Kegalle, Sabaragamuwa
Province. The other three victims died in separate incidents; one as a result of a fallen tree, another
after lightning strike, and the third as a result of electrocution from fallen power cables. DMC

officials added that 2 people are missing after a landslide in Imbulpe, Ratnapura, also in
Sabaragamuwa Province.
The Sri Lanka Army said that they are carrying out search and rescue operations in Ilukwaththa,
Ranmalaka, Pilimathalawa, Kandy District, where a landslide destroyed two houses, burying six
people, late on 16 May 2016.

Lightning Strikes Kill 60 in Bangladesh Thunderstorms
Severe weather had also affected countries further north. The European Commission’s
Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection department (ECHO) reported that a staggering 60 people
have been killed as a result of lightning strike in Bangladesh with experts blaming increased
deforestation in Bangladesh. ECHO say:
“A week long heatwave in Bangladesh with average temperatures well above 30 degrees,
culminated the last two days in thunderstorms across the country. The storms, locally known as
Nor’westers or the Kalbaishakhi, came with heavy lightning which left more than 60 people dead,
most in the rural parts of the country.
“Experts say that this highly unusual number of fatalities is due to the increased deforestation in
Bangladesh. If the number of deaths continues to escalate, as more thunderstorms are predicted,
Bangladesh could be moving towards calling the event a natural disaster”.
Voice of America also reported that deforestation had played a role. VoA said:
“Gawher Nayeem Wahr, member-secretary of the Bangladesh Disaster Preparedness Forum, said
the decreasing number of tall trees has a role in the increase in number of people being injured or
killed by lightning strikes.
“Palm and other taller trees usually attract the lightning flashes. But with these trees becoming
scarce in rural areas” people are more prone to be hit, Wahr said.”
Summary of Flood Affected Areas in Sri Lanka by Province
Western Province
Damage and disruption in Western Province has mostly been the result of flooding rather than
landslides. DMC say that 3 people had died in floods in the province, 2 in Colombo District, and one
in Gampaha. Colombo district was one of the worst hit areas, with over 170,000 people displaced
and staying in 62 relief camps. One house was completely destroyed and a further 14 severely
damaged. In Gampaha district 32,490 people were displaced and were currently housed in 74
camps. In Kalutara, around 5,000 people have been affected by floods.
Sabaragamuwa Province
Sabaragamuwa Province was severely hit by landslides and cutting failures, as well as wind and
rain damage. In Rathnapura district, almost 7,000 were displaced. However, it is Kegalle district
that has been hardest hit by landslides. DMC report at least 6 landslides have struck in the district,
which have left 20 dead, 2 injured and 16 missing.

Kegalle District Landslides
Bulathkohupitiya – 2 dead, 14 missing
Kegalle – 1 missing
Yatiyantota – 2 injured
Rambukkana – 4 missing
Dehiovita – 4 dead, 1 missing
Aranayaka – 14 dead
Central Province
Heavy rain, floods, wind damage and risk of landslide had forced 340 people to evacuate in Nuwara
Eliya District and 547 in Kandy District. Three people had died in Udunuwara, it is thought after
buildings collapsed under the heavy rain. One person was injured and a further 4 are still missing.
Matale district was affected by heavy rain, although no one has been evacuated as yet.
Southern Province
One person was killed by electric shock, it is thought from falling power cables, in Baddegama, Galle
District. Nine houses were destroyed in the district as a result of floods, heavy rain, wind damage
and falling trees. Two houses were destroyed in Hambantota District.
North Central Province
In Anuradhapura District, 1,346 people were displaced. One person was killed by floods in Thalawa,
and another victim was reported in Thambuththegama.
North Western Province
Puttalam District was severely affected by rain, floods and strong wind. Almost 5,000 people were
evacuated and 11 houses destroyed in the district. 4 people had died in floods in Kurunegala
District, where 2,346 people were evacuated.
Northern Province
No casualties were reported in the province, although 3 people were injured in the floods. The
worst hit district is Killinochchi, where over 1,000 people were evacuated. Around 800 have also
been evacuated in Mannar District.
Eastern and Uva Provinces
Eastern and Uva provinces had suffered the least. Around 70 people were affected by heavy rain in
Eastern province, with 16 people evacuated in Trincomalee. Around 100 have also been affected in
Badulla district, Uva Province, but no evacuations have been reported.
Photos of Floods and Landslides in Sri Lanka

Aranayake landslide disaster

Floods in Sri Lanka, May 2016

EVENT: Sri Lanka Floods – Over 90 Dead, 500 Homes Destroyed, May
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Over 90 people died in Sri Lanka in what has been described as some of the worst flooding in 25
years. Sri Lanka’s Disaster Management Centre (DMC) reported that the death toll now stands at 92,
with 30 people injured and 109 missing. The number of dead rose after military search teams found
a further 23 bodies in Aranayaka, where a massive landslide struck in the early hours of
Wednesday, 18 May 2016. At least 39 people have died in the landslide, and 105 remain missing.
Sri Lanka’s Finance Minister Ravi Karunanayake said that the cost of the floods will be between $1.5
billion and $2 billion at the minimum. Over 500 houses have been completely destroyed and a
further 4,005 damaged.

Numbers of Evacuated Falls
Conditions appear to have improved in some areas, as shown in the drop in numbers of displaced,
which has fallen from 319,000 on 21 May to 186,829 as of 23 May.
However, the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) said it is expected
to take several days for floodwaters to fully recede and in some areas water levels remain as high as
the roofs of people’s houses with access only possible by boat or by air. UNOCHA say that “any of
the affected population, particularly in the rural areas, were already amongst the most vulnerable
in the country and have now lost everything, including their homes, possessions, agricultural land
and means of making a living. In the urban areas there are growing health concerns related to the
quantity of so much standing water in highly populated areas and the destruction of much of the
water and sanitation infrastructure, which could lead to serious public health issues.”
Aranayaka Landslide
Sri Lanka officials said that 39 bodies have been recovered from the landslide site in Aranayaka,
Kegalle District, that buried 3 villages of Siripura, Pallebage and Elagipitya in the early hours of
Wednesday, 18 May 2016. Over 3,500 people are staying in relief camps and temporary
accommodation in the area. After further landslides on 21 May, the Sri Lanka Red Cross announced
that they had to relocate a displacement camp housing victims of the Aranayaka slide. Via Social
Media, they said:
“Fresh landslides were reported from the mountain known as Ambalakanda in the same mountain
range of the previous landslide. All who were at the Ambalakanda welfare camp (have been)
relocated to a new camp in Dikpitiya.”
Colombo Floods Blamed on Poor Drainage and Illegal Construction
The Sunday Times in Sri Lanka quoted Irrigation Department Acting Director-General T.P. Alwis,
who laid the blame for the severe flooding in Colombo on “shrinking open spaces, illegal
constructions, the lack of proper waste disposal and inefficient drainage systems…” The Sunday
Times also say that a major contributory factor to the flooding has been the filling in of marshlands
for development purposes. “Mr. Alwis said flooding in Kelaniya worsened this year primarily due to
a drop in the city’s ability to absorb water because most of the marsh or wetlands in and around
Kelaniya had been filled for building houses or other construction.” Despite levels of the Kelani
River being lower than the major floods of 1989, over 125,000 more people have been affected by
flooding this time around.
Flood summary
Event: Sri Lanka, May 2016
Date: May 13 to May 19, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall:22 districts of Sri Lanka were afected by heavy rain, floods and landslides
between 13 and 19 May 2016.
Locations
Aranayaka Landslide, Kegalle District
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 355 mm in 24 hours
Deraniyagala - May 15 to May 16, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 92 people
Buildings destroyed: 502 buildings
Evacuated: 319,000

EVENT: Indonesia – Landslide in North Sumatra Leaves at Least 15 Dead,
May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Indonesia’s Disaster Management Authority (BNPB) said that at least 15 people had died in a
landslides triggered by heavy rain in North Sumatra province. Around 92mm was recorded in 24
hours between 15 and 16 May in Sibolga, North Sumatra province. The landslide occurred in the
tourist area of Sibolangit, Deli Serdang regency of North Sumatra province during the afternoon of
15 May 2016. The landslide affected 78 people. One person was injured and a further four are still
missing. A team of 300 people, made of of members from disaster management agencies and
volunteers, continues to search the area for the missing.

Search and rescue operation at Sibolangit

Flood summary
Event: North Sumatra, Indonesia, May 2016
Date: May 15 to May 16, 2016
Type: Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 92 mm in 24 hours
Sibolga - May 15 to May 16, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 15 people
Sibolangit - May 15 to May 16, 2016

EVENT: Tajikistan Floods – 2,500 Families Affected After Further Heavy
Rain, May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
UN officials in Tajikistan said that continuous heavy rain had resulted in additional floods and
mudflow in several parts of the country. Floods and mudflows first struck after heavy rain from 09
May. Between 11 and 12 may, thousands of homes were flooded in several villages near the capital,
Dushanbe. Around 1,500 people were evacuated in Rudaky district. Mudflows in Aini and
Panjekent, Sughd Province, left at least 4 people dead. The situation had worsened after further
heavy rain and the death toll now stands at five after a resident of Qalai Surkh Jamoat of Rasht
district was killed in a mudflow on 16 May. Over 2,500 households have been affected and an
estimated 17,800 people are in need of humanitarian assistance.
The UN report (PDF), carried out by the Rapid Emergency Assessment And Coordination Team
(REACT), in Tajikistan, says:

“Since 9 May, floods/mudflows have affected Aini, Asht, Guliston, Panjekent and Zafarobod, districts
(Sughd Province), Baljuvon, Farkhor and Jaloliddin Balhi districts (Khatlon province), Nurobod,
Rasht, Rogun, Rudaki, Sangvor and Tojikobod districts (Direct Ruled Districts) and Darvoz and Vanj
districts (Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast). “On 16 May, in addition to four persons killed in
Aini and Panjekent districts, mudflow has killed a resident of Qalai Surkh Jamoat of Rasht district,
tallying the number of casualties to five persons. While Panjekent and Rudaki remain to be the most
affected districts, where there is a significant humanitarian need in many sectors, other districts
where the floods/mudflow have occurred resulted in damages to some households, roads, bridges,
local agriculture and livelihoods.”
The Red Crescent Society of Tajikistan is working closely with the Governmental Emergency
Commission and the UN agencies – REACT partners, to provide relief assistance to the most affected
and most vulnerable households. At the same time, the RCST is coordinating its activities with the
IFRC Secretariat’s Country Representation in Tajikistan, which is providing technical and financial
support in carrying out the planned operation.

Red Crescent Society of Tajikistan: Rudaki, Direct Rule Districts, northern Tajikistan. Heavy rains,
strong winds and mudslides caused significant damage to more than 2,500 household from 9 to 13
May, 2016. Rudaki, Direct Rule Districts, northern Tajikistan. Heavy rains, strong winds and mudslides
caused significant damage to more than 2,500 household from 9 to 13 May, 2016.

EVENT: Afghanistan – Over 20 Dead After Floods in Sari Pul, May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The heavy rain that brought floods and mudflows to parts of Tajikistan had also resulted in flash
floods in northern Afghanistan. The floods struck on 18 May in the district of Kohistanat in Sari Pul
Province. Quoting Zabihullah Amani, the spokesman for the provincial governor, Associated
Press said that at least 20 people were killed and 22 injured in the disaster that struck in the early
hours while people were sleeping. Several houses were destroyed in the floods.
Flood summary
Event: Sughd Region and Dushanbe, Tajikistan, May 2016
Date: May 12, 2016
Type: Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Magnitude
Riverlevel:Overflowing
Elok River, Rudaki district - May 12 to May 14, 2016
Riverlevel:Overflowing
Zebon River, Panjakent - May 9 to May 15, 2016
Damages
Fatalities:2 people in Aini district
Event: Sare Pol Province, Afghanistan, May 2016
Date: May 18 to May 20, 2016

Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall Floods struck on 18 May in the district of Kohistanat in Sare Pol Province.
At least 20 people have been killed and 22 injured and several houses destroyed in the floods.
Locations: Kohistanat
Damages
Fatalities: 20 people in Kohistanat
Injured: 22 people in Kohistanat

EVENT: Yemen – Heavy Rain Triggers Landslide in Taiz Leaving 20 Dead,
May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Yemen News Agency, Saba, reported that heavy rainfall caused a deadly landslide in the Lasbah
area in al-Shamayaten district of Taiz Governorate in south west Yemen, on 23 May 2016. At least
20 people reported killed and dozens injured. Important transport connections were blocked,
causing traffic disruption, but also making it difficult for rescue teams to reach the area. Officials
were expecting the numbers of fatalities and casualties to increase once further assessments can be
carried out.

EVENT: Germany – Floods in South Leave 3 Dead, May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A storm and heavy rain from late 29 May 2016 caused flooding in parts of southern Germany which
has left at least 3 people dead. The worst hit area is the east of the German state of BadenWürttemberg, in particular in Ostalbkreis (Ostalb district). Braunsbach, in the neighbouring district
of Schwäbisch Hall, has also suffered major damage after the Kocher River overflowed. Parts of the
neighbouring state of Bavaria also saw heavy rain. The flood waters caused severe damage as cars
were swept along streets that had been turned to rivers. German media say that around 7,000
emergency personnel from fire, police, medical and disaster management authorities, were working
across the affected areas. Full damage assessments in affected areas are yet to be carried out.
Flood Deaths
Officials from Schwäbisch Gmünd, a town of around 60,000 people in Ostalbkreis, reported that a
volunteer firefighter died attempting to rescue a victim caught in the flooding. Authorities believe
the person he was attempting to rescue is also dead. Deep flood water is preventing full access to
the site of the attempted rescue.In a separate incident, police said that one person died in an
underground car park in the town of Weißbach in
Hohenlohe, a district in the north of BadenWürttemberg, after it became flooded.
Rainfall, Rivers and Warnings
The Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD – German
Weather Service) issued a storm warning at
around 16:00 (local time), 29 May, 2016. Via social
media, DWD said that in an area from north west
Bavaria and the north of Baden-Württemberg to
the Mosel, rain levels of over 50mm were recorded
in 12 hours during the storm. In Kirchberg an der
Jagst, in the district of Schwäbisch Hall, Baden-

Württemberg, DWD say that 93 mm of rain was recorded.
Other initial figures say that 78.8mm of rain was recorded in 24 hours in Oehringen, Hohenlohe,
between 29 and early 30 May, with 71mm of that falling in 12 hours. DWD say that further severe
weather is expected today in particular in areas further north.
River Levels
The Food Forecasting Centre (Hochwasservorhersagezentrale) in
Baden-Württemberg warned that levels of rivers have risen
sharply, in particular in smaller rivers in the east of the state,
including the south-eastern tributaries of the Danube (Riss and Rottum) and eastern tributaries of
the Neckar (Fils, Rems, Kocher, Jagst).

Rainfall levels in Germany for 12 hour period, 29 to
30 May 2016

Flood summary
Event: Baden-Württemberg, Germany, May 2016
Date: May 29 to May 31, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, A storm and heavy rain that began late 29 May 2016 caused flooding in
parts of southern Baden-Württemberg, Germany, leaving 3 people dead.
Locations - Schwäbisch Hall, Schwäbisch Gmünd, Weißbach
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 93 mm in 24 hours
Kirchberg - May 29 to May 30, 2016
Most of the rain fell in the space of 12 hours.
Damages
Fatalities: 2 people Schwäbisch Gmünd

EVENT: Haiti Floods – 3,000 Houses Damaged in Ouest Department, May
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain in Haiti had resulted in further
flooding, particularly in Ouest Department,
where the city of Léogâne in Haiti was flooded
for a second time in 6 weeks. According to the
National Meteorological Centre (Centre National
de Météorologie, CNM), a combination of a
tropical disturbance over the Caribbean Sea and
a trough was the main cause of the heavy rain
that affected Haiti that began during the evening
of Thursday 26 May, 2016. As many as 2,901
houses have been damaged and 3,674 families affected in the municipalities of Léogâne, Arcahaie,
Cité Soleil and Carrefour, all in Ouest Department. The heavy rain caused the collapse of a wall in
Desmichel, a neighbourhood of Carrefour and local media report that one man has died and three

others were injured. Several neighbourhoods of the city of Léogâne were significantly affected,
including the city centre. The Rouyonne River had overflowed, inundating several houses located
on the riverbanks in the Dampus, Caleb, Malbou, Cité-Marcel, Bineau and Pont-Vincent localities.
These areas were badly affected by the 13 April 2016 floods. Léogâne is particularly prone to
flooding, situated in a location where six rivers cross a densely populated area. Structural (river
cleaning and maintenance) and non-structural (planning and preparedness) measures to prevent
the recurrence of similar events are urgently required.
The flood also caused significant problems for local transportation, with the inundation of the bus
terminal and of several roads in Léogâne downtown, with water level reaching up to 50 cm. The
National Route 2, connecting Port-au-Prince to Les Cayes in the South Department, was also
affected by the severe weather.In the municipality of Arcahaie the Mitan and Courjolle Rivers
overflowed affecting the Ponce and Kafou Pois localities. Mudslides were reported in the villages of
Carriès and Williamson, partially affecting the circulation on the National Route 1. The Tesso,
Mahotière and Froide Rivers have also overflowed, inundating several neighbourhoods in the
municipality of Carrefour.

EVENT: Rwanda – At Least 49 Killed in Floods and Landslides, 500
Homes Destroyed, May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Landslides and floods had hit several parts of Rwanda
between 07 and 08 May 2016 after a period of heavy rainfall.
Government officials said that at least 49 deaths have been
recorded so far. Some of the victims drowned in flood water,
others died after houses collapsed under the heavy rain or
landslide. The worst hit areas were the districts of Gakenke
and Muhanga. As many as 34 people had died in Gakenke, 8
in Muhanga, 4 in Rubavu and 3 in Ngororero. Around 26
injuries were reported. Reports from the Ministry for
Floods in Gakenke, Rwanda
Disaster Management and Refugee Affairs said that over 500
houses were completely destroyed, leaving thousands homeless. The disaster comes just days
before the country hosts the World Economic Forum on Africa, which will be held in Kigali from 11
to 13 May 2016.
Roads, Power and Water Supplies Damaged
The floods and landslides had caused damage to roads and transport infrastructure. Some roads
were completely blocked and officials said that the Kigali-Muhanga and Kigali-Musanze roads were
closed in order to prevent risks for commuters. Electricity supply had also been interrupted after
power cables in Gakenke were downed during the heavy rain. Supply of drinking water had also
been cut. Water and Sanitation Corporation Limited (WASAC Ltd) said that it had temporally
suspended water treatment at the Nzove treatment plants due to heavy rain which has caused “high
water turbidity.” The company said that “There will be water supply interruptions in some areas of
Kigali, Kacyiru, Remera and Kicukiro.”
Government Reaction
The Rwandan government has expressed its solidarity with families affected by the disasters, and
Prime Minister Anastase Murekezi has assured families affected by the disasters of the
government’s support.

Rainfall Warnings
Meteo Rwanda issued a warning of heavy rainfall on 08 May for further heavy rain over the coming
days. Between 8 to 9 May, 47 mm of rain was recorded in Kamembe during a 24 hour period.

Heavy rain warnings in Rwanda. Image: Rwanda Meteorology Agency

Flood summary
Event: Northern and Southern Provinces, Rwanda, May 2016
Date: May 7 to May 10, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall: Landslides and floods hit several parts of Rwanda between 07 and 08 May
2016 after a period of heavy rainfall. Government officials say that Gakenke, Muhanga, Rubavu and
Ngororero have been affected.
Locations – Gakenke, Muhanga
Magnitude: Rainfall level: 47 mm in 24 hours Kamembe - May 8 to May 9, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 54 people
Buildings destroyed: 2,317

EVENT: Ethiopia – Dozens Killed in Floods and Landslides, May 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Ethiopian news service, Fana, reports that at least 41 people were killed when the heavy rain
triggered a landslide in Kindo Didaye woreda (district), Wolaita zone, Southern Nations,
Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region (SNNPR) on 09 May 2016.
Quoting a local police commissioner, Fana said that so far, 28 bodies have been recovered from the
landslide. Meanwhile in Bale zone, Oromia Region, floods had killed at least 9 people and caused
severe damage to livestock and crops. Fana reported that over 1,000 cattle have been killed and
559 hectares of crops damaged. Ethiopia is struggling with its worst drought in 50 years, but the
recent heavy rain may be a case of too much, too late. Floods are worsening the situation for many
farmers and drought-affected communities.
Heavy Rain and Flooding Across East Africa

It is a similar story for several East African
countries, who were all battling with the
effects of heavy rain. Around 50 people
were killed in a landslide in Rwanda
between 07 and 08 May. A residential
building in Nairobi, Kenya, collapsed on 29
April after heavy rain and flooding. By 05
May the death toll had risen to at least 25
people.
The UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) reported on
09 May that almost 20,000 families have
been displaced by “exceptional and
extensive flooding across Ethiopia from the
current Belg/spring rains.” Flooding had
hampered food distribution to those affected by the severe drought. Spring rains seriously hamper
dispatching of food and nutrition supplies to the Somali region. Afdem, Liban and Sitti zones have
been mainly inaccessible
2 week rain accumulation in East Africa, to 11 May 2016

Slow Onset Natural Disaster
OCHA blame the dramatic swing from drought to floods on the 2015-2016 El Niño.
“The El Niño global climatic event has wreaked havoc on Ethiopia’s summer rains. This comes on
the heels of failed spring rains, and has driven food insecurity, malnutrition and water shortages in
affected areas of the country. A well-coordinated response is already underway and expanding
rapidly, although the scale of the developing emergency exceeds resources available. Given the lead
times necessary for the procurement of relief items, the Government and its international partners
have called for early action on this slow onset natural disaster.”
120,000 People Displaced
International Organization of Migration (IOM) said
that around 120,000 people or 19,557 households
were displaced since the start of the Belg rainy
season. The affected regions include Afar (671
households displaced), Amhara (420), Harari
(287), Oromia (5,322), SNNP (2,972) and Somali
(9,885). A flood contingency plan, prepared by
OCHA says that almost 500,000 people are likely
to be affected by flooding during the Belg rainy
season, with almost 200,000 expected to be
displaced.
Flood affected areas of Ethiopia, May 2016

Deadly Floods and Landslides in South

At least 41 people had been killed when the heavy rain triggered a landslide in Kindo Didaye
woreda (district), Wolaita zone, Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region (SNNPR) on
09, May 2016.In Bale zone, Oromia Region; floods had killed at least 9 people and caused severe
damage to livestock and crops.
Rainfall

Ethiopia’s National Meteorology Agency (NMA) reports that intensfied rains was observed across
much of Oromiya, Amhara, SNNPR and other areas over the first week of May. During a 24 hour
period to 10 May, Gambela recorded 83.7mm of rain, Kachisi 63mm, Dembi Dolo 43mm, Cherecher
40.5, and Seru 39.5mm
Flood summary
Event: SNNPR and Oromia Region, May 2016
Date: May 9 to May 20, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall, At least 41 people have been killed when the heavy rain triggered a
landslide in Kindo Didaye woreda (district), Wolaita zone, Southern Nations, Nationalities, and
Peoples’ Region (SNNPR) on 09 May 2016.In Bale zone, Oromia Region, floods have killed at least 9
people and caused severe damage to livestock and crops. Fana report that over 1,000 cattle have
been killed and 559 hectares of crops damaged.Ethiopian Communication Affairs Minister,
Getachew Reda, confirmed on Thursday 12 May 2016, that as many as 100 people have been killed
by recent floods and landslides in Oromia and Southern Nations, Nationalities and People’s Region
(SNNPR).
Locations - Kindo Didaye woreda (district), Wolaita zone, Southern Nations, Nationalities, and
Peoples’ Region, Bale zone, Oromia Region
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 75 mm in 24 hours
Eyl, Nugaal region - May 9 to May 10, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 41 people
Kindo Didaye, Wolaita zone, SNNPR
Fatalities: 9 people
Bale zone, Oromia Region

EVENT: Somalia – Thousands Displaced as Shabelle River Overflows, May
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Thousands have been displaced in central and southern Somalia after the Shabelle River broke its
banks causing a renewed humanitarian crisis, local media reported.The river flooded a string of
towns and villages from 15 May onwards, including central Hiran regional capital of Beledweyne,
Middle Shabelle provincial capital Jowhar and the agricultural district of Mahaday. The floods also
washed away thousands of hectares of farmland in the village of Magay, with many villages being
cut off due to muddy roads. In Beledweyne, the flood waters entered deep into neighbourhoods,
and people began fleeing with essential belongings according to provincial officials. Beledweyne’s
Koshin and Hawo Tako neighborhoods were said to be the worst-affected. Considerable tracts of
farmland with mango and lemon crops were severely damaged or left swamped by the overflowing
Shabelle River.

3 Weeks of Floods in Somalia

The flooding in Beledweyne is the sixth incident of severe flooding in the country since the start of
May which left at least 4 people dead, over 80 injured, and caused severe damage to homes, roads
and crops.
Awdal Region
Heavy rains between 30 April and 01 May in the village of Fiqi Adan, near the port town of Zeila in
northwestern Awdal region of Somalia, left three people dead. Around the same time, floods
damaged built-up areas in the commercial border town of Tog Wajaale, northwestern Somaliland.
Middle Shabelle Region
A week later, heavy rains in Ethiopian highlands caused the Shabelle River to overflow its banks on
Saturday, 07 May, 2016, leaving vast stretch of farmland in Middle Shabelle region of southern
Somalia under water. Flood waters invaded farm fields in the village of Bayahow, approximately
2km from Middle Shabelle regional capital of Jowhar.
Somaliland
On 13 May, at least one person was killed and 87 others injured after a three-hour downpour in
northern Taleh town, in the eastern Sool region of Somaliland, according to local reports. The rain
also flooded parts of the town, with accompanying strong winds downing mobile phone masts.
Somalia’s Garowe Online reported that 200 homes were destroyed after torrential downpour
caused the roofs of homes to collapse. Maruf Abdi Ismael, a resident of Taleh told Puntland-based
station, Radio Garowe that heavy rains and floods left 87 wounded, 20 of whom are in critical
condition. The rain made the only road that connects Taleh to the regional capital, Garowe
inaccessible. Floods killed livestock and destroyed homes in the villages of Sarmanyo, Kalad and
Herta.

Flood summary
Event: Beledweyne, Somalia, May to June 2016
Date: May 15, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - The Shabelle River overflowed at several points in Somalia, flooding a
string of towns and villages from 15 May, including central Hiran regional capital of Beledweyne,
Middle Shabelle provincial capital Jowhar and the agricultural district of Mahaday.
Locations: Beledweyne
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Shabelle River, Beledweyne - May 15 to June 1, 2016.
Affected: 30,000

EVENT: China – Hail, Storms and Floods Leave 2 Dead and 7 Missing, June
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rainfall and floods since 09 June 2016 had affected southern parts of China, leaving 1 dead
and 5 missing, destroying 1,100 homes and forcing 16,000 to evacuate. Ganzhou in Jiangxi recorded
almost 150 mm in 24 hours between 12 and 13 June. China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs said that the
provinces of Anhui, Jiangxi, Hunan, Guangdong, Guangxi, Guizhou, Yunnan were affected.
Hailstorms, lightning and strong wind in northern parts of China had caused major problems. The
provinces of Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Heilongjiang Shandong,
Henan, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia were affetced, according to the Ministry of Civil Affairs,
who say that one person has died and 2 are missing. Heavy rain had caused some flooding in
southern parts of Taiwan, where police managed to rescue one man trapped in flood waters,
according to local media.
Rainfall
Rainfall for a 24 hour period from 12 to 13 June, 2016.
Taichung, Taiwan – 70 mm
Shengsi – 68.1 mm
Shanghai – 55.3 mm
Hangzhou – 54.1 mm
Suzhou – 69.9 mm
Nancheng – 104.0 mm
Ji’an – 77.1 mm
Changting – 85.6 mmGanzhou – 143.1 mm
Shaoguan – 63.3 mm
Guangzhou – 53.6 mm
Fogang – 51.5 mm
Hechi – 65.1 mm
Rainfall for a 24 hour period from 11 to 12 June, 2016.
Rongjiang – 59.1 mm
Wugang – 68 mm
Shanwei – 107 mm
Shantou – 82 mm
Huang Shan – 58.2 mm
China – 15 Dead, 10 Missing as Floods Continue in South
Severe weather, including heavy rain, strong winds and hail, has continued to affect southern China,
causing more damage and casualties. Ministry of Civil Affairs said that the death toll now stands at
31, with 6 missing. As many as 98,000 houses were damaged. The current affected areas include
Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hunan, Guangdong, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan,
Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Henan, Hubei provinces, as of 20 June early morning
During a 24 hour period between 19 and 20 June, 187 mm of rain fell in Wuhan (Hubei province)
and 138 mm in Jingdezhen (Jiangxi province). MCA say that as much as 290 mm of rain in 24 hours
has been recorded in some localized areas, with between 70 and 100 mm falling in 1 hour.
Recent rainfall figures for a 24 hour period between 15 and 16 June 2016.
Lishui – 105 mm
Qu xian – 95 mm
Guilin – 96.0 mm
Lu shan – 114.8 mm

Nanchang – 80.4 mm
Yichun – 112.2 mm

EVENT: Myanmar – 14 Dead, 26,000 Affected After Monsoon Rain Causes
Flooding in 5 Regions, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The UN in Myanmar sad that heavy monsoon rains since the beginning of June had caused flooding
in several states and regions of the country, affecting at least 26,000 people. The affected areas
include many of those Ayeyarwady, Bago and Sagaing regions as well as Chin and Rakhine states.
Fourteen people had died as a result of the floods and rain. Initial damage assessments suggest
around 5,000 homes were damaged and 280 destroyed. Flooding also caused damage to
infrastructure including roads, bridges, wells and communal buildings. Thousands were evacuated
when the flooding first struck. Some have been able to return home, although there are many others
who remain displaced while the flood waters are still high.
In a statement on 14 June 2016, Ms Janet Jackson, UN Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator in
Myanmar said:
Myanmar suffered enormous losses after severe floods and landslides in July and August
2015. Over 100 people died, 15,000 homes destroyed and 1 million people affected. The flooding
had a devastating impact on agriculture across the country, prompting food security
fears. Malnutrition in parts of Rakhine state was reported in January this year.
Rainfall
Rainfall totals for a 24 hour period, where
figures are available.
14 to 15 June 2016
Dawei 59 mm
13 to 14 June
Katha 65.0 mm
12 to 13 June
Gwa – 80mm
09 to 10 June
Hkamti – 47.0 mm, Kalewa – 46.0 mm,
Hakha – 75.0 mm, Minbu – 52.0 mm,
Magway – 96.8 mm
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
from Pacific Disaster Center says that some
coastal areas of Mynamar, in particular Ayeyarwady and Rakhine, have received over 250 mm of
rain in a 3 day period from 11 to 14 June 2016.
Rainfall in Myanmar, 11 to 14 June 2016

Flood summary
Event: Myanmar, June 2016
Date:June 1 to June 28, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- Floods affected several states in Myanmar (Ayeyarwady, Bago and Sagaing
regions as well as Chin and Rakhine states) after monsoon rains. UN report that 14 people died,
26,000 were affected.
Magnitude

Rainfall level: 80 mm in 24 hours
Gwa - June 12 to June 13, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 14 people
Affected: 26,000

EVENT: Indonesia – Floods and Landslides in Central Java Leave 43 Dead,
19 Missing, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
At least 16 districts in Indonesia’s Central Java
Province were affected by floods and landslides
after a period of heavy rain between 17 and 18
June, 2016.
Disaster management officials in Indonesia said
that at least 43 people have died, 19 are missing
and around 14 people were injured. Most of the
victims have died in landslides, others were
swept away by floodwater. The worst affected
areas include Purworejo, Banjarnegara,
Kebumen, Sukoharjo, Bahyumas and Rembang,
all in Central Java Province. At least 5 landslides
were reported in Purworejo Regency, leaving
The search for the missing continues in the landslide in
Purworejo, Indonesia, June 2016

over 19 dead and 15 missing as of 19 June.

Flood summary
Event: Central Java, Indonesia, June 2016
Date: June 17 to June 22, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- At least 16 districts in Indonesia’s Central Java Province were affected by
floods and landslides after a period of heavy rain between 17 and 18 June, 2016. As of 22 June, 47
people were confirmed dead, with 15 still missing.
Locations: Purworejo
Damages
Fatalities: 47 people

EVENT: Japan – Deadly Floods and Landslides in South after 180 mm of
Rain in 2 Hours, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Floods and landslides triggered by torrential rain left at least 2 people dead and several missing in

Kumamoto Prefecture, southern Japan. One man died in a landslides in Kamiamakusa on Monday
20 June. The second victim drowned in flood water in Kosa. Some local news reports say that the
number of fatalities has since increased to at least five. As of early 21 June, two people were missing

after landslides buried their home in Kumamoto. A third missing person is thought to had buried in
a landslides in Uto.
Evacuation orders have been issued by disaster management authorities for several areas in
Kumamoto. The area was recently battered by major earthquakes that struck in April this year,
killing at least 49 people and injuring about 3,000.
Over 180 mm of Rain in 2 Hours
According to Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) figures, Kosa in Kumamoto Prefecture had
recorded around 250 mm of rain in the last 24 hours, to 17:00 on 21 June. Most of the rain, 181 mm,
fell during a short period from late on Monday (between 23:00 on 20 June and 01:00 on 21 June).
Uto, Kumamoto Prefecture, recorded 170.05 mm in just 2 hours late on Monday 20 June.

Areas at risk of landslides after torrential rain in southern Japan, 21 June 2016. Image: Japan Meteorological
Agency

Other Rainfall Figures
Below are rainfall figures from WMO, for a 24 hour period to 21 June 2016.
Miyazaki – 168.0 mm
Shionomisaki – 79 mm
Matsuyama – 84.0 mm
Kochi – 68.0 mm
Nagasaki – 96.5 mm
Izuhara – 73 mm
Hiroshima – 102.5 mm
Flood summary
Event: Kumamoto Prefecture, Japan, June 2016
Date: June 20 to June 22, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- Floods and landslides triggered by torrential rain left at least 2 people
(later increased to 6) dead and several missing in Kumamoto Prefecture, southern Japan.
Locations: Kumamoto Prefecture
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 250 mm in 24 hours Kosa
Damages
Fatalities: 6 people in Kumamoto Prefecture

EVENT: Bangladesh Declares Lightning Strikes a Disaster as Deaths
Surge, June 2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL
DHAKA, June 22 (Thomson Reuters Foundation) – Bangladesh seen a near-record number of deaths
this year from a phenomenon that appears to be worsening with climate change: lightning strikes.
So far this year, 261 people have died from lightning in the country, putting the South Asian nation
on track to beat last year’s 265 deaths. Most lightning deaths usually occur during the warm
months of March to July 2016.
India has seen a similar surge in lightning deaths, with 93 people killed just in the month of June.
The problem has prompted Bangladesh’s government to add lightning strikes to the country’s list of
official types of disasters, which includes floods, cyclones and storm surges, earthquakes, drought
and riverbank erosion, among others.
As a result, the government now compensates lightning strike victims or their families with sums
between 7,500 and 25,000 taka ($95 to $310). Through mid-May the government had paid 1.5
million taka ($18,400) in claims this year to families of 81 people who died because of lightning.
During the three-day period of May 12 to May
14, 67 people died from lightning strikes in
Bangladesh. Altogether, 132 people died in May
after being hit by lightning, according to the
Foundation for Disaster Forum, a Dhaka-based
disaster preparedness network. Altogether,
1,476 people have died from lightning in
Bangladesh
since
2010,
Bangladesh
Meteorological
Department data
shows.
According
to
a
2014
University
of
Berkeley study, lightning strikes are expected to
increase by 12 percent for every degree Celsius
of warming, with a 50 percent rise in lightning
expected by the end of the century. According to
Lightning strike
Bangladesh’s Met Office, prior to 1981, the
country saw lightning strikes on average nine days each May. Since that time, the country has seen
strikes an average of 12 days each May.
Loss of Trees
Experts in Bangladesh and internationally say the rise in fatal lightning strikes may also be related
to the country’s population growth and to deforestation, which has led to the disappearance of
many tall trees that earlier would have drawn lightning strikes. Now fatalities often involve farmers
using metal farm equipment in open fields, or people standing near metal cell phone towers or
electrical power towers, experts said. Some said they believed cell phone use also might be leading
to more lightning fatalities, but other experts said that link is unlikely. Lightning continues to kill
people who take shelter under trees during electrical storms as well, they said.

EVENT: Australia – Storms and Floods in South East Leave 3 Dead, June
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Storms that began on 04 June resulted in strong winds, high surf and heavy rain across south east
Australia. Some areas have seen over 400mm of rain. Severe flooding had forced people to evacuate

their homes in New South Wales, where over 280 flood rescues have been carried out by
emergency services. The flood threat moved south to Tasmania where major flood warnings are in
place in for an unprecedented seven rivers. Two victims were found dead in New South Wales, and
one other victim had been found in Canberra. Around three people were missing, including 2 in
Tasmania. Police and emergency services in New South Wales had expressed their frustration that
people continue to ignore constant warnings about the dangers of entering flooded areas.
Evacuations and Rescues
Flood evacuation orders were issued for
communities in Woronora, Chipping Norton,
Lansvale, Milperra and Elderslie. Evacuations
were also carried out in around 17 other
locations in the state, in particular the Lismore
area after the Wilson River overflowed.
New South Wales State Emergency Service
(NSW SES) say that they recived over 9,000
calls for help during the severe weather, and
carried out over 280 flood rescues. NSW SES
Rainfall amounts in Australia for 7 days to 06 June 2016 said that the worst affected areas
Coastal Erosion
Although the heaviest of the rain is thought to have passed New South Wales, Australia’s Bureau of
Meteorology (BoM) said earlier today that “abnormally high tides were likely to enhance the risk of
flooding, beach erosion, and coastal inundation in areas south of Port Macquarie.”
BoM added that “very heavy surf may lead to localised damage and coastal erosion, particularly on
southern parts of the coast. Beach conditions in these areas will be dangerous and people should
stay well away from the surf and surf exposed areas. Locations which may be affected include
Newcastle, Gosford, Batemans Bay, Eden, Moruya Heads, Sydney, Wollongong, Port Macquarie,
Taree, Old Bar, Forster and Seal Rocks.”
Coastal erosion has already caused major damage in Collaroy, northern Sydney, leaving homes
precariously close to the cliff’s edge.
Rainfall
Rainfall amounts in millimetres for 24 hours to 09:00 Monday, 06 June 2016.
New South Wales
Parramatta -117, Macquarie Park – 126, St Ives – 127, Camden AP AWS – 140, Nowra AWS – 148,
Turramurra – 165, Castle Cove – 148, Batemans Bay – 117
Typical rainfall for the whole of June in Sydney is around 130mm. May 2016 was Sydney’s fifth
driest May on record with just 7.2mm of rain recorded at Observatory Hill, according to the Bureau
of Meteorology.
Tasmania
Rainfall in millimetres for 24 hours to 09:00 Monday, 06 June 2016.

Interlaken – 143, Lake Augusta East – 144, Frankford – 143, Mt Barrow – 150, Mt Victoria – 193,
Nunamara – 151, Westbury – 128, Wynyard – 128, Gray – 175, Pyengana – 211

Australia rainfall amounts for 05 to 06 June

Flood summary
Event: South East Australia, June 2016
Date: June 4 to June 8, 2016
Type: Coastal flood, Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Storms that began on 04 June resulted in strong winds, high surf and
heavy rain across south east Australia. 4 people died in floods in Tasmania. Two victims died in
New South Wales, and one other victim in Canberra, ACT. The storms caused some coastal erosion
and flooding in NSW.
Locations – Invermay, Latrobe, Ouse
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 165 mm in 24 hours Turramurra, New South Wales
Rainfall level: 193 mm in 24 hours Mount Victoria, Tasmania
Damages
Fatalities: 4 people in Tasmania
Fatalities: 2 people in New South Wales
Fatalities: 1 person in Australian Capital Territory

EVENT: France – Thousands Evacuated After River Levels Hit 100 Year
High, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain in France from 29 May had left the two departments of Seine-et-Marne and Loiret
suffering major flooding and a further 8 departments in France experiencing serious flood damage.
French authorities said that in areas south of Paris, river levels are at their highest for over 100
years. The country’s Ministry of Interior say that a woman died in the flooding in Seine-et-Marne
department on 01 June 2016. Earlier a young child died in a flooded basement of a house in the
village of Saint-Martin-d’Ordon, Yonne Department, after heavy rain on Sunday 29 May 2016.
France Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve said emergency workers had carried out more than
12,000 interventions and rescue operations. One of the worst hit areas was the town of Nemours,
Seine-et-Marne department, situated south east of the capital, where 3,000 people were evacuated
their homes after the Loing River broke its banks. Levels of the river broke previous records that
had stood for over 100 years, set during the historic floods around Paris in 1910. Ten kilometres
south of Nemours, an 86-year-old woman was found drowned in her home in Souppes sur Loing,
according to the French Ministry of Interior.

French Prime Minister visits the flood hit town of Nemours, 02 June 2016. France Floods in Rambouillet, France,
01 June 2016.

A prison in Saran, Loiret department, central France had to be evacuated, with hundreds of
prisoners moved to other facilities. In Paris, the River Seine burst its banks, resulting in the closure
of key central roads in Paris and parts of the rivers embankment. Levels of the Seine in Paris was
expected to increase further, but it is unlikely they will reach the heights seen in 1910.
Rainfall
Across France, much of the heavy rain fell between 30 and 31 May. During a 24 hour period, 66 mm
fell in Trappes, 65.2 mm in Villacoublay and 63.4 mm in Orleans. Météo-France say that, since
Saturday 28 May, 155 mm of rain has fallen in Melleroy, Loiret Department, which is the equivalent
of 2 to 3 months of rain.
River Levels
Vigicrues, the flood and river level monitoring service in France, report that the Loing River, south
of Paris, has reached record levels.
The level of the Loing at Nemours stood at 4.63 metres around 22:00 on 01 June, exceeding the
previous record high of 4.25 metres set in 1910. As of early 02 June, levels had fallen slightly but
still remained high at 4.54 metres. At Episy, the Loing stands at 3.99 metres, beating the record of
3.68 metres set in 1982.
Flood summary

Event: France Floods - May to June 2016
Date: May 28 to June 4, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - Heavy rain from 29 May caused rivers to overflow and major flooding in
Seine-et-Marne and Loiret departments and 8 other departments serious flood damage.
Locations - Saint-Martin-d’Ordon, Yonne Department, Nemours, Seine-et-Marne, Souppes sur Loing,
Seine-et-Marne
Magnitude
River level: 3.99 metres
Loing River at Episy - June 1 to June 1, 2016
River level: 4.63 metres
Loing River at Nemours - June 1 to June 1, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 20,000
Fatalities: 4 people
Total damage assessment: 1.4 billion
As estimated by Association Française de l’assurance (AFA)

EVENT: Germany – Deadly Floods Hit Bavaria, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Floods had struck in Germany, leaving towns in the state of Bavaria devastated and at least 5 people
dead. This is the second deadly flood event in Germany in the space of a few days. Three people
died after floods in the neighbouring state of Baden-Württemberg. The worst hit area is the district
of Rottal-Inn, Bavaria, where rivers have overflowed and around 9,000 homes were without power.
Rottal-Inn District Administrator, Michael Fahmüller, declared a state of emergency, appealing to
residents to stay in their homes. According to authorities there, three people died when they were
trapped in their flooded home in Simbach am Inn on 01 June.
Some residents needed to take refuge on roofs to escape the floods. Several flood rescues had to be
carried out, including some by helicopter. At one point around 650 personnel from emergency and
police teams were working in the area.
Police are asking people to avoid the following areas, which are all unsafe as a result of flooding:
Simbach am Inn, Tann, Triftern, Zeilarn, Anzenkirchen, Kirchdorf am Inn, Lanhofen, Untertürken,
Bad Griesbach and Ruhstorf an der Rott.
The city of Passau also experienced some minor flooding. The town lies at the confluence of the
Danube, Inn and Ilz rivers and is famous for the devastating floods of 2013.
River Levels
Levels of the Altbach, a small river that runs through Triftern, shot up almost 250 cm from later 31
May to midday 01 June. By late 01 June levels stood at just under 345 cm, beating the previous high
of 322 cm set in August 1991. Levels have since fallen to 122 cm.
Levels of the Inn River at Simbach rose even more dramatically, shooting up around 4 metres. At
04:00 on 01 June, levels were under 1 metre (87 cm). By 14:00 later that day, levels stood at 480
cm, beating the previous record of 150 cm set in June 2007. Levels have since returned to closer to
normal at 57 cm.
Flood summary

Event: Bavaria, Germany, June 2016
Date: June 1 to June 3, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- Floods struck in district of Rottal-Inn, Bavaria, where rivers overflowed,
leaving towns devastated and at least 6 people dead.
Locations - Simbach am Inn,Triftern
Magnitude
River level: 3.45 metres
Altbach River level at Triftern - June 1 to June 1, 2016
River level: 4.80 metres
Inn River level at Simbach am Inn - June 1 to June 1, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 6 people
Rottal-Inn District

EVENT: UK – Torrential Rain Causes Flash Floods in South London, June
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Torrential rain caused flash floods in London and parts of southern England, 07 June, 2016. Some
areas of south London saw over a month’s worth of rain in just a few hours. The UK’s Met Office say
that, 48.2mm of rain fell in Kenley, situated in the London Borough of Croydon, around 20 km south
of central London. Most of the rain fell in just a few hours during the afternoon. The normal
monthly total for June in London is 47.4 mm.

Vehicle trapped in flood water in Wallington, 07 June 2016

Luton Airport
Flooding was also reported in the county of Bedfordshire, to the north of London, affecting the busy
Luton Airport.
Scotland and Northern Ireland
Elsewhere in the UK, three people were struck by lightning in Lisburn, County Antrim, in Northern
Ireland. Heavy rain caused flooding in the Scottish Borders, where some roads were closed.
Flooding caused some damage to homes and a school in Penicuik, according to the BBC.
Flood summary
Event: South London and Bedfordshire, UK, June 2016
Date: June 7 to June 7, 2016
Type: Flash flood

Cause: Extreme rainfall - Flash floods affected parts of South London and Bedfordshire after
localised downpours in southern England. Parts of the Scottish borders were also affected.
Locations – Wallington, Dunstable, Luton Airport, Penicuik
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 48.2 mm in 24 hours
Kenley - June 7 to June 7, 2016
Most of the rain fell in just a few hours during the afternoon.
Damages
Rescued: 10 people
June 7 to June 7, 2016
London Fire Brigade said that it received up to 200 flood-related emergency calls.

EVENT: Texas Floods – 11 Dead, Rivers at Record Levels, Governor
Declares Disaster, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain has been falling in parts of Texas since late May. Brenham in Washington County,
recorded 16.62 inches (42 cm) of rain in 24 hours on 26 May 2016.
Rivers had burst their banks and flooding has affected 31 counties. Around 1,400 homes were
damaged by flooding in Fort Bend County, near Houston. Texas Governor Greg Abbott had declared
a state of disaster across the affected counties as the rain continues to fall. Over 7 inches (177 mm)
of rain was recorded in Houston for the first two days of June month, already surpassing the
monthly average (5.9 inches) for June. There were 5 locations around Houston where rivers that
were at major flood stage: Neches River at Saltwater Barrier, West Fork San Jacinto River near
Humble, Trininty River at Liberty and the Brazos River at Richmond and near Rosharon. Around
400 families have been ordered to evacuate their homes in Brazoria County.
As many as 11 people died in floods in Texas since the heavy rain began on 26 May. Six deaths had
been reported between 26 and 30 May. Since then a tragic military training accident in Fort Hood
has left a further 5 people dead.
State of Disaster
On 01 June, Governor Abbott declared a state of disaster for the 31 counties affected by the floods
and severe weather. The flood affected areas in Texas are:
Austin, Bandera, Bastrop, Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Coleman, Colorado, Erath, Fayette, Fort Bend,
Grimes, Hidalgo, Hood, Jasper, Kleberg, Lee, Leon, Liberty, Lubbock, Montgomery, Palo Pinto,
Parker, Polk, Robertson, San Jacinto, Tyler, Walker, Waller, Washington and Wharton Counties.
At least 7 people died during the Tax Day floods, nearly all of them were in vehicles at the time. In
his statement of 01 June, Governor Abbott urged motorists to drive with care, avoid flood water and
to “turn around, don’t drown”.
Brazos River Flooding Turns “Neighbourhoods to Islands”
Levels of the Brazos River had hit record highs in some areas.
On 02 June, 2016, the Brazos River at Richmond, Fort Bend County, rose to 54.81 feet, well above
the previous record of 50.30 feet set on 21 October 1994. Levels had shown some signs of falling
but were expected to remain high for up to 3 weeks because more storms were predicted for early
June and because swollen reservoirs upstream will need to release water.

Downstream at Rosharon, Brazoria County, the river reached 52.49 feet on 03 June and was
expected to rise further, possibly reaching 52.8 feet on 05 June. Anything above 51.3 feet is
considered major flooding. On 03 June, Brazoria County Judge Matt Sebesta ordered the evacuation
of around 400 families from an area near the swollen Brazos River.
Rainfall
National Weather Service in Houston said that many areas saw over 10 inches of rain during May
2016, and Brenham in Washington County saw almost 30 inches, which is around 65% of its yearly
average. Brenham recorded 16.62 inches (42 cm) of rain in 24 hours on 26 May 2016. Cypress
recorded 11.95 inches, which is 25% of the yearly average; Bellville recorded 13.54 inches (32.5%
of the yearly average).
Montgomery (18.26 inches / 39 %), Washington State Park (17.66 inches / 42.4% and Somerville
Dam (15.72 inches / 40%) also experienced an extremely wet May. Over 7 inches (177 mm) of rain
was recorded in Houston for the first two days of this month, already surpassing the monthly
average (5.9 inches) for June.
Photos of the Floods in Texas, May to June 2016

Texas Task Force 1 boat crew after returning from searching a house for a missing person. Texas
Guardsmen rescue Texans in need from severe flooding in Fort Bend County, Texas, June 2, 2016. Texas
Guardsmen supported local first responders during search and rescue operations following severe
weather. Texas State Guard photo by Staff Sgt. Timothy Pruitt
Flood summary
Event: Texas, USA, May to June 2016
Date: May 26, 2016
Type
Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall 15 people have now been reported to have died in
flooding that has affected parts of Texas since 26 May 2016.
Locations: Brenham, Washington County, Texas
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 420 mm in 24 hours Brenham
River level: 16.7 metres Brazos River, Richmond
Damages
Fatalities: 15 people in Texas

EVENT: Colombia – 8 Dead After Heavy Rain Triggers Landslide in Chocó,
June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Civil defence officials in Colombia say that a deadly landslide occurred at around 14:00 on 10 June
in Chocó Department, between Quibdó and Medellín.Colombia’s agency for disaster risk
management (Unidad Nacional para la Gestión del Riesgo de Desastres – UNGRD) reported that 8
people had died, 5 were missing and 4 injured. The landslide was triggered by heavy rain that had
affected wide areas of Colombia over the last few days. Istmina, about 130 km south of Quibdó,
recorded 170 mm of rain in 24 hours between 08 and 09 June. The vital communications route
between Quibdó in Chocó department and Medellín in Antioquia has been blocked by the slide.

Landslide in Chocó Department, Colombia, June 2016

Rainfall
Istmina, about 130 km south of Quibdó, recorded 170 mm of rain in 24 hours between 08 and 09
June. Bahía Solano in Chocó recorded 69 mm of rain and Planeta Rica, Cordoba 117 mm during a 24
hour period 09 to 10 June. Ibagué, the capital of Tolima, recorded 179.9 mm of rain in 24 hours to
13 June 2016. Florencia, in Caqueta, recorded 106.5 mm and La Macarena in Meta department
recorded 92 mm. Heavy rain had also been reported in Cali, capital of the Valle del Cauca
department. UNGRD reported on 10 June 2016 that so far in the rainy season there have been 176
floods, 117 landslides and 23 flash floods. As many as 22 people have died, including the 8 fatalities
in the Chocó landslide.

Map of floods, landslides and severe weather events for the current rainy season in Colombia. Image: Unidad
Nacional para la Gestión del Riesgo de Desastres

EVENT: Canada – Floods Destroy Roads, Force Evacuations in British
Columbia, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
High levels of rain since 14 June 2016 had caused major flooding in the Peace River Regional
District in northeastern British Columbia, Canada. Dawson Creek and Chetwynd, around 100km
west, were two of the worst hit areas. Evacuations were carried out and flooding had caused severe
damage to roads and infrastructure. However, no injuries or fatalities had occurred. On 15 June, the
Mayor of the District of Chetwynd declared a state of local emergency within District of Chetwynd
boundaries as a result of the floods. According to Environment Canada, 79 mm of rain had fell in
Chetwynd by noon on June 15, 2016. In Dawson Creek, 60 residences were evacuated due to
flooding from the creek that cuts through the centre of the city, said Mayor Dale Bumstead.
Roads and Bridges Damaged
Flooding had washed out major roads and bridges, and damaged powerlines. British Columbia
Ministry of Transportation said that the heavy rain had caused rapid increases in water levels in
streams in the Peace region. Some of the highest rainfall totals were recorded near Pine Pass,
Chetwynd and southeast of Fort Nelson.
Rainfall Totals
The following is a summary of unofficial storm total rainfall amounts in mm as of 06:00 Thursday
16 June 2016, according to Environment Canada.
Chetwynd: 129.6, Lemoray: 114.0, Dawson Creek: 105.6, Link Creek: 75.4, Braden Road: 91.5,
Mackenzie: 51.7, Fort St. John: 55.8
Photos of Floods in northeastern British Columbia, Canada, June 2016

Dawson Creek floods, British Columbia, Canada, June 2016. Floods have caused major damage to transport in
Peace River Regional District in northeastern British Columbia, Canada. Ministry of Transportation, CC BY-NCND 2.0Stone Creek 15 km west of Chetwynd at Stone Creek.

Flood summary
Event: British Columbia, Canada, June 2016
Date: June 14 to June 17, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall; Major flooding affected the Peace River Regional District in northeastern
British Columbia, Canada. Dawson Creek and Chetwynd were the worst hit areas. Flooding has
caused severe damage to homes, roads and infrastructure.
Locations - Dawson Creek, Chetwynd
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 129.6 mm in 24 hours Chetwynd
Rainfall level: 105.6 mm in 24 hours Dawson Creek
River discharge: 3116 cubic metres per second Pine River near East Pine

River discharge: 845 cubic metres per second Sukunka River
Damages
Evacuations: 300 people in Dawson Creek

EVENT: USA – Governor Declares Emergency in 44 Counties after Floods
in West Virginia, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Severe flooding in parts of West Virginia had prompted
Governor Early Ray Tomblin to declare a state of emergency
for 44 counties in the state. Local media were reporting that
2 people have died in the floods and a young child was
missing. The flooding has damaged buildings, roads and
bridges. Evacuations had been carried out in some areas,
and emergency service have carried out dozens of flood
rescues.
Initially the worst affected counties were Greenbrier and
Nicholas, where Governor Tomblin declared the state of
emergency on 23 June. A statement from the Governor’s
office said that the “severe storm event has caused
rockslides, mudslides, and flooding and has damaged home,
businesses, roads and bridges. Certain portions of Nichols
and Greenbrier have been rendered inaccessible because of
public infrastructure damage.” Later the state of emergency
was expanded to include 44 counties in total. All but the
counties in the Northern and Eastern Panhandles in West
Virginia have been severely affected and are now under a
state of emergency.
Flood summary
Event: West Virginia, USA, June 2016
Date: June 23 to June 25, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall- orrential rain of up to 10 inches (254mm) in some areas fell between 23
and 24 June, causing river levels to rise dramatically. The Greenbrier River at Alderson and Hilldale,
Elk River at Queen Shoals and Clay, and Gauley River at Camden-on-Gauley all exceeded major flood
stage levels.
Locations - Greenbrier County, Nicholas County, Kanawha County, Webster County
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 254 mm in 24 hours

Greenbrier county - June 23 to July 24, 2016
River level: 10.02 metres
Elk River at Queen Shoals - June 24 to June 24, 2016
River level: 8.88 metres
Gauley River at Camden-on-Gauley - June 23 to June 23, 2016
Highest recorded at the time. The previous high was 27.38 feet on the 04 July, 1932.
River level 9.23 metres
Elk River at Clay - June 23 to June 23, 2016Damages
Fatalities: 23 people. Buildings destroyed: 1200 buildings

EVENT: Nigeria – Thousands Left Homeless After Floods in Ebonyi, June
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A storm lasting several hours brought heavy rain and
flooding to Abakaliki, Ebonyi state, Nigeria on
Sunday 12 June, 2016. Local media said that the IyiUdele River that runs at the middle of Abakaliki
overflowed, flooding areas some 30 metres beyond
it’s
normal
banks.
Nigeria’s
Leadership
newspaper reported that 5,000 people were left
homeless after the floods destroyed or damaged
100s of houses. Businesses, churches and schools
had suffered damage. Parts of West Africa have seen
significant levels of rainfall over the past
week. Flooding
has
been
reported
in
Accra and Central Region in Ghana, leaving at least 6
people dead.

Rainfall in West Africa 06 to 12 June 2016

Flood summary
Event: Ebonyi State, Nigeria, June 2016

Date: June 12 to June 14, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall - A storm lasting several hours brought heavy rain and flooding to
Abakaliki, Ebonyi state, Nigeria on Sunday 12 June, 2016, forcing the Iyi-Udele River to overflow
and 5,000 to evacuate.
Locations: Abakaliki
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Iyi-Udele River, Abakaliki - June 12 to June 14, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 5,000 Abakaliki - June 12 to June 14, 2016

EVENT: Pakistan – Over 30 Feared Dead After Floods in North, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Disaster Management Agency (PDMA) said that, as of 09:30, 04
July, search and rescue teams had recovered 16 bodies of flood victims in Chitral district, including
3 soldiers. PDMA said that 13 or 14 people remain missing and 4 people were seriously injured in
the floods. PDMA said that 19 houses were completely destroyed and 27 houses partially damaged.
The flooding also caused considerable damage to irrigation channels and water supply. Disaster
management officials in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, northern Pakistan, had confirmed that at least 31
people were missing, feared dead, after floods in the Chitral district of the province. Torrential rain
and ensuing floods struck at around 21:00 on Saturday 02 July 2016, in the village of Ursoon, about
40 km south of Chitral town. The floods caused extensive damage to houses as well as mosques and
an army post. Officials say that eight security officers are among the missing.
According to Pakistan army reports, at least 5 houses were completely washed away. Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Disaster Management Agency (PDMA) said that 35 houses were
completely destroyed 47 houses damaged.

Pakistan troops carry out flood rescue and relief missions after the flood disaster in Chitral, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, July 2016. Pakistan troops carry out flood rescue and relief missions after the flood disaster in
Chitral, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, July 2016.

Third Major Flood Event in 3 Months
This mountainous province is vulnerable to dangerous floods and landslides during periods of
heavy rain.The province was badly hit by floods and landslides in early April this year, when over
90 people died. Kohistan and Shanlga were among the worst affected districts. Many of the deaths
were thought to have been caused by collapsing buildings. Poorly-built houses in these areas are
known to be susceptible to collapse during periods of heavy rain. As many as 36 people died in
floods in the province in March this year. The floods in this mountainous region come just 24 hours
after deadly floods in India’s Uttarakhand state, where over 30 people have lost their lives.
Flood summary
Event: Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, July 2016
Date: July 2, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Ursoon Village, Chitral District, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Damages
Injured: 4 people
Fatalities: 29 people
Mid July, PDMA declared the missing as dead. 21 men, 6 women and 2 children died in Chitral.
Buildings destroyed: 19 buildings
A total of 47 houses were severely damaged or destroyed.

EVENT: China – 7 Days of Flooding Leaves Over 100 Dead and 40 Missing,
July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Several days of heavy rain and flooding in southern and eastern China has left at least 128 people
dead and over 40 missing, according to Chinese authorities. Some areas had recorded over 200 mm
of rain in 24 hours. China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA) said that since 30 June, floods, hail,
landslides, mudslides and other disasters have affected the 11 provinces of Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi,
Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan. MCA said that over 1
million people were relocated, and over half a million others have required emergency assistance.
Around 40,000 houses were destroyed or collapsed and 248,000 were damaged. More than 1.5
million hectares of cropland was also damaged. MCA estimate that the severe weather had caused
direct economic losses of over 38 billion yuan (around 5.7 billion US dollars). Since 30 June, several
daily rainfall records have been broken, including in Macheng (285 mm), Jingmen (273 mm),
Jiangxia (263 mm), Zhongxiang (230 mm), Huangpi (227 mm), all in Hubei Province, and Chaohu
(293 mm) in Anhui Province, according to a statement by MCA. Chinese Meteorological
Administration (CMA) said that levels of Poyang Lake, Jiangxi Province, which is the largest
freshwater lake in China, are now above warning levels and Jiujiang City has initiated a Level IV
emergency response.
Typhoon Nepartak
CMA also said that Nepartak, this year’s first typhoon, transformed from a severe tropical storm to a
typhoon level earlieron, 05 July 2016, where it was located about 2,000 km away from southeastern
Taipei, Taiwan province. The flooding in areas along the Yangtze and Huaihe rivers in China
continued, as officials reported that 140 people had died and 41 were missing since the severe
weather began on 30 June 2016. Some areas had seen more than 60cm of rain fall in one week. At
the request of China’s President, Xi Jinping, more military and police personnel were deployed to
support flood control and disaster relief efforts.The rainfall in Wuhan city had exceeded 600 mm in
one week, leading to the rapid rise of water levels of the Yangtze River and Han River, a tributary of
the Yangtze, both of which are above warning levels. Premier Li Keqiang said that the country
should prepare for an arduous campaign against floods as July-August is “a key period for flood
control”.There was a fear that if the rain continues, China could be facing a flood disaster on a
similar scale to that of 1998, which lasted from June to August and caused major devastation.
Around 4,000 people died and over 13 million homes were damaged or destroyed.
Nepartak affected the provinces of Fujian, Guandong and Jiangxi. MCA reported that 250,000 people
were evacuated, more than 5,300 people required emergency assistance, and that 23,000 houses
had collapsed and 15,000 damaged.In Taiwan, Tropical Cyclone Nepartak caused at least three
deaths and left more than 300 people injured
Thousands of Homes Destroyed
Heavy rain and storms since 30 June have caused flooding and landslides in 11 provinces of the
country, affecting Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan,
Guizhou and Yunnan, according to China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA). The death toll of 128, as
reported on 04 July. Since 30 June, the severe weather had now left 140 people dead, with 41 still
missing, according to MCA figures. MCA add that the heavy rain, landslides and flooding have led to
the collapse of 49,000 houses and forced the evacuation of more than 1.62 million people. Nearly
760,000 people are in urgent need of basic living assistance.
Flood summary

Event: Yangtze River Basin, China, July 2016
Date: June 30, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Heavy rain and storms since 30 June have caused flooding and landslides in 11 provinces of the
country, affecting Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan,
Guizhou and Yunnan, according to China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA).Since 30 June, several
daily rainfall records have been broken, including in Macheng (285 mm), Jingmen (273 mm),
Jiangxia (263 mm), Zhongxiang (230 mm), Huangpi (227 mm), all in Hubei Province, and Chaohu
(293 mm) in Anhui Province, according to a statement by MCA.
Locations- Wuhan
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 293 mm in 24 hours
Chaohu, Anhui Province - July 4 to July 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 285 mm in 24 hours
Macheng, Hubei Province - July 4 to July 5, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Yangtze River, Wuhan - July 1 to July 7, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Han River, Wuhan - July 1 to July 7, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 168 people
June 30 to July 18, 2016 Figures for 11 provinces: Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan,
Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan
Missing people: 29 people
June 30 to July 12, 2016 Figures for 11 provinces: Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan,
Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan
Buildings destroyed: 73,000
June 30 to July 12, 2016 Figures for 11 provinces: Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan,
Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan
Total damage assessment: 28 billion
June 30 to July 31, 2016
Figures according to AON Benfield catastrophe report for July 2016.

EVENT: China – Yangtze River Basin Floods Continue as Tropical Cyclone
Nepartak Hits, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Severe weather across the country had left over 200 people dead and almost 100,000 houses
destroyed in China so far this month. The death toll from the ongoing Yangtze River basin floods
had reached over 160. Flooding had affected huge areas of the basin since 30 June. In the south
east, Tropical Cyclone Nepartak had left a wave of destruction in its wake in the provinces of Fujian,
Guandong and Jiangxi, where at least 12 people have died and over 20 are still missing.
Yangtze River Basin Floods
The death toll from the Yangtze River basin floods had now reached 164, according to the latest
figures from China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA). A further 29 people were still missing. The
flooding had affected the 11 provinces of Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Guangxi,
Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan. By 07 July, over 140 people had died in the Yangtze River
basin floods. Heavy rain from around 30 June led to two flood peaks on July 1 and 3, pushing water

levels beyond alert levels, according to Xinhua, the Chinese news agency. Xinhua also said that as of
11 July, 2.9 million people living in the basin have been evacuated and 870,000 people have been
rescued. As of 12 July, MCA report that 73,000 houses have been totally destroyed and 398,000
have been damaged by the rain and floods.

Landslide in Xinjiang
The heavy rain had caused severe problems in the north west of the country. A landslide caused by
torrential rains in Xinjiang Autonomous Region of China left over 30 people dead. The landslide
struck a remote mountain village in Yecheng county of Kashgar Prefecture during the early hours of
07 July, burying homes and their occupants. Local media said that 35 people were killed.
Flood summary
Event: China, Tropical Cyclone Nepartak, July 2016
Date: July 9 to July 15, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Nepartak made landfall near Shishi City in Fujian Province, early on 09 July, 2016. China's Ministry
of Civil Affairs reports that severe weather in the wake of Nepartak continued to affect provinces of
Fujian, Jiangxi and Guangdong until at least 15 July. Fujian was by far the worst hit, in particular
Minqing and Yongtai counties.
Locations – Minqing, Yongtai
Damages
Fatalities: 69people
Fujian - July 9 to July 15, 2016
Evacuated: 265,000
Fujian - July 9 to July 15, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 16,000
Fujian - July 9 to July 15, 2016
On 21 July, MCA said that 44 people had died and 82 are missing across the 8 provinces. Over
25,000 houses had collapsed or been destroyed in the severe weather, with a further 81,000 left
damaged. Flooding and heavy rain had forced over 250,000 people to evacuate their homes.
Hebei Province
Torrential rain in Hebei Province 19 July had left 30 people dead and 74 missing. According to the
provincial civil affairs department, as of 21 July, around 50,000 homes were damaged and 163,900
people were forced to evacuate. Some of the worst hit cities include Handan, Xingtai and the
provincial capital, Shijiazhuang.
Henan Province
In neighbouring Henan Province, 12 people had died and 6 people were missing. The flooding
forced the evacuation of 105,000 people and destroyed 2,110 homes.
Beijing
Some flooding was also reported in Beijing. Flooded streets caused traffic chaos. Dozens of trains
were cancelled, as were over 200 flights at Beijing Capital International Airport.
Rainfall
In their report on the flood situation of 20 July, MCA said that in a 24 hour period between 19 and
20 July, Handan in Hebei recorded 406 mm of rain and Shijiazhuang City, Hebei 228.6mm.
The latest rainfall figures from WMO:
24 hour period to 20 July
Xingtai, Hebei – 244.8 mm
Beijing – 165.0 mm
Tianjin – 193.0 mm

24 hour period to 21 July
Beijing – 122.8 mm
Chifeng, Inner Mongolia – 100 mm
Chengde, Hebei – 95 mm
Jin Zhou, Liaoning – 102.5 mm
24 hour period to 22 July
Kuandian, Liaoning – 159 mm
Tai Shan, Shandong – 167.7 mm
Flood summary
Event: Northern China, July 2016
Date: July 19, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Heavy rain since 19 July resulted in flooding in the provinces or municipalities of Beijing, Tianjin,
Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Shandong and Henan
Locations – Hebei, Henan, Xingtai
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 244.9 mm in 24 hours
Xingtai, Hebei - July 19 to July 20, 2016
Rainfall level: 165 mm in 24 hours
Beijing - July 19 to July 20, 2016
Rainfall level: 193 mm in 24 hours
Tianjin - July 19 to July 20, 2016
Rainfall level: 122.8 mm in 24 hours
Beijing - July 20 to July 21, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 164 people
July 19 to July 25, 2016
130 of the fatalities occurred in Hebei.
Missing people: 125 people
July 19 to July 25, 2016
110 of the missing are in Hebei.
Buildings destroyed:125,000
July 19 to July 22, 2016
Evacuated: 514,000
July 19 to July 25, 2016
Total damage assessment: 5 billion
July 19 to July 31, 2016
Figures according to AON Benfield catastrophe report for July 2016

NASA has released striking images showing China’s Yangtze River basin floods from space. High
levels of rainfall began in June this year. By July 5, flooding and associated mudslides had affected
11 provinces, destroyed 40,000 homes, ruined more than 1.5 million hectares of crops, and killed
128 people. Another burst of heavy rain arrived from the southeast when cyclone Nepartak made
landfall in Fuijan province in mid-July. The storm destroyed tens of thousands of homes and forced
hundreds of thousands of people to evacuate. Meanwhile, weather systems arriving from the west
continued to march across the Yangtze River Basin extending and exacerbating the flooding. By the
end of July, provinces in northeastern China had been hit with widespread and destructive flooding.

Yangtze River basin, China, 27 March 2016. NASA image by Jeff Schmaltz, LANCE/EOSDIS Rapid Response.
Yangtze River basin, China, 28 July 2016

NASA said:
“The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA’s Terra satellite captured
these images of the Yangtze River Basin on March 27, 2016, and July 28, 2016. The second image
marks one of the first satellite passes in several weeks that allowed us to see the flooded landscape.
Both images use a combination of infrared and visible light to increase the contrast between water
and land. Vegetated land appears in varying shades of green; water appears in varying shades of
blue; and urbanized areas range from gray to red-brown. Clouds are light blue. The difference in the
greenness of the surrounding landscape is due to seasonal growth of vegetation.”

EVENT: Myanmar – Thousands Displaced by Floods in Rakhine and
Sagaing, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Continued heavy rain across parts of Myanmar since early July had brought further flooding and
landslide to six regions or states. Rakhine state was the worst affected. Flooding and landslides had
also been reported in Kachin and Chin states, and Magway, Bago and Sagaing Regions. The flooding
in the first 2 weeks of July follows a first wave of monsoon floods in June which left 14 people dead,
and 26,000 affected in Ayeyarwady, Bago, Sagaing, Chin and Rakhine.
Rakhine State
In Rakhine, around 25,000 people were displaced in the last few days according to the Rakhine
State Government. The worst hit areas include Minbya, Ann, Mrauk-U and Kyauktaw. There were
signs of the flood water receding allowing some to return to their homes, although further heavy
rain was been forecast. At least two people are reported to have died in the floods in Rakhine.
Damage was reported to bridges and roads, making access difficult for some villages. Over 5,000
homes were damaged and hundreds of schools were closed in the region as a result of the flooding.
The Myanmar Ministry of Information reports that the erosion of river banks was a cause for major
concern in affected areas. Residents of Minbya said that recent flooding of the Laymyo River was
seeing daily erosion of the river that runs through the town. A total of six households from
Pyitawhla and Usawtint Wards within Minbya were swept away on between 07 and 08 July, while
more than 50 other dwellings are reportedly at risk from falling into the river.

River bank erosion after floods in Rakhine, Myanmar

Sagaing Region
Democratic Voice of Burma reports that “approximately a thousand people were evacuated to
safety from around 200 homes in Latpadaung, in Sagaing Division’s Salingyi Township, after flash
floods caused the Chindwin River to overflow.
“Residents from the villages of Tontaw, Ywarthit, Shwele and Aleywa were evacuated when their
homes and ranches were inundated by floodwaters from the Chindwin, where water levels were
about three feet above normal.”
Rivers and Rainfall
According to the Myanmar Department of Meteorology and Hydrology, as of 14 July, 2016, the
Ayeyarwady River was above danger levels in over 10 areas including Mandalay, Sagaing, Myinmu,
Pakokku, Nyaung U, Minbu, Magway and Aunglan. The Chindwin River was above danger levels at
Kani and Minki, and the Ngawun River at Ngathaing Chaung.
Rainfall, 13 to 14 July 2016
Kachin
Putao – 64 mm
Rakhine
Kyauktaw – 72 mm, Sittwe – 45 mm, Thandwe -93 mm, Gwa – 83 mm, Ann – 125 mm
Bago
Taunggu – 59 mm, Bago – 83 mm,
Rainfall, 12 to 13 July 2016
Rakhine
Thandwe -73 mm, Manaung – 103 mm
Mon
Thalon – 83 mm,
Rainfall, 11 to 12 July 2016
Kachin
Putao – 72 mm
Rakhine
Maungdaw – 96 mm, Sittwe – 120 mm, Kyaukpyu – 158 mm, Thandwe – 67 mm
Flood summary
Event: Myanmar, July to August 2016
Date: July 8, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall

Continued heavy rain across parts of Myanmar since early July has brought further flooding and
landslide to several regions / states, in particular Rakhine state, and also Kachin State and Sagaing,
Magwe, Mandalay, Ayeyarwady and Bago regions. From 05 August, Mon state was affected.By 18
August, Sagaing, Kachin, Mandalay, Magway, Bago, Mon, Yangon, Ayeyarwady, Shan, Chin and Kayin
were all affected.
Locations - Minbya, Ann, Mrauk-U, Kyauktaw, Rakhine, Magwe, Mandalay, Sagaing
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 125 mm in 24 hours
Ann, Rakhine - July 13 to July 14, 2016
Rainfall level: 103 mm in 24 hours
Manaung, Rakhine - July 12 to July 13, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 2 people
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Evacuated: 25,000
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 6 buildings
Minbya, Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Buildings damaged: 5,000
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Evacuated: 234,000
Kachin State and Sagaing, Magwe, Mandalay, Ayeyarwady and Bago regions - July 27 to August 10,
2016
As of 03 August, Magwe (55,336 displaced) Mandalay (25,040), and Sagaing (13,040). Kachin State
and Ayeyarwady and Bago regions also affected.Numbers of displaced increased thereafter. By 08
August, Mon state was also affected.
Fatalities: 8 people
August 4 to August 18, 2016
According to Relief and Resettlement Department (RRD), 2 fatalities in Kachin, 2 in Saigang, 3 in
Bago and 1 in Yangon.
Affected: 477,360
July 1 to August 18, 2016
As of 18 August, the worst hit regions by numbers affected are Magway (204,365), Mandalay
(107,200), Ayeyarwady (74,989), Bago (53,357) and Sagaing (27,996).

EVENT: Malaysia – Hundreds Evacuated After Floods in Penang and
Kedah, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Malaysia’s National Disaster Management Agency (NADMA) reported that flooding in two districts
of Kedah state had displaced 441 people. The floods occurred on 18 July 2016 in the districts of Yan
and Baling. The displaced were housed in 3 relief centres set up by NADMA. Parts of Penang were
also flooded, 18 July, including the small town of Teluk Bahang in the north, and also areas in the
south of of Penang Island around Penang International Airport, including Relau, Batu Maung, Teluk
Kumbar and Bayan Lepas. According to Malaysian Meteorological Department, in a 24 hour period
between 18 and 19 July, 2016, Bayan Lepas recorded 201 mm of rain. However, Teluk Bahang was
one of the worst hit areas, where a combination of heavy rain, overflowing rivers and high tide left
streets and homes in the town in flood water up to 50 cm deep. Around 30 people were evacuated
from their homes in Teluk Bahang and stayed in relief centres. In the south of Penang Island, some
flights were delayed after a heavy downpour flooded areas around the airport. Some reports claim
flood water entered the terminal building.

Flood summary
Event: Penang and Kedah, Malaysia, July 2016
Date: July 18 to July 19, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Parts of Penang and Kedah in Malaysia were flooded after 200 mm of rain fell in some areas.
Locations – Yan, Baling, Teluk Bahang, Penang International Airport
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 201 mm in 24 hours
Bayan Lepas - July 18 to July 19, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 441 people
Kedah - July 18 to July 19, 2016
Evacuated: 30 people
Penang - July 18 to July 19, 2016

EVENT: Afghanistan – Deadly Flash Floods in Khost Province, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Flash floods in the south eastern Khost province, Afghanistan, had left at least 17 people dead. The
floods hit on Monday, 18 July, after a period of heavy rain.
“Rainstorms and flash flood killed 17 people, including six women and eight children in Sabari and
neighboring Ali Shir districts late Monday,” Shadam Helal, provincial director of Natural Disaster
Management Authority, told Xinhua, the Chinese news agency.
Pajhwok Afghan News reports that many of the victims died after two vehicles were swept away by
flood waters in separate incidents. One of the vehicles is believed to be a bus that was carrying
passengers to Khost City, about 150 km south east of the capital Kabul. The flooding had also
caused damage to houses and farmland in parts of Khost province. The province is located in the
eastern part of the country next to Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal Areas.
Flood summary
Event: Khost Province, Afghanistan, July 2016
Date: July 18 to July 18, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall

Locations: Khost
Damages
Fatalities: 17 people
Khost Province - July 18 to July 18, 2016

EVENT: Nepal – Dozens Dead After Floods and Landslides across the
Country, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Landslides and floods triggered by days of monsoon rainfall affected parts of Western, Mid-Western
and Central regions of Nepal.Local media reported that over 30 people died and over 20 were
missing as a result of floods or landslides in the month of July, 2016. The situation was volatile
across all affected areas, and exact figures of fatalities and numbers affected vary as further
assessments were carried out.
According to Nepal newspaper, My Republica, “landslides and floods triggered by incessant rainfall
have left 15 dead in Pyuthan district, seven in Gulmi, four in Palpa, three in Makwanpur, two in
Udaypur, three in Baglung, one in Banke and two in Rupandehi. Hundreds of families were
displaced in various parts of the country.”
Since then more bodies have been found in Pyuthan district, and the death toll there now stands at
24. The UN in Nepal report that between 12 and 27 July, 7,983 families were affected by floods and
landslides, of which 5,376 families have been displaced. As many as 374 houses have been reported
as destroyed and 561 partially destroyed.
River Levels
The West Rapti at Kussum stood at 8.08 metres late on 26 July, well above the danger level of 5.40.
As of 27 July, the Narayani at Narayanghat stood at 7.47 metres, where the warning level is 7.3
metres and danger level 8.4 metres.
Flood summary
Event: Nepal, July 2016
Date: July 25, 2016
Type: Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Landslides and floods triggered by days of monsoon rainfall affected parts of Western, Mid-Western
and Central regions of Nepal.
Locations – Pyuthan, Gulmi, Palpa, Makwanpur, Baglung, Rupandehi
Magnitude
River level: 8.08 metres
West Rapti at Kusum - July 26 to July 26, 2016
Flow (m3/sec) 6868.80 as of 22:00, 26 July. Levels fell in the following 12 hours. By afternoon of 27
July, flow (m3/sec) 1678.20 as of 15:30 (local), with level at 5.14 metres. Warning level is 5 metres,
danger level 5.4.
River level: 7.47 metres
Narayani at Narayanghat - July 27 to July 27, 2016
Flow (m3/sec) 8821.10 as of 15:45 (local), 27 July. Warning level is 7.3 metres, danger level 8.4.
Rainfall level: 53 mm in 24 hours
Nepalgunj - July 26 to July 27, 2016
Rainfall level: 56 mm in 24 hours

Pokhara - July 26 to July 27, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 46 people
July 25 to July 27, 2016
Local media report 24 dead in Pyuthan district, seven in Gulmi, four in Palpa, three in Makwanpur,
two in Udaypur, three in Baglung, one in Banke and two in Rupandehi

EVENT: USA – Emergencies Declared After Floods in Kentucky and
Tennessee, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A storm dumping torrential rain caused severe flooding in parts of Kentucky and Tennessee 07 July,
prompting officials to declare a state of emergency in both states. Several locations recorded more
than 5 inches (127 mm) of rain in a few hours, more than the amount normally seen for the whole
of July. Emergency officials in Kentucky say that some areas of Western Kentucky saw as much as
15 inches (380 mm) of rain in just a few hours, more than 3 times the July average.

Rainfall for Kentucky and Tennessee 07 July 2016

Tennessee
The Tennessee Emergency Management Agency declared the state of emergency early on Thursday
07 July, 2016. Dozens of homes and buildings, as well as roads and bridges, were severely damaged
in Robertson, Stewart and Sumner counties and emergency teams were required to carry out
several flood rescues. Cheatham, Davidson, Macon, Montgomery and Trousdale counties were
affected. The Nashville Area and Tennessee River chapters of the Red Cross had opened shelters for
those seeking shelter due to the flooding and storm damage. Power outages were also reported in
Nashville and areas of northern and Middle Tennessee.
Kentucky
Kentucky Governor Matt Bevin declared a statewide emergency on 07 July, 2016, after flooding hit
western parts of the state. The declaration will provide local officials immediate access to state
resources for public safety and assistance. Flooding has affected the counties of Christian, Trigg and
Todd, promoting some evacuations.
Rainfall

According to the National Weather Service in Paducah, Kentucky, the torrential rain began to fall
south of Paducah and then moved south east. Unofficial 24 hour rainfall totals (below) from 07:00
on 06 July to 07:00 on 07 July, 2016, show that at least 7 locations received more than 5 inches (127
mm) of rain. More rain fell during the day of 07 July. The average monthly rainfall for July in the
Paducah area is 4.44 inches (112 mm).


Calvery City – 7.01 inches (178 mm)



Little River – 6.38 (162 mm)



Allegre – 6.03 (153 mm)



Kentucky Lake – 5.57 (141 mm)



Providence – 5.50 (139 mm)



Grand Rivers – 5.37 (136 mm)



Cadiz – 5.15 (130 mm)

In Tennessee, areas of northern Middle Tennessee were the worst hit, with at least 4 locations
reporting more that 5 inches in 24 hours. Dover in Stewart County, recorded the highest amount in
the state, with 6.67 inches (169 mm) of rain falling in 24 hours.

EVENT: Canada – Damaging Floods in Saskatchewan after 127 mm of
Rain in 3 Hours & Emergencies Declared After Further Floods Hit
Saskatchewan Communities, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The city of Estevan, Saskatchewan, Canada, declared a state of emergency on 11 July 2016 after a 3
hour torrential downpour caused damaging floods. In a statement, Mayor Roy Ludwig, said that
Estevan experienced over 5 inches (127 mm) of rain in a very short time frame on during the
afternoon. Areas of the city of around 11,000 inhabitants were closed and the public warned to stay
away. The flooding caused power outages at the local water treatment plant.

Floods in Estevan

Environment Canada said that the rain was brought by a slow-moving low pressure system over
southern Saskatchewan. Rainfall warnings will remain in effect until the entire system moves off
into Manitoba. Other areas of the province also saw heavy rain. The figures below are rainfall totals
for a 23 hour period on 11 July, 2016, according to Environment Canada.
Watrous: 88.9 mm

Bjorkdale: 83.57 mm
Semans: 69.34 mm
Davidson: 56.9 mm
Braddock: 53.09 mm
Val Marie: 51.6 mm
Flood summary
Event: Saskatchewan, Canada, July 2016
Date: July 10 to July 13, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
A slow-moving low pressure system over Saskatchewan brought torrential rain and flooding,
prompting 3 towns - Estevan, Carrot River and Arborfield - to declare a state of emergency.
Locations – Arborfield, Carrot River, Estevan
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 127 mm in 24 hours
Estevan - July 11 to July 11, 2016
Local Estevan officials said the 127 mm fell in 2.5 hours on the afternoon of 11 July, 2016.
Damages
Evacuated: 400 people
Arborfield - July 12 to July 12, 2016
Arborfield issued a mandatory evacuation order for the
entire town. It is not clear how many people followed
the evacuation order.
Two more communities had declared a state of
emergency after further heavy rainfall and flooding in
Saskatchewan, Canada. The towns of Arborfield and
Carrot River were both badly hit by flooding that began
on Monday, 11 July, and local authorities declared a
state emergency in both communities yesterday, 12
July. This follows the state of emergency declared in
Estevan the previous day after 127 mm of rain fell in
under 3 hours. In Carrot River, local media reported that around 100 mm of rain fell in two hours,
causing floods that have damaged at least 50 homes in the town of around 1,000 people.In a
statement on the emergency declaration.Around 30 km to the south, in the town of Arborfield,
authorities also declared a state of emergency after the heavy rain and rising levels of a local creek
threatened to breach a dike to the south of the town. Local residents worked frantically to shore up
the dike with sandbags.
The threat was considered severe enough for authorities to issue a town-wide mandatory
evacuation order. The town is still under a Critical Alert (the highest level, meaning imminent life
threatening danger) for flash floods, which according to SaskAlert, remained in place until Friday
15 July, 2016.

EVENT: Nicaragua and Guatemala – Over 5,000 Displaced by Floods After
360 mm of Rain in 24 Hours, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Around 5,000 people have been forced to evacuate their homes after heavy rain caused floods
in Nicaragua and Guatemala.

The heavy rain began to fall on 09 July, 2016. La Aurora International Airport in Guatemala City
recorded 360 mm of rain in 24 hours between 10 and 11 July. Flores in El Peten Department,
Guatemala, recorded 170 mm during the same period.
Nicaragua
In Nicaragua, the Caribbean coast area was worst affected. Local media reports said that levels of
the Prinzapolka, Escondido and Rio Grande de Matagalpa rose rapidly, threatening communities
nearby. In the North Caribbean Coast Autonomous Region, around 4,000 people were evacuated
and 300 homes damaged, mostly in the municipality of Prinzapolka. Nicaragua’s disaster
management agency (Sistema Nacional para la Prevención, Mitigación y Atención de Desastres –
SINAPRED) set up 10 shelters to accommodate those displaced. Director General, Dr. Guillermo
Gonzalez, said that disaster prevention plans were put in place and were successful. No fatalities
have been reported.
Guatemala
In Guatemala, flooding affected the departments of Suchitepequez, Alta Verapaz, Izabal and
Escuintla. The disaster management agency (Coordinadora Nacional para la Reducción de
Desastres de Guatemala – CONRED) said on 12 July that at least 160 houses have been partially or
fully damaged, and over 960 people have been affected by floods.

Flood Summary
Event: Caribbean Coast Regions, Nicaragua, July 2016
Date: July 9 to July 14, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Heavy rainfall caused flooding in parts of Nicaragua's Caribbean coastal regions from 10 July
2016. Thousands were forced to evacuate after river levels rose rapidly.
Locations: Prinzapolka
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Rio Grande de Matagalpa, North Caribbean Coast Autonomous Region - July 10 to July 13, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Prinzapolka River, North Caribbean Coast Autonomous Region - July 10 to July 13, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 4,000
North Caribbean Coast Autonomous Region - July 10 to July 14, 2016

EVENT: USA – Evacuations after Floods in Maryland and New Jersey, July
2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL
Storms dumping as much as 6 inches of rain in the space of a few hours caused flooding in parts of
Maryland and New Jersey during the evening of 30 July, 2016. Further severe weather warnings
were issued by the National Weather Service including a flash flood watch for parts of New York
State. Authorities had confirmed that 2 people died in separate incidents the floods in Ellicott City.
Both were in vehicles at the time. Howard County officials estimate that around 250 homes and
businesses had suffered flood damage in Ellicott City. Hundreds of vehicles were also been damaged
Maryland
A state of emergency was declared in Howard County, Maryland, after 6 inches (150 mm) of rainfall
in a few hours caused flooding in several areas including Ellicott City. Declaring a state of
emergency will allow the County to access state resources to assist areas impacted by the flooding.
National Weather Service in Baltimore and Washington DC warned late on 30 July of a Flash Flood
Emergency for Howard and South West Baltimore Counties. Two centres, one in Ellicott City, the
other in Columbia, were opened to accommodate those evacuated from their homes. No injuries or
fatalities were reported initially. However, since then there were some unconfirmed reports of one
fatality in Howard County and two people missing. Some flooding was also reported in Baltimore.
The Baltimore Fire Department said they carried out several flood rescues.
Rainfall
Unofficial rainfall measurements for a 7 hour period on the evening of 30 July, 2016:
Ellicott City – 6.04 inches (153.4 mm)
Woodstock – 5.69 (144.5 mm)
Columbia – 3.6 (91.44 mm)
Damascus (Montgomery County) – 5.1 (129.54 mm)

New Jersey
The National Weather Service (NWS) issued a flash flood emergency for northeastern Mercer
County, especially Princeton and West Windsor during the evening of 30 July. NWS said up to six
inches of rain had already fallen with the worst flooding taking place between Princeton and
Plainsboro. West Windsor Township in New Jersey declared a state of emergency after flooding left
cars stranded and roads submerged in water.

Flood summary
Event: Maryland, USA, July 2016
Date: July 30 to July 31, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
A state of emergency was declared in Howard County, Maryland, after 6 inches (150 mm) of rainfall
in 2 hours caused flooding in several areas including Ellicott City.
Locations: Ellicott City
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 153.4 mm in 24 hours
Ellicott City - July 30 to July 30, 2016
Howard County officials said most of the rain fell between 19.00 and 21.00 on 30 July, 2016.
Damages
Rescued: 120 people
Howard County - July 30 to July 31, 2016
Buildings damaged: 250 buildings
Ellicott City - July 30 to July 31, 2016
Fatalities: 2 people
Ellicott City - July 30 to July 31, 2016

EVENT: Sudan – Floods Destroy 1,000 Houses in Sennar State, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rains and flash floods in Sudan had destroyed 1,160 houses and damaged another 1,320
homes, the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) reported in a bulletin.
Around 15,000 people were affected.
The floods occurred in Singa, the capital of Sennar State. In response, Civil Defense and Sudanese
Red Crescent Society (SRCS) have unblocked drainage networks, relocated affected people and
distributed sandbags to protect from flooding. The UN report, quoting local media, also said that
heavy rains and strong winds had destroyed several buildings in Madani, in El Gezira State. There
were reports of rains and flash flooding in parts of Blue Nile, White Nile and Gedaref states, and the
Kordofan and Darfur regions. Over the past few years, heavy rain and floods had destroyed or
damaged private houses and public buildings such as schools and hospitals, affecting thousands of
people. During the rainy season, there is an increase in water borne diseases, especially diarrhoea.

Many of the victims died as a result of collapsed buildings.At least 9 people died in flash floods in ElFasher, capital of North Darfur, Sudan, on 15 July, 2016, according to the SUNA news agency. SUNA
report that two of the victims are believed to be from camps for internally displaced. Radio
Dabanga say the number is higher. They report that five residents of the Abu Shouk camp for the
displaced, northeast of El Fasher, were killed by floods that came from the Jadid El Seil valley. Radio
Dabanga add that flash floods streaming from the Tagali and Magali mountains damaging hundreds
of homes in camp Naivasha in Shangil Tobaya, North Darfur, during the morning of Wednesday 13
July 2016. Dozens of families have been left homeless.
Khartoum and Al Jazirah States
According to Radio Dabanga, other areas of the country have also been affected. Heavy rain on 14
July caused buildings to collapse in Omdurman, Khartoum State, leaving five people dead and at
least 40 homes severely damaged. Several areas of the city of Khartoum have also seen some
flooding. Radio Dabanga also report that two people died after heavy rain resulted in a house
collapse in Al Jazirah State.
Sennar State
Heavy rains and flash floods in Sudan destroyed 1,160 houses and damaged another 1,320 homes
in June 2016 in Singa, the capital of Sennar State. Around 15,000 people were affected.
La Niña to Bring Increased Flood Threat
Famine Early Warning Systems Network (FEWS Net) had warned of an increased threat of flooding
as La Niña develops over the coming months. FEWS said: “The increased likelihood for a La Niña to
develop between July and September is likely to drive above-average rainfall over many parts of
Sudan during the main 2016 rainy season. This increased rainfall will likely result in at least
average 2016/17 crop production in Sudan, but may also cause localized flooding in flood-prone
areas.”

Floods in Darfur, 2014. Heavy rainfall and flash floods provoked casualties, property damage and livestock loses
in parts of Darfur in December 2014. In the picture, two women try crossing a waterlogged road In El Fasher
city, North Darfur

Flood summary

Event: Sudan, June to September 2016
Date: June 1, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
The rainy season in Sudan has affected over 200,000 people, left over 100 dead and thousands of
homes destroyed.Affected states are Kassala, South Darfur, Sennar, West Kordofan, Al Gezira,
Gedaref, South Kordofan, North Darfur, White Nile, Blue Nile, Khartoum, North Kordofan, Northern
State and West Darfur.
Locations – Kassala, South Darfur, Sennar, West Kordofan, Al Gezira, Gedaref, South Kordofan,
North Darfur, White Nile
Damages
Fatalities: n98 people
June 1 to August 26, 2016
Buildings destroyed; 22,097
June 1 to August 31, 2016
Affected: 204,000
June 1 to August 31, 2016
As of 23 August, Kassala (29,2910 affected), South Darfur (34,045), Sennar (16,980), West
Kordofan (14,340), Al Gezira (10,795), Gedaref (11,355), South Kordofan (8,485), North Darfur
(10,470) and White Nile (10,160).By end August, the figures increased: Kassala (55,880 affected),
South Darfur (38,575), and Al Gezira (23,280)Flooding has also been reported in Blue Nile,
Khartoum, North Kordofan, Northern State and West Darfur.

EVENT: South Africa – 7 Dead, Thousands Affected by Floods in Cape
Town and Durban, July 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The number of flood-related deaths in KwaZulu-Natal had increased to at least 5, with later reports
claiming further victims, bringing the death toll to a possible 7. South African Broadcasting
Corporation reported 2 further fatalities. The victims are believed to have died in Cato Manor near
Durban after a mud wall collapsed onto their homes. Thousands of homes have been damaged and
at least 1 person reported dead. Areas of South Africa had seen severe weather, including storms,
strong winds, heavy rain and snow since 25 July. Further severe weather warnings for Western and
Northern Cape provinces have been issued.
Western Cape
Flooding in the Western Cape, South Africa, 26 July, affected between 10,000 to 15,000 people,
according to local disaster management officials. The areas of Phillipi and Khayelitsha were worst
hit. As many as 1,500 buildings and 6,000 people were affected by flooding in Phillipi, while in
Khayelitsha 800 buildings and 3,200 people were affected. Relief workers were distributing
blankets and food to those affected. It is not clear if there were any evacuations.
Durban and KwaZulu-Natal Province
Severe weather was affecting areas around Durban, where local authorities had closed beaches in
due to high seas and storm damage. Roads were flooded across the city, causing problems for
motorists. Kwazulu-Natal emergency services said they were working round the clock to minimise

impact of flash flooding on communities. So far the worst-hit area was Ugu district, where
emergency accommodation was provided for a community. Other affected areas include
Amanzimtoti, Inanda, Ntuzuma, KwaMashu, uMlazi and Yellow Wood Park.Heavy rain affected parts
of KwaZulu-Natal province since Saturday 23 July. Heavy snowfall was also reported in several
towns in KwaZulu-Natal as temperatures dipped to below zero on Monday, 25 July.
Rainfall
24 hour period from 25 to 26 July


Mandini – 70 mm



Mtunzini – 101 mm



Port Edward – 74 mm



Margate – 142 mm



Port St Johns – 63 mm



Struisbaai – 51 mm



Cape Agulhas – 74.6 mm



Vyeboom – 51 mm

24 hour period from 26 to 27 July


Charters Creek – 85 mm



Durban Intnl. Airport – 109 mm



Mount Edgecombe – 60 mm

Flood summary
Event: South Africa, July 2016
Date: July 25, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood, Storm surge
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations - Cape Town, Durban
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 109 mm in 24 hours
Durban, KwaZulu-Natal - July 26 to July 27, 2016
Rainfall level: 101 mm in 24 hours
Mtunzini, KwaZulu-Natal - July 25 to July 26, 2016
Rainfall level: 142 mm in 24 hours
Margate, KwaZulu-Natal - July 25 to July 26, 2016
Damages
Affected: 10,000
Cape Town - July 25 to July 27, 2016

Fatalities: 7 people
KwaZulu-Natal - July 25 to July 28, 2016

EVENT: Bangladesh – 42 Dead After Floods in 16 Districts, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid
Operations (ECHO) has reported that over 3.2 million people
were affected by flooding in Bangladesh. Flooding has been
reported in 16 districts: Bogra, Faridpur, Gaibandha,
Jamalpur, Kurigram, Kustia, Lalmonirhat, Madaripur,
Manikganj, Nilphamary, Rajbari, Rangpur, Shariatpur,
Sirajgonj, Sunamgonj and Tangail.
ECHO, quoting figures from local health and disaster
management officials, said that over 250,000 houses were
fully or partially damaged and more than 25,000 people are
displaced. They add that 38 people had drowned and four
Map of flooded areas of Bangladesh,
were killed from snake bites due to flooding since 25 July,
August 2016.
2016. Road closures and flooding of railway tracks had
hampered access to flooded areasThe worst of the flooding had initially affected districts in the
north, severe flooding was affecting central and southern districts, in particular Madaripur,
Manikganj, Sariatpur and the Dhaka capital region.
Flood summary
Event: Bangladesh, July to August 2016
Date: July 25, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations – Bogra, Faridpur, Gaibandha, Jamalpur, Kurigram, Kustia, Lalmonirhat, Madaripur,
Manikganj, Nilphamary, Rajbari, Rangpur, Shariatpur, Sirajgonj, Sunamgonj, Tangail
Damages
Fatalities: 60 people
July 25 to August 5, 2016
Evacuated: 35,000
July 25 to August 5, 2016

EVENT: Myanmar – Further Flooding Displaces Thousands, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
As many as 100,000 people were displaced by flooding in Myanmar, according to figures from the
country’s Relief and Resettlement Department (RRD). RRD report that 6 states or regions are
affected: Kachin State and Sagaing, Magwe, Mandalay, Ayeyarwady and Bago regions. Magwe
(55,336 displaced) Mandalay (25,040), and Sagaing (13,040) are the worst hit. Flooding and
landslides were reported in Kachin and Chin states, and Magway, Bago and Sagaing Regions
Flood summary
Event: Myanmar, July to August 2016
Date: July 8, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall

Continued heavy rain across parts of Myanmar since early July has brought further flooding and
landslide to several regions / states, in particular Rakhine state, and also Kachin State and Sagaing,
Magwe, Mandalay, Ayeyarwady and Bago regions. From 05 August, Mon state was affected.By 18
August, Sagaing, Kachin, Mandalay, Magway, Bago, Mon, Yangon, Ayeyarwady, Shan, Chin and Kayin
were all affected.
Locations - Minbya, Rakhine, Ann, Rakhine, Mrauk-U, Rakhine, Kyauktaw, Rakhine, Magwe,
Mandalay, Sagaing
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 125 mm in 24 hours
Ann, Rakhine - July 13 to July 14, 2016
Rainfall level: 103 mm in 24 hours
Manaung, Rakhine - July 12 to July 13, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 2 people
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Evacuated: 25,000
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 6 buildings
Minbya, Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Buildings damaged: 5,000
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Evacuated: 234,000
Kachin State and Sagaing, Magwe, Mandalay, Ayeyarwady and Bago regions - July 27 to August 10,
2016
As of 03 August, Magwe (55,336 displaced) Mandalay (25,040), and Sagaing (13,040). Kachin State
and Ayeyarwady and Bago regions also affected.Numbers of displaced increased thereafter. By 08
August, Mon state was also affected.
Fatalities: 8 people
August 4 to August 18, 2016
According to Relief and Resettlement Department (RRD), 2 fatalities in Kachin, 2 in Saigang, 3 in
Bago and 1 in Yangon.
Affected: 477,360
July 1 to August 18, 2016
As of 18 August, the worst hit regions by numbers affected are Magway (204,365), Mandalay
(107,200), Ayeyarwady (74,989), Bago (53,357) and Sagaing (27,996)

EVENT: Pakistan – Deadly Floods Hit Sindh and Balochistan Provinces,
August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Flooding was reported in the Pakistan provinces of Sindh and Balochistan after a period of heavy
rain, leaving at least 26 people dead. The recent flood related deaths in Balochistan and Sindh
brings the total number of victims from this year’s monsoon to 108 in all provinces, according to
officials in Pakistan.
Balochistan Province
Pakistan’s National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) reported that at least 5 people died in
flash floods in Harnai district, Balochistan Province on 06 August. The victims died when five
vehicles carrying 54 passengers were swept away by fast moving flood water in Zardalu. Local
disaster management teams managed to rescue 49 of the passengers. In Jhal Magsi District,
Balochistan, hundreds of people were evacuated when flash floods threatened the village of Sangani

Ghot. No los of life was reported, although the floods caused damage to over 100 homes in the
area. NDMA also reported that around 40 people were rescued after they were trapped in their
vehicles in flash floods in Lasbela district.
Sindh Province
At least 21 people died after continuous rainfall caused flooding in urban parts of Sindh Province,
including Karachi and Hyderabad. Hyderabad recorded 77 mm of rain in 24 hours to 07 August
2016. NDMA reported 14 deaths in Karachi, 1 in Hyderabad, 5 in Tando Allahyar and 1 in Mirpur
Khas. Most of the people who died were killed by electrocution or were crushed when walls or
buildings collapsed on them, according to reports by Associated Press.
Glacial Lake Outburst Floods (GLOF)
Pakistan Meteorological Department had also warned of the increased likelihood of Glacial Lake
Outburst Floods (GLOF). On 07 August, the department warned:
“Air temperature in Gilgit-Baltistan and Chitral has risen 3-4 degrees Celsius during the last few
days. Moreover, due to expected rainfall during the next 2-3 days, melt rate will increase, which
may cause GLOF in vulnerable areas.”
Flood summary
Event: Pakistan, August 2016
Date: August 5, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations – Karachi, Hyderabad, Tando Allahyar, Mirpur Khas, Harnai, Jhal Magsi, Lasbela
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 77 mm in 24 hours
Hyderabad - August 6 to August 7, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 21 people
Sindh - August 6 to August 8, 2016
14 deaths in Karachi, 1 in Hyderabad, 5 in Tando Allahyar and 1 in Mirpur Khas.
Fatalities: 5 people
Balochistan - August 5 to August 8, 2016

EVENT: Philippines – 5 Dead and 50,000 Displaced After Floods in
Manila, Central Luzon and Calabarzon, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Rain brought by the Southwest Monsoon had affected parts of the Philippines from 08 August 2016.
The country’s National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (NDRRMC) said that the
rain has caused flooding in several regions, including Metropolitan Manila, Central Luzon and
Calabarzon. At least 5 deaths were reported, with 3 of the fatalities in Manila. A further 6 people
were injured and 1 person was missing. NDRRMC reported that the flooding has affected 80,467
people, and forced 50,592 people to evacuate their homes to stay in the 104 relief centres set up.
Over 20 houses were severely damaged and 12 houses were completely destroyed.The evacuations
took place in Metropolitan Manila (18,000), Central Luzon (17,000, with over 11,000 in Bataan and
4,400 in Bulacan) and Calabarzon (almost 15,000).

Philippine Red Cross Marikina team carry out flood evacuations

Marikina River
A mandatory evacuation order was issued in Marikina City as the Marikina River’s water level
reached 18 meters above sea level during the afternoon of 13 August, 2016. All eight floodgates
were open since late Friday evening to prevent the water from rising further. Residents were
advised to leave their houses immediately and go to designated evacuation centres. Rescue teams
worked to help stranded residents. Levels of the river have since fallen to 14.7 meters, as of the
morning of 15 August, 2016.
Rainfall
Rainfall figures for a 24 hour period, 13 to 14 August
Cabanatuan – 61.1 mm
Metro Manila – 137.1 mm
Rainfall figures for a 24 hour period, 14 to 15 August
Baguio – 118.1 mm
Dagupan – 150.7 mm
Further rainfall has been forecast. On 15 August, a rainfall warning was issued for the Provinces of
Zambales and Bataan. Light to moderate rain is expected in Metro Manila and surrounding areas.
Flood summary
Event: Philippines, August 2016
Date: August 8, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Rain brought by the Southwest Monsoon affected parts of the Philippines since 08 August, 2016,
with flooding reported in Metropolitan Manila, Central Luzon and Calabarzon.
Locations - Metropolitan Manila, Central Luzon, Calabarzon
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 137.1 mm in 24 hours
Manila - August 13 to August 14, 2016
Damages
Affected: 80,467
August 8, 2016
Evacuated: 50,592
August 8 to August 16, 2016
Metropolitan Manila (18,000), Central Luzon (17,000, with over 11,000 in Bataan and 4,400 in
Bulacan) and Calabarzon (almost 15,000).
Fatalities: 4 people
August 8 to August 18, 2016

According to NDRRMC, 18 August 2016

EVENT: Myanmar – Floods Affect Almost Half a Million People, August
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The heavy rain and floods that began in June continued to affect hundreds of thousands
in Myanmar. According to figures from Myanmar’s Relief and Resettlement Department, Ministry of
Social Welfare, 477,360 people were affected by flooding in 11 states or regions across the country
since the start of June. The affected states / regions are: Sagaing, Kachin, Mandalay, Magway, Bago,
Mon, Yangon, Ayeyarwady, Shan, Chin and Kayin. At least 8 fatalities were reported as a result of
the floods: 2 in Kachin, 2 in Saigang, 3 in Bago and 1 in Yangon. The worst hit regions by numbers
affected are Magway (204,365), Mandalay (107,200), Ayeyarwady (74,989), Bago (53,357) and
Sagaing (27,996). Many of the worst hit areas are along the overflowing Chindwin and Ayeyarwady
rivers, as illustrated by the map below, from the Myanmar Information Management Unit.
Flood summary
Event: Myanmar, July to August 2016
Date: July 8, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Continued heavy rain across parts of Myanmar since early July has brought further flooding and
landslide to several regions / states, in particular Rakhine state, and also Kachin State and Sagaing,
Magwe, Mandalay, Ayeyarwady and Bago regions. From 05 August, Mon state was affected.By 18
August, Sagaing, Kachin, Mandalay, Magway, Bago, Mon, Yangon, Ayeyarwady, Shan, Chin and Kayin
were all affected.
Locations- Minbya, Rakhine, Ann, Rakhine, Mrauk-U, Rakhine, Kyauktaw, Rakhine, Magwe,
Mandalay,Sagaing
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 125 mm in 24 hours
Ann, Rakhine - July 13 to July 14, 2016
Rainfall level: 103 mm in 24 hours
Manaung, Rakhine - July 12 to July 13, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 2 people
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Evacuated: 25,000
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 6 buildings
Minbya, Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Buildings damaged: 5,000
Rakhine - July 8 to July 21, 2016
Evacuated: 234,000
Kachin State and Sagaing, Magwe, Mandalay, Ayeyarwady and Bago regions - July 27 to August 10,
2016
As of 03 August, Magwe (55,336 displaced) Mandalay (25,040), and Sagaing (13,040). Kachin State
and Ayeyarwady and Bago regions also affected.Numbers of displaced increased thereafter. By 08
August, Mon state was also affected.
Fatalities: 8 people
August 4 to August 18, 2016
According to Relief and Resettlement Department (RRD), 2 fatalities in Kachin, 2 in Saigang, 3 in
Bago and 1 in Yangon.

Affected: 477,360
July 1 to August 18, 2016
As of 18 August, the worst hit regions by numbers affected are Magway (204,365), Mandalay
(107,200), Ayeyarwady (74,989), Bago (53,357) and Sagaing (27,996).

EVENT: South East Asia – Floods in Vietnam and Laos Leave at Least 6
Dead, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Local media in Vietnam reported that 7 people were killed as Typhoon Dianmu swept across
northern Vietnam from 19 to 21 August. 2,000 families were evacuated before the storm hit.
Yên B|i Province was hit the hardest with two deaths and one injured. Other provinces of Sơn La,
Lào Cai, Hòa Bình, Bắc Giang and Nghệ An each had one fatality. Around 44 homes destroyed by the
storm. A further two people were missing after being swept away by flood water in Bắc Giang and
Lào Cai provinces. ECHO reported that over 600 houses were damaged in Vietnam. In China,
Typhoon Dianmu left over 200 houses damaged in Hainan province.
Vietnam
Torrential rain in northern parts of Vietnam
began around 12 August, caused flooding
and landslides in six provinces. Local media
reported that rain reached between
200mm to 400mm in some areas. Two
fatalities were reported in the northern
mountainous province of Lao Cai. This is
the second deadly flood event in the
province in the last few weeks. Heavy
rainfall in the wake of Typhoon Nida
between 02 and 05 August triggered flash
floods and landslides in the province,
increasing levels of the Red River, and
causing flooding and landslides which left
at least 5 dead. Other fatalities from the
August floods in Vietnam were reported in
Rain in Vietnam
Dien Bien (2), Thai Nguyen (1) and Thanh
Hoa (1) where flooding also destroyed several houses. Landslides triggered by the heavy rain were
also reported in the provinces of Yen Bai and Hoa Binh.
Laos
AHA Centre reported that heavy rains from 11 to 12 August in Laos caused floods affecting 4,977
people in 22 villages in Xayabuly (Sainyabuli) and Louangphabang. Flooding was also reported in
Oudomxay. The government has mobilized resources and personnel to assist the affected
population, according to AHA.

Tropical Storm Dianmu
Vietnam and Laos had in for more severe weather with the potential arrival of Tropical Storm
Dianmu. Dianmu formed over in the South China Sea 120 km south off the coast of Guandong
province in China on 17 August. According to Chinese media, “Typhoon Dianmu landed in Dongli
Township, city of Leizhou, southern China’s Guangdong Province”, at 15:40 local time, Thursday, 18
August.
Flood summary
Event: Typhoon Dianmu, Vietnam, August 2016
Date: August 19, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide
Cause: Extreme rainfall
From 19 August onwards, Typhoon Dianmu swept across northern Vietnam, affecting the provinces
of Yên B|i, Sơn La, L{o Cai, Hòa Bình, Bắc Giang and Nghệ An.
Locations - Yên B|i, Sơn La, L{o Cai, Hòa Bình, Bắc Giang, Nghệ An
Damages
Fatalities: 7 people
August 19 to August 21, 2016
Two fatalities in Yên Bái Province. Deaths also occurred in Sơn La, L{o Cai, Hòa Bình, Bắc Giang and
Nghệ.
Flood summary
Event: Northern Vietnam, August 2016
Date: August 2 to August 18, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Heavy rainfall in the wake of Typhoon Nida between 02 and 05 August triggered the Red River to
overflow, as well as flash floods and landslides in the north western province of Lao Cai,
Vietnam.Further heavy rain from 12 August affected wider areas of northern Vietnam, including
Lao Cai, Other fatalities from the recent floods in Vietnam were reported in Dien Bien (2), Thai
Nguyen (1) and Thanh Hoa (1) where flooding also destroyed several houses. Landslides triggered
by the heavy rain were also reported in the provinces of Yen Bai and Hoa Binh.
Locations - Mường Khương, Bảo Thắng, Bát Xá, Sa Pa, Dien Bien, Thai Nguyen,Thanh Hoa
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 71 mm in 24 hours
Lao Cai - August 4 to August 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 61.3 mm in 24 hours
Sa Pa - August 4 to August 5, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 5 people
August 2 to August 6, 2016
1 in Mường Khương district, 1 in Bảo Thắng, and 3 in Bát Xát District
Fatalities: 6 people
August 12 to August 18, 2016
Lao Cai (2), Dien Bien (2), Thai Nguyen (1) and Thanh Hoa (1)
Damages
Affected: 4,977
Sainyabuli and Louangphabang - August 11 to August 13, 2016

EVENT: Japan – 11 Dead After Typhoon Lionrock Causes Floods and
Landslides, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
At least 11 people died after torrential rain from Typhoon Lionrock left towns flooded across
northern Japan. Typhoon Lionrock made landfall on 30 August near the city of Ofunato, Iwate
Prefecture, a city known for the damage it suffered during the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and
tsunami. The 2011 disaster left more than 18,000 people dead along Japan’s northeastern coast.
Lionrock had left thousands of homes without power. Flights were cancelled and traffic disrupted
throughout the northern areas of the country. Evacuation orders were issued and Japan’s SelfDefense Force were called in to help rescue and recovery efforts.

Severe weather warnings in Japan, 31 August, 2016. Image: Japan Meteorological Agency. Typhoon Lionrock
heads towards Japan, August 2016. Image: NASA

According to Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) figures, 106mm of rain fell at Kuji in 24 hours on
30 August, with 81mm falling within 3 hours between 16:00 and 20:00. In Yamagata, 158.5mm of
rain fell during 30 August, with 115 mm of it falling within 3 hours between 16:00 and 20:00.
Severe flooding has also been reported on the island of Hokkaido, where rivers, including the
Sorachi, broke their banks. Local media report that the flooding has isolated towns and trapped
people in their homes.
Flood summary
Event: Typhoon Lionrock, Japan, China, North Korea and Russian Far East, August 2016
Date: August 29 to September 12, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Typhoon Lionrock made landfall on 30 August near the city of Ofunato, Iwate Prefecture, Japan. The
storm caused heavy rain causing deadly floods and landslides.Authorities in North Korea reported
severe flooding in North Hamgyong Province from 29 August.In China, Lionrock caused flooding in
the provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, central and northern Liaoning and eastern Inner Mongolia from

29 August, affecting 950,000 people. Flooding was also reported in Primorsky Krai in the Russian
Far East.
Locations - Iwate Prefecture (Japan), Hokkaido Prefecture, Jilin (China), North Hamgyong, North
Korea (North Korea), Primorsky Krai, Russia (Russian Federation)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 106 mm in 24 hours
Kuji, Japan - August 29 to August 30, 2016
Rainfall level:158.5 mm in 24 hours
Yamagata, Japan - August 29 to August 30, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 11 people
Iwaizumi and Kuji, Japan - August 30 to August 31, 2016
9 of the fatalities were elderly residents at a nursing home in the town of Iwaizumi, Iwate
prefecture
Evacuated: 46,000
Jilin Province, China - August 29 to September 2, 2016
Fatalities: 133 people
North Hamgyong Province, North Korea - August 29 to September 12, 2016
Evacuated: 107,000
North Hamgyong Province, North Korea - August 29 to September 12, 2016

EVENT: Russia – Hundreds Evacuate Floods in Moscow after Average
Monthly Rain Falls in a Day, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Around 300 people had to be evacuated or rescued from homes and vehicles after heavy rain
flooded buildings and streets in Moscow, Russia, on 15 August, 2016. Moscow recorded 88mm of
rain in 24 hours, more than it would normally see for the whole of August. Russia’s Emergency
Ministry, EMERCOM, reported that over 200 people were evacuated their flooded homes and at
least 80 people were rescued after they were trapped in vehicles in flooded areas. Roads in parts of
the city were flooded, as were the Filyovsky Park, Pionerskaya and Savelovskaya metro stations.
The heavy rain caused the the Yauza river, a tributary of the Moskva River, to burst its banks. There
was also widespread as surface flooding in the city and also in some parts of the wider Moscow
Oblast area, including Lyubertsy, Leninsky and Mytishchi.
Rainfall
The average monthly rainfall in Moscow for August is 77 mm, according to WMO. Rainfall figures
below are from WMO for a 24 hour period between 14 and 15 August, 2016.
Moskow – 88 mm
Pavlovsky Posad, Moskow Oblast – 66 mm
Ponyri, Kursk Oblast – 77 mm
Flood summary
Last updated: August 17, 2016
Event
Moscow, Russia, August 2016
Date
August 14 to August 16, 2016
Type
Inland flood, River flood
Cause
Extreme rainfall
Evacuations and flood rescues were carried out in Moscow and surrounding areas after heavy rain
caused floods on 15 August, 2016.
Locations – Lyubertsy, Leninsky, Mytishchi, Pionerskaya,Savelovskaya, Filyovsky Park

Magnitude
Rainfall level: 88 mm in 24 hours
Moscow - August 14 to August 15, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 200 people
August 14 to August 15, 2016
Rescued: 80 people
August 14 to August 15, 2016

EVENT: Caribbean and Central America – Floods in Dominican Republic,
Hurricane Earl Hits Belize, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A severe rain storm hit Dominican Republic on 31 July 2016, causing flooding and landslides. Local
media reported that at least 7 people had died. The storm had also affected parts of Haiti. Hurricane
Earl had made landfall in Belize on Wednesday 03 August 2016, after affecting the northern coast of
Honduras. August is usually one of the peak months of the hurricane season in the Caribbean
region.
Heavy Rain in Hispaniola Island Causes Flooding in Dominican Republic
A severe tropical storm affected Dominican Republic on Sunday 31 July 2016 and Monday 01
August, causing floods in several locations, and damage to houses and roads. As a result of the bad
weather conditions, a small boat sank in Samaná Bay, in the northeast of the country, causing the
death of 7 people. According to Dominican Republic National Meteorological Office (Oficina
Nacional de Meteorológia, ONAMET) a significant amount of rain was observed from the 31 July
2016 onwards. The Airport La Romana station, in the south-east Province of La Romana, recorded
105 mm in 24 hours on Monday 01 August 2016. A warning bulletin for the critical weather
conditions was issued in advance by ONAMET and Civil Defence authorities. The severe storm
caused several inundations, landslides and the fall of trees across the country. Urban flooding was
reported in Nagua and Río San Juan in María Trinidad Sánchez Province, in the north of the country,
and also in Sánchez Ramírez province. Losing strength, the tropical storm moved towards Haiti, a
country extremely vulnerable to floods. Several neighbourhoods of Port-au-Prince, Haiti, suffered
the effects of a previous intense event occurred on the 13 July 2016. Due to the intense rain, river
and canals in Cité Soleil community overflowed, filling with water, garbage and human waste in one
of the poorest areas in the country. According to local news, as many as 6,000 families are living in
precarious conditions in inundated areas prone to contamination.

GPM’s satellite measured rainfall of 300 mm/hr over parts of Dominican Republic on 08 May 2016.
Credits: NASA/JAXA/SSAI, Hal Pierce

Hurricane Earl in Belize and Honduras
From Wednesday 03 August 2016 the Caribbean tropical storm Earl strengthened to a Category 1
hurricane (in a scale from 1 to 5), with wind up to 130 km per hour. As forecasted by the NOAA
National Hurricane Center (NHC) in the USA, the hurricane made landfall in Belize late on
Wednesday 03 August, near Belize City, a city of some 60,000 inhabitants. Along the way to Belize,
Hurricane Earl dumped rain on the northern areas of the neighbouring country Honduras. Tela
station, in Atlántida Department, recorded 123.5 mm of rain in 24 hours on Wednesday 03 August.
La Ceiba airport station recorded 92.5 mm during the same period.

Satellite image of Hurricane Earl showing water vapour, August 2016. Projected track of Hurricane
Early, August 2016. Image; NOAA Hurricane Center
Belize’s National Emergency Management Organization issued several warning and updates on the
approaching hurricane, taking actions to prevent major damages caused by wind gusts or flash
floods. Airport was closed and 29 shelters were opened by Civil Defence authorities.The hurricane
was predicted to move to Mexico, losing strength and intensity along its route.
Flood summary
Event: Dominican Republic, July to August 2016
Date: July 31 to August 3, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations– Nagua, Río San Juan, Villa Verde, Santiago, Sánchez Ramírez
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 105 mm in 24 hours
La Romana - July 31 to August 1, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 7 people
Samaná Bay - July 31 to August 1, 2016
7 people died as a result of the storm after a boat sank in Samaná Bay.
Flood summary
Event: Hurricane Earl, August 2016
Date: August 4 to August 7, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Hurricane Earl made landfall in Belize on 04 August 2016, near Belize City. After hitting Belize, Earl
moved towards West-Northwest, causing major damages in Mexico southern-eastern and central
states and in Petén and Quiché departments in Guatemala.
Locations - Huauchinango, Puebla (Mexico), Tlaola, Puebla (Mexico), Coscomatepec de Bravo,
Veracruz (Mexico), Tequila, Veracruz (Mexico), Ixcán, Quiché (Guatemala), Melchor de Mencos,
Petén (Guatemala), Belize City (Belize)
Magnitude
Rainfall level:193.8 mm in 24 hours

Yamonho, Chiapas, Mexico - August 4 to August 5, 2016
Rainfall level:198.2 mm in 24 hours
Martinez de la Torre, Veracruz, Mexico - August 5 to August 6, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 29 people
Puebla State, Mexico - August 5 to August 6, 2016
Fatalities: 11 people
Veracruz State, Mexico - August 5 to August 6, 2016
Evacuated: 170 people
Belize - August 4 to August 10, 2016
According to report by NEMO in Belize 08 August.
Evacuated: 700 people
Guatemala - August 4 to August 9, 2016
700 people have evacuated their homes, with 413 of them accommodated in temporary shelters
(228 in Petén and 185 in Quiché).

EVENT: Guatemala – Hundreds Evacuated After Flooding Brought by
Tropical Storm Earl, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Hundreds of people were evacuated in Guatemala after torrential rain brought by Hurricane Earl
caused several rivers to overflow in the north of the country.
Hurricane Earl made landfall in Belize on 04 August
2016, near Belize City. After hitting Belize, Earl
moved towards West-Northwest, causing major
damages in Mexico southern-eastern and central
states and in Petén and Quiché departments in
Guatemala. According to Guatemala National
Coordinator
for
Disaster
Risk
Reduction
(Coordinadora Nacional para la Reducción de
Desastres, CONRED), as of 05 August, over 1,000
Collapsed bridge after floods in Melchor de
Mencos, Guatemela, brought by Tropical Storm people were affected in the departments of Petén and
Quiché due to the passage of Tropical Storm Earl. Over
Earl, August 2016.
860 of those affected are in Petén, where 1 person was
reported injured. CONRED said that 162 homes were damaged in Petén department. Over 700
people had evacuated their homes, with 413 of them accommodated in temporary shelters (228 in
Petén and 185 in Quiché).
In Petén, the affected areas include Dolores Flores, La Libertad, Melchor de Mencos, San Benito, San
Jose and Santa Ana. The torrential rain caused the overflow of several rivers in Dolores, San Benito
and Melchor de Menos Municipalities, resulting in a bridge collapsing. Due to the severe weather
conditions, power outages occurred on Thursday 04 August affecting as many as 63,000 people in
Petén. In Quiché, the communities of San Jorge, Tres Lagunas, Tres Ríos and Armenia and Armenia,
in the the municipality of Ixcán, were affected.
Rivers
CONRED reported that levels of several rivers in Petén are flowing above alert levels. La Pasión
stood at 3.46 meters, above the alert level of 3.00 meters. On 08 August, the San Pedro River
recorded a level of 2.40 meters and the alert level is 2.00 meters. Lake Petén Itza in the municipality
of San José, Petén is also above alert level.
Flood summary

Event: Hurricane Earl, August 2016
Date: August 4 to August 7, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Hurricane Earl made landfall in Belize on 04 August 2016, near Belize City. After hitting Belize, Earl
moved towards West-Northwest, causing major damages in Mexico southern-eastern and central
states and in Petén and Quiché departments in Guatemala.
Locations- Huauchinango, Puebla (Mexico), Tlaola, Puebla (Mexico), Coscomatepec de Bravo,
Veracruz (Mexico), Tequila, Veracruz (Mexico), Ixcán, Quiché (Guatemala), Melchor de Mencos,
Petén (Guatemala), Belize City (Belize)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 193.8 mm in 24 hours
Yamonho, Chiapas, Mexico - August 4 to August 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 198.2 mm in 24 hours
Martinez de la Torre, Veracruz, Mexico - August 5 to August 6, 2016
Damages
Fatalities; 29 people
Puebla State, Mexico - August 5 to August 6, 2016
Fatalities: 11 people
Veracruz State, Mexico - August 5 to August 6, 2016
Evacuated: 170 people
Belize - August 4 to August 10, 2016
According to report by NEMO in Belize 08 August.
Evacuated: 700 people
Guatemala - August 4 to August 9, 2016
700 people have evacuated their homes, with 413 of them accommodated in temporary shelters
(228 in Petén and 185 in Quiché).

EVENT: USA – Record Floods in Louisiana Leave at Least 3 Dead, August
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Major flooding in Louisiana had left at least three people dead and thousands rescued. Some areas
recorded over 17 inches (430 mm) of rain on 12 August. Rivers had reached record levels at at least
5 locations over the last 2 days. Severe weather was also affecting neighbouring states of Alabama
and Mississippi.
Affected Areas in Louisiana
According to a statement by the Louisiana Governor John Bel Edwards, as of 12 August, flooding
had affected the parishes of Ascension, East Baton Rouge, East Feliciana, Iberia, Iberville,
Livingston, St. Helena, St. James, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, Washington, Lafayette, St. Martin and
West Baton Rouge.

Floods in Livingston parish, Louisiana, August 2016

Rainfall
The heavy rainfall started to fall on Friday, 12 August, when a slow moving low pressure system
dumped high levels of rain in a relatively small area. NWS New Orleans reported that the Livingston
Cooperative Weather Observer recorded 17.09 inches (434 mm) of rain between midnight and
15.00 on 12 August. Most of the 17 inches of rain fell during the morning of 12 August. According to
other NWS New Orleans figures, Baton Rouge recorded 11.79 inches (299 mm) of rain in 24 hours
to 07.00, 13 August, New Iberia 11.33 inches (283 mm) and Lafayette 7.96 inches (202 mm).
Flood summary
Event: Louisiana, USA, August 2016
Date: August 12, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
A slow moving low pressure system dumped high levels of rain in a relatively small area in
southern Louisiana from 12 August 2016.
Locations – Ascension, East Baton Rouge, East Feliciana, Iberia, Iberville, Livingston, St. Helena, St.
James, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, Washington, Lafayette, St. Martin, West Baton Rouge
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 434 mm in 24 hours
Livingston - August 12 to August 13, 2016
Rainfall level: 299 mm in 24 hours

Baton Rouge - August 12 to August 13, 2016
Rainfall level: 283 mm in 24 hours
New Iberia - August 12 to August 13, 2016
Rainfall level: 202 mm in 24 hours
Lafayette - August 12 to August 13, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 13 people
August 12 to August 16, 2016
East Baton Rouge Parish – 5 Tangipahoa Parish – 3 St. Helena Parish – 2 Livingston Parish - 2
Rapides Parish - 1
Major Disaster Declared for the State of Louisiana
On 14 August, the Louisiana Governor announced that the federal government declared a major
disaster for the state of Louisiana. Following a tour of several parishes with a FEMA official, Gov.
Edwards requested that President Barack Obama make the declaration. The initial federal
declaration was for the parishes of Tangipahoa, St. Helena, East Baton Rouge and Livingston.
Additional parish declarations will be made as further damage assessments were conducted.
Record River Levels
The intense rainfall in southern areas of the state had caused several rivers to overflow. As of 15
August, there were 10 rivers at flood stage across 17 locations. The rivers at flood stage are the
Tickfaw, Amite, Comite, Calcasieu, Vermilion, Mermentau, Tangipahoa, Pearl, Bogue Chitto and
Tchefuncte.
Overview of the Louisiana Flood Situation So Far


More than 30,000 people have been rescued from homes and vehicles



Between 8,000 and 11,000 people are currently staying in 70 shelters



8 flood related deaths have been confirmed



An estimated 40,000 houses have been damaged by the floods



200 roads have been closed



1,400 bridges need to be inspected before they are reopened to traffic



River levels have broken records in at least 11 different locations



Levels of the Amite River at Magnolia reached almost 7 feet (2.13 metres) higher than previous
record



At least 20 locations in Louisiana recorded more than 1 foot (300 mm) of rain in 72 hours

Soldiers from the Louisiana National Guard’s 2228th Military Police Company headquarted in Alexandria setting
up cots inside of the Baton Rouge River Center August 15, 2016 after major flooding pushed them from their
homes. Guardsman here are also assisting Louisiana State Police with security.

Louisiana floods from the air, August 2016.Soldiers with the Louisiana National Guard’s 225th Engineer Brigade
go door-to-door near Tickfaw, Louisiana, evacuating stranded citizens in Tangipahoa parish, Aug. 13, 2016.
More than 1,000 Guardsmen have been mobilized and are operating in seven different parishes.

EVENT: Wave of Flash Floods Hits Cities Across USA, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
A series of summer storms that began on 26 August brought flash and surface flooding to areas
around Cincinnati, Kansas City, Indianapolis, Colorado Springs and Denver in the USA. Homes were
damaged, roads were swamped and in some cases emergency crews were needed to carry out flood
rescues. No serious injuries or fatalities were reported. In fact the impact of the floods may seem
fairly minor compared to the recent deluge in Louisiana where 13 people died and tens of
thousands of homes were damaged. But the recent wave of floods are examples of the types of
increased urban flooding that many cities are facing, where localised, intense rain falls in areas that
no longer have the ability to absorb rainwater.Local news station WCPO said described the
weekend floods in Cincinnati as:
“Torrents of rain falling from the sky collecting on concrete and asphalt, creating the perfect flashflood storms.”

Cincinnati
Flooding affected areas of Cincinnati from Sunday 28 August, 2016. Norwood, situated to the north
east of Cincinnati, was one of the worst hit areas. Local media reported that St. Bernard and
Cincinnati neighbourhoods of Bond Hill, Avondale, Paddock Hills, Oakley and Hyde Park were also
affected. Some reports said parts of Interstate 71 were under 2 feet (60 cm) of water. Schools were
closed in the area as a result of the floods. A slow moving storm brought extremely localized heavy
rain to some areas, causing the flooding. According to National Weather Service (NWS) in
Wilmington, Norwood recorded 4.4 inches (111mm) of rain on 28 August. Yet Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky International Airport, situated around 13 miles (21 km) to the south west of Norwood,
recorded just 0.82 inches.

Colorado Springs
Heavy rain and hail on Monday 29 August combined to cause surface flooding in Colorado Springs.
Roads were quickly swamped and motorists left stranded, with some needing to be rescued by the
city’s fire department. NWS Pueblo issued Flash Flood warnings for Colorado Springs and the
surrounding areas during the afternoon of 29 August. NWS reported that 4.11 inches (104mm) of
rain was recorded at Peterson, El Paso County, during a 24 hour period between 28 and 29 August,
with 2.56 inches (65mm) falling in just a few hours during the afternoon of 29 August. Heavy rain
and hail also flooded streets around the Denver metro area on Tuesday 30 August, according
to local media.

Kansas City
Flooding was reported in the Kansas City area on Friday 26 August. Roads were swamped and
vehicles left stranded. Emergency services carried out at least 10 several flood rescues. No injuries
or fatalities were reported and the flooding had receded by the next day. The National Weather
Service issued a flash flood emergency notice for the Kansas City area for Friday night to Saturday
morning. NWS said that Downtown Kansas City recorded 4.56″ (115mm) of rain on 26 August,
making it the 11th wettest day since records began and making August 2016 the 7th wettest August
on record for the city. The heaviest of the rainfall was localised and fell mostly in the Downtown

area. Lee’s Summit, a city just 16 miles (25 km) to the south, recorded just 0.59 inches (14mm) on
Friday 26 August.

Indianapolis
Friday 26 August also saw flooding in Indianapolis after a storm brought heavy rain and flooding,
downed trees and caused power outages. Flash flood warnings were issued for the Indianapolis
areas for 26 to 27 August. NWS said that 2.40 inches (60mm) of rain fell in Indianapolis during the
storm. Streets were flooded and cars were left stranded in roads. Indianapolis Fire Department
received 25 calls for high water rescues during a few hours on Friday. No injuries of fatalities were
reported. Flood warnings continued for other areas of the state over the following 48 hours. The
City of Muncie recorded around 4 inches of rain on Sunday, 28 August, causing surface flooding.
Flood summary
Event: Cincinnati, August 2016
Date: August 28 to August 29, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Norwood
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 111 mm in 24 hours
Norwood - August 28 to August 29, 2016
Flood summary
Event: Colorado Springs, August 2016
Date: August 29 to August 30, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Colorado Springs
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 104 mm in 24 hours
Peterson - August 28 to August 29, 2016
Flood summary
Event: Kansas City, August 2016
Date: August 26 to August 27, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Kansas City
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 115 mm in 24 hours
Kansas City - August 26 to August 26, 2016Flood summary
Event: Indianapolis, August 2016
Date: August 26 to August 27, 2016

Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Indianapolis
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 60 mm in 24 hours
Indianapolis - August 26 to August 27, 2016
- August 28 to August 30, 2016

EVENT: Sudan – Floods Leave Over 70 Dead and 16,000 Homes
Destroyed, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain and flooding since early June had affected about about 80,000 people in Sudan,
according to the latest UN Humanitarian Bulletin for Sudan of 31 July 2016.
The report says that rainfall between early June and late July caused flash floods in many states
across Sudan, particularly in Kassala and Sennar States, damaging houses and infrastructure and
leading to loss of life and productive assets.
In late June, heavy rains and flash floods in Sennar State destroyed 1,160 houses and damaged
another 1,320 homes. Around 15,000 people were affected.
At least 9 people died in flash floods in El-Fasher, capital of North Darfur, Sudan, on 15 July. Seven
people were also reported killed after floods in Khartoum and Al Jazirah States on 14 July, 2016.The
UN report says that West Kordofan also suffered from severe floods as a result of heavy rainfall
between 16 to 18 July, 2016, where two people died, 8,673 people were affected, 541 houses
collapsed and 698 were partially damaged. The UN adds that heavy flooding in parts of Kassala
State in mid to late July has affected 27,735 people.
Rainfall and Forecast
NOAA’s Climate Prediction Centre observed heavy rainfall in the Ethiopian and Eritrean highlands,
as well as eastern Sudan, since early July. Between 500 mm and 750 mm of rain has fallen in some
of these areas since 05 July, 2016.

Flood summary
Event: Sudan, June to September 2016
Date: June 1, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall

Rainfall in East Africa,
July to August, 2016.
Image: NOAA IFRC,
Sudanese Red
Crescent, Northern
State, Sudan. August
2014. Volunteers from
the Sudanese Red
Crescent are engaged
in search and rescue
as well as evacuation
activities in the
affected areas

The rainy season in Sudan has affected over 200,000 people, left over 100 dead and thousands of
homes destroyed.Affected states are Kassala, South Darfur, Sennar, West Kordofan, Al Gezira,
Gedaref, South Kordofan, North Darfur, White Nile, Blue Nile, Khartoum, North Kordofan, Northern
State and West Darfur.
Locations – Kassala, South Darfur, Sennar, West Kordofan, Al Gezira, Gedaref, South Kordofan,
North Darfur, White Nile
Damages
Fatalities: 98 people
June 1 to August 26, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 22,097
June 1 to August 31, 2016
Affected: 204,000
June 1 to August 31, 2016
As of 23 August, Kassala (29,2910 affected), South Darfur (34,045), Sennar (16,980), West
Kordofan (14,340), Al Gezira (10,795), Gedaref (11,355), South Kordofan (8,485), North Darfur
(10,470) and White Nile (10,160).By end August, the figures increased: Kassala (55,880 affected),
South Darfur (38,575), and Al Gezira (23,280)Flooding has also been reported in Blue Nile,
Khartoum, North Kordofan, Northern State and West Darfur.

EVENT: Slow-moving low floods the US Gulf Coast, Javier to enhance
monsoon in Desert Southwest, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
An intense low pressure in the upper levels of the atmosphere in combination with abundant
amounts of tropical moisture had brought heavy rainstorms to portions of the US Gulf Coast, from
Florida to southeast Louisiana over the first week of August. Ex-tropical storm Javier already
triggered abundant precipitation in parts of Arizona and New Mexico, and will continue enhancing
the monsoon in the Desert Southwest and lashing rain by the end of the week. Flash floods, rock
and mudslides are expected across the affected portions. Residents have been advised to exercise
caution. Over 152.4 mm (6 inches) of rain was recorded in parts of west-central and northwest
Florida since the weekend of August 6, 2016, with at least one location measuring more than 0.3 m
(1 foot) of precipitation. Several areas in Perry, Florida, reported 114.3 mm (4.5 inches) of rainfall
in only two hours on the morning of August 8 (local time), prompting road closures and causing
traffic disruptions. In the period between August 7 and 8, up to 355.6 mm (14 inches) of rainfall
was reported near Hatch Bend, Florida. On the evening of August 9, torrential downpours flooded
roads across the Panama City. Flood and flash flood watches have been issued for the affected
areas, accordingly. Already increased rainfalls have spread over Arizona and New Mexico on August
9, and a massive dust storm, the so-called haboob was reported in the Phoenix region. About 2 000
people reported power loss in Phoenix.

EVENT: Deadly Floods Hit North Korea, Eastern China and the Russian
Far East, September 2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL

Torrential rain in the wake of Typhoon Lionrock caused severe flooding in North Korea, where at
least 10 people had died. Severe flooding was also reported in parts of eastern China and
the Russian Far East, forcing thousands to evacuate their homes.
Typhoon Lionrock caused the deaths of at least 11 people in Japan on 30 August.
North Korea
The Red Cross reports that more than 300mm of rainfall was reported between 29 and 31 August,
causing flooding of the Tumen River and its branches in this region around the Chinese-North
Korea border. North Hamgyong Province with affected cities and counties including: Hoeryong City,
Musan County, Yonsa County, Chongjin City, Kimchaek City, Ŏrang County, Kyongsong County, Kilju
County, and Rason City area. Reports
indicate that Hoeryong City is greatly
affected with over 2,000 houses inundated
or submerged and over 1,000 houses
completely destroyed. The Red Cross
reported ten deaths, with a further 15
people still missing. Unconfirmed reports
indicated that 17,182 households were
affected by the floods. It is estimated that
more than 9,088 houses were damaged,
and over 8,094 houses destroyed. Up to
44,009 people were reported to be
displaced. Deadly floods hit the country in
July 2015 floods in North Korea. Photo: Red Cross North
August last year. Torrential rain between
Korea
22 to 24 August 2015 caused flash floods
in areas around Rason City where at least 40 people died. Earlier in August 2015 at least 21 people
died after flooding in the provinces of South Hwanghae, South Hamgyong and North Hamgyon.
Floods and other natural disasters place enormous strain on food production and can cause major
food insecurity in North Korea, a country that pursues a rigid isolationist policy of economic selfreliance, a self reliance which extends to its people who must produce their own food if they are to
eat.According to the North Korean state news agency KCNA, the heavy rain was brought about by a
combination of typhoon-10 (Typhoon Lionrock) and an area of low pressure that had formed in the
northwest of the country. KCNA said that, according to data available at the State Hydrometeorological Administration, the rainfall reached 320 mm and 290 mm in Kyonghung and
Puryong counties of North Hamgyong Province.
China
Typhoon Lionrock was also the cause of flooding that struck parts of eastern China from 29 August,
according to China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA). Heavy rain affected several eastern provinces,
in particular Jilin but also Heilongjiang, central and northern Liaoning and eastern Inner Mongolia.
Officials from MCA say that just under 1 million people were affected in total, with around 44,000

forced to evacuate areas in Jilin where over 1,100 homes were damaged or destroyed. Around 200
homes were also damaged or destroyed in Heilongjiang province. No deaths or injuries were
reported. However MCA report that at least 8,500 people needed emergency relief. Wide areas of
crops and farmland also suffered damage.
Russia
The governor of Maritime Territory (Primorsky Krai) declared state of emergency in the region
after torrential rain and flooding from 29 August 2016. Russia’s Emergency Ministry, EMERCOM,
said that the equivalent of around 3 months of rain fell in the days between 29 and 31 August.
Flooding had affected 11 local districts including Anuchino, Kavalerovo, Lazo, Mikhaylovsky,
Terneysky, Khasansky and Chuguyevka. Power outages were reported in over 50 towns or villages.
Over 30km of roads were damaged by the storm and floods, isolating 14 communities in 6 districts.
At least 700 people were evacuated.
Flood summary
Event: Typhoon Lionrock, Japan, China, North Korea and Russian Far East, August 2016
Date: August 29 to September 12, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Typhoon Lionrock made landfall on 30 August near the city of Ofunato, Iwate Prefecture, Japan. The
storm caused heavy rain causing deadly floods and landslides.Authorities in North Korea reported
severe flooding in North Hamgyong Province from 29 August.In China, Lionrock caused flooding in
the provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, central and northern Liaoning and eastern Inner Mongolia from
29 August, affecting 950,000 people. Flooding was also reported in Primorsky Krai in the Russian
Far East.
Locations - Iwate Prefecture (Japan), Hokkaido Prefecture, Jilin (China), North Hamgyong, North
Korea (North Korea), Primorsky Krai, Russia (Russian Federation)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 106 mm in 24 hours
Kuji, Japan - August 29 to August 30, 2016
Rainfall level: 158.5 mm in 24 hours
Yamagata, Japan - August 29 to August 30, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 11 people
Iwaizumi and Kuji, Japan - August 30 to August 31, 2016
9 of the fatalities were elderly residents at a nursing home in the town of Iwaizumi, Iwate
prefecture
Evacuated: 46,000
Jilin Province, China - August 29 to September 2, 2016
Fatalities: 133 people
North Hamgyong Province, North Korea - August 29 to September 12, 2016
Evacuated: 107,000
North Hamgyong Province, North Korea - August 29 to September 12, 2016

EVENT: Thailand – Flash Floods Hit Phang Nga Province, September
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Officials in Thailand reported that floods had affected areas of Phang Nga Province.
The worst hit area was the village of Ban Bang Yai Village in Taku Pa District, where at least 40
houses have been damaged and left without drinking water. Vehicles, crops and livestock had also
suffered damage. No injuries or fatalities were reported. Speaking to Thailand’s National News
Bureau, Takua Pa district chief, Manit Piantong said the flash flood resulted from continued heavy

rainfall on Khao Nom Sao Mountain, adding that Ban Bang Yai Village was located in a risk-prone
area. Over 40 mm of rain was recorded at Taku Pa in a 24 hour period to 04 September 2016.

EVENT: China and Taiwan – Deadly Typhoon Meranti Dumps 200 mm of
Rain in 24 Hours, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Typhoon Meranti had brought heavy rain to parts of Taiwan and the provinces of Fujian and
Zhejiang in China. At least four areas of Taiwan recorded over 200 mm of rain in 24 hours to 17
September. Local media reported that at least 14 people have died as a result of the typhoon.
China

Tropical Cyclone Meranti. Image; NASA

Local media in China reported that Meranti
had left at least 14 people dead and around 14
missing. Xinhua reports that 7 of the fatalities
were in Fujian, 6 in Zhejiang Province, and
one in Taiwan. China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs
(MCA), quoting figures from report that
Fujian’s Provincial Civil Affairs Department,
reports that hundreds of houses were
damaged or destroyed. Over 300,000 people
were evacuated in Fujian and 70,000 in
Zhejiang.

Taiwan
According to local media, one person was killed, 44 injured and over 550,000 households left
without power in south-eastern Taiwan. The Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan (CWB) issued
Extremely Heavy Rain Warning for parts of Taiwan from 15 September onwards.
Rainfall
Over 200 mm of rain in 24 hours was reported in 4 locations. As many as 14 locations recorded
over 100 mm of rain.
Figures according to CWB for a 24 hour period from 16 to 17 September,


Chiayi County Zhuqi Township: 232.5 mm



Chiayi County Alishan Township: 220.5 mm



Chiayi County Fanlu Township: 207.0 mm



Yunlin County Gukeng Township: 203.5 mm



Nantou County Zhushan Township: 196.5 mm



Chiayi County Meishan Township: 175.5 mm



Nantou County Lugu Township: 156.0 mm



Nantou County Xinyi Township: 144.0 mm

Philippines

National Disaster Risk Reduction & Management Council (NDRRMC) said that over 10,000 people
were affected by Meranti (known locally as Ferdie) in the provinces of Batanes, Cagayan, Ilocos
Norte and Ilocos Sur. Around 30 people were pre-emptively evacuated in Batanes and Cagayan
between 13 and 14 September. No deaths of injuries were reported. NDRR said that schools have
been suspended. Six roads were blocked as a result of landslides triggered by heavy rain and over
20 flights were cancelled as a result of the severe weather.
Tropical Cyclone Malakas
NDRRMC says that Tropical Cyclone Malakas (know locally as Gener), was expected to exit
Philippines area of responsibility during the afternoon (local time) of 17 September.
Flood summary
Event: Typhoon Meranti, China, Taiwan and the Philippines, September 2016
Date: September 15, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Typhoon Meranti brought heavy rain and flooding to parts of Taiwan and the provinces of Fujian
and Zhejiang in China from 15 September.
Locations – Fujian,Zhejiang,Pingtung,Chiayi County
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 232.5 mm in 24 hours
Zhuqi, Chiayi County, Taiwan - September 16 to September 17, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 18 people
Fujian province, China - September 15 to September 19, 2016
It is not clear if the fatalities were a result of flooding or wind damage.
Fatalities: 1 person
Taiwan - September 15 to September 16, 2016
Evacuated: 300,000
Fujian province, China - September 15 to September 18, 2016
Evacuated: 70,000
Zhejiang province - September 15 to September 18, 2016
Evacuated: 30 people
Batanes and Cagayan, Philippines - September 13 to September 15, 2016
Fatalities: 10 people
Zhejiang province - September 15 to September 18, 2016
Most casualties were caused by landslides and flash floods in rural areas according to Zhejiang
provincial flood control headquarters.

EVENT: Japan – Typhoon
Malakas Causes Severe
Flooding, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Typhoon Malakas had caused severe
flooding in parts of southern Japan.
Malakas made landfall in Kyushu in the
early hours of 20 September, bringing
winds of up to 180 km per hour as well as
torrential rain. According to figures from
Image: Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)

Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), 445 mm of rain was recorded at Nobeoka, Miyazaki Prefecture,
in a 24 hour period between 19 and 20 September. Almost 80 mm of rain fell in 1 hour from around
23:00 on 19 September. The town of Takanabe saw 123 mm fall in two hours between 19:00 and
21:00 on 19 September. In total, Takanabe recorded 310 mm in 24 hours to 09:00 on 20
September. The city of Miyazaki recorded 370 mm in 24 hours.
The storm disrupted air, road and railway transport, and prompted local authorities to issue
evacuation advisories for more than 600,000 residents in 6 prefectures. Power outages affected
more than 30,000 buildings. Six people had to be rescued from flooded buildings. Streets and
farmland were flooded and roads washed out. No deaths or serious injuries have been reported.
Malakas was expected to head northeast along Japan’s Pacific coast before going out into the Pacific
Ocean, when it will likely be downgraded to a depression.

Image by Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC)

Malakas is the sixth to make landfall this year in Japan. At least 11 people died in Japan amid
disruptions brought by Typhoon Lionrock. Lionrock was also thought to have caused the
torrential rain and flooding currently affecting northern areas of North Korea.
Flood summary
Event: Typhoon Malakas, Japan, September 2016
Date: September 20 to September 21, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Typhoon Malakas caused severe flooding in parts of Japan, particularly Kyushu Island, from 20
September.
Locations – Nobeoka, Takanabe, Miyazaki
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 310 mm in 24 hours
Takanabe - September 20 to September 21, 2016
Rainfall level: 370 mm in 24 hours
Miyazaki - September 20 to September 21, 2016
Rainfall level: 445 mm in 24 hours
Nobeoka - September 20 to September 21, 2016

EVENT: Indonesia – Deadly Flash Floods and Landslide in Garut and
Sumedang, West Java, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Indonesia’s National Disaster Management Authority (BNPB) reported that the death toll from
devastating floods and landslides in West Java province, Indonesia. risen to 26. At least 19 people
were missing. The flood water in Garut had receded revealing the extent of the destruction. Photos
showed houses reduced to rubble and upturned cars strewn across streets covered in mud and
flood debris. At least 23 people had died in the Garut floods, with 18 still missing. Over 400 people
remained homeless in Garut as a result of the floods and temporary shelter has been provided by
BNPD. Three people died and one is missing after the landslide in Sumedang regency.
Deadly landslides and flash floods had struck communities in West Java province, Indonesia. An
official from the Indonesia’s National Disaster Management Authority (BNPB) said that a period of
heavy rain that began during the evening of 20 September triggered the landslides and floods in the
regencies of Garut and Sumedang.
Landslide in Sumedang
At least 2 people died in a landslide that struck late on on
Tuesday 20 September in Cimareme, Sumedang. Two
houses were completely buried by the slide. BNPD said
that a further two people were missing and emergency
teams were carrying out search operations. There have
been 349 landslides in Indonesia in 2016 . As many as 130
people have died, 63 were injured, and almost 20,000
evacuated.
Landslide in Sumedang. Photo: BNPD

Flash Floods in Garut

The heavy rain on September 20 also caused flooding in the villages of Bayongbong, Tarogong
Kidul, Tarogong Kaler, Banyuresmi, Karangpawitan in Garut Regency. According to BNPD, the
Cimanuk and Cikamuri rivers overflowed in the early hours of 21 September, leaving the villages
under floodwater up to 2 metres deep. Around 30 people suffered injuries and the flooding forced
around 1,000 people to evacuate their homes.
The Cimanuk and Cikamuri rivers overflowed in the early
hours of 21 September, leaving the villages of Bayongbong,
Tarogong Kidul, Tarogong Kaler, Banyuresmi, Karangpawitan
under floodwater up to 2 metres deep in some areas.
Cars were overturned, buildings destroyed and streets left
strewn with mud and flood debris. BNPD said that the SAR
team had to search under collapsed buildings and thick mud.
They have extended their area of search as far as Sumendang.
As of Sunday, 25 September, official reports said that 33
people had died, 20 were missing, 35 injured and 6,361
displaced. Preliminary assessments recorded 2,049 houses
damaged with as many as 283 houses destroyed and 605
houses severely damaged. Repairs to broken dams and
embankments are being carried out by the Ministry of Public
Works and Housing. The Ministry of Social Welfare is
Floods in Garut.
providing food and other essential items to those displaced,
and the Red Cross is providing medical assistance.

Floods in Garut. Photo: BNPD

1 Dead After Landslide in Central Java
Another deadly landslide had been reported in Indonesia, this time in Banjarnegara Regency in the
south west part of Central Java province.The landslide was triggered by heavy rain on Saturday 24
September. A house was completely buried, leaving one man dead and 9 others affected.
Flood summary
Event: West Java, Indonesia, September 2016
Date: September 20 to September 21, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Heavy rain from 20 September caused a landslide and flash flooding in parts of West Java,
Indonesia.
Locations- Sumedang, Garut
Magnitude River level: Overflowing
Cimanuk River, Garut Regency - September 21 to September 21, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Cikamuri River, Garut Regency - September 21 to September 21, 2016
Damages Fatalities: 33 people
Garut Regency - September 21 to September 21, 2016
Fatalities: 3 people Sumedang Regency - September 20 to September 21, 2016
Evacuated: 6,361 Garut Regency - September 21 to September 25, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 283 buildings
Garut Regency - September 21 to September 21, 2016
Missing people: 20 people
Garut Regency - September 21 to September 26, 2016
Warnings
The Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics Agency (BMKG) had warned on September 19th that
heavy rain would occur in several areas of the contry, including Java, Sumatra, Bali and Nusa
Tenggara. BNPD asked people to be alert for flood and landslides after warning that La Nina and
warmer sea surface temperatures around Indonesia threaten to bring increased rainfall over the
coming months.

EVENT: China – Torrential Rain from Typhoon Megi Causes Deadly
Landslides, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
China’s Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA) reported that, as of 30 September, heavy rain from Typhoon
Megi has caused flooding and landslides in the provinces of Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi. CMA said that
as many as 900 houses were destroyed and a further 10,000 damaged across the three provinces.
Typhoon Megi hit Taiwan r in the month of September week, killing four people and injuring over

600. Around 15,000 people were forced to evacuate their homes. In China, areas of Fujian Province
have recorded a total of 800 mm of rain between 27 and 30 September, according to CMA. Heavy
rain had also affected the provinces of Anhui and Jiangsu. In Zhejiang province, the heavy rain
triggered landslides in Suichang County on 28 September, leaving 1 dead and over 30 missing. A
further landslide in Wencheng County left 6 people missing. CMA had since reported that 5 bodies
were recovered from the landslides and around 29 people remain missing.CMA also reported that
Typhoon Megi has left five people dead in the province of Fujian.
Rainfall
Figures are for a 24 hour period.
29 to 30 September, 2016


Liyang, Jiangsu – 130.0 mm

28 to 29 September, 2016


Wuhuxian, Anhui – 113 mm



Liyang, Jiangsu – 112 mm



Lushan, Jiangxi – 169 mm



Lishui, Zhejiang – 128 mm

27 to 28 September, 2016


Fuzhou, Fujian – 245.7 mm



Fuding, Fujian – 225 mm

Typhoon Megi, September 2016. Image: NASA

Flood summary
Event: Typhoon Megi, Taiwan and China, September 2016
Date: September 27 to September 30, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations - Suichang County (China), Wencheng County (China)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 225 mm in 24 hours
Fuding, Fujian - September 27 to September 28, 2016

Rainfall level: 245.7 mm in 24 hours
Fuzhou, Fujian - September 27 to September 28, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 4 people
Taiwan - September 27 to September 30, 2016
Evacuated: 14,000
Taiwan - September 26 to September 28, 2016
Fatalities: 10 people
Zhejiang and Fujian, China - September 27 to September 30, 2016
Missing people: 29 people
Zhejiang, China - September 27 to September 30, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 900 buildings
Zhejiang and Fujian, China - September 27 to September 30, 2016
Injured: 625 people
Taiwan - September 27 to September 30, 2016.

EVENT: Australia – Floods in Victoria and South Australia Prompt
Rescues and Evacuations, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Floods in Victoria, Australia, September 2016. Flood damage at Montacute Road, near Adelaide, South
Australia.

Stormsand flooding hadcaused widespread disruption in the Australian states of Victoria and
South Australia. Homes were evacuated and dozens of roads closed, including a stretch of the Great

Ocean Road.Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) said that the second week of September have
been the wettest 3 day stretch for over 100 years in some areas of Victoria. Some areas had already
seen more rain than they would normally record for the whole of September.
More heavy rain had fallen (13 to 14 September):
Mount William – 79 mm
Clunes – 67 mm
Daylesford – 66 mm
Mt Cowley – 65 mm
Ballarat Airport – 54 mm
Benwerrin – 53 mm
Castlemaine – 53 mm
SES had carried out 11 flood rescues. Residents in Hamilton were told to evacuate their homes
when it was feared the Grangeburn River would overflow. SES has since issued a “Safe To Return
Notification” for the affected areas. A 50 km stretch of the Great Ocean Road was closed by Victoria
Police due to landslides caused by heavy rain in the area. SES said that the Great Ocean Road would
remain closed overnight between Eastern View and Lorne, and between Lorne and Skenes Creek.
VicRoads reported that dozens of roads were closed in the state as a result of flooding.
South Australia
Storms have left around 5,000 homes without power in the Adelaide Hills area of South Australia.
Southern areas of the state had seen heavy rain, with Goolwa recording 61 mm and Parndana 51
mm in a 24 hour period between 13 and 14 September. In South Australia, at least 80 homes were
damaged by floods, mostly in the wider Adelaide area. The South Australia government said that
emergency grants of $700 per family were available for immediate needs if a home is inaccessible
due to flooding. South Australia State Emergency Service said that around 75 homes were
evacuated after the Onkaparinga River overflowed in Old Noarlunga. Further heavy rainfall was
recorded in parts of South Australia. Below are BoM’s rainfall figures for the 24 Hours to 09:00
Thursday, 15 September 2016 in South Australia
Uraidla – 100.4 mm
Ashton – 100 mm
Crafers West – 87 mm
Mount Lofty – 84 mm
Woodhouse – 82 mm
Flood summary
Last updated: September 19, 2016
Event
Victoria and South Australia, Australia, September 2016
Date
September 13, 2016
Type
Flash flood, Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause
Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Storms and record breaking rain brought flooding to parts of Australian states of Victoria and South
Australia from 13 September.
Locations – Hamilton, Lorne, Adelaide Hills, Charlton, Wallacedale
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 79 mm in 24 hours
Mount William, Victoria - September 13 to September 14, 2016
Rainfall level: 66 mm in 24 hours
Goolwa - September 13 to September 14, 2016
Rainfall level: 100.4 mm in 24 hours
Uraidla - September 14 to September 15, 2016

River level: 7.55 metres
Avoca River at Charlton, Victoria - September 17 to September 17, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 1 person
Wallacedale, Victoria - September 14 to September 14, 2016
Rescued: 20 people
Record Rainfall

Dozens of roads were damaged or blocked, including the Montacute Road in the Adelaide
Hills area.

EVENT: UK – Flash Floods Hit Manchester and Cornwall on Hottest
September Day for 100 Years, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Parts of the North and South West of England were flooded after thunderstorms and heavy rain on
13 September, while other parts of the UK experienced the hottest day of the year and the warmest
September day for over 100 years.
Manchester
Manchester, in the North West, saw some of the worst
flooding with several streets in the centre of the city
under water. The flood water inundated shops, homes
and other buildings including Manchester town hall.
The floods and storms, which began at around 18:30 on
13th September, also caused travel chaos in and around
the city. Several roads in the Greater Manchetser area
were closed. Tram tracks were flooded and some lines
on Manchester’s Metrolink tram network were
suspended. Train services were also interrupted and
Manchester Airport said that some inbound flights were
delayed. Local newspaper, Manchester Evening News, reported that “around 30mm of rain – half of
a month’s worth of rain – crashed down on the region in just one hour.”

Cornwall

Storms and flooding also affected parts of Cornwall in the South West of England, causing damage
to homes and disruption to train services. The worst hit areas included Falmouth, Camborne,
Helston and Redruth. Some schools were closed in the affected areas. The first of the storms began
at around 15:00 on 13th September , with further storms occurring throughout the evening. The
Met Office said that around 40 mm of rain was recorded in Camborne. Cornwall Fire and Rescue
Service said some people were trapped in their homes by flood water.
Warnings
The UK’s Met Office had earlier issued yellow level warnings for heavy rainfall.
The Met Office said: “A very warm and humid air mass is in place across much of the UK, with
conditions marginal for thunderstorm development this afternoon as temperatures rise. “Northern
England and southeast Scotland are currently judged the most likely area to see scattered thundery
downpours but even here many places will have no more than light rain. “However, where storms
do form, there is a lot of moisture and energy available, with the risk of more than 30mm of rain in
around an hour, large hail and frequent lightning.”
Hottest September Day for Over 100 Years
The Met Office said that 13 September 2016 was the hottest day of the year, “with 34.4 °C recorded
at Gravesend. This makes it the warmest September day since 1911.”
Flood summary
Event: North and South West England, UK, September 2016
Date: September 13 to September 14, 2016
Type: Flash flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Parts of the North and South West of England were flooded after thunderstorms and heavy rain on
13 September.
Locations – Manchester, Camborne
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 40 mm in 24 hours

EVENT: Camborne - September 13 to September 14, 2016 Hermine
Causes Flooding and Storm Surge in Florida, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Hurricane Hermine made landfall near St Marks, on the gulf coast of Florida at 01:30 EDT on Friday
02 September. It was downgraded to a post-tropical storm on 03 September.
Hermine was the first hurricane to strike Florida in 11
years. Strong winds of 80mph (130 kmh) battered parts
of Florida, Georgia, the Carolinas and Virginia, downing
power lines and trees. Two deaths were reported as a
result of the storm. The storm had since moved eastward
and the centre and was situated in the Atlantic Ocean
around about 320 miles (515 km) from the eastern tip of

Long Island and moving north. The storm had maximum sustained wind speeds of 70 mph (110
km/h).
Hurricane Hermine, September 2016. Image:
NASA

Flooding and Storm Surge in Florida, North Carolina and Virginia
Flooding was reported Taylor, Franklin and Pasco counties in Florida after heavy rain brought by
Hermine. The hurricane also caused storm surge, particularly in Cedar Key, Florida, Aurora in North
Carolina, and the Virginia Tidewater region. Florida Governor Rick Scott toured some of the mostdamaged areas of Pasco County on Sunday 04 September. Much of the flooding in Pasco County was
caused by the overflowing Anclote River. Pasco County Emergency Services Director Kevin Guthrie
issued a mandatory evacuation order in Elfers for residents of areas threatened by flooding from
the river, which included around 750 homes. The Anclote crested at 25.08 feet on Sunday, over 1
foot above major flood stage. The hurricane also caused storm surge and some flooding at Cedar
Key in Florida.

Storm surge was also reported in Aurora, North Carolina, and the Virginia Tidewater region. Storm damage in
Apalachicola, Florida, 02 September 2016.

According to NWS in Tallahassee, Cross City in Florida recorded 8.76 inches (222 mm)of rain in 24
hours between 01 and 02 September. Tallahassee recorded 5.07 inches (129 mm).
Other rainfall totals for a 24 hour period
between 02 and 03 September:
Augusta, Bush Field – 107 mm
Charleston Air Force Base – 49 mm
Savannah, Savannah International Airport,
Georgia – 63 mm
Wilmington, North Carolina – 197 mm

Hurricane Hermine, September 2016. Image: NASA

Columbia, Columbia Metropolitan Airport,
South Carolina – 96.3 mm

Norfolk, Virginia, recorded 56.3 mm in 24 hours between 03 and 04 September.
The Weather Channel reports that 22.36 inches (568 mm) of rain fell in 72 hours ending 02
September at Lake Tarpon Canal, Florida.

Flood summary
Event: Hurricane Hermine, September 2016
Date: September 2 to September 6, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Hurricane Hermine made landfall near St Marks, on the gulf coast of Florida at 01:30 EDT on Friday
02 September. It was downgraded to a post-tropical storm on 03 September.Some flooding was
reported Taylor, Franklin and Pasco counties in Florida. The hurricane also caused storm surge,
particularly in Cedar Key, Florida, Aurora in North Carolina, and the Virginia Tidewater region.
Locations: Pasco County, Florida
People were injured after a landslide derailed a train near Watford Junction.
Magnitude: River level
7.64 metres
Anclote river at Elfers, Florida - September 4 to September 4, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 2,000
Pasco County, Florida - September 3 to September 7, 2016.

EVENT: Mexico – Deadly Floods in Chiapas and Guerrero, Hurricane
Newton Approaches West Coast, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Several days of heavy rain has caused flooding in Guerrero and Chiapas states in Mexico damaging
around 2,000 houses. Local media reported that at least 3 people died in the floods in Chiapas state.
Meanwhile a Hurricane Newton, a category 1 hurricane, approached Baja California, Jalisco and
Michoacán on the western coast of Mexico, which could bring rainfall of over 250 mm to some
areas.

Cumulated rainfall from 03 to 04 September, 2016. Image: CONAGUA

Guerrero State
Heavy and prolonged rain affected parts of the city of Acapulco, Guerrero State, and the
surrounding region starting from the 03 September 2016. The rainstorm resulted in flooding and
several landslides, affecting houses and communication routes. Dozens of minor landslides were

reported. A road in central Acapulco collapsed, injuring 3 people. Heavy rain was observed at
several stations in Guerrero State. Between 03 and 04 September 2016, 264 mm of rain in 24 hours
was recorded at Observatorio de Acapulco Station, 224.6 mm at Acapulco and 224 mm at
Revolución Mexicana. According to local Civil Defence authorities, 1,215 houses were damaged by
flooding: 776 in Benito Juárez, 391 in Acapulco, 20 in Atoyac de Álvarez and 12 in Coyuca de
Benítez. The Campestre La Laguna neighbourhood, south east of Acapulco, suffered some of the
worst of the flooding. Flood waters there reached 60 cm of height, forcing residents to evacuate
their homes. Over 200 people had to be rescued by state police and the Army after they were
trapped by floodwaters. This neighbourhood, built in areas previously mangroves bordering a
lagoon, is said to be particularly prone to floods.

Floods in Guerrero state, Mexico, September 2016. Army and state police had assisted the affected population in
Hacienda de Cabañas and other areas.

Chiapas State
In Chiapas state, officials said that torrential rain and flooding affected the capital city of Tuxtla
Gutiérre. Around 3,500 people were affected, with almost 900 houses were damaged and 6
completely destroyed. Local media said that the flooding caused the death of 3 people, with 2 more
still missing and 5 injured. The heavy rain began to fall on 02 September. Some local media reports
claim that 115mm of rain fell in three hours during the peak of the storm.
Newton Hurricane Approaching from Pacific Ocean
According to the United States National Hurricane Center (NHC) and the National Meteorological
Service of Mexico (Servicio Nacional de Meteorologia, SNM), the Category 1 Hurricane called
Newton approaced Baja California, Jalisco and Michoac|n in the western coast of Mexico. Newton’s
winds reach 120 km/h, with gusts up to 150 km/h. SMN forecasts about 150-250 mm of rain to be
dumped by Hurricane Newton on western Mexico.
Flood summary
Event: Chiapas and Guerrero, Mexico, Early September 2016
Date: September 3 to September 6, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations – Acapulco, Tuxtla Gutiérre
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 262 mm in 24 hours
Observatorio de Acapulco Station - September 3 to September 4, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 3 people
Chiapas - September 3 to September 4, 2016

EVENT: Mexico – Floods in Guerrero and Chiapas Leave 13 Dead,
September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy and prolonged rain affected Guerrero and Chiapas States in southern Mexico starting from
Wednesday 14 September 2016, caused several flooding and landslides and the deaths of at least
13 people. Heavy rain started on Wednesday 14 and lasted several days, resulting in saturated soils
and high discharges in rivers.
Between 14 and 16 September 2016 as much as 239 mm of rain was recorded at Tapachula in
Chiapas State. In Zihuatanejo, Guerrero State, 114 mm of rain was recorded over a 3 day period.
This was the second deadly flood event to hit the two states in the space of 3 weeks.

Accumulated rainfall in Mexico from 14 to 16 September, 2016. Image: Conagua

Guerrero State
In the municipality of Zitlala, in the interior of Guerrero State, the prolonged rain triggered a major
landslide early on Saturday 17 September. The landslide destroyed an adobe house, killing 5 people
living there. Areas of the state had suffered flooding earlier this month when heavy and prolonged
rain affected parts of the city of Acapulco and the surrounding region from the 03 September 2016.
Over 1,000 houses were damaged and 3 people injured.
Chiapas State
Chiapas State suffered the most the effects of the prolonged rain, where several rivers overflowed
as a result. According to local Civil Defence authorities, as many as 193 houses in 27 communities

were damaged by the flooding of the river Texcuyuapan and its tributaries in the Province of
Soconusco, close to the border with Guatemala. In Cacahoatán, close to the city of Tapachula, two
people drowned in a swollen river. In La Margaritas municipality two men were killed by a
mudslide. In La Concordia, a municipality in the interior of the Pacific Coast in Chiapas State, four
members of the same family died when they were swept away by a swollen river they were
attempting to cross late on Friday 16 September. Intense rain fell in the area during the evening of
16 September. El Triunfo station, around 90km south of La Concordia, recorded 23.5 mm of rain in
just 30 minutes.

Flood summary
Event: Chiapas and Guerrero States, Mexico, Mid September 2016
Date: September 14 to September 18, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Locations – Zitlala, Soconusco, Cacahoatán, La Concordia
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 33.7 mm in 24 hours
Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas - September 15 to September 16, 2016
Rainfall level: 45.3 mm in 24 hours
Tapachula, Chiapas - September 14 to September 15, 2016
River level: Overflowing
River Texcuyuapan, Soconusco - September 14 to September 19, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 5 people
Guerrero State - September 14 to September 18, 2016
Fatalities: 13 people
Chiapas State - September 14 to September 18, 2016.

EVENT: Tropical Storm Matthew Causes Flood and Wind Damage in
Eastern Caribean, September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Tropical Storm Matthew had caused severe flood and wind
damage in parts of the Eastern Caribbean, including the islands
of Martinique, St. Lucia, Dominica, and St. Vincent and the
Grenadines. Over 300 mm of rain fell in parts of southern St
Lucia in the space of 24 hours. The storm strengthened to a
Category 1 hurricane while
Tropical Storm Matthew. Image:
heading north, with the
NASA
possibility
of
affecting

Jamaica, Cuba, Haiti and Dominican Republic.
Tropical Storm Matthew, the 13th named storm of the 2016 Atlantic hurricane season, formed on
Wednesday 28 September 2016 near the Windward Islands of the Lesser Antilles. The tropical
disturbance strengthened to a Tropical Storm early on Wednesday 28 September, with sustained
winds of up to 95 km/h, according to US Air Force observations. Tropical storm warnings were
issued for Guadeloupe, Martinique, St. Lucia, Dominica, St. Vincent and the Grenadine Islands. A red
alert for heavy rain was issued in Martinique. Tropical storm watches have been issued for the
Leeward Islands: Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçao. Heavy rain was observed at several stations in the
Windward Islands of the Lesser Antilles, especially in Saint Lucia, Martinique and Dominica Islands.
In a 24 hour period between 28 and 29 September 2016, as much as 319.19 mm of rain was
recorded at Hewanorra Airport Station in the south of Saint Lucia. In the north of the Island, at Vigie
station, 134.1 mm was recorded during the same period, while in Martinique Island, the recorded
rain reached 134.4 mm at Le Lamentin station, close to Fort-de-France. A record wind gusts up to
145 km/h was reported in Saint Pierre, in the North of Martinique Island. The rainstorm and the
intense wind gusts resulted in flooding and damages, threatening lives and affecting houses and
communication routes. According to local news, power outages in Martinique Island affected
50,000 people. Trees have been uprooted and major damages to banana plantations reported,
especially in the northern part of the island. The southern area of Saint Lucia and parts of Saint
Vincent islands suffered the worst of the storm. In Saint Vincent, one person died after a rockslide
was triggered by the heavy rain. In Saint Lucia, the passage of the storm resulted in widespread
flooding, especially in Laborie, Vieux-Fort and Micoud Quarters.
Matthew Strengthens to Hurricane
Late on 29 September, Matthew was upgraded to a Category 1 hurricane with maximum sustained
winds increased to near 110 km/h.

Image: NOAA

Flood summary
Event: Hurricane Matthew, Caribbean and USA, September to October 2016
Date: September 28, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood, Storm surge
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations- Castries, Saint Lucia (Saint Lucia), Layou, St Vincent (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines),
Les Cayes (Haiti), Les Anglais (Haiti), Tiburon (Haiti), Jérémie (Haiti), Santo Domingo (Dominican
Republic) New Providence, Bahamas (Bahamas), St Augustine (United States), Savannah (United
States), Charleston (United States), Fayetteville (United States), Lumberton
Magnitude

Rainfall level: 319.9 mm in 24 hours
Hewanorra, Saint Lucia - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Rainfall level
134.1 mm in 24 hours
Vigie, Saint Lucia - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 233.9 mm in 24 hours
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic - October 2 to October 3, 2016
Rainfall level: 355 mm in 24 hours
Fayetteville, NC, United States - October 8 to October 9, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 1 person
Layou, St Vincent - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Fatalities: 546 people
Haiti - October 3 to October 12, 2016
Fatalities: 6 people
Dominican Republic - October 3 to October 5, 2016
Evacuated: 175,509
Haiti - October 3 to October 11, 2016
224 shelters set up to accommodate those displaced.
Evacuated: 35,019
Dominican Republic - October 3 to October 5, 2016
Evacuated: 900 people
Jamaica - October 1 to October 6, 2016
900 displaced staying in shelters.
Evacuated: 1,079,000
Cuba - October 3 to October 6, 2016
317,000 have been evacuated to designated protective shelters and 944,000 are staying in homes of
relatives or friends.
Rescued: 30 people
New Providence Island, Bahamas - October 6 to October 7, 2016
Fatalities: 37 people
USA - October 7 to October 10, 2016
Deaths in North Carolina (26), South Carolina (4) Georgia (3) and Florida (4) have been attributed
to the storm.

EVENT: South Korea – 7 Dead After Typhoon Chaba Dumps 280 mm of
Rain, October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Typhoon Chaba left a trail of destruction in South Korea on Wednesday, 05 October, after dumping
over 280 mm (11 inches) of rain in some areas. Chaba is thought to be the strongest typhoon to hit
South Korea since Maemi in 2003. South Korea’s Ministry of Public Safety and Security said that
seven people have been killed and four are missing. The southern cities of Ulsan, Busan and South
Gyeongsang province (Yeongnam region), as well as South Jeolla (Honam region), Jeju (Jeju Region)
were the worst affected. Three people died in the city of Busan, three the Ulsan and one victim in
Gyeongju. Over 300 hundred homes were damaged by flooding, with around 14 of them severely
damaged or completely destroyed. Shops, businesses and vehicles have also suffered damaged.
Power outages were reported across affected areas. Schools and transport, including flights, have
been disrupted. The heavy rain had also caused dozens of landslides and major damage to banks
along swollen rivers. Huge waves and storm surge had also caused damage along the coastline,
including sea walls.

Japan
Tropical Cyclone Chaba continued moving north-east over the Sea of Japan weakening and
dissipating slightly in the month of October. Red level storm warnings were issued by Japan
Meteorological Agency (JMA) for storms in Hokkaido Island, the northernmost of Japan’s main
islands.
Rainfall
Rainfall totals according to WMO for a 24 hour period between 04 to 05 October, 2016
South Korea
Jeju – 174 mm, Seogwipo – 286 mm, Seongsan – 141.1 mm, Mokpo – 53.6 mm, Yeosu – 102 mm,
Gwangju – 71 mm, Jindo radar – 55.1 mm, Wando – 90.2 mm, Ulsan – 205 mm, Masan – 84 mm,
Daegu – 50 mm, Tongyeong – 124 mm, Jinju – 84 mm, Busan – 95 mm, Ulleungdo – 97 mm, Pohang
– 114 mm
Japan
Oita – 64 mm
Flood summary
Event: Typhoon Chaba, South Korea and Japan, October 2016
Date: October 5, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood, Storm surge
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations - Ulsan (South Korea), Busan (South Korea), Jeju (South Korea), Gyeongju
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 286 mm in 24 hours
Seogwipo - October 4 to October 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 205 mm in 24 hours
Ulsan - October 4 to October 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 95 mm in 24 hours
Busan - October 4 to October 5, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 7 people
South Korea - October 4 to October 6, 2016
Province - October 1 to October 10, 2016.

EVENT: Philippines – Typhoon Sarika Prompts 40,000 Evacuations,
October 2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL
National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (NDRRMC) in the Philippines reports
that over 50,000 people were affected by Typhoon Sarika (known locally as Karen). Almost 40,000
people were pre-emptively evacuated in the regions of Ilocos (Region I), Cagayan Valley (Region II),
Central Luzon (Region III), Calabarzon (Region IV-A) and Bicol (Region V). Five houses have been
totally destroyed and 188 damaged, most of them in Balunggao in Pangasinan Province, Ilocos
Region. Around 40 sections of road were blocked by floods or landslides. Power and water supplies
have been interrupted and over 300 flights cancelled. Areas of the Philippines saw severe flooding
since 13 October. In Maguindanao, around 30,000 people were affected by flooding and heavy
rainfall, particularly the municipalities of Datu Montawal (Pagagawan), Pagalungan and Sultan
Mastura, according to the UN.
Rainfall
Figures according to WMO for a 24 hour period.
16 to 17 October
Aparri – 62.5 mm
Cabanatuan – 54.4 mm
15 to 16 october
Baguio – 84.1 mm
Science Garden – 58.6 mm
Daet – 91.5 mm
Sarika Heads to China and Vietnam
Typhoon Sarika exited the Philippine Area of Responsibility (PAR) early 17 October and headed
towards China and Vietnam, where days of heavy rainfall have caused severe flooding and the
deaths of at least 24 people. Sarika was expected to strengthen as it approached Hainan early on 18
October, then move over northern Vietnam. However, European Civil Protection and Humanitarian
Aid Operations (ECHO) reports that, “as the heaviest rainfall of Sarika lies on the southern part of
the track, central Vietnam could be the most rain-affected area; this poses a significant risk of heavy
flooding.”
Typhoon Haima to Enter PAR
The Philippines was expecting a further typhoon. Typhoon Haima was intensifying and was
expected to enter the Philippines Area of Responsibility (PAR) on 17 October as a Category 3 storm.
ECHO said that “based on the 17 October 00.00 UTC data, northern Luzon and Babuyan and Batanes
islands could be affected by very strong, possibly destructive winds as well as heavy rainfall on 1920 October.”

EVENT: Vietnam – Torrential Rain and Floods Leave 24 Dead, October
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

According to Vietnam’s Disaster Management Center (DMC), the death stands at 35, up from 24 as
previously reported. A further four people were missing. Vietnam’s Disaster Management Center
(DMC) said that severe weather had affected the provinces of Ha Tinh, Nghe An, Quang Binh, Quang
Tri and Thua Thien Hue since Thursday, 13 October, 2016. The deaths occurred in Nghe An (2), Ha
Tinh (2), Quang Binh (18) and Thua Thien Hue (2). At least 5 other people are reported as missing
and a further 18 injured. On16 October, DMC reported that around 100,000 houses were flooded
across the affected provinces: Thanh Hoa (30), Nghe An (2,835), Ha Tinh (24,158), Quang Binh
(71,251) houses, Quang Tri (1,589). At least 7 houses were completely destroyed, 6 in Hue and 1 in
Quang Tri. Roads and railway lines had also been damaged or blocked, causing widespread travel
disruption. Traffic came to a standstill on some major roads and national highways and dozens of
trains stranded. Over 1,500 hectares of rice fields and 9,485 hectares of crops were flooded.
Rivers
DMC reported that levels of many rivers in Ha Tinh, Quang Binh had seen similar levels to the
flooding of 2007 and 2010.
Gianh River, Mai Hoa, Quang Binh – 9.20 m
Kien Giang River, Lishui, Quang Binh – 3.53 m
Thach Han River, Thach Han, Quang Tri – 5.29 m
(River levels according to DMC figures of 16 October.
DMC warned of a high risk of flash floods and landslides in mountainous areas.
Rainfall and Typhoon Sarika
Tuyen Hoa in Quang Binh recorded 700mm in
3 days, according to DMC, with other affected
areas seeing between 300 to 400 mm. WMO
figures suggest that Ha Tinh recorded over
800 mm of rain between 13 and 16 October.
Below are WMO figures for rainfall during a 24
hour period 15 to 16 October
Minh Hoa district of Quang Binh.

Vinh 61 mm, Thanh Hoa 50 mm, Ha Tinh – 258
mm, Dong Hoi – 93.2 mm, Da Nang – 50 mm,

Phan Thiet – 51 mm, Quang Ngai 117 mm
14 to 15 October
Vinh – 332.0 mm
Ha Tinh – 526 mm
13 to 14 October
Hue – 218.4 mm
Ha Tinh – 118 mm
In the Philippines, Typhoon Sarika (local name Karen) made landfall early Sunday, 16 October
causing three casualties.
Flood summary
Event: Vietnam, October 2016
Date: October 13, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term
rainfall
Locations - Ha Tinh, Nghe An, Quang
Binh, Quang Tri, Thua Thien Hue
Magnitude
River level: 9.2 metres

Gianh River, Mai Hoa, Quang Binh - October 16 to October 16, 2016
River level: 3.53 metres
Kien Giang River, Lishui, Quang Binh - October 16 to October 16, 2016

Red Cross

NASA’s IMERG estimated rainfall from typhoons Sarika and Haima
during the period Oct. 12-20, 2016. IMERG data indicated that over
19.7 inches (500 mm) of rain fell over central Luzon during this
period. Sarika and Haima’s locations are shown in white on this
rainfall analysis.

River level: 5.29 metres
Thach Han River, Thach Han,
Quang Tri - October 16 to October
16, 2016
Rainfall level: 258 mm in 24 hours
Ha Tinh - October 15 to October
16, 2016
Rainfall level:117 mm in 24 hours
Quang Nga - October 15 to October
16, 2016
Rainfall level: 526 mm in 24 hours
Ha Tinh - October 14 to October
15, 2016
Rainfall level:332 mm in 24 hours
Vinh - October 14 to October 15,
2016
Rainfall level: 218.4 mm in 24
hours
Hue - October 13 to October 14,
2016
Rainfall level: 118 mm in 24 hours
Ha Tinh - October 13 to October

14, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 35 people
October 13 to October 17, 2016
The deaths occurred in Nghe An (2), Ha Tinh (9), Quang Binh (22) and Thua Thien Hue (2)
An infrared image from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder instrument aboard NASA’s Aqua satellite
on Oct. 20 at 1:35 p.m. EDT (17:35 UTC) showed cloud top temperatures in Typhoon Haima as it
began making landfall in southeastern China. Coldest cloud tops surrounding the 75 nautical-mile
wide eye were as cold as minus 63 degrees Fahrenheit or minus 53 degrees Celsius. Cloud top
temperatures that cold have been shown to generate heavy rainfall. On Oct. 21 at 5 a.m. EDT (0900
UTC) the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) issued their final advisory on Typhoon Haima.
Haima made landfall east of Hong Kong and was located near 23.2 degrees north latitude and 115.2
degrees east longitude. That’s about 77 miles northeast of Hong Kong. Maximum sustained winds
were near 75 mph (65 knots/120 kph) and weakening. It was moving to the north-northwest at 15
mph (13 knots/24 kph) and will dissipate inland.
Source: NASA

EVENT: Indonesia – Floods in Gorontalo Force Thousands to Evacuate,
October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Further flooding had been reported in Indonesia, this time in the province of Gorontalo, on the
island of Sulawesi. Earlier, one man died and thousands of homes and businesses were left

damaged after floods in the city of Bandung, West Java. Reports said that 77 mm of rain fell in just
1.5 hours.
Gorontalo
Indonesia’s National Disaster Management Authority (BNPB) reported that heavy rain in Gorontalo
since 25 October triggered several rivers to overflow, causing floods that left at least 1,500 homes
damaged. Several landslides also occurred in some places, causing damage to roads and bridges.
Around 4,500 people were forced to evacuate their homes. No deaths have been reported at this
time. BNPD said that the Boyonga, Marisa, Meloopu and Bulota rivers all broke their banks around
the same time during the evening of 25 October. The flooding affected the districts of Limboto, West
Limboto, Pulubala, and Tolangohula. In some areas the flood water has already started to recede. In
some areas the flood water was up to 1 metre deep. Over 100 patients had to be evacuated from a
local hospital, and moved to a hospital in the city of Gorontalo. Local disaster management officials,
along with military, police and related agencies were operating in the affected areas, carrying out
evacuations, damage assessments and providing emergency food and supplies. Sutopo Purwo
Nugroho, spokesperson for BNPB, said that this area of Sulawesi is prone to flooding due to its hilly
and mountainous terrain, but the situation has been made worse by deforestation, and the
conversion of land use to agriculture and housing. He adds that rivers in the area have been
degraded, making them shallow and narrow and so more susceptible to flooding.

Floods in Gorontalo, Indonesia, October 2016.

Flood summary
Event: Gorontalo Province, Indonesia, October 2016
Date: October 25 to October 27, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations – Limboto, West Limboto, Pulubala, Tolangohula, Gorontalo
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 131 mm in 24 hours
Gorontalo city - October 25 to October 26, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 4,000
Gorontalo Province - October 25 to October 27, 2016
Estimated 4,000 to 5,000 people evacuated after floods damaged 1,500 homes

EVENT: Spain – Deadly Floods in Andalusia, 120mm of Rain in 24 Hours,
October 2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain had affected parts of Spain, in particular in Andalusia, since 21 October. Flooding had
been reported in all eight provinces of Andalusia, with Seville the worst affected. At least four
locations in Seville recorded more than 60 mm of rain in 24 hours between 21 and 22 October.
Carrión de los Céspedes recorded 85.4 mm during that period. Meanwhile over 120mm of rain fell
at Rota in Cádiz. Roads, homes and business were flooded. Falling branches and flooded tunnels and
subways also caused problems. Andalusia’s Emergency Coordination Center say they responded to
562 incidents as a result of the heavy rain, mostly in Sevilla (466), but also Cádiz (39), Huelva (19),
Malaga (18), Granada (9), Almeria (4), Cordoba (4) and Jaen (3). Emergencias 112 Andalucía said
that the province of Sevilla was the worst hit. Over 20 municipalities were affected, including the
city of Sevilla, Dos Hermanas, Alcalá de Guadaira and El Viso del Alcor.
The fatality in Seville follows the death of one man in Barcelona
Province earlier this month, after torrential rain brought flooding to
parts of Catalonia from 12 October, 2016. Around 250 mm of rain fell
in 24 hours in some areas.
Weather Warnings
In Andalusia, numerous rainfall warnings from yellow to orange level
were issued by Agencia Estatal de Meteorología (AEMET), from early
21 October onwards.
Floods in Seveille Province,
Spain, October, 2016

Rainfall
21 to 22 October


Rota, Base Naval, Cádiz – 121.0 mm



Carrión de los Céspedes, Sevilla – 85.4 mm



La Puebla de los Infantes, Sevilla – 71.4 mm



Sevilla Aeropuerto, Sevilla – 69.4 mm



Sevilla, Tablada, Sevilla – 68.4 mm

22 to 23 October


Grazalema, Cádiz – 64.1 mm



San José del Valle, Cádiz – 52.8 mm



El Bosque, Cádiz – 50.4 mm



Almadén de la Plata, Sevilla – 42.8 mm



Medina Sidonia, Cádiz – 40.6 mm

23 to 24 October 2016


El Cerro de Andévalo, Huelva – 46.6 mm



Alajar, Huelva – 32.2 mm



Barbate, Cádiz – 29.6 mm

Flood summary
Event: Andalusia, Spain, October 2016
Date: October 21 to October 25, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations - Carrión de los Céspedes, Dos Hermanas, Alcalá de Guadaira, El Viso del Alcor, Seville
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 121 mm in 24 hours
Rota, Base Naval, Cádiz - October 21 to October 22, 2016
Rainfall level: 85.4 mm in 24 hours
Carrión de los Céspedes, Sevilla - October 21 to October 22, 2016
Rainfall level: 71.4 mm in 24 hours
La Puebla de los Infantes, Sevilla - October 21 to October 22, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 1 person
Dos Hermanas, Seville - October 22 to October 22, 2016
29 September 30, 2016

EVENT: Hurricane Matthew Causes Deaths in Haiti and Dominican
Republic, October 2016

CATEGORY: NATURAL
Hurricane Matthew made
landfall as a Category 4
hurricane near Les Anglais
in the Sud Department of
Haiti during the morning of
04 October 2016. The
storm dropped significant
amounts of rain on
Hispaniola Island, both in
Haiti
and
in
the
neighbouring Dominican
Republic. As much as 233.9
mm of rain was recorded
in a 24 hour period on 03
October 2016 at the Jardin
Botanico station in Santo
Red level warnings issued in the Dominican Republic
Domingo,
Dominican
Republic. All the meteorological stations in the
southwestern region of the country recorded more than
100 mm of rain during that period. Initial reports suggest
that at least 2 people died in Haiti, with a further 3 deaths
as yet unconfirmed. In the Dominican Republic, officials
had confirmed 4 people have died as a result of the
hurricane. Hurricane Matthew formed on Wednesday 28
September 2016 near the Windward Islands. As a tropical
storm it caused damage in Saint Lucia, Martinique,
Dominica and Saint Vincent, where at least one person
died. Matthew turned northward on 01 October, briefly
Rainfall totals in Dominican Republic.

strengthening to a Category 5 Hurricane, with sustained
winds of up to 230 km/h, then dropping to Category 4.

Dominican Republic
Red level warnings were issued for the majority of Dominican Republic’s provinces, with the
remainder under yellow level alerts.
According to Dominican Republic National Civil Defence authorities, 4 people had died, 13 houses
severely damaged, 3 houses destroyed and more than 18,000 people displaced. At least 43 people
were rescued by emergency services. In a press conference late yesterday, civil defence officials
said that 17 shelters had been set up in 11 provinces in order to house around 800 people displaced
from their homes. Officials added that 17,751 people had evacuated their homes and moved to the
homes of relatives and friends in safer locations. Parts of the country have been hit hard by heavy
rainfall. Street flooding has been reported and river levels are high, in particular the Yabacao River
which has overflowed.
Haiti
The municipalities of Les Cayes, Les Anglais and Tiburon in Sud Department and Jérémie in
Grand’Anse Department suffered the worst of the impact. Some street flooding was also reported in
Port-au-Prince and Leogane. According to the Ministry of Interior, as many as 11 coastal villages
have been partially inundated by the storm surge. In Between 10,000 - 15,000 people were moved
to safe shelters. Nevertheless, many ignored the warnings and refused to leave their homes, fearing
for their belongings. Damage to roads and communication towers has been reported, hampering

the emergency response and damage assessments. A bridge at Petit Goave has also been washed
away. Since the hurricane made landfall, the Haitian government have confirmed damage to over
1,500 homes and 2 fatalities.
Cuba
Hurricane Matthew reached Cuba late on Tuesday afternoon, 04 October, 2016, making landfall on
the eastern tip of the island. AFP reports that Cuban authorities evacuated some 1.3 million people.
Officials reported significant flooding and waves up to five meters (16 feet) in coastal villages in the
east of Cuba, but no casualties so far.

Flood summary
Event: Hurricane Matthew, Caribbean and USA, September to October 2016
Date: September 28, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood, Storm surge
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations- Castries, Saint Lucia (Saint Lucia), Layou, St Vincent (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines),
Les Cayes (Haiti), Les Anglais (Haiti), Tiburon (Haiti), Jérémie (Haiti), Santo Domingo (Dominican
Republic), New Providence, Bahamas (Bahamas), St Augustine (United States), Savannah (United
States), Charleston (United States), Fayetteville (United States), Lumberton
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 319.9 mm in 24 hours
Hewanorra, Saint Lucia - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 134.1 mm in 24 hours
Vigie, Saint Lucia - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 233.9 mm in 24 hours
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic - October 2 to October 3, 2016
Rainfall level: 355 mm in 24 hours
Fayetteville, NC, United States - October 8 to October 9, 2016
Damages
Layou, St Vincent - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Fatalities: 546 people
Haiti - October 3 to October 12, 2016
Fatalities: 6 people
Dominican Republic - October 3 to October 5, 2016
Evacuated: 175,509
Haiti - October 3 to October 11, 2016
224 shelters set up to accommodate those displaced.
Evacuated: 35,019
Dominican Republic - October 3 to October 5, 2016
Evacuated: 900 people
Jamaica - October 1 to October 6, 2016
900 displaced staying in shelters.
Evacuated: 1,079,000
Cuba - October 3 to October 6, 2016

317,000 have been evacuated to designated protective shelters and 944,000 are staying in homes of
relatives or friends.
Rescued: 30 people
New Providence Island, Bahamas - October 6 to October 7, 2016
Fatalities: 37 people
USA - October 7 to October 10, 2016
Deaths in North Carolina (26), South Carolina (4) Georgia (3) and Florida (4) have been attributed
to the storm.
Fears of Cholera Upsurge in Haiti After Hurricane Matthew, U.N. Says
Hurricane Matthew severely damaged water supplies and sanitation systems in the Caribbean
nation, report Makini Brice and Anastasia Moloney. LES CAYES, Haiti, Oct 6 (Thomson Reuters
Foundation) – Health officials in Haiti on Thursday said they were preparing for a likely surge in
cholera cases in the wake of Hurricane Matthew which severely damaged water supplies and
sanitation systems in the Caribbean nation. The fiercest Caribbean storm in nearly a decade has
killed at least 140 people, most of them in hardest-hit Haiti where rescue workers were struggling
to reach remote areas due to flooded roads, collapsed bridges and power outages. Even before the
storm hit Haiti, the impoverished nation was struggling to stem the water-borne disease.
More than 9,000 Haitians were killed, and 790,000 have been infected, since a cholera outbreak
began in 2010, according to PAHO. Infection is caused by drinking and using contaminated water
that triggers diarrhea and vomiting and can cause severe dehydration which if not treated quickly
can be fatal. Children are particularly at risk, the United Nations’ children’s agency (UNICEF) has
warned. This year, more than 27,000 suspected cases of cholera have been reported in Haiti, an
estimated one-third among children, UNICEF said. Fewer than one in five people in Haiti’s rural
areas has access to proper sanitation, and 40 percent of Haitians use unsafe water sources,
according to UNICEF. In the wake of the storm, nine of Haiti’s 15 main hospitals are up and running,
according to PAHO, which serves as the World Health Organization’s (WHO) regional office for the
Americas. The U.N.’s humanitarian aid agency (OCHA) said 350,000 Haitians need prompt
assistance, including food and clean water, marking the worst humanitarian crisis in the nation
since the 2010 devastating earthquake.

Hurricane Matthew is expected to head towards mainland USA.
Haiti – Hurricane Matthew Update

According to figures issued by the government Haiti, a total of 336 people were killed by the
hurricane in seven departments from south-east to north-west, as of noon 08 October. Some media
outlets are already reporting more than 900 deaths. The government estimates that 2.1 million
people were affected by the hurricane. According to the UN, 1,410,907 people (over 12% of the
country’s population) were need humanitarian assistance in Grand’Anse, South, Nippes, South East,
West, Artibonite and North West departments. As of 09 October, 61,537 people remained displaced,
staying in 191 shelters. Humanitarian agencies said that initial assessments suggest that more than
200,000 houses have been damaged. European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations
(ECHO) said that as much as 80% of harvests were lost in some areas. Haiti’s Ministry of Public
Health and Population said that 70 cholera cases have been reported in the commune of Anse
d’Hainault in the Grand’Anse over the last few days. Health officials said that they were concerned
about an increase in cholera cases in the wake of the storm
Wind and Flood Exposure
A report by UNOSAT (PDF) of 07 October 2016 said that approximately 350,159 people were
exposed to a high flood hazard, 426,380 to medium flood and 1,961,022 to low flood hazard.

Map of the flood hit areas of Haiti after Hurricane Matthew.

The map below from UNOSAT shows that some areas of Haiti, Cuba and Dominican Republic saw
more than 300 mm of rain (areas shown in blue) between 04 and 05 October 2016.

Map of estimated rainfall levels in Haiti after Hurricane Matthew

The report also states that over 1 million people in Haiti were exposed to wind speed zones of
around 120km/h, over half a million were in areas exposed to 90 km/h winds, and over 9 million
were exposed to 60 km/h winds.

Aerial view of Jeremie in the G

EVENT: USA – Rain from Storm Matthew Floods North Carolina, Rivers
Still Rising, Thousands Stranded, October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The raging winds and torrential rain had eased and Hurricane Matthew had weakened to a post
tropical cyclone and moved out to sea. However, the impacts of the storm were still affecting North
Carolina, with several areas of the state flooded and rivers rising fast. Eleven storm-related
fatalities were confirmed in North Carolina. It is feared that number could rise with areas facing
major flooding. Five people are still missing in Cumberland County and one in Johnson County.
More than 700 swift water rescues were carried out in Cumberland County. Around 200 people
remained in shelters, unable to return to their homes. Parts of I-95 near Fayetteville remain closed
due to flooding. In the city of Lumberton, where 2,000 residents were stranded after the Lumber
River overflowed on Monday 10 October. Helicopters, boats and swift water rescue teams were
deployed to the area. The Lumber river stood at 21.87 feet on Monday, well above the previous high
of 18.3 feet.

Evacuation areas along the Neuse River in Lenoir County, North Carolina.

River Levels
Neuse River levels in North Carolina, 09 to 18 October, 2016. Images: NOAA
Lumber River levels in North Carolina, 09 to 18 October, 2016. Images: NOAA
Tar River levels in North Carolina, 09 to 18 October, 2016. Images: NOAA
Flood summary
Event: Hurricane Matthew, Caribbean and USA, September to October 2016
Date: September 28, 2016
Type: Flash flood, River flood, Storm surge

Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations- Castries, Saint Lucia (Saint Lucia), Layou, St Vincent (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines), Les
Cayes (Haiti), Les Anglais (Haiti), Tiburon (Haiti), Jérémie (Haiti), Santo Domingo (Dominican
Republic), New Providence, Bahamas (Bahamas), St Augustine (United States), Savannah (United
States), Charleston (United States), Fayetteville (United States), Lumberton
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 319.9 mm in 24 hours
Hewanorra, Saint Lucia - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 134.1 mm in 24 hours
Vigie, Saint Lucia - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 233.9 mm in 24 hours
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic - October 2 to October 3, 2016
Rainfall level: 355 mm in 24 hours
Fayetteville, NC, United States - October 8 to October 9, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 1 person
Layou, St Vincent - September 28 to September 29, 2016
Fatalities: 546 people
Haiti - October 3 to October 12, 2016
Fatalities: 6 people
Dominican Republic - October 3 to October 5, 2016
Evacuated: 175,509
Haiti - October 3 to October 11, 2016
224 shelters set up to accommodate those displaced.
Evacuated: 35,019
Dominican Republic - October 3 to October 5, 2016
Evacuated: 900 people
Jamaica - October 1 to October 6, 2016
900 displaced staying in shelters.
Evacuated: 1,079,000
Cuba - October 3 to October 6, 2016
317,000 have been evacuated to designated protective shelters and 944,000 are staying in homes of
relatives or friends.
Rescued: 30 people
New Providence Island, Bahamas - October 6 to October 7, 2016
Fatalities: 37 people
USA - October 7 to October 10, 2016
Deaths in North Carolina (26), South Carolina (4) Georgia (3) and Florida (4) have been attributed
to the storm.

EVENT: Canada – Record Rain Causes Floods in Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland, October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Parts of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, Canada, had seen record rainfall, flooding and damaging
100km/h winds after a severe storm hit the area from 11 October. Environment Canada said the
rain was partly the result of moisture from Tropical Storm Matthew, previously a hurricane that
had caused widespread death and destruction in parts of the Caribbean and along south eastern
USA, in particular Haiti and North Carolina. In Nova Scotia, the city of Sydney in Cape Breton
recorded 228.2 mm of rain in 24 hours, beating the previous record, set in 1981, by almost 100 mm.
The average rainfall for the whole of October is around 146 mm. Streets across the city were

flooded and roads washed out or blocked by fallen trees and debris. More than 1,000 homes
suffered water damage of some kind, according to local media, quoting Cecil Clarke, the mayor of
the Cape Breton Regional Municipality. Falling trees brought down power cables, leaving thousands
of residents without power. At one point over 170,000 homes were without power in the province.
The storm later moved north, affecting parts of Newfoundland, where it caused significant damage
to homes and roads, in particular parts of the Trans-Canada Highway, which was blocked for
several hours. Other roads were also flooded or blocked, leaving some communities isolated. Many
schools were closed in Cape Breton and Newfoundland.
Rainfall
Rainfall totals for Nova Scotia for a 24 hour period to 11 October. Figures from Environment
Canada.
Sydney: 228.2 mm
Eskasoni: 199.6 mm
Sydney Airport: 139.6 mm
Port Hawkesbury: 137.4 mm
Ingonish Beach: 123.7 mm
Collegeville: 120.8 mm
Tracadie: 116.7 mm
Cheticamp: 114.5 mm
Caribou Point: 113.8 mm
North Mountain: 114.3 mm
Osborne Head: 109.4 mm
Malay Falls: 109.2 mm
Northeast Margaree: 107.9 mm
Halifax International Airport: 103.0 mm
The record breaking rainfall in Nova Scotia comes after a dry summer that saw one-third the
normal rainfall in the south west of the province, according to local media. From June 1 until Sept.
18, the region received only 90 millimetres of rain, far less than the normal 315 mm

Flood summary
Event: Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, Canada, October 2016
Date: October 10, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations – Sydney, Morrisville

Magnitude
Rainfall level: 228 mm in 24 hours
Sydney, NS, Canada - October 10 to October 11, 2016
Damages
Buildings damaged: 1,000
Cape Breton Regional Municipality - October 10 to October 12, 2016

EVENT: Colombia – 4 Dead, 13,000 Families Affected by Floods After
Rivers Overflow in Chocó Department , October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Colombia’s National Unit for
Risk Management Disaster
(UNGRD) said that 13,000
families were in need of humanitarian aid and relief after recent
heavy rain and flooding in the department of Chocó on the
country’s Pacific coast. UNGRD also report that four people had
died as a result of the flooding.Flooding had affected a total of
17 municipalities of the province since 18 October. The affected
municipalities were: Medio San Juan, Sipí, Itsmina, Riosucio,
Carmen del Darién, Juradó, Lloró, Bahía Solano, Atrato, Río Iró,
Alto Baudó, Bajo Baudó, Quibdó, Tadó, Novita, Condoto and Litoral.
Municipalities affected by flooding in
Chocó Province, Colombia, October
2016

According to UNGRD, Alto Baudó, Medio San Juan and Condoto were the worst affected. Several
rivers, including the the San Juan, Condoto, Tamana, Bochoromá and Medio San Juan, have
overflowed in the department. The mayor of Condoto, Luz Marina Agualimpia Benitez, said that
some families had lost everything after flooding hit parts of the municipality on 18 October, 2016.
The mayor added that the Condoto River had reached levels never seen before, destroying
everything in its path, after a downpour lasting more than ten 10 hours.
Flood Warnings
The country’s meteorological institute, El Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios
Ambientales (IDEAM), issued warnings on for flooding rivers in Choco department on 19 October,
2016. IDEAM has alos issued warnings for high river levels in the departments of Valle del Cauca,
where the Anchicayá and Dagua are at risk of overflowing, and Antioquia, where several rivers
including the San José, Tenche, Bagre, Nechí, Taraza, Nare and San Juan pose a risk of flooding.

Flood summary
Event
Chocó Department, Colombia, October 2016
Date
October 18, 2016
Type
Inland flood, River flood
Cause
Long-term rainfall
Locations – Condoto, Alto Baudó, Medio San Juan, Tadó
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
San Juan River, Tadó - October 18 to October 22, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Condoto River, Condoto - October 18 to October 22, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 4 people
October 18 to October 22, 2016
Affected: 60,000
Choco Department - October 18 to October 22, 2016
Estimated 60,000 people. UNGRD say almost 13,000.

EVENT: Central America – 1 Dead, 1000s Evacuated as Floods Affect
Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras and Panama, October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Several countries in Central America had seen heavy rain and flooding since 18 October. One
person has died, hundreds have been evacuated and thousands of homes damaged. Local media
said that the heavy rain was a result of two low pressure systems, one in the west over the Pacific
Ocean and the other to east of Nicaragua, over the Caribbean. In Nicaragua the heavy rain and
flooding had affected the departments of Managua, Matagalpa and Chontales. As many as 709
homes were damaged, with 674 of them in Tipitapa in Managua department. In Juigalpa, Chontales
department, 17 families were forced to evacuate. In Honduras, COPECO (Comisión Permanente de
Contingencias) reported that heavy rain was affecting the country over the past few days, causing

floods and landslides. Over 100 houses were damaged and traffic has been disrupted in the
departments of Francisco Morazan, Valle, Choluteca and El Paraíso.
WMO rainfall figures for a 24 hour period in Honduras:


19 to 20 October, Tegucigalpa 48.1 mm



18 to 19 October, Amapala 114.8 mm; La Ceiba Airport 52.8 mm



15 to 16 October, Puerto Lempira 89.1 mm

In El Salvador, at least 30 people were evacuated on Thursday 20 October, 2016, when the Grande
de San Miguel River overflowed in San Miguel department. In a 24 hour period between 18 and 19
October, 58 mm of rain was recorded in San Miguel, according to WMO figures.
In Panama, Sistema Nacional de Protección Civil (SINAPROC) reported that 3,500 people were
affected by heavy rain and flooding in the provinces of Darién and Los Santos.

Further south, heavy rain and flooding has affected over 12,000 families in the department of Choco,
Colombia.
Flood summary
Last updated: October 28, 2016
Event
Central America, October, 2016
Date
October 18 to October 23, 2016
Type
Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause
Extreme rainfall
Locations - Managua (Nicaragua), Matagalpa (Nicaragua), Chontales (Nicaragua), Francisco
Morazan (Honduras), Valle (Honduras), Choluteca (Honduras), El Paraíso (Honduras), San Miguel
department (El Salvador), Darién (Panama), Los Santos (Panama)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 48.1 mm in 24 hours
Tegucigalpa, Honduras - October 19 to October 20, 2016
Rainfall level: 114.8 mm in 24 hours
Amapala, Honduras - October 18 to October 19, 2016
Rainfall level: 58 mm in 24 hours
San Miguel, El Salvador - October 18 to October 19, 2016
Damages
Buildings damaged: 709 buildings
Nicaragua - October 18 to October 22, 2016

Fatalities: 1 person
Nicaragua - October 18 to October 22, 2016
Buildings damaged: 100 buildings
Honduras - October 18 to October 22, 2016

EVENT: Jamaica – Heavy Rain Causes Damaging Floods and Landslides,
October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Flooding and landslides had affected parts of eastern Jamaica since 27 October after a period of
heavy rain. Jamaica’s National Works Agency (NWA) said that hundreds of people “are now
marooned resulting from persistent rainfall over the last 36 hours.” Homes were damaged by flood
water and roads rendered impassable by several landslides. The affected parishes include Saint
Mary, where the Pencar and May rivers had broken their banks, and Saint Thomas, where the
White, Yallahs and Negro rivers had all overflowed, according to NWA. Flooding was also been
reported in the parishes of Portland and Saint Andrew.
Flood summary
Event: Jamaica, October 2016
Date: October 27, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations - St. Mary, Portland, St. Thomas,St.
Andrew
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Pencar River, Saint Mary - October 27 to
October 28, 2016
River level: Overflowing
May River, Saint Mary - October 27 to October
28, 2016
River level: Overflowing
White River, Saint Thomas - October 27 to October 28, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Yallahs River, Saint Thomas - October 27 to October 28, 2016
River level: Overflowing
Negro River, Saint Thomas - October 27 to October 28, 2016

EVENT: Floods and Landslides Affect Thousands in Indonesia, Malaysia
and Thailand, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Severe flooding was reported in areas of Peninsular Malaysia, northern Indonesia and southern and
central Thailand over thefrom October end til early November. Over 7,000 people were affected in
Aceh, Indonesia and over 20,000 in four states in Thailand, including the southern states of Krabi

and Satun. Parts of Penang state in Malaysia were flooded for the fourth time in a matter of weeks.
Landslides were reported in the state.
Indonesia
Indonesia’s National Disaster Mitigation Agency or BNPB reports that at least 7,300 people from
2,143 families were affected by flooding in five sub-districts in Aceh Jaya district, Aceh. Heavy rain
fell from Sunday 06 November causing flooding by early Monday 07 November in Jaya, Darul
Hikmah, Indra Jaya, Sampoiniet and Setia Bakti subdistricts. In some areas flood water is 150 cm
deep. No injuries or fatalities have been reported.
Rainfall
Banda Aceh recorded 71.5 mm of rain in 24 hours ending 08 November 2016. Meulaboh recorded
70 mm during the same period. Heavy rain also fell in Riau Province, with Tanjung Pinang
recording 110 mm in 24 hours to 08 November.
Thailand
Thailand’s Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM) reported on 06 November
that over 6,000 households were affected by flooding in the central provinces of Kanchanaburi and
Phetchaburi, and the southern provinces of Krabi and Satun. Heavy rain was also reported in the
southern province of Rangong, where Rangong Town recorded 77.3 mm in a 24 hour period, 06 to
07 November 2016. A total of 59 villages in the four provinces were affected by floods. Landslide
were reported, but no injuries or fatalities. Flooding in Phetchaburi City began on 02 November,
affecting around 2,000 households. Bangkok Post reported flooding in the central provinces of
Samut Prakan, Nonthaburi and Nakhon Pathom.
Rainfall
WMO figures for rainfall in Thailand for a 24 hour period, 07 to 08 November 2016
Bangna Agromet – 76.6 mm
Huai Pong Agromet – 51.5 mm
Kabinburi – 68.0 mm
Suphan Buri – 74.0 mm
Chaiyaphum – 53.1 mm
Buri-Ram – 61.8 mm
Malaysia
Heavy rain since early on 07 November caused landslides and flooding. The town of Teluk Bahang
was the worst affected. A landslide along a main road there has left the town cut off. Local media
reported that flood water was deep as 80 cm in some areas. Although the situation was causing
hardship and inconvenience for thousands of residents, as of 08 November, there were no reports
of injuries, fatalities, displacements or evacuations from Malaysia’s National Disaster Management
Agency (Agensi Pengurusan Bencana Negara – NADMA).
Rainfall
During a 24 hour period, 06 to 07 November, Bayan Lepas in Penang recorded 49.4 mm of rain and
Butterworth, Penang, 76.8 mm.
Flood summary

Event: Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand, November 2016
Date: November 6 to November 9, 2016
Type: Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Aceh Jaya district (Indonesia), Krabi (Thailand), Satun (Thailand), Kanchanaburi
(Thailand), Phetchaburi (Thailand),Teluk Bahang (Malaysia)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 71.5 mm in 24 hours
Banda Aceh, Indonesia - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Rainfall level: 70 mm in 24 hours
Meulaboh, Indonesia - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Rainfall level: 77.3 mm in 24 hours
Rangong Town, Thailand - November 6 to November 7, 2016
Rainfall level: 76.8 mm in 24 hours
Butterworth, Penang, Malaysia - November 6 to November 7, 2016
Damages
Affected: 20,000
Kanchanaburi, Phetchaburi, Krabi and Satun, Thailand - November 6 to November 9, 2016
Affected: 7,300
Aceh Jaya district, Aceh, Indonesia - November 6 to November 9, 2016

EVENT: Indonesia – 6,000 Displaced by Floods in West Java, November
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Over 6,000 people were displaced by flooding in West Java Province, Indonesia.
Indonesia’s national disaster agency (BNPD) said yesterday that flooding had affected 12 villages in
five districts in Karawang Regency, West Java Province Sunday 13 November, 2016. A total of 19
669 people (9314 families) were affected by the floods, with 6,373 people (893 families) forced
from their homes. Among the worst hit districts were Pakisjaya, where 2,440 people were displaced
and East Telukjambe, where 3,273 were displaced. The districts of West Karawang, Batujaya, West
Telukjambe were also affected.
Flooding had damaged 5,776 homes, along with 4 schools, 12
mosques and 133 hectares of rice fields. BNPD said that the
Karawang floods were caused by the overflow of Citarum River and
its tributaries.
Bandung
Parts of Bandung, West Java, were also flooded from 13 November.
Flooding was reported in at least 20 areas of the city. Streets were
turned to rivers, roads were blocked and the railway station
inundated. However no casualties were reported and the flood
water has since started to recede.
This was the second time that the city was under water. As much as

77 mm of rain fell in the city in just 1.5 hours around midday on 24 October. The flooding damaged
houses, swept away cars and left some streets under 2 metres of water. At least one person died in
the flooding.

Rainfall
Some heavy rain fell in nearby Riau Islands. WMO figures for 24 hour period 14 to 15 November,
2016.
Batam, Riau Islands – 60 mm
Tanjung Pinang, Bintan, Riau Islands – 96 mm
Flood summary
Event: Karawang and Bandung, West Java, Indonesia, November 2016
Date: November 12, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Bandung, Pakisjaya, East Telukjambe, West Karawang, Batujaya, West Telukjambe
Magnitude
River level: Overflowing
Citarum River in Karawang - November 12 to November 16, 2016
Damages
Affected: 19,669
Karawang - November 12, 2016
Evacuated: 6,373
Karawang - November 12, 2016
Buildings damaged: 5,776
Karawang - November 12, 2016

EVENT: Philippines – Tropical Cyclone Tokage Forces 12,400 to
Evacuate, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Tropical Cyclone Tokage caused damage to homes and
forced thousands to evacuate in the Philippines before
moving into the South China Sea where it was expected
to dissipate. NASA’s Aqua satellite took a picture of the
storm as it was being torn apart on 28 November, 2016.

NASA’s Aqua satellite captured a visible image of Tokage’s
remnants in the South China Sea on Nov. 28 at 1240 a.m. EST
(540 UTC). Credit: NASA Goddard MODIS Rapid Response Team

According to NASA, the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer or MODIS instrument aboard NASA’s
Aqua satellite captured a visible image of Tokage’s
remnants in the South China Sea on 28 November at
12:40 a.m. EST (540 UTC). The image showed that the
bulk of clouds associated with the remnants were pushed north of the center of circulation.

On 28 November at 4 a.m. EST (0900 UTC), the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) issued their
final warning on Tokage. At that time Tokage had maximum sustained winds near 28.7 mph (25
knots/46.3 kph) and they were weakening. The storm was located near 16.3 degrees north latitude
and 116.7 degrees east longitude, about 242 nautical miles west-northwest of Manila, Philippines. It
was moving to the southwest at 19.5 mph (17 knots/31.4 kph).JTWC noted that “animated
multispectral satellite imagery reveals that the remnant of Tokage has embedded within the
northeasterly cold surge which has caused it to accelerate southwestward and almost completely
unravel.”The remnants are expected to continue to move to the southwest and completely
dissipate.According to European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO),
heavy rain affected several parts of the country causing floods and landslides.Known locally as
known as “Marce”, Tropical Cyclone Tokage brought heavy rain to some areas, with 133 mm in 24
hours in Iba (Zambales province, Central Luzon) between 27 to 28 November.As of 28 November
early morning (UTC), national authorities reported that over 14,300 people were affected, over
12,400 evacuated and 16 homes damaged throughout the regions of Mimaropa, Eastern, Western
and Central Visayas as well as Northern Mindanao.

EVENT: Saudi Arabia – Deadly Storms and Floods Hit Several Regions,
November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Civil Defence in Saudi Arabia reported that 3 people died as a result of severe weather sweeping
across the country. The fatalities include 2 people who were struck by lightning in Al Qunfudhah,
Makkah province. Two other people were injured in the same incidet and were taken to hospital.

Flood rescue in Saudi Arabia, November 2016.

Saudi Civil defence reported another fatality in Riyadh. Local media in Saudi Arabia
also reported that three people died in Bisha in Asir Region and two in Baha, Al Baha Region. Heavy
rain and floods had swept across various regions of the country. Saudi Civil Defence said they have
responded to almost 1,000 calls as a result of the flooding, rescuing hundreds of people, mostly in
vehicles, including over 300 in the Riyadh region, 21 in Eastern Province, 5 in Asir, 3 in Jizan, 2 in
Makkah and 2 in Tabuk. Around 120 people were evacuated from their homes and were staying in
temporary shelter.
Homes were damaged, sections of roads away and traffic severely disrupted. Local media said that
the rain also caused a number of cars to overturn or skid off roads.
Flood summary
Event: Saudi Arabia, November 2016
Date: November 28 to November 30, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Unknown

Locations: Riyadh Region, Eastern Province, Asir, Jizan, Makkah, Tabuk
Damages
Evacuated: 120 people
November 28 to November 30, 2016
Rescued: 334 people
November 28 to November 30, 2016
300 in Riyadh region, 21 in Eastern Province, 5 in Asir, 3 in Jizan, 2 in Makkah and 2 in Tabuk.
Fatalities: 8 people
November 28 to November 30, 2016
Fatalities as a result of flooding: 1 in Riyadh, 3 in Bisha in Asir Region, 2 in Baha, Al Baha Region 2
fatalities caused by lightning strike in Al Qunfudhah, Makkah province.

EVENT: Malaysia – Floods in Terengganu after 250 mm of Rain in 24
Hours, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The National Disaster Management Agency (NADMA) in Malaysia reported that heavy rain had
caused flooding in the state of Terengganu forcing hundreds to evacuate. The flooding began in the
early hours of 29 November, 2016. Between 28 and 29 November, some areas had recorded almost
250 mm of rain in 24 hours. At least 18 locations in the state saw more than 100 mm during that
time, with 5 locations seeing more than 200 mm. As of 30 November, over 330 people from 82
families had evacuated their homes and were staying in 5 temporary relief shelters. The worst
affected areas in the state are the districts of Kuala Terengganu and Kemaman. The districts of Hulu
Terengganu, Marang and Dungun had also recorded heavy rain since 28 November. The heavy rain
appeared to had eased during the course of 30 November. NDMA also said that since the afternoon
of 30 November, flash flooding had affected some areas of Dengkil in Sepang District, Selangor.
Malaysia’s Department of Irrigation And Drainage reported that in Sarawak state, Karabungan Miri
and Trusan Limbang recorded heavy rainfall during the afternoon (local time) of 30 November,
with both areas seeing around 40 mm of rain in 1 hour.
Rainfall in Terengganu
Rainfall figures from Department of Irrigation And Drainage Malaysia for a 24 hour period between
28 and 29 November, 2016.
Empangan Kenyir, Hulu Terengganu – 124 mm
Kg.Dura, Hulu Terengganu – 135 mm
Kg.Menerong, Hulu Terengganu – 138 mm
Kuala Ping, Hulu Terengganu – 133 mm
Kg Bukit Diman, Hulu Terengganu – 155 mm
Stor JPS Kuala Terengganu, Kuala Terengganu – 247 mm
Bukit Tumbuh, Kuala Terengganu – 236 mm
Jam.Pengkalan.Berangan, Marang – 135 mm
Sek.Men.Bkt Sawa, Marang – 181 mm
Kg.Pasir.Raja, Dungun – 105 mm
Kg.Kuala Jengai, Dungun – 123 mm
Jamabatan Jerangau, Dungun – 166 mm
Bandar Al Muktafi Billah Shah, Dungun – 122 mm
Pusat Kesihatan Paka, Dungun – 202 mm
Sek.Men.Badrul Alam Shah, Kemaman – 266 mm
JPS Kemaman, Kemaman – 189 mm
Yak Yah, Kemaman – 237 mm

Rumah Pam Paya Paman, Kemaman – 181 mm

Flood summary
Event: Terengganu, Malaysia, November to December 2016
Date: November 28 to December 9, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Locations: Kuala Terengganu, Kemaman
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 247 mm in 24 hours
Kuala Terengganu - November 28 to November 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 237 mm in 24 hours
Yak Yah, Kemaman - November 28 to November 29, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 330 people
November 30 to December 2, 2016

EVENT: Albania, Montenegro and Serbia – Floods Force Hundreds to
Evacuate, 2 Dead in Albania, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Two days of heavy rain had caused rivers to rise in Albania with flooding and landslides reported in
several parts of the country. Areas of Tirana, the country’s capital, had recorded over 100 mm of
rain in 24 hours. Flooding was reported in Serbia and Montenegro, where around 400 people were
forced to evacuate their homes.
Albania
Interior Minister Saimir Tahiri confirmed that two people are thought to have died as a result of the
floods. Emergency services in Albania had received as many as 7,000 calls. Around 3,500 police,
military, civil protection and fire service personnel were drafted in to carry out flood rescues and
evacuations. At least 80 families were evacuated from their homes in Tirana county as a result of
flooding. Some roads were under flood water up to 50 cm deep. Several roads were closed,
including the Tirana-Durres highway. In Lezhë county the Zme river had also overflowed, flooding
parts of the town of Rrëshen. In Kukës county, landslides had blocked roads in several places. The
overflowing river Bushtricë had caused a bridge to collapse near Ujmisht village.

Floods in Tirana, Albania, November 2016.

Warnings
On 06 November, Albania’s Meteorological Institute issued warnings for heavy rain that could lead
to overflowing rivers, flooding and landslides from around midday 07 November. The situation was
expected to worsen by 08 November, particularly for Shkodër, Kukës, Dibër, Lezhë, Tiranë, Durrës,
Elbasan, Fier, Vlorë and Gjirokastër. The Interior Ministry (Ministria e Punëve të Brendshme –
MPB) ordered the establishment of several “Emergency Headquarters” across the country in
response to the warnings ordered police, emergency and technical response teams to be on full
alert. MPB also ordered all mayors and local representatives to take necessary precautions, and
advised people in affected areas to keep unnecessary movements to a minimum, in particular
unaccompanied child. Schools and colleges were closed as a precaution. Interior Minister Saimir
Tahiri said on Tuesday that, although the situation was difficult due to the severe weather
conditions, all institutions were in complete readiness to take any action to ensure the safety of the
people in all parts of the country.
Serbia and Montenegro
Heavy rain had also fallen in parts of Montenegro and Serbia. European Civil Protection and
Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO) reported that the municiplaities of Berane, Rožaje and
Petnjica have been affected in Montenegro. Berane was the worst hit, with almost 400 people
evacuated from their homes. ECHO added that in Rožaje and Petnjica, the rivers Ibar and Popca
respectively overflowed but the situation remains stable. In Serbia, flooding was reported in
Sjenica, Novi Pazar, and Prokuplje, after rivers overflowed there. Local media said that the situation
in Prokuplje was most severe, after the Toplica river caused severe flooding.
Rainfall
WMO figures for 24 Hour period, 07 to 08 November 2016
Albania
Gjirokastra – 108 mm
Shkodra – 68 mm
Serbia
Kopaonik 67.5 mm
Krusevac 56 mm
Nis – 62 mm
Sjenica – 50.8 mm
Montenegro
Tivat – 56 mm
Podgorica-Grad – 54 mm
Bar – 55 mm

Niksic – 72 mm
Podgorica/Golubovci – 68 mm
WMO figures for 24 Hour period, 08 to 09 November 2016
Albania
Tirana La Praka – 104 mm
Kukes – 58.1 mm
Serbia
Leskovac – 67.6 mm
Vranje – 69.5 mm
Leskovac – 67.6 mm
Vranj – 69.5 mm
Flood summary
Event: Albania, Montenegro and Serbia, November 2016
Date: November 7, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Tirana (Albania), Dibër (Albania), Fushë-Krujë (Albania), Rrëshen (Albania), Ujmisht
(Albania), Berane (Montenegro), Rožaje (Montenegro), Petnjica (Montenegro)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 104 mm in 24 hours
Tirana La Praka, Albania - November 8 to November 9, 2016
Rainfall level: 108 mm in 24 hours
Gjirokastra - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Rainfall level: 72 mm in 24 hours
Niksic, Montenegro - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 400 people
Berane, Montenegro - November 7 to November 9, 2016
Fatalities: 2 people
Albania - November 8 to November 9, 2016
Evacuated: 600 people
Albania - November 7 to November 9, 2016.

EVENT: Italy – Floods in Licata, Sicily, After 160 mm of Rain in 3 Hours,
November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Over 160 mm of rain fell in just 3 hours, 19 November, 2016, causing major flooding in the city of
Licata, Italy. The city is in the province of Agrigento, and is located on the south coast of Sicily at the
mouth of the Salso River. The Mayor of Licata, Angelo Cambiano, requested that people stay at
home until the severe weather had passed. Despite serious damage to roads and buildings, there
were no reports of injuries of fatalities. The heavy rain triggered a landslide that blocked the
Highway 123 between Licata and the town of
Campobello di Licata, about 25 km north. Cars,
buildings and roads had suffered damages.
Flood summary
Event: Sicily, Italy, November 2016
Date: November 19 to November 20, 2016

Type: Flash flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Licata
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 162 mm in 24 hours
November 19 to November 20, 2016
Most of the rain fell in a 3 hour period
Floods in Licata, Sicily, November 2016.

EVENT: UK – Evacuations After Storm Angus Brings Flooding to Parts of
Wales and South West England, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Storm Angus – the first named UK storm of winter 2016 – brought high winds, rain and waves to
parts of southern England and Wales on Sunday, with further rain and flood warnings issued for
today, Monday 21 November. In Devon, 59mm of rain was recorded in Exeter between 19 and 20
November, according to the Met Office. This is around half of what is usually expected in the area
for the entire month of November.
Evacuations
Around 100 people were evacuated in the early hours of 20 November after the River Mole in South
Molton in North Devon burst its banks. Devon and Cornwall Police said the water was over 1 metre
deep. A Serve Flood Warning was issued by the Environment Agency. Police, Devon and Somerset
Fire and Rescue Service, Falmouth Coastguard, district and County Council staff and the
Environment Agency all worked together to ensure the safety of the residents and to evacuate some
of them. Police said that the flood waters receded soon after.

Some flooding was also been reported in Braunton, a town regularly affected by floods. Streets
were closed in the town, and homes and businesses affected. Strong winds and high waves left sea
walls damaged and roads flooded in Swanage, Dorset. The storm had also caused power cuts for
more than 1,000 homes in the south west. Parts of Bristol were also affected by flooding and the
severe weather caused major delays on motorways in the area.
Wales

Some parts of South Wales were also affected by the storm. News site Wales Online said that the
South Wales Fire and Rescue Service reported 47 flooding incidents in Maesteg, where some
residents were forced to evacuated their homes.
There were also 17 flooding incidents reported in
Pencoed, 10 in Pontycymer, eight in Bridgend,
seven in Ogmore Vale, seven in Pontllanfraith and
six in Llantwit Major on Sunday.
Rivers
The Environment Agency (EA) said that teams were
closely monitoring rapid response catchments in
Devon, the Rye and Derwent, Upper Calder and
Upper Don/Dearne catchments in Yorkshire,
Skinningrove and Middlesbrough Becks catchments
in the North East and the Upper Irwell and Mersey
catchments in Greater Manchester. EA also warned that there could also be spray and overtopping
at the coast in the areas affected due to associated wind. Alison Baptiste, National Flood Duty
Manager at the Environment Agency, said: “Large parts of southern England have already
experienced the impacts of Storm Angus this weekend. With more heavy rain on its way, people in
the north and south west need to be prepared for the risk of flooding. “Environment Agency teams
have been out working through the night and we are now preparing for further flooding as rain
continues over the next couple of days.
“People should remember not to drive through flood water and be aware travel may be disrupted.
Environment Agency teams will clear blockages in rivers, continue to issue flood warnings and may
operate flood gates and sea defences.
“Everyone can sign up to receive free flood warnings based on their postcode, check updates on our
website or call Floodline for advice on 0345 988 1188.”
As of 09:00 on 21 November, 2016, there are 5 flood warnings (Flooding is expected, immediate
action required) and 64 flood alerts issued by the Environment Agency. The
Flood Warnings are all for areas in southwest England:
River Barle from Simonsbath to Brushford, including Withypool
River Clyst from Broadclyst to Clyst St. Mary
River Mole at North Molton
River Mole from South Molton to Newnham Bridge, including Alswear
Washford River, riverside properties from
Kingsbridge to Lower Roadwater
Flood summary
Event: Storm Angus, England and Wales,
November 2016
Date: November 19, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Braunton, South Molton, Maesteg,
Hengrove Bristol, Stalybridge, Hyde, Harrogate,
Hambleton, Wymeswold
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 59 mm in 24 hours
Exeter - November 19 to November 20, 2016

Rainfall level: 50 mm in 24 hours
Dunkeswell - November 20 to November 21, 2016
Damages
Evacuated: 100 people
South Molton - November 20 to November 20, 2016
Evacuated: 40 people
Maesteg - November 20 to November 20, 2016
Buildings damaged: 150 buildings
November 20 to November 24, 2016
Fatalities: 2 people
November 20 to November 24, 2016
1 man died in floods in Neath, Wales. A woman died after being swept out to sea off the coast of
Folkestone, Kent

EVENT: UK – Further Flooding Reported After Heavy Rain in Wake of
Storm Angus, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Image: Environment Agency.Image: Environment Agency.

Initial reports suggest that around 150 homes were affected by flooding after heavy rains from
Storm Angus, according to the Environment Agency, who say that flood defences protected over
5,000 homes. Some areas of England recorded as much rain as would normally be seen for the
whole of November in just 3 days. The heavy rain that followed Storm Angus caused flooding in
parts of the England and Wales on Monday 21 November and early Tuesday, 22 November. Homes
have been damaged and rail and road transport severely disrupted. The storm had also brought
strong winds, with gusts of up to 70mph recorded on the Isle of Wight. Parts of the South West of
England and South Wales had already seen some flooding from Storm Angus on Sunday 20
November. Evacuations were carried out in South Molton in North Devon, and Maesteg in Wales.

South West
On Monday 21 November, Dunkeswell aerodrome in east Devon recorded around 50mm of rain in
24 hours. Exeter had recorded 74 mm of rain in 48 hours and Liscombe 60 mm, according to the
Met Office. Roads were flooded and public transport also affected. The railway line between Bristol

Parkway and Swindon in Wiltshire was also flooded and train services cancelled. Fourteen schools
in Devon were forced to close as a result of the severe weather and transport difficulties.
Greater Manchester
Greater Manchester fire and rescue service said they received around 230 calls during the evening
of 21 November. Homes were damaged by flooding in Stalybridge and Hyde, and firefighters were
called upon to carry out water rescues for trapped motorists in Oldham and Ashton-under-Lyne,
Tameside.

Yorkshire
North Yorkshire fire and rescue service reported over 20 incidents of flooded properties in
Harrogate and Hambleton. Firefighters also rescued eight people from cars stuck in flood water.
Surface flooding was also reported in parts of west Yorkshire,where some roads were blocked, in
particular on the M62 motorway.
East Midlands
Roads were also closed and public transport severely delayed as flash floods hit Nottinghamshire.
Traffic was at a standstill on parts of the Nottingham’s road network as a result of surface flooding.
Several rivers, including the Trent, Leen, Soar, Maun and Erewash were placed on flood alert. Some
homes were reported as damaged by flooding in Wymeswold, Leicestershire, after a small river
overflowed.

EVENT: Mexico – Floods in Tamaulipas, Veracruz and Chihuahua Leave 2
Dead, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Severe weather had affected three states in Mexico, causing flooding and leaving at least 2 people
dead. On 03 November severe flooding struck in the municipalities of Altamira, Ciudad Madero and
Tampico in Tamaulipas state. Flooding had also been reported in parts if the states of Veracruz and
Chihuahua, where two people are thought to have died as a result.
Tamaulipas

In Tamaulipas, Mexico’s Interior Ministry declared an emergency, allowing the state government
access to federal funds to assist those affected. Some local media reports said that 20,000 homes
have been damaged in Tamaulipas. At one point, flood water was as deep as 1.4 metres in Ciudad
Madero. Vehicles were swept away and buildings left severely damaged. The navy was called in to
carry out flood rescues and evacuations.
Chihuahua
The severe weather reached Chihuahua 04 November. Homes and roads were damaged by flooding
and hail storms.
Veracruz
The severe weather caused a bridge to collapse in Catemaco, Veracruz, leaving around 6,000 people
cut off.

Flood summary
Event: Tamaulipas, Veracruz and Chihuahua, Mexico, November 2016
Date: November 3 to November 6, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Altamira, Tamaulipas (Mexico), Ciudad Madero, Tamaulipas (Mexico), Tampico,
Tamaulipas, Catemaco, Veracruz (Mexico)
Damages
Buildings damaged: 20,000
Tamaulipas - November 3 to November 6, 2016
Fatalities: 2 people
Ciudad Juárez - November 4 to November 5, 2016.

EVENT: Dominican Republic – Over 20,000 People Displaced by Floods,
November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Thousands of people were displaced by flooding in the Dominican Republic. Heavy rain began to fall
in the country from 07 November, causing flooding in several provinces. Over 200 mm of rain fell in
24 hours between 07 and 08 November in Luperón, Puerto Plata. Several other locations recorded
more than 100 mm of rain in 24 hours.
The flooding in Dominican Republic comes just a few days after floods in neighbouring Haiti left 10
people dead. Both countries, in particular Haiti, suffered severe damage and loss of life
from Hurricane Matthew in October this year.

Severe flooding also struck both countries in May this year. Powerful storms were measured
dropping rain at a rate of almost 300 mm (11.8 inches) per hour on 08 May 2016, according to
NASA.
20,000 Displaced, 19 Provinces on Alert
A statement made on 09 November by the country’s Emergency Operations Centre (Centro de
Operaciones de Emergencias – COE), said that 20,920 people were displaced, 4,184 homes damaged
and 23 completely destroyed. At one point 19 communities were isolated after roads or bridges
were damaged or blocked by flood water or landslides. As of the latest COE report, the communities
of Los Peinados and Los Contreras in Villa Riva, Duarte Province, remain cut off after the Yuna River
overflowed. Nineteen provinces are on alert for severe weather, with 7 provinces on yellow (mid)
level alert (Espaillat, La Altagracia, Monte Cristi, Dajabón, Hato Mayor, Puerto Plata and María
Trinidad Sánchez) and 12 on green (lower) level. A red level alert was earlier issued for the
provinces of María Trinidad Sánchez and Puerto Plata but has since been lifted by COE.
Affected Areas
According to COE’s report, flooding has been reported in the province of Hato Mayor, where the
Paña river overflowed, and El Seibo where the Yeguada river overflowed. The Yuna River
overflowed in Duarte Province, affecting areas in Villa Riva. A landslide was reported in Jáico,
Province of Santiago. Flooding has affected hospitals in Cabecera, Province of Puerto Plata. Also in
the province, the Guananico River had overflowed damaging homes in Guananico municipality.
Evacuations were carried out in Cabrera, Province of María Trinidad Sánchez, due to the overflow
of the Tío Marcos River. Elsewhere, flooding from the Bajabonico and Angostura rivers has also
caused damage, according to COE.
Rainfall
According to figures from Dominican Republic Oficina Nacional De Meteorologia (ONAMET), at
least four locations recorded more than 100 mm of rain in 24 hours between 07 and 08 November:
Luperón, Puerto Plata – 214.1 mm
Aeropuerto la Union – 180.3 mm
Gaspar Hernandez (Espaillat) – 149.9 mm
Cabrera – 119.8 mm
Flood summary
Event: Dominican Republic, November 2016
Date: November 7, 2016
Type
Inland flood, Landslide, River flood
Cause
Extreme rainfall
Locations: Villa Riva, Duarte Province, Province of Santiago, Luperón, Guananico, Cabrera
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 214.1 mm in 24 hours
Luperón, Puerto Plata - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Rainfall level: 180.3 mm in 24 hours
Aeropuerto la Union - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Cabrera – 119.8 mm
Rainfall level: 149.9 mm in 24 hours
Gaspar Hernandez, Espaillat - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Rainfall level: 119.8 mm in 24 hours
Cabrera - November 7 to November 8, 2016
Damages

Evacuated: 20,000
November 7 to November 10, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 23 buildings
November 7 to November 10, 2016Map of Affected Areas
European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO) have produced a
comprehensive map showing the flood affected areas of Dominican Republic.

Map of flood affected areas of Dominican Republic, 14 November 2016.

EVENT: Central America – Hurricane Otto Leaves 9 Dead, Thousands
Evacuated in Costa Rica, November 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Over the last week Hurricane Otto storm had affected parts of Panama, Nicaragua and Costa Rica,
causing at least 13 deaths and forcing thousands from their homes. Otto is the southernmost
hurricane to hit Central America and one of the few to crossover from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Pacific Ocean.

On Nov. 22 at 2:24 p.m. EST (18:24 UTC) the VIIRS instrument aboard NASA-NOAA’s Suomi NPP satellite
captured this image of Otto as it was strengthening into a hurricane in the Caribbean Sea.
Credit: NASA/NOAA/MODIS Rapid Response Team

Otto made landfall as a Category 2 hurricane on the Caribbean coasts of northern Costa Rica and
southern Nicaragua in the afternoon of 24 November 2016, causing significant damage. Nine people
died as a result of the storm in Costa Rica and at least 4 in Panama. Hurricane Otto formed as a
Tropical Depression on Monday 21 November 2016 east of San Andrés Islands in the Caribbean
Sea. After causing serious damage in Panama, Otto reached the coasts of Nicaragua and Costa Rica
with sustained winds up to 175 km/h, making landfall near the city of San Juan de Nicaragua. Otto
left at least 4 people dead in Panama, with some reports claiming the death toll to be as high as 8.
According to the National Hurricane Center (NHC), Hurricane Otto is the southernmost hurricane to
hit Central America. Otto was the first tropical cyclone to cross through Costa Rica since records
began in 1851. The storm dropped an impressive amount of rain in the northern provinces of Costa
Rica. According to the National Weather Institute of Costa Rica (Istituto Meteorológico Nacional,
IMN) rain up to 120 mm in 3 hours was recorded on the 24 November 2016 in several stations in
Guanacaste and Alajuela.

Emergency teams carry out flood rescues in San Cristóbal, Upala, Costa Rica

Torrential rain and intense wind gusts resulted in floods, mudslides and storm damage, affecting
people, houses and communication routes in Los Chiles, Bijagua, Canalete, Upala (Alajuela
Province) and Guayabo de Bagaces (Guanacaste Province). According to Costa Rica National Civil
Defence authorities (CNE), 9 people died in the communities of Bagace and Upala, near the borders
with Nicaragua. CNE said that 255 communities were affected, with over 5,500 people housed in 50
shelters across the country. As of 28 November, there were still 43 communities isolated as a result

of flood, landslide or storm damage. In Nicaragua no casualties have been reported. Nevertheless,
several damaged houses, falling trees and electricity failures were reported in the communities
along the the San Juan River, at border with Costa Rica.

EVENT: South Africa – Deadly Flash Floods Hit Johannesburg, November
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
At least one person is confirmed dead and seven reported missing in Johannesburg, South Africa,
after flash flooding hit the eastern suburbs of the country’s largest city on Wednesday 09
November, following widespread spring rains. Almost 90 mm of rain fell in 3 hours during storm,
according to South African Weather Service (SAWS). According to the Johannesburg Metropolitan
Police Department (JMPD), several vehicles were washed away by flooding on the M1 and N3
motorways. This is the second time this week that roads in Gauteng province have experienced
flash flooding. Up to 100 vehicles were reportedly stranded by floodwaters on Wednesday
afternoon, with emergency services assisting trapped motorists. Flooding blocked access roads to
OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg, causing knock-on delays in flight departures, and
diversions of incoming flights to other airports. The lower parking and access level of the airport
also suffered light flooding.

Flood debris on the roads of Johannesburg, South Africa, November 2016

A boundary wall at the Johannesburg Zoo collapsed owing to the floods, but no injuries to people or
animals were reported. Zoo spokesperson Jenny Moodley confirmed on that all the animals had
been accounted for, allaying fears of animals on the loose. She said the zoo would remain closed on
Thursday for safety and damage assessment purposes. Numerous homes in low-lying areas were
also flooded. The South African Weather Service had forecasted further thunderstorms for
Thursday, and JMPD spokesman Wayne Minnaar again urged motorists not to drive through
flooded portions of roadway.
Rainfall
According to WMO figures, 90 mm of rain fell at Johannesburg’s OR Tambo international airport in
a 24 hour period between 09 and 10 November. South Africa Weather Service said that 89.6 mm fell
in approximately 3 hours during yesterday’s storm. Pongola, KwaZulu-Natal Province, recorded 62
mm of rain between 08 and 09 November.
Flood summary
Event: South Africa, November 2016
Date: November 9, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood

Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Tambo International Airport, Ekurhuleni, Alexandra
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 90 mm in 24 hours
Johannesburg - November 9 to November 10, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 6 people
Johannesburg - November 8 to November 10, 2016

EVENT: Thailand – Floods in South Leave 11 Dead and 350,000 Affected,
December 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Severe flooding that began on Thursday 01 December 2016 affected 10 provinces in
southern Thailand. Thailand’s Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM) said that
11 people died in the floods and 2 people remain missing. Over 360,000 people were affected.
Flooding had also caused major disruption to train travel in the south. The fatalities were reported
in the provinces of Surat Thani (2), Nakhon Si Thammarat (3), Songkhla (2), Phatthalung (2),
Pattani (2). Flooding has also affected the provinces of Chumphon, Krabi, Trang, Yala and
Narathiwat.
Warnings
Director-General of the DDPM Chatchai Promlert said that the impact of the active northeast
monsoon, which has been covering Thailand’s southern region and the Gulf of Thailand since 01
December, has been strengthening. The Meteorological Department has forecast that heavy rain
covering the southern region will continue. A statement by the department said:
“A strong low pressure front persisting over Sumatra Island is poised to move northwest to
generate monsoons and strong winds in the Gulf of Thailand. The situation will also result in heavy
rains in provinces including Prachuapkirikan, Chumporn, Surat Thani, Nakhon Si Thammarat,
Phattalung, Songkla, Ranong, Phang-Nga, Phuket and Krabi. Citizens are urged to be careful of both
storms and possible flash flooding.”
Rainfall
All figures approximate, for a 24 hour period.
04 to 05 December 2016
Songkhla -134 mm
Nakhon Si Thammarat – 120 mm
03 to 04 December
Chumphon – 55.8 mm
Sawi Agromet – 49.8 mm
02 to 03 December
Ko Samui – 156.6 mm
Surat Thani – 161.5 mm
Surat Thani Agromet – 187.0 mm
01 to 02 December
Surat Thani – 187.7 mm
Nakhonsi Thammarat Agromet – 192.2 mm

Surat Thani Agromet – 115.8 mm
Phatthalung Agromet – 150.8 mm
Songkhla – 235.0 mm
Kho Hong Agromet – 175.4 mm
Sa-Dao – 111.5 mm
Pattani – 216.7 mm
Yala Agromet – 167.8 mm
Narathiwat – 226.0 mm
Flood summary
Event: Southern Thailand, December 2016
Date: December 1, 2016
Type: Flash flood, Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall, Long-term rainfall
Locations- Surat Thani, Nakhon Si Thammarat, Songkhla, Phatthalung, Pattani
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 134 mm in 24 hours
Songkhla - December 4 to December 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 120 mm in 24 hours
Nakhon Si Thammarat - December 4 to December 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 156.6 mm in 24 hours
Ko Samui - December 2 to December 3, 2016
Rainfall level: 187 mm in 24 hours
Surat Thani Agromet - December 2 to December 3, 2016
Rainfall level: 226 mm in 24 hours
Narathiwat - December 1 to December 2, 2016
Rainfall level: 216.7 mm in 24 hours
Pattani - December 1 to December 2, 2016
Rainfall level: 235 mm in 24 hours
Songkhla - December 1 to December 2, 2016
Rainfall level: 192.2 mm in 24 hours
Nakhonsi Thammarat Agromet - December 1 to December 2, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 11 people
December 1 to December 11, 2016
The fatalities were reported in the provinces of Surat Thani (2), Nakhon Si Thammarat (3),
Songkhla (2), Phatthalung (2), Pattani (2)

EVENT: Vietnam – Deadly Floods Strike Central Region for Third Time in
8 Weeks, December 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Deadly floods had struck in central Vietnam for the third time in 8 weeks.Heavy rain has been
falling in some central areas since 31 November, with Quang Ngai city recording 440 mm in 5 days.
Local media reported that at least 13 people died in the floods. Six fatalities were reported in Binh
Dinh Province, four in Quang Ngai and three in Quang Nam provinces. The two hardest-hit
provinces were Binh Dinh and Quang Ngai, where as many as 100 homes were destroyed and
10,000 damaged by the floods. Agriculture had also been badly hit, with around 12,500 hectares of
crops flooded and 19,000 fowl and cattle killed. Around 10 bridges were damaged, along with 30
km of roads. The flooding came after a period of heavy rain from Friday 02 December, 2016.
NCHMF said that the rain will bring an increased threat of landslides in hilly and mountainous
areas. River levels were also high in provinces from Thua Thien Hue to Binh Dinh, in particular in
Quang Ngai, with a possibility of flooding. Central areas expected some strong winds and northern
areas of the country a period of cold weather.

Rainfall
Figures approximate, for 24 hour period.
04 to 05 December
Quang Ngai 92.0 mm
03 to 04 December
Hue 78.0 mm
02 to 03 December
Hue 95.0 mm
Da Nang 111.0 mm
Quang Ngai 82.0 mm
01 to 02 December
Quang Ngai 174.0 mm
31 November to 01 December
Hue 118.0 mm
Quang Ngai 92.0 mm
Quy Nhon 82.0 mm
Over 60 Killed by Floods Since October
This is the third deadly flood event to affect central and northern provinces of the country since
early October. Over 60 people died in floods in central Vietnam in around 8 weeks. Areas of central
Vietnam suffered severe flooding from 31 October to mid November. The flooding affected 13
provinces of Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang Tri, Thua Thien Hue, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu Yen,
Khanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Kon Tum, Gia Lai and Dak Lak. At least 15 people died in the
floods. Vietnam’s Disaster Management Committee (DMC) said that 227 houses were destroyed and
over 40,000 houses flooded. Over 7,000 hectares of rice fields and almost 5,000 hectares of crops
were flooded and over 400 cattle and 40,000 poultry birds killed. A month earlier, a long period of
heavy rain caused flooding in the provinces of Ha Tinh, Nghe An, Quang Binh, Quang Tri and Thua
Thien Hue from Thursday, 13 October, 2016. At least 35 people died in the flooding between 13 to
17 October. The deaths occurred in Nghe An (2), Ha Tinh (9), Quang Binh (22) and Thua Thien Hue
(2).
Flood summary
Event: Central Vietnam, December 2016
Date: December 2, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Quang Ngai city , Quang Nam, Binh Dinh
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 92 mm in 24 hours
Quang Ngai - December 4 to December 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 111 mm in 24 hours
Da Nang - December 2 to December 3, 2016
Rainfall level: 82 mm in 24 hours
Quang Ngai - December 2 to December 3, 2016
Rainfall level: 174 mm in 24 hours
Quang Ngai - December 1 to December 2, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 13 people
December 2, 2016
Six fatalities were report in Binh Dinh Province, four in Quang Ngai and three in Quang Nam
provinces.

EVENT: Spain – Torrential Rain and Floods Leave 2 Dead, December
2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Two people died in southern Spain after floods triggered by torrential rain between 03 December
and 05 December, 2016. Flooding was reported in towns and cities along a stretch of the coast from
Malaga to Gibraltar. Spain’s meteorological agency Aemet issued a red alert (highest level) for the
provinces of Malaga and Cadiz early on Sunday, 04 December. An amber alert remained in place
early Monday 05 December but was later downgraded to yellow level. Heavy rain was expected in
parts of Valencia province, where an amber alert is in place. One fatality was reported in the tourist
area of Estepona on the Costa del Sol, where the victim died in the flooded basement of a building.
Several major roads were closed, including the A-7 motorway, causing widespread disruption.
Many schools were closed in the affected areas.
Emergency services in Andalusia responded to more than 1,400 flood and rain related incidents.
Guardia Civil helicopters were called into operation to rescue stranded victims.
Rainfall
Figures for a 24 hour period to 04 December, 2016, according to Aemet.
Estepona – 222.0 mm
Marbella – 213.4 mm
Manilva – 200.2 m
Benahavis – 176.2 mm
Coín – 135.6 mm

Guardia Civil helicopter rescue, southern Spain, December 2016

Flood summary
Event: Andalusia, Spain, December 2016
Date: December 3 to December 6, 2016
Type: Inland flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Estepona, La Línea de la Concepción
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 220 mm in 24 hours
Estepona - December 4 to December 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 213.4 mm in 24 hours
Marbella - December 4 to December 5, 2016
Rainfall level: 200.2 mm in 24 hours

Manilva - December 4 to December 5, 2016
Damages
Fatalities: 2 people
Estepona, La Línea de la Concepción - December 4 to December 5, 2016

EVENT: Eastern Caribbean – Houses Destroyed as Rains Trigger Floods
and Landslides, December 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Several islands in the Eastern Caribbean were affected by flooding after heavy rain caused by a
caused by a slow moving trough of low pressure began to fall on 28 November, 2016. As of 01
December, St Vincent and the Grenadines had suffered the worst of the flooding and landslides,
with as much as 220 mm of rain falling in some areas. At least 15 houses have been destroyed and a
further 26 severely damaged. This is the second major flood event in St Vincent this month. On 08
November flooding on the islands left at least one person dead and another missing. Flooding was
reported in Barbados after over 150 mm of rain fell on 29 November. Some festivities to celebrate
50 years of independence were postponed. Other Eastern Caribbean islands also reported
torrential rains. Between 28 and 29 November, 45 mm of rain was recorded at Vc Bird International
Airport in Antigua. Hewanorra International Airport in Saint Lucia recorded 58 mm 28-29
November, 68.8 mm on 29-30 November, and 72.5 mm 30 November to 01 December.
St Vincent and the Grenadines
A flood warning was issued on 28 November for St Vincent and the Grenadines, with forecasts
predicting as much as 150 mm of rain. St Vincent and the Grenadines National Emergency
Management Organisation (NEMO) said:
“Due to the already saturated nature of the soils, residents living in landslide prone areas and in
areas along the riverbanks such as Buccament Bay, Rose Place, South Rivers, Spring Village,
Vermont, Roucher Bay, Mesopotamia, Sandy Bay, Georgetown, Mt. Young, Byera, Gorse,
Chateaubelair, Buddy Gutter, Calliaqua, Barrouallie, Layou and Fitz- Hughes are advised to exercise
extreme caution and remain on the alert.”
NEMO reported on 30 November that the heavy rain had caused widespread flooding and as many
as 15 landslides.
“An Eastward moving Trough System impacted St. Vincent and the Grenadines, 28th – 29th
November, 2016, producing heavy showers, resulting in flooding and landslide in several areas,
mainly to the north east and north west of mainland St. Vincent.”
According to initial damage assessments, at least 15 houses have been completely destroyed and a
further 26 damaged. Eight bridges and 8 roads have also been damaged.
Rainfall data from the Central Water and Sewerage Authority (CWSA) indicates that Spring Village
(Convent) received 5.6 inches (142.24 mm) of rainfall between midnight and 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday
29th November, 2016. In Vermont (Dalaway), 4.2 inches (106.68 mm), Congo Valley (Jennings) 8.7
inches (220.98 mm) and South Rivers 6.3 inches (160.02) of rainfall during that period of time.

Flood damage in the North Windward Islands, St Vincent and the Grenadines, November 2016

Barbados
Heavy rain fell in Barbados at the same time the island was about to celebrate 50 years of
independence. Flooding forced several of the planned festivities to be postponed. Barbados Fire
Service was called out to rescue a dozen people trapped in their flooded homes. Roads were
severely affected. According to local media, Ministry of Transport and Works Minister Michael
Lashley visited some affected areas in St Philip and St George. As much as 151 mm of rain was
recorded in 24 hours between 29 and 30 November at Grantley Adams international airport,
located in Seawell, Christ Church in Barbados.
Flood summary
Event: Eastern Caribbean, November to December 2016
Date: November 28 to December 4, 2016
Type: Inland flood, River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: Barbados (Barbados), St Vincent (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines)
Magnitude
Rainfall level: 142.4 mm in 24 hours
Spring Village, St Vincent - November 28 to December 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 220.98 mm in 24 hours
Congo Valley, St Vincent - November 28 to December 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 160.02 mm in 24 hours
South Rivers, St Vincent - November 28 to November 29, 2016
Rainfall level: 151 mm in 24 hours
Seawell, Christ Church in Barbados - November 29 to November 30, 2016
Damages
Buildings destroyed: 15 buildings
Saint Vincent - November 29 to December 1, 2016

EVENT: Colombia – Floods in Cali Leave 6 Dead, December 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

At least 6 people died after floods in the city of Cali, Valle del Cauca department in Colombia on
Thursday, 01 December 2016. National Unit for the Management of Disaster Risk (Unidad Nacional
para la Gestión del Riesgo de Desastres – UNGRD) reported that the flooding occurred in the Siloé
district of the city. Three people were injured and at least 2 houses destroyed and others damaged.
Local fire service teams are carrying out search and rescue operations. The Cali River had broken
its banks in several areas, according to local reports. Fallen trees and landslides were reported in
several areas of the city, according to Rodrigo Zamorano Sanclemente, Secretary for Risk
Management in Cali.
Landslide Warnings
IDEAM (Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales) had issued a red alert
Ihighest level) for landslides in the Cali area as a result of the heavy rain . The alert is expected to
remain in place until 06 December, 2016. Flooding in neighbouring Choco department in
October this year left at least 4 people dead and thousands of families affected.
Flood summary
Event: Valle del Cauca Department, Colombia, December 2016
Date: December 1 to December 3, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Unknown
Locations: Cali
Damages
Fatalities: 6 people
Cali - December 1 to December 2, 2016
Buildings destroyed: 2 buildings
Cali - December 1 to December 2, 2016

EVENT: Jamaica – Floods Wreak Havoc on Roads in Northern Parishes,
December 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain on 11 December, 2016, caused flooding in parts of the northern parishes of St Ann and
St Mary in Jamaica. The worst hit areas were Runaway Bay and Dunbarton in St. Ann, where flood

water in some roads well over 1 metre deep. Roads were damaged by the force of the flood water,
leaving some areas cut off. Images on Social Media showed stretches of road ripped up and cars
overturned and submerged in the floods.There are also some reports of damage to homes.
However, no injuries or fatalities have been reported.

Flood damaged road in St Ann, Jamaica

Jamaica Met added that further rain could be on the way, reporting that “a High Pressure Ridge is
expected to build across the island tonight into tomorrow. As a result, the forecast is for isolated
showers mainly across hilly inland areas of northern parishes tomorrow (12 December).”

Flood summary
Event: St Ann and St Mary Parishes, Jamaica, December 2016
Date: December 11, 2016
Type: River flood
Cause: Extreme rainfall
Locations: St Ann Parish, Jamaica, St Mary Parish, Jamaica

EVENT: Zimbabwe – Hundreds Evacuated After Floods in Matabeleland
North Province, December 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Heavy rain brought flooding to parts of western Zimbabwe on Wednesday, 14 December 2016.
Local media in Zimbabwe were reporting that around 100 families were evacuated their homes in
Hwange District in Matabeleland North Province after severe flooding struck in the early hours on
Wednesday. Local civil protection and police helped affected residents to evacuate their homes.
Parts of the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls highway have been blocked by flood water and debris. There
have also been some reports that 200 miners were trapped underground as a result of the floods.
Officials from the Hwange Colliery Company confirmed that parts of a mine have been flooded, but
were unable to confirm whether any miners were trapped.
Masvingo province
Six people were swept away as they pushed a vehicle that was stuck in a flooded river in Chiredzi,
Masvingo province, on 14 December. Other passengers managed to swim to safety. A police sub
aqua team has since recovered 4 bodies, according to local media.
Drought in the South
MSD added that, regarding the current drought in the south, the rains are expected to “usher in a
big improvement, especially in the dry and arid regions of southern Zimbabwe.” Dams are at their
lowest levels for over 20 years. Earlier this week, Zimbabwe National Water Authority (Zinwa)
chief executive officer, Jefter Sakupwanya, told reporters that as of 09 December, 2016 dam levels
were at a national average of 37.9%. This time last year levels were over 60%.
He added: “This is the lowest level to be reached by our dams at this time of the year since 1995. We
are experiencing the worst drought in 25 years. Surface water sources started drying across the
country as early as August 2016. “Water rationing in some parts of the country started as early as
May, barely a month after the end of the 2015/16 rainy season.”The drought has been so severe in
parts of southern Zimbabwe that many farmers have been forced to leave their farms and seek
greener pastures elsewhere.

Heat waves
CATEGORY: NATURAL

EVENT: Arctic Winter Heatwave, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The Arctic experienced a heatwave in winter 2016, with temperature anomalies on February 23,
2016, averaging 7.84°C or 14.11°F higher than what was common 1979-2000. The forecast for 6:00
UTC on February 23, 2016, shows an anomaly of 8.17°C or 14.71°F

Temperatures in January 2016 over the Arctic Ocean were 7.3°C (13.1°F) higher than in 1951-1980,
according
to
NASA
data,
as
illustrated
by
the
graph
on
the
right.
These high temperatures go hand in hand with sea ice extent that is much lower for this time of
year than since records started. The low sea ice extent is fueling fears that this year's maximum
extent was already reached on February 9, 2016.

A much higher ocean temperature is behind both the low sea ice extent and the high temperature
anomalies. Ocean temperatures are particularly high where the Gulf Stream pushes water from
Atlantic Ocean into the Arctic Ocean, as illustrated by the image below that compares sea surface
temperature anomalies in the Arctic between the years 2015 and 2016 for February 22nd.

This spells bad news for the sea ice in 2016, since El Niño is still going strong and ocean
temperature keeps rising, as illustrated by the NOAA global ocean temperature anomalies graph for
January below.

EVENT: Karachi Heatwave: Temperature to Remain between 38-40°C For
48 Hours, Pakistan, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

According to the Met Department, the temperature in Sindh soared as high as 38-40° C two days in
the month of April 2016, ARY News reported. As per the Met Department, different parts of the
country also experienced a dry and warmer climate for at least 24 hours.
As far as Karachi was concerned, the residents faced scorching heat since the temperature stood
hot for 2 days approximately between 38-40° C. In Karachi last year (2015), the heatwave was
experienced in the holy month of Ramazan when a majority of the fasting people died due to
heatstroke and scorching heat.

EVENT: Deadly heat wave is shattering all-time records in Southeast Asia
and India, February 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

Southeast Asia and India were enduring a historic and brutal heat wave that was been blamed for
more than 150 deaths and shows few signs of relenting.April in Thailand is typically hot and
sweaty, but in 2016's scorching weather has set a record for the longest heat wave in at least 65
years.The temperature in Sukhothai, Thailand spiked to 44.3 degrees Celsius, or 111.7 degrees
Celsius, on April 12 — just short of the all-time national record. Surrounding countries have set alltime temperature records for any month of the year during this April heat wave. Chris Burt, a
weather historian at Weather Underground, said Cambodia and Laos each set all-time record highs
for any day of the year during this month. In Cambodia, Burt reported, the temperature climbed to
42.6 degrees Celsius, or 108.7 degrees Fahrenheit, in Preah Vihea on April 15. In Thailand, a new
record for national energy consumption was reached on April 26, according to the Associated Press.
In India, April can also be a particularly stifling month as the country warms before the monsoon
rains arrive. This year, however, the April heat has been extreme. A key contributor to the heat
waves is a waning El Niño event in the tropical Pacific Ocean, which can lead to dry and hot
conditions in Southeast Asia and India at this time of year. Scientific studies show that global
warming is also enhancing the likelihood of heat waves as well as making them more severe.

This image released by NASA's Earth Observatory Team from data collected by the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), an instrument on NASA's Terra and Aqua satellites, shows the land surface
temperature as observed by MODIS in Asia between April 15 to April 23, 2016. Yellow shows the warmest
temperatures

Indian men remove dead fish and try to rescue the surviving ones from the Vastrapur Lake that dried up due to
hot weather in Ahmadabad, India on April 24, 2016.A Cambodian girl fills water in a container at a village in
Kandal province on April 27, 2016. Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen on Tuesday ordered all authorities
nationwide to help supply water to people as the country is experiencing its worst drought in four decades

Cambodian men use a net to catch fish in a nearly dried pond at a village in Kandal province, Cambodia on April
27, 2016. A crow drinks water from a tap on a hot day in Ahmadabad, India on April 25, 2016

EVENT: San Diego to Bake Under Unusually Strong Heat Wave, June 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL

National Weather Service chart shows forecast maximum temperatures during the heat wave.
A major heat wave pushed temperatures above 100 in inland San Diego in the month of June 2016.
The National Weather Service office in San Diego said extreme high pressure building over the Four
Corners region will brought unusually strong warming to Southern California, with temperatures
reaching “hazardous levels”.
Highs was in the 80s at the San Diego beaches, but in the 90s just a few miles inland, and break 100
in the interior valleys.
The weather service said high temperatures will be “near record or perhaps even record level” for
June, adding that it’s rare for such a heat wave so early in the summer.

EVENT: UK's second heatwave of the summer on its way, August 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
The UK was set for its second heatwave of the
summer, with temperatures rivalling Barcelona,
Algiers and Nice the second week of August
2016.

People enjoying a spell of warm weather in Finsbury
Park, North London

Greg Dewhurst, a meteorologist at the Met Office,
said Britain would start to feel the burn, with
temperatures peaking in the high 20s and almost
breaking 30C in some places. The heatwave,
which is being referred to as a “Spanish plume”,
will see temperatures at their hottest in the south
and south-east of England but will fall short of
mid-July’s record this year of 33.5C.
Billions of extra litres of water were readied to

pump into the south of England, with about 450m litres per day on standby – enough to fill 900,000
paddling pools, according to Thames Water. On a hot day, water consumption in London increases
about 14%, and this shoots up to 27% in the Thames Valley region, the company said. According to
the Met Office, warm air from eastern Europe, the Mediterranean, Iberia and the tropical Atlantic
will all come together in layers and head towards the UK. In July 2015, the UK saw the hottest day
on record since 2003, when temperatures reached 36.7C at Heathrow, Greater London. By
comparison, this summer has been slightly hotter so far. The hottest day ever on record in the UK is
38.5C in Faversham, Kent, on 10 August 2003. However, earlier in August 2016 parts of Scotland
saw frost and sub-zero temperatures, and in Carrbridge, Inverness, temperatures dived to -3.1C on
Tuesday night.
Alex Burkhill, another meteorologist at the Met Office, said that due to the heat wave air pollution
levels will be moderate to high in some areas throughout the country. In April a flock of racing
pigeons took to the skies of London to measure air pollution levels after it was found that nitrogen
dioxide kills nearly 9,500 peoplein the capital each year. During a heatwave levels of air pollution
can become toxic. The heatwave could also mean further misery for commuters as high
temperatures can cause steel tracks to buckle. Network Rail has previously imposed speed limits to
avoid danger to commuters.

EVENT: First September heatwave alert for England , September 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
Large parts of England were placed on heatwave alert, the first time Public Health England had ever
issued a warning in September.
Hot and humid weather was forecast for East of England, the South East, London and the East
Midlands, and all were put on Level 2 alert.
A heatwave alert was triggered when the daily maximum is expected to exceed the average by 9°F
(5°C) for more than two consecutive days.
Temperatures are expected to reach around (82°F) 28°C in the south east, and London could see
temperatures over 86°F (30°C). Even in the South East, the average September maximum is only
66°F (18.9°C) so the soaring temperatures are well beyond what is needed to trigger a heatwave.
The heatwave warnings have only been in place since 2012, but this is the first September warning
so far.September was hotter than June, July and August – and the south of England is getting set to
enjoy rising temperatures once.

EVENT: Scary Warm: Welcome to the Halloween Heat Wave of 2016,
October 2016
CATEGORY: NATURAL
It’s seasonally chilly and even snowy across parts of the Northeast, but Phoenix saw its latest-inany-year 100°F reading on October 27th . Over much of the central and eastern U.S., temperatures
soared to unusually warm heights as through All Hallows’ Eve and into the first several days of
November. Temperatures on Halloween (Monday, October 31) were projected to reach the 70s
from South Dakota to West Virginia and the 80s from Kansas to the Carolinas. As a very strong
Pacific jet continues to pump mild air into the U.S nation, we could saw few all-time monthly
records for November threatened, especially across the U.S. South.Even more noteworthy than the

degree of warmth is the lack of widespread autumn chill. For example, Minneapolis has yet to dip
below 36°F as of Friday, October 28. In records going back to 1873, the latest Minneapolis has ever
gone before seeing its first 35°F of the autumn is November 1, way back in 1931. The city’s latest
first freeze was on Nov. 7, 1900. The contiguous U.S. might still eke out some frigid weather later in
November or December, especially if an emerging early-season split in the Northern Hemisphere’s
stratospheric polar vortex works its way to lower levels over the next several weeks. The Weather
Company’s latest seasonal outlook for North American industry clients, produced by Dr. Todd
Crawford and colleagues, stated: “Recent evidence (expectation for blocking and enhanced Siberian
high in November) is beginning to suggest that high-latitude blocking may be more likely than we
originally thought, so colder risks beginning in December are now a concern.” For the time being,
though, it looks like 2016 will maintain its current pace as the second-warmest year in U.S. history,
giving 2012 a run for its money. And based on one index in particular--one that’s gotten little
attention so far--this year is leaving all of its predecessors far behind.

EVENT: Florida shatters December temperature records, December
2016

While December temperatures across the United States reached record low levels over themointhj
of December, the winter in Miami, and Florida in general, felt a lot like summer. As another polar
blast caused numerous problems from coast to coast over the past several days, bringing record
low December temperatures to several regions (Boston on December 16, Denver on December 17,
Southern California on December 18, and Little Rock, Arkansas on December 19), Florida felt a lot
like summer, breaking several December temperature records. On December 18, NWS Miami
reports, Miami broke warmest minimum temperature with 26.1 °C (79 °F) breaking the previos
record of 23.3 °C (74 °F) set in 1933. On the same day, Fort Lauderdale broke its warmest minimum
temperature record too. The low temperature only fell to 25 °C (77 °F) breaking the previous
record of 23.8 °C (75 °F) set in 2006. Palm Beach also broke its warmest minimum temperature, on
the same day, with 25 °C (77 °F), breaking the previous record of 22.7 °C (73 °F) set in 2006.
Weather stations in Miami recorded a maxium temperature of 30 °C (86 °F) at 11am on Monday,
December 19, breaking the old record of 29.4 °C (85 °F) for this date. “It’s not just hot, it’s so humid,
too,” said University of Miami tropical weather expert Brian McNoldy for the Miami Herald. “It’s as
if winter or fall never happened.” “Blame the stickiness on a confluence of unlucky weather. From

the north, winter cold fronts that typically keep us cool fizzled before they arrived. From the south,
a high pressure ridge keeps pushing along warm air from the tropics, McNoldy said. While this hot
December follows a similar steamy end to last year, the two are not the same. Last year’s heat,
accompanied by record rain that shut down Zoo Miami, was part of an intense El Niño magnifying
summer-like condition across much of the southeastern U.S. This year’s heat is much more
localized, he said. Since December 2014, Miami has endured the warmest 24-month period on
record, said Chris Fenimore, a physical scientist at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s National Centers for Environmental Information. The trend could be caused by
warm ocean waters surrounding the peninsula, he said. Or the annoying upper air circulation that
blocked or weakened the seasonal fronts.

EVENT: Cold Wave in East Asia, January 2016
CATEGORY: Natural
Unusually cold weather in eastern Asia has been blamed for
more than 65 deaths, disrupted transportation and brought
the first snow to a subtropical city in southern China in almost
50 years.
Taiwan: Temperatures in Taiwan’s capital of Taipei plunged
to a 16-year low of 4 degrees Celsius (39 Fahrenheit), killing
57 mostly elderly people, according to government officials.
The semi-official Focus Taiwan news website reported that 85
people had died because of the cold. Most homes in subtropical
Taiwan lack central heating, and the cold caused heart trouble
and breathing problems for many of the victims, a city official
said. Normally, temperatures in Taipei hover around 16
degrees C (60 degrees F) in January, according to Taiwan’s
Central Weather Bureau. The cold snap was blamed in the
deaths of 40 people in the capital, Taipei, and 17 in
neighboring New Taipei City. The cold front also left 9 centimeters (3.5 inches) of snow on
Taipei’s highest peak.
Victims: More than 50 deaths, from hypothermia and cardiac disease, over the weekend were
reported by Taiwanese media, according to the BBC, which added that authorities had warned
citizens, especially the elderly, to stay indoors and keep warm. Another five persons were
reported killed in snow-related incidents in Japan, according to NHK World News. More than
100 flights had been cancelled. Japan’s meteorological agency expected the cold snap to get
weaker in few days. Four people died in Japan in snow-related incidents Sunday and another
woman died Monday in a landslide that was likely triggered by snow, while the southwestern
island of Okinawa recorded sleet for the first time Sunday evening, NHK World News reported.
The report added that.
Taipei: The cold weather claimed 40 lives in Taipei and
another 17 people died in neighboring New Taipei City as
temperatures hit a 16-year low, the Associated
Press reported. In Taiwan, the capital Taipei recorded a low
of 4C (39F), the coldest in 44 years. Local media said 90
people had died due to the cold weather, mainly from
hypothermia and cardiac arrest. Five more died in Japan.

time.

South Korea: Hundreds of flights were also cancelled in
South Korea where the temperature fell to record lows
Sunday,Yonhap News Agency reported. While the
temperature in Seoul fell to below zero degrees, its lowest
since Jan. 15, 2001, about 600 flights — mostly to and from
the holiday island of Jeju — were cancelled, stranding at
least 60,000 tourists. The runways at the airport in Jeju,
which usually has warm climate that attracts tourists to its
beaches, were closed Saturday due to heavy snow, and were
expected to stay closed till at least Monday evening, local

EVENT: Heat Wave in Asia, May 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
June 2015 was the hottest June since 1891 when
records began. Daytime temperatures exceeded 40
degrees Celsius in the shade 16 times.
Pakistan:
Circumstances: The travails of the ongoing heat wave
in Pakistan are being exacerbated by the Ramadan fast.
On Wednesday, June 24, a religious cleric issued a rare
fatwa permitting Muslims to eat during the day because
of the heat and government officials in the Sindh district
declared an administrative holiday in the hopes that it would keep residents from going
outside.
Effects: At least 1,000 people have died, a number that continues to rise. According to reports,
the morgues in Karachi have run out of space.
India:
Circumstances: A long-lasting heat wave in late May struck India with temperatures in some
regions rising to the 120-degree range. The early end of pre-monsoon showers brought with
it sustained and unseasonable heat. As two-thirds of the citizens battled the heat with no
electricity, temperatures in the capital city of New Delhi surged to 113 degrees, causing the
roads to melt.
Effects: More than 2,500 people died and hospitals were overrun with people who fell ill from
the heat.

EVENT: New Record of High Temperature in Alaska, May 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
It’s been a warm, dry spring for much of interior Alaska. On the afternoon of May 23, a new
statewide record was set for the earliest day in the year with a temperature in the 90s. A
daytime high of 91°F was noted by a cooperative observer in Eagle, where temperatures have
been recorded (with some breaks) since the 1890s.

Temperature in Alaska on the afternoon of May 23, 2015, based on data from NOAA's Real-time
Mesoscale Analysis.
This temperature map of Alaska shows the unusual warmth on May 23, 2015, at 2 p.m. local
time in Fairbanks. Based on NOAA’s Real-time Mesoscale Analysis data, it shows air

temperatures at 2 meters (6.6 feet) above the ground. Temperatures below 45° are shades of
blue, and temperatures above 45° are shades of orange and red.
The warmest temperatures are located inland—away from the moderating influence of the
ocean—at the foot of mountain ranges and along rivers. Fairbanks, for example, is on the banks
of the Tanana River in a low-lying area between the Alaska Range to the south and the White
Mountains to the north-northeast.
The 91° temperature at Eagle smashed that location’s all-time record for May. It was 30.1°
hotter than the average daily high temperature in May (59.5°F), and 18.1° warmer than the
average high temperature in July, Eagle’s warmest month of the year. So far this month, Eagle
has set or tied ten daily high temperature records.

Each month's average daytime high temperature (red), average (gray), and overnight low
(blue) in Eagle, Alaska, for 1981-2010. On average, the daytime high temperature in May is just
shy of 60°F. On May 23, 2015, it was 91°F. Graph by NOAA Climate.gov, based on U.S. Climate
Normals data.
The new record edged out the previous “earliest day in the 90s” record, set on May 24, 1960,
when Fort Wainwright (near Fairbanks) had a high of 92°F and Circle Hot Springs (northwest of
Eagle) had a high of 90°F. The high temperature at Eagle during that heatwave was 83°F.
Impact: The stretch of the year between when the snow melts and when vegetation fully leafs
out can be especially dangerous for fires in years like this, when early heat is accompanied by
extremely low relative humidity. Leaf litter and other dead vegetation dries out rapidly,
producing a large supply of fuel for any lightning or human-triggered fires.
According to the May 23 Fuels and Fire Behavior Advisory from the Alaska Interagency
Coordination Center, the eastern interior of Alaska had very high fire risk. The same highpressure system producing the heat and dryness was also likely to produce gusty Chinook
(warm, downslope) winds. “With that combination very rapid spread rates and intense burning
of surface fuels will cause torching and crown fire. Conditions were predicted to remain
especially dangerous for at least the rest of the month.

EVENT: Tornadoes and Floods on the Great Plains, May 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
Circumstances: In late May, Texas was in the midst of a severe drought when heavy rains
flooded the state so thoroughly, it managed to reverse the drought. In Oklahoma, in addition to
two feet of rain in May, tornado warnings forced Governor Mary Fallin to declare a state of

emergency in all 77 counties on May 26. As the National Weather Service noted, “122 tornado
warnings were also issued in the state from May 1 to May 25, more warnings than that time
period from 2011 to 2014 combined.”
People affected: More than 30 people died in Texas, Oklahoma, and Mexico. Thousands either
lost their homes or suffered severe property damage.

EVENT: Heat Wave in Alaska, June 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
Alaska, along with the rest of the Arctic, has been warming even faster than other regions of the
world due to climate change. That was the findings of a report this spring from the Department
of Energy’s Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, which found that the rate of warming will
only continue to increase in the coming decades. The signs of rapid warming in Alaska were
everywhere this past winter. Eagle, Alaska hit 91 degrees Fahrenheit, marking the earliest 90degree day in state history, according to NASA Earth Observatory. And it wasn’t just one
unusually warm day. “Between May 16 and May 24, Eagle hit 27 degrees Celsius (80 degrees
Fahrenheit) or higher daily—its second longest such streak on record for any time of the year.

Map shows the record heat northwestern Canada and parts of Alaska experienced in the third
week of May. Photo credit: NASA Earth Observatory
Even America’s northernmost city, Barrow, Alaska, set record high temperatures for four out of
the six days between May 17-22, topping out at 47 degrees on May 21 (nearly 18 degrees above
normal). This may sound like nothing compared to the current heat wave in India, but north of
the Arctic Circle, this is extreme warmth for late May.
Effects: The Iditarod was moved north 300 miles to Fairbanks because Anchorage had record
low snowfall. A ski resort outside of Juneau had to close because of low snowfall and warm
temperatures that inhibited snow-making. Anchorage recorded its warmest April and it will
probably be its least snowy season on record with only 25.1 inches of snow to date (its prior
least snowy season was in 1957-1958 with 30.4 inches). The rapid snowmelt led to flooding in
some areas and fire danger is already high in what experts worry might be the worst wildfire
season yet.

EVENT: Heat Wave in Europe, July 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
An extreme early summer heatwave re-wrote the record books across Europe during the end of
June and beginning of July. Daily, monthly, and all-time records fell across the continent.
Average temperatures for the week of June 28-July 4 were up to 12-13°F (7°C) above average
across parts of Europe—a welcome anomaly during the winter but a devastating one during the
summer.

Average temperature anomalies (°C) for Europe during June 28-July 4, 2015 based on
preliminary global weather station data. A heat wave across the continent led to average
temperature anomalies up to 7°C in parts of western Europe. Image provided by
NOAA's Climate Prediction Center.
Broken Records:
 The United Kingdom saw its hottest July maximum temperature on record on the first

day of the month (July 1) as temperatures rose to 98°F (36.7°C) at Heathrow airport in
London. According the UK Met Office, temperatures in southwest Wimbledon reached
96.3°F, the highest temperature ever recorded during the Wimbledon tennis
tournament.
 In France, Paris recorded its second-hottest day ever on July 2, with a high temperature
of 103.4°F while three stations set all-time highs on July 1 including Boulogne-sur-mer,
Dieppe, and Melun with temperatures of 95.7°F (35.4°C), 100.9°F (38.3°C), and 102.9°F
(39.4°C) respectively.
 Elsewhere, temperatures reached 104°F (40°C) in July for the first time on record
(records date back to 1943) in Madrid. Meanwhile in Germany, a new national record
was set on July 5 when a weather station in Kitzingen recorded 104.5°F (40.3°C),
breaking the previous record for hottest temperature ever recorded in Germany by
0.2°F. Numerous locations also set records for hottest day, including Berlin, where July 4
temperatures maxed out at 100.2°F, the highest on record dating back to 1876.
 Geneva, Switzerland, observed its hottest day in history (103.5°F) on July 7, which was
also the hottest July day in Switzerland’s records and the second hottest recorded in any
month. Farther north high temperature (100.8°F) in Maastricht on July 2 set an all-time
record for July for the country.

Suffice to say, it was not any ordinary heat that enveloped
Europe during the beginning of July.
Average upper-level (300hPa) winds from June 28 - July 4,
2015 amidst an ongoing heatwave across Europe. The wavy
jet stream formed into an omega block, so named after its
resemblance to the greek letter omega. Map based on
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data.
The Atmospheric Setup:
 The jet stream, an area of fast moving winds high up in the atmosphere (four to eight
miles), became incredibly wavy during the heat wave, forming what is known as an
“omega block.”
 These blockages occur when a high pressure is locked between two low pressures on
either side. Over Europe, this high allowed hot air from the tropics to move north and
essentially get trapped over Europe.
 Clear skies allowed for the temperatures to rise even further, creating a stronger dome
of high pressure, reinforcing the already stagnant omega block atmospheric pattern.
 The high pressure blocked any potential low pressure systems from moving over
Europe, instead pushing them to the north, like a large boulder diverting water in a
stream.
 The omega block over Europe eventually weakened and moved east by the end of the
second week of July, allowing cooler temperatures to prevail.
 Heat waves extended periods of hot days and, especially, very warm nights are
associated with some form of similar blocking pattern where high pressure systems get
locked in place for an extended period of time.
Prediction: With regards to the future influence of climate change, some scientists have
hypothesized that blocking patterns like that seen during this heat wave will occur more often
in the future (Francis and Vavrus, 2015), but that possibility is still being investigated.
Regardless of the mechanism, however, the latest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change declared that due to climate change, not only is it likely that heat waves have
increased across large parts of Europe, but in the future, it is very likely that heat waves will last
longer and occur more often. Meaning communities should be prepared for heat waves like this
to occur with an increasing frequency in the century to come.

EVENT: Wildfires in North America, July 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
While the summer can mean warm weather, swimsuits, and sunshine, it can also mean wildfire
season for parts of North America. And so far, the 2015 wildfire season has been a damaging
one across the Pacific Northwest, western Canada, and Alaska in June and July.
In the far north, Alaska’s 2015 wildfire season tally is already over 700 fires, ranking it ninth in
history. (The typical fire season ends during August.) The fires have burned nearly 5 million
acres, the fourth largest total already and only 200,000 acres away from #2 in the rankings. For
perspective, the state’s largest wildfire season on record, 2004, saw 6.5 million acres burned in
701 fires. This year is already at 708 fires which have burned or are burning around 4.8 million
acres (numbers as of July 22 from Alaska’s division of Forestry).

NASA Aqua satellite image of smoke across Alaska on June 22, 2015. Red outlines indicate areas
where satellite sensors detected the heat signature of active fires. Image courtesy NASA Earth
Observatory.
Farther south in western/central Canada, wildfires have burned through extensive areas. In an
average year, Canada sees around 8,000 fires, which burn around 8,100 square miles. As of July
22, according to the Canadian National Forestry Database, 5,603 fires have burned almost
15,000 square miles of land. That total is larger than the state of Maryland.
Impact: Fires have destroyed dozens of buildings, and several communities required partial
evacuations during June. The fires have had a far-reaching impact. In Saskatchewan, 13,000
people had to be evacuated in what was called the biggest evacuation effort in the province’s
history. Smoke from wildfires in British Columbia and Alberta needed no passport to cross
international borders, hitching a ride from the wind and degrading air quality as far as the East
Coast of the United States.

Satellite observation of smoke and other aerosol particles on July 10, 2015. Aerosol optical
thickness is the degree to which aerosols prevent the transmission of light through the
atmosphere. NOAA Climate.gov map based on NOAA View data.
Meanwhile, wildfires have also popped up throughout the Pacific Northwest with up to a dozen
fires throughout Washington on July 6 after a busy June. One fire on the Olympic Peninsula
destroyed over 1,500 acres during the end of June, while areas along the eastern slope of the
Cascade Mountains, especially around Wenatchee, have been suffering through wildfires as
well.

June ranked as the hottest ever for Washington,
Oregon, California and Idaho and the third
(Washington) and ninth (Oregon) driest on record
dating back to 1895.

Statewide temperature ranks for June 2015 within
the historical record (1895-2015), from record
coldest (darkest blue) to record warmest (darkest
red). Map adapted from analysis by National
Climatic Data Center.
In particular, a heat wave at the end of June and
beginning of July saw records broken throughout
Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho. Walla
Walla, Washington hit 113°F on June 28, setting
Washington’s all-time June temperature record and
ranking as the state’s third-hottest day ever
recorded. The heat was long lasting, too. Seattle hit
90°F or higher for five straight days, and Boise,
Idaho reached at least 100°F for nine straight days,
both of which tied a record.
The hot temperatures and a lack of precipitation have caused ground conditions to degrade
considerably. Conditions have been so dry that drought has expanded across the Pacific
Northwest. As of July 14, 100% of Washington and Oregon and almost 86% of Idaho are in
some state of drought according to the U.S. Drought Monitor. Hot and dry conditions help to
create the environment in which wildfires can flourish. Vegetation dries out, becoming a fuel for
fires—regardless of whether the fires are started by humans or Mother Nature.
U.S. Drought Monitor issued on July 14, 2015 for the contiguous United States. The more severe
the drought, the darker the red color. Map by NOAA Climate.gov, based on data from the U.S.
Drought Monitor Project.
One potential influence on the hot and dry conditions across western North America, from the
drought in California, to the wildfires extending up to Alaska, has been a consistent ridge of high
pressure and associated well-above-average sea surface temperatures off the West Coast.
Ocean surface temperatures have ranged from 2-6°F (1-3°C) above normal. This ridge or dome
of high pressure, like a boulder parked mid-stream, has helped steer moisture-carrying storms
away from the area. The high pressure and warmer-than-average waters also keep
temperatures higher than normal, a perfect scenario for an increase in wildfire risk.

Difference from average (1981-2010) sea surface temperature
across the Pacific Ocean from July 13-19, 2015. Darker red shading
corresponds with warmer than average sea surface temperatures.
Blue shading refers to colder than average conditions. NOAA map
based on satellite data.

EVENT: Drought hits South Florida, August 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
It’s well known that much of the Western U.S. is in some level of a drought—parts of Nevada,
Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana are all experiencing severe to exceptional drought. But
little attention has been paid to the drought gripping South Florida. Much of South Florida is in
severe to extreme drought.

Parts of South Florida Under Extreme Drought. Photo credit: U.S. Drought Monitor
While it has not been languishing for four years like the state of California, South Florida is in
the midst of a severe to extreme drought, according to the latest data from the U.S. Drought
Monitor. And South Florida happens to be home to a whole lot of people and the drought there
is affecting more than 5.5 million.
South Florida’s tropical savanna climate has two distinct seasons: wet and dry. The dry season
is considered to be roughly from November to April and makes up for about 25 percent of
yearly rainfall. That means three-quarters of South Florida’s rainfall arrives between May and
October, and to date, many areas are recording 10 to 16 inches below normal with North Perry
Airport recording a whopping 20 inches below normal as of Aug. 20. Rainfall that low
has resulted in the driest wet season on record for North Perry along with Fort Lauderdale and
Tamiami. And almost every other area in South Florida is having one of its driest wet seasons
on record.
Impact: In addition to a lack of rainfall, “fresh water usage has been a big factor” in South
Florida’s drought, reports The Washington Post. Agricultural irrigation, commercial and
residential needs place demands on the region’s fresh water supply, both in lakes and in the
subterranean aquifers. Far too much of the freshwater that is available is polluted from farm
runoff. The South Florida Water Management District board applauded farmers earlier this
month for reducing phosphorus pollution again this year, but environmentalists were quick to
point out that due to water quality restrictions the water could not go to the southern
Everglades, where the water is desperately needed.

EVENT: Stupefying heat indexes in Southwest Iran, August 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
Stepping outside during the summer often leads to an immediate groan, as if you suddenly
found yourself stuck in a sauna. But for people living in southwest Iran along the Persian Gulf,
conditions in late July went beyond the level of usual summer whining: on July 30-31, staying
outside for a prolonged period could have led to heat stroke and death.
Summer temperatures in Iran can routinely top 100°F, but 100°+ temperatures were not what
made this event so remarkable and so potentially dangerous. The event was not the “dry heat”
that people in the United States associate with the desert Southwest. Instead, the scorching
temperatures were accompanied by extremely humid conditions, which give the human body
even less ability to cool itself off.
In the coastal city of Bandar Mahshahr on July 30 at 2:30pm and 4:30pm local time, the
temperature reached 113°F and 111°F. The dew point temperatures (the temperatures to
which the atmosphere would need to cool to trigger condensation of the water vapor in the air)
were 86°F and 88°F, respectively. At 3:30PM, the dew point reached 90°F! For reference, here
in the United States, a summer day with temperatures in the mid 90s and a dew point in the
mid 70s would feel highly uncomfortable. A dew point higher than the upper 80s is, simply put,
ridiculous even for the Persian Gulf.

The average sea surface tempratures for the week of July 27 - August 2, 2015 for locations in
the Persian Gulf, Arabian Sea, and Red Sea. Onshore winds over the hot (around 90°F) Persian
Gulf increased humidity levels in Iranian city of Bandar Mahshahr to high levels raising heat
index values to greater than 150°F on July 30 and 31. NOAA Climate.gov image based on NOAA
OISST sea surface temperature data.
To give a more accurate sense of what a human body actually feels during such extreme events,
meteorologists have created the heat index. The heat index takes into account not only the
temperature of the air outside but also the moisture level.
On July 30 in Bandar Mahshahr, at 4:30pm, the temperature was 111°F and the dew point 88°F,
making the heat index value a whopping 155°F, an unfathomably high number. The next day,
July 31, at 4:30pm, the heat index soared to 165°F, after a temperature of 115°F was reached
while the dew point was 90°F.
The explanation for these astronomically high dew point values lies to the south of Bandar
Mahshahr: the Persian Gulf. On the July 30 and 31, winds were out of the south, blowing
onshore from the water. Sea surface temperatures in that region of the Persian Gulf were at

least a bath tub-like 90°F. An already hot area of the world combined with winds blowing over a
hot water source led to the potentially deadly heat indexes recorded in southwest Iran.
During this event, temperatures reached 111°F and 115°F with relative humidities of 50% and
47%, respectively. There is some debate among meteorologists about whether it is appropriate
to extend heat index values above temperatures of 110°F and 40% relative humidity, which
were the highest values used during the original mathematical calculations for the heat index.

EVENT: Drought in South Africa, December 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
Under a midmorning sun that augured punishing heat later in
the day, a handful of cows stood still inside a small pen, their
ribs protruding. Too weak to reach the nearest grassy field some
miles away, some munched on tall grass that their owner had
cut from a strip of land along the highway, in a desperate
attempt to save his cattle from the drought afflicting the land. T.
J. Koee, a cattle farmer for 16 years in Setlagole, South Africa,
listed the drought’s toll this year: 19 dead cows, 38 left, none sold.
The worst drought in more than a generation has gripped South Africa and other African
nations as El Niño, a weather phenomenon believed to have been intensified by climate change,
brings record high temperatures and low rainfalls across much of the continent. The full impact
of the drought and resulting poor harvests will be felt only in the months ahead, but they have
already left 29 million people in southern Africa without reliable access to food, according to
the United Nations. In East Africa, particularly Ethiopia, 10 million people will need food
assistance next year, aid organizations warn
The drought has compounded the effects of an economic slowdown in many African countries,
brought on by slumping prices in raw materials and exports to China. As the currencies of
commodity-exporting nations have fallen, it has become costlier for them to import food and
other goods.
In South Africa, the government has declared disaster zones in five out of nine provinces,
including here in the North West, a major producer of corn, the main staple in southern Africa.
As reservoir levels have dropped, officials have imposed water restrictions from Johannesburg,
the largest city, to villages across the country. Water supply has been cut during certain hours
in some communities, and the use of water for washing cars, gardening and filling up pools has
been restricted.
With forecasters predicting little rain in the months ahead, the drought has deepened an
economic and political malaise in South Africa, the continent’s second-biggest economy and its
most advanced. The country is close to slipping into recession, the result of falling commodity
prices and the erratic economic policies of President Jacob G. Zuma’s administration.
If losses continue or deepen, the drought could eventually pose a challenge to the African
National Congress, which relies increasingly on the support of rural black voters to maintain its
hold on power nationally.

EVENT: Floods in South America, December 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
Tens of thousands of people in several South American
countries are spending the holidays in shelters after
massive flooding forced them from their homes.
Cause: The flooding, caused by heavy rains and bulging
rivers, come at the beginning of the Southern
Hemisphere's summer months. That means that evacuees
are also dealing with heat, mosquitoes and snakes.
Measures: At least 20,000 have been evacuated in Argentina. Neighbouring Paraguay has been
hardest hit, with 100,000 evacuating. Several thousand have also been evacuated in Uruguay
and southern Brazil.

EVENT: Flood in UK, December 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
Major cities including York, Leeds and Manchester have
been affected in a wide area roughly 200 miles (320
kilometers) north of London.
British Prime Minister David Cameron is set to see
firsthand the devastation caused by weeks of heavy rains
and
swollen
rivers
in
northern
England.
Flood waters in some areas seem to have peaked,
although more rain is forecast for the middle of the week.
People wade through floodwater after the River Ouse bursts its banks in York city centre
northern England Sunday December 27, 2015. (AP Photo)
British troops have been helping emergency workers and local residents in a widespread
evacuation of towns and cities. Thousands of people have lost power in recent days as the
situation worsened. The Environment Agency has issued 24 "severe" flood warnings - meaning
lives are at risk - and several hundred less dire alerts.

EVENT: Heat wave in Arctic, December 2015
CATEGORY: Natural
Arctic 'heatwave' hits the North Pole: Storm Frank causes
temperatures to soar by 60°F taking the icy region close to
melting point. Temperatures were expected to creep
above freezing yesterday. Unseasonable warmth is the
result of weather system behind Storm Frank
Ocean measurements showed 28.6°F in the Arctic.
The North Pole is experiencing a heatwave as
temperatures came close to melting point, making the

Arctic region warmer than some major cities in Europe and the US. According to ocean
measurements from the North Pole Environmental Observatory, the mercury tipped -1.9°C
(28.6°F) on Wednesday as the Arctic bathed in an unseasonably warm spell. The hike in
temperature is reportedly due to the same low pressure system which has brought flood chaos
to England and Scotland, and made areas of the Arctic up to 35˚C (63°F) warmer than the
seasonal average.
According to ocean measurements, the mercury tipped -1.9°C
(28.6°F) on Wednesday as the Arctic bathed in an
unseasonably warm spell. The hike in temperature is due to
the same low pressure system that has brought flood chaos to
England. This made areas of the Arctic 35°C (63°F) warmer
than the seasonal average. Earlier this week, meteorologists
tracking the path of a powerful North Atlantic storm over
Iceland had forecast that the Arctic temperatures could peak
above freezing, with the storm being one of the strongest on record and wind speeds of up to
230mph (370km/h). Typically, the Arctic would be expected to be somewhere in the depths of
up to -35°C (-31°F) in December, with 24 hour darkness..
ARCTIC HAS WARMEST YEAR IN HISTORY
Earlier this month, the average air temperature over Arctic land reached 2.3°F (1.3°C) above
average for the year ending in September. That's the highest since observations began in
1900. The new mark was noted in the annual Arctic Report Card, released Tuesday by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The Arctic centres on the North Pole and
reaches into North America and Eurasia.
December temperatures at the North Pole have only reached or
gone above freezing just three times since 1948, but none
during between January and March.
By comparison, yesterday's lowest temperature in Vienna was 1°C (-30°F) while Chicago was -2°C (28°F). The same low
pressure system responsible for the Arctic warmth is
responsible for Storm Frank, which hit the UK with winds of
85mph (137km/h).
Earlier this month, the average air temperature
over Arctic land reached 2.3°F (1.3°C) above
average for the year ending in September. The hike
in temperature is reportedly due to the same low
pressure system which has brought flood chaos to
England and Scotland (Peebles in Scotland
pictured), and made areas of the Arctic up to 35˚C
(63°F) warmer than the seasonal average.
Earlier this month, the average air temperature
over Arctic land reached 2.3°F (1.3°C) above
average for the year ending in September. That's
the highest since observations began in 1900. A
larger than expected El Nino event in the Pacific Ocean is disrupting air currents, which is
having a knock on effect on weather patterns around the world, including the North Atlantic..
Monitoring the weather event from space, Nasa has warned that satellite data indicate that this

year's El Nino could be as strong as that of 1997 and 1998 which was the strongest on record.
The phenomenon is the result of a shift in the distribution of warm water in the Pacific Ocean
around the equator.

Global temperatures have already smashed records this year (pictured), and now
meteorologists are warning 2016 will be even hotter. The annual global temperature forecast
from the Met Office suggests 2016 will be between 0.72°C and 0.95°C above the long-term
average of 14°C

EVENT: Ocean Acidification in Alaska, September 2014
CATEGORY: Human Induced
Ocean acidification, the process by which ocean water acidifies as it absorbs carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere, is changing ocean waters vital to Alaska’s fisheries, an industry that
supports more than 100,000 jobs and generates more than $5 billion in annual revenue.
According to a new study published in Progress in Oceanography, many of Alaska’s economically
and nutritionally valuable marine fisheries are expected to face significant stress as
atmospheric carbon dioxide levels continue to climb.
Communities in the southeast and southwest sections of Alaska face the highest risk from
increased acidification. Not only do Southeast and Southwest Alaska rely heavily on fisheries
that are strongly impacted by ocean acidification, which is happening fast in the Gulf of Alaska,
but underlying socioeconomic factors, such as low job diversity and lower income levels, also
make people in those regions more vulnerable in general.
The maps on the shows the risk that ocean acidification poses to Alaska’s fishing industries. The risk
index (orange tones) takes into account the hazard of ocean acidification itself which waters are
experiencing acidification and how that is expected to change how exposed the fisheries are to the
hazard, and how vulnerable the area’s human populations are to disruptions to their way of life.

The top map also shows the annual commercial value of fisheries in the area, with larger
diamonds indicating a larger commercial harvest value. The bottom map indicates regional
subsistence fishing levels when fishermen catch food to feed themselves and their families in
pounds per capita. The larger the circle, the more pounds per capita caught per year. Roughly
120,000 people (or 17 percent) of Alaskans rely on subsistence fisheries for the majority of
their dietary protein.
Alaska’s fertile coastal waters are particularly vulnerable to acidification due to a combination
of cold water, which absorbs more carbon dioxide than warm water, and ocean circulation
patterns that bring naturally acidic deep ocean waters to the surface. Some of the marine

organisms in Alaskan waters that are most intensely affected by ocean acidification such as
mollusks and other shellfish contribute substantially to the state’s commercial fisheries and
residents’ traditional subsistence way of life.
Also important to the state are its finfish industries, including salmon, which spend part of their
lives in freshwater rivers and streams, and part of their lives at sea. Ocean acidification can
affect these fisheries by changing the food web. Increasing ocean acidity also impairs the ability
of shellfish, corals, and small marine creatures at the foundation of the ocean food web from
building skeletons or shells.
Prediction: In the future, ocean acidification is projected to increase in intensity, extent, and
duration in the waters around Alaska, further impacting the state’s coastal human communities
and the valuable commercial fishing industry, which generates more than $5 billion a year.

EVENT: Temperature Extremes in U.S. in 2014
CATEGORY:
So far in 2014, much of the United States has been unusually cold. Not only that, but much of the
United States has been unusually warm. Never before have had such large areas of the country
experienced such radically different temperature extremes as they have so far this year. The
map below shows just how divergent the temperature patterns have been across the
contiguous United States for January-July 2014.

Minimum temperature ranks for January-July 2014 within the historical record (1895-2014),
from record coldest (darkest blue) to record warmest (darkest red). Map adapted
from analysis by National Climatic Data Center.
Minimum temperatures (“overnight lows”) for much of the Upper Midwest and the Mississippi
Valley were much cooler than average—with a lone “record coldest” minimum temperature in
Oklahoma—while a number of climate divisions across the Southwest, including droughtstricken California had record warm overnight lows.
The graph below shows January-July temperature extremes in a different way: the bars
represent the percent of the country experiencing extremely warm or cold average maximum
temperature (“daytime high”) during the first part of each year since 1910. For this analysis,
an extreme means in the top or bottom 10% of the historical range of values recorded for a
location.

Graph of percent U.S. area affected by extremes in maximum temperature (red is warm, blue is
cool) in January-July 2014, based on data from the U.S. Climate Extremes Index (Step 1) from
the National Climatic Data Center.
In most years in the record, extremes are significantly lopsided: a given year’s bar is mostly red
or mostly blue, sometimes capped with a small segment of the opposite color. In other words,
either some part of the country is experiencing warm extremes or cold extremes, but not both.
Only a handful of years have a pattern similar to 2014 in which more than 10 percent of the
country was experiencing extreme warmth while a similarly large or larger area experienced
extreme coolness.
Even among these years, 2014 is unprecedented: never before has the country experienced
such large areas of simultaneous, opposing temperature extremes in the same January-July
period. At a combined 40% of the country, the area affected by extremes so far this year is
nearly double the size you’d expect due to chance.
(As an aside, also notice how the graph becomes skewed toward warm extremes in more recent
decades: this is yet another metric for how climate is changing.)

EVENT: Drought in California, 2014
CATEGORY: Natural
The most populated state in the country is facing what may be its worst drought in a century of
record-keeping. On January 20, the governor of California declared a state of emergency, urging
everyone to begin conserving water. Water levels in all but a few reservoirs in the state are less
than 50% of capacity, mountains are nearly bare of snow except at the highest elevations, and
the fire risk is extreme. In Nevada, the situation is much the same.

Aerial view of Reno, Nevada (foreground), and Lake Tahoe (background) on January 14, 2014.
Between the city and the lake, the mountains are nearly bare of snow, an unmistakable sign of
precipitation deficits. Photo by Kelly Redmond.
California has a climate like the Mediterranean region: hot, dry summers and mild, wet winters.
More than half of the annual precipitation arrives via winter storms between December and
February. For the third winter in a row, precipitation has been below normal across the state.
The last week of January is the midway point of the winter wet season, and accumulated
precipitation since July is the lowest on record.
The current conditions are the product of several poor wet seasons in succession. The past 30
months encompassing the past two winter wet seasons and the first half of the current one are
the driest since 1895 for comparable months.

How precipitation accumulates across California over the span of 30 months beginning in July
and ending in the third following December on average (dark blue) and most recently (gray,
July 2011-December 2013). Precipitation in California is sharply seasonal, with a winter wet
season and a summer dry season. Graph adapted from original by Nina Oakley, based on NOAA
Climate Division Data.
On average, California will accumulate more than 53 inches of precipitation state wide over a
typical 30-month span stretching from July to December, based on NOAA Climate Division Data.
(Of course, there are huge differences from place to place based on elevation.) In the 30 months
preceding December 2013, the state has received closer to 33 inches, just a bit less than the
previous record low for a similar period, from July 1975-December 1977.

EVENT: North American heat wave summer 2012
CATEGORY: Natural
In the summer of 2012, a heat wave took place, leading to more than 82 heat-related deaths
across the United States and Canada. An additional twenty-two lives were lost in the
resultant June 2012 North American derecho. This long-lived, straight-line wind and its
thunderstorms cut electrical power to 3.7 million customers. Over 500,000 were still without
power on July 6, as the heat wave continued. Temperatures generally decreased somewhat the
week of July 9 in the east, but the high pressure shifted to the west, causing the core of the hot
weather to the build in the Mountain States and the southwest U. S. shifting eastwards again by
mid-July. By early August, the core of the heat remained over the Southern Plains.

Map of land surface temperature anomalies for June 17–24, 2012. The map depicts
temperatures compared to the 2000–2011 average for the same eight-day period in June. (Land
surface temperatures (LST) are distinct from the air temperatures that meteorological stations
typically measure.)

Cause: The heat wave formed when high pressure aloft over the Baja of Mexico strengthened
and moved over the southern plains around June 20–23 and then spread east and northward,
remaining fixed over the centre of North America through July 2012. The heat is due to the fact
that, under high pressure, the air subsides (sinks) toward the surface. This sinking air acts as a
dome capping the atmosphere. This cap helps to trap heat instead of allowing it to lift. Without
the lift there is little or no convection and therefore little or no convective clouds (cumulus
clouds) with minimal chances for rain. The end result is a continual build-up of heat at the
surface resulting in drought conditions over wide areas.
This heat wave, like all extreme weather events, has its direct cause in a complex set of
atmospheric conditions that produce short-term weather. However, weather occurs within the
broader context of the climate, and there’s a high level of agreement among scientists that
global warming has made it more likely that heat wave of this magnitude will occur.

High pressure aloft traps heat near the ground, causing a heat wave
Heat wave: The intense heat wave in the West was initiated around June 20–23 when the high
pressure system cantered over the Baja of California shifted upward into the plains and caused
temperatures to approach or even surpass 110 degrees for the next several days, breaking
many records for the area.
The heat spread east from the Rocky Mountains and a massive high-pressure system over the
Midwest caused extreme temperatures not seen on such a scale since the 1930s. The heat
further spread to south eastern U.S, mid Atlantic and mid-west. After some modification in the
heat during the past week over the mid-west and northeast, the jet once again moved further
north into Canada allowing intense heat to build across eastern North America.
Impacts: Wildfires raged across the western United States during the time of the heat wave, in
part attributable to the dry conditions caused by the heat. The Waldo Canyon fire in Colorado
attracted the most attention after spreading into Colorado Springs and charring hundreds of
homes (investigators determined it to be human caused, rather than from "the heat"), but large
wildfires also burned throughout Utah, Wyoming, Montana, New Mexico, Arizona and Idaho.

The heatwave has also contributed to the record-shattering 2012 North American drought,
which has caused massive crop failures throughout the Midwest and most likely will cause food
prices to rise. This drought affects 80% of the contiguous US as of July 24, and is considered the
worst drought since the 1950s but not yet on the scale of devastation endured during the dust
bowl of the 1930s.

Severe storms: On July 26, 2012, the heat wave contributed to the formation of a multibow serial derecho in the Midwest and Northeast. On June 29–30, 2012, The heat and humidity
from the heat wave caused a small thunderstorm in Iowa to develop into a violent and
unprecedented derecho, which tracked across the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic regions of the
United States while causing 80 MPH or higher winds, doing hundreds of millions of dollars in
damage, and downing trees and power lines, leaving four million people in the eastern U. S.
without power.

EVENT: North American heat wave March 2012
CATEGORY: Natural
In March 2012, one of the greatest heat waves was observed in many regions of North America.
Very warm air pushed northward west of the Great Lakes region, and subsequently spread
eastward. The intense poleward air mass movement was propelled by an unusually intense low
level southerly jet that stretched from Louisiana to western Wisconsin. Once this warm surge
inundated the area, a remarkably prolonged period of record setting temperatures ensued.

Land surface temperatures of March 8–15, 2012.
(Land surface temperatures are distinct from the air temperatures that meteorological stations
typically measure).
NOAA's National Climate Data Centre reported that over 7,000 daily record high temperatures
were tied or broken from 1 March through 27 March. In some places the temperature exceeded
86°F (30°C). For instance, in Grand Rapids, Michigan, the highest temperature recorded was
87°F (March 21), in Chicago 84°F (March 20) etc. Records were broken in unusual ways.
Temperature records across much of southern Canada also were shattered. Some of the most
impressive readings came from Nova Scotia on March 22, when the mercury climbed to 30C
(86°F) at a climate station in Lake Major, making it the highest March temperature recorded in
Nova Scotia, and the third highest March temperature recorded in Canada. Non-severe
thunderstorms were reported on the evening hours of March 21, through to the early morning
hours March 22 into northern Ontario.

Averaged over the seven-day period from March 16 to March 22 inclusive, nearly the entire
area of the Midwest and Northeast U.S. and most of Ontario and Quebec had temperatures 10°C
(18°F) or more above the 1981-2010 average. Even more dramatically, most of Iowa
and Minnesota, all of Wisconsin and Michigan, and most of south-eastern Ontario had seven-day
mean temperatures more than 15°C (27oF) above the climatological average for the same
period.
The continued heat following the lack of snow the previous winter was a contributor to the
record-shattering 2012 North American drought.

EVENT: Northern Hemisphere summer heat waves 2010
CATEGORY: Natural
The 2010 Northern Hemisphere summer heat waves included severe heat waves that
impacted most of the United States, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, China, Hong Kong, North Africa and
the European continent as a whole, along with parts of Canada, Russia, Indochina, South
Korea and Japan during May, June, July, and August 2010.

A map of the above-average temperatures, caused by the global heat waves, in June 2010.
The heatwave processed in two phases:
1) The first phase of the global heatwaves was caused by a moderate El Nino event, which
lasted from June 2009 to May 2010. It lasted only from April 2010 to June 2010, and
caused only moderate above average temperatures in the areas affected. But it also set
new record high temperatures for most of the area affected, in the Northern
Hemisphere.
2) The second phase (the main and most devastating phase) was caused by a very strong La
Nina event, which lasted from June 2010 to June 2011. According to meteorologists, the
2010–11 La Nina events was one of the strongest La Nina events ever observed. This
phase lasted from June 2010 to October 2010, caused severe heat waves, and multiple
record-breaking temperatures. The heat waves began on April 2010, when
strong Anticyclones began to develop, over most of the affected regions, in the Northern
Hemisphere. The heat waves ended on October 2010, when the powerful Anticyclones
over most of the affected areas dissipated.
June 2010 marked the fourth consecutive warmest month on record globally, at 0.66°C (1.22°F)
above average, while the period April–June was the warmest ever recorded for land areas in

the Northern Hemisphere, at 1.25°C (2.25°F) above average. During June 2010, the highest
recorded temperature caused by the heatwave was 128.3°F (53.5°C), in South-eastern Russia,
just north of Kazakhstan. The weather caused forest fires in China. A major drought was
reported across the Sahel as early as January.
The heat waves ended in late October 2010 and about $500 billion (2011 USD) of damage was
done, in the Northern Hemisphere alone. The heat waves had caused around 17,905,000 deaths
globally, with 3,000+ direct, 17,821,672+ indirect, and 21+ unconfirmed deaths, through factors
including famines and heat strokes.
The World Meteorological Organization stated that the heat waves, droughts and flooding
events fit with predictions based on global warming for the 21st century, include those based
on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's 2007 4th Assessment Report although still
no specific weather events can be linked directly to climate change. However, some
climatologists argue that these weather events would not have happened if the atmospheric
carbon dioxide was at pre-industrial levels. NOAA and other researchers have found the 2010
heat wave was caused by natural atmospheric variability.

EVENT: China drought and dust storms 2010
CATEGORY: Natural
The 2010 China drought and dust storms were a series of severe droughts during the spring
of
2010
that
affected Yunnan, Guizhou, Guangxi, Sichuan, Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi, Chongqing, Hebei
and Gansu in the People's Republic of China as well as parts of Southeast
Asia including Vietnam and Thailand, and dust storms in March and April that affected much
of East Asia. The drought has been referred to as the worst in a century in south-western China.

A sandstorm hits Longjing Township, Taichung County, in Taiwan on March 21, 2010.
Causes: Prior to the drought in Yunnan and Guizhou, the China Meteorological
Administration recorded temperatures averaging 2°C warmer than normal over six months and
half the average precipitation for the past year across the region, both unprecedented since at
least the 1950s. The effects of El Niño are believed to be contributing to the drought, which may
be exacerbated by global warming, as some areas in Yunnan have recorded record high
temperatures during the winter since record-keeping began in 1950. Some areas in the
drought-affected regions have seen no rainfall since before October. Spring dust storms are
common in China, but have become more severe in recent years due
to desertification, deforestation, drought, urban sprawl and overgrazing. A severe drought in
2009 also affected much of Northern China and North-eastern China, resulting in agricultural
losses of up to 50%.
Effects:










By March 22, 2010, about 51 million people faced water shortages in a number of
provinces.
Commodities including sugar cane, flowers, tea, fruit, potatoes, rapeseed, medicinal
ingredients, tobacco, wheat, rubber and coffee have been severely affected with output
reduced by as much as 50%.
More than 20 million people left without adequate drinking water.
Economic damage to agriculture and failed electricity generation from hydroelectric
dams from the drought was estimated to be at least 24 billion Chinese yuan ($3.5 billion
USD).
Around 3,600 rivers and brooks ran dry, while 916,000 ha of crops were affected by
drought in the province and one million farmers have left to find work in other
provinces.
The drought affected over 28 million farmers, and a grain shortage has affected 8 million
people. The Chinese government has transferred 1.7 million tonnes of grain to the region
to reduce potential inflation.
By early June, the drought had affected close to 5 million hectares of land.
The drought has affected non-ferrous metal production including electrolytic zinc, with
companies in Nandan County cutting production by 30%.

The El Niño conditions of the winter prior to the drought has raised concerns that the rice crop
in Vietnam, Thailand and the Philippines may be significantly reduced by the summer.
Most provinces in South China affected by the drought were hit by a series of floods beginning
in mid-May that ended most of the drought but also destroyed large areas of farmland.
Dust storms:

The dust storm on March 12, 2010 over eastern China.
Strong dust storms from the Gobi Desert in Mongolia hit Xinjiang Autonomous Region, Inner
Mongolia, Shaanxi, Shanxi, Hebei, Beijing, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, South
Korea, North
Korea and Japan by March 22, before being carried across the Pacific Ocean by the jet stream,
with some dust reaching the West Coast of the United States.
The dust storm in late March spiralled around a strong low pressure system. Many areas
recorded an extremely rare level 5 "hazardous" rating for air quality. Many flights in Beijing
were also delayed or cancelled. Air pollution readings in Hong Kong reached a record high,
reaching at least 15 times the recommended maximum levels by the World Health
Organization. Taiwan also reported a new record for worst sandstorm conditions.
A strong sandstorm tore through Turpan in Xinjiang on April 23, sparking fires that killed two
people and forcing a shutdown of rail and road traffic for six hours.

EVENT: Asian heat wave 2007
CATEGORY: Natural
The 2007 Asian heat wave affected the South Asian countries of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
and Nepal, as well as Russia, Japan and the People's Republic of China. The heat wave ran
during the months of May and June, which continued to September in Japan.

2007 temperature anomalies in March–May, with respect to a 1961–1990 base period.
Countries Affected:


India: Heat-related deaths were reported from the capital New Delhi, northern Haryana,
Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. After three days of intense heat with
temperatures hovering about 4 °C (104°F), New Delhi was relieved as the temperature
slid down to 37.2°C (99.0°F). Meanwhile, the temperature soared to more than 46°C
(115°F) at several places in northern Madhya Pradesh, with Datia turning out to be the
hottest at 48 °C (118 °F). More than 120 peacocks died in Tughlakabad
Fort and Surajkund due to the heat; additionally, reports of severe water shortages were
common. A total of 400 peacocks died in Madhya Pradesh, about 200 of those being
in Haryana and Punjab alone. The cotton crop in Punjab was severely affected by the
heat
wave. Meanwhile,
the
persisting
heat
wave
in
various
parts
of Chandigarh rendered milk cattle dry. When the day temperature hovered around
+48°C (118°F), milk supply to various milk plants of cooperative unions went down by
40,000 litres per day. In addition, milk collection by private-sector plants was reduced
by 160,000 litres during the same period.



Bangladesh: Coming at the end of May, a heat wave left at least 26 people dead.
According to hospital sources most victims of the heat were rice farmers working in
terraces exposed to the blazing sun for long periods. Nearly 200 people, including
several children, were admitted to hospitals with symptoms of heat stroke. According to
the meteorological office in Dhaka many northern towns showed day temperatures
reaching over +40°C (104°F), which is not normal in the Bangladeshi summer.
Additionally, there was a high level of humidity.



Nepal: A heat wave affected the livelihood of a large number of poverty-stricken families
who depend on day outdoor labour done outdoors, such as constructing roads, driving
rickshaws, selling vegetables, making quilts and farming. According to the government's
Department of Meteorology the temperature in Nepalganj got up as high as +44°C
(111°F). It is estimated that at least 11 people died.



Pakistan: The heat wave over Pakistan was claimed to have brought the death toll there
up to 192. The meteorological department registered a record maximum temperature of

+52°C (126°F) in Sibi. Four people died as the temperature in Lahore touched +48°C
(118°F) on 9 June, which was a record for the previous 78 years.


Russia: The heat waves hit Russia at the end of May. The temperature in Moscow
reached +32.9°C (91.2 °F) on 27 May. The Russian capital had not seen such a sustained
heat wave for 128 years. On 28 May an absolute temperature record for May was set,
breaking the record of +31.8 °C (89.2 °F) that had been registered back in 1891. The heat
also affected agriculture, wiping out about 5,000 km² of spring sown fields. Animals
at Moscow Zoo found it hard to keep cool. Staff had to prevent walruses from bathing in
their pool because the water was too warm for them.



China: Beijing opened up its warren of old air raid shelters to help people escape from
the heat. The heat also set off explosives at a chemical plant in Shanxi. The explosions
injured hundreds of people nearby.



Japan: Most of Japanese cities are highest level of an average temperature, since May to
September. According to Meteorological Agency of Japan confirm report, the highest
temperature recorded on Celsius 40.9 degrees hitting in Kumagaya, Saitama and Tajimi,
Gifu, Celsius 40.3 degrees hitting in Koshigaya, Saitama, on 16 August. And above Celsius
29 degrees of average temperature points are Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka, Takamatsu,
Shikoku. In September, major Japanese cities are recorded to high temperature of
Celsius 32 to 37 degrees levels, with highest level of an average temperature in
September, since 1868. According to Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare in
Japan confirm report, resulting to 923 people death of hyperthermia by heat wave in
around Japan, and worst heat stroke disaster of Japanese and North East Asia's history.

EVENT: North American heat wave 2006
CATEGORY: Natural
The 2006 North American heat wave spread throughout most of the United
States and Canada beginning on July 15, 2006, killing at least 225 people. That day the
temperature reached 117 °F (47 °C) in Pierre, South Dakota, with many places in South Dakota
that hit well into the 120s.

The heat wave went through several distinct periods:


From July 15 to July 22 very high temperatures spread across most all of the United States
and Canada. On Monday, July 17, every state except Alaska, Minnesota, and North





Dakota recorded temperatures of 90°F (32°C) or greater. North Dakota had recorded a
temperature of 104°F (40°C) the previous day.
From July 23 to July 29 the abnormal heat was concentrated in the West coast and South
West deserts. 164 fatalities were reported in California during this period.
From July 29 to August 4 the heat wave moved eastward, causing further fatalities as it
progressed.
From August 4 to August 27, high temperatures persisted in the South and Southeast United
States. The heat wave finally ended with the progression of a cold front through the
Southern Plains.

Mortality: Reported deaths reached 22 in ten states by July 21, the end of the first stage of this
heat wave. At least 31 deaths due to the heat were reported in New York City by August 16. In
the early August heat, Chicago saw at least 23 deaths, but the City was widely praised for
avoiding the disaster that occurred in the 1995 Chicago heat wave which saw over 700 deaths.
Meteorology : Temperatures hit 118°F (48°C) on July 21 in Phoenix, making it the hottest day
since 1995 and one of the 11 hottest since 1895, when temperature records were first kept in
the city. California temperatures began reaching record levels by July 22.
The California heat wave broke local records. According to some reports it was hotter for longer
than ever before, and the weather patterns that caused the scorching temperatures were
positively freakish. Fresno, in the central California valley, had six consecutive days of
110 degree-plus Fahrenheit temperatures.
Reported physical damage: Dallas, Texas; Shreveport, Louisiana; the New England region; and
other areas have reported damage such as ruptured water lines and buckled roads. The heat
wave has been blamed for the damage. Interstate 44 had two traffic lanes temporarily closed in
Oklahoma
City
after
they
buckled
under
the
heat. In
addition,
overworked power transformers have been damaged or rendered useless because of the heat,
resulting in blackouts, notably in St. Louis, Missouri; Queens, New York; Los Angeles, California;
and
the
Delaware
Valley.
Some
wildfires,
including forest
fires,
and
greater thunderstorm intensity, have both been blamed on the heat wave.
Impact of heat waves: Although comparatively little reporting is made about the health effects
of extraordinarily hot conditions, heat waves are responsible for more deaths annually than
more energetic natural disasters such as lightning, rain, floods, hurricanes, and tornadoes.

EVENT: European heat wave 2006
CATEGORY: Natural
The 2006 European heat wave was a period of exceptionally hot weather that arrived at the
end
of
June
2006
in
certain
European
countries.
The United
Kingdom, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Italy, Poland,
the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Germany and western part of Russia were most affected. Several records
were broken. In the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Ireland, and the United Kingdom, July
2006 was the warmest month since official measurements began.

Countries affected:















Belgium experienced two heat waves in July 2006. Before 1990 a heat wave occurred
about once every 8 years, but during the last decade the country averages one heat wave
per year. On 19 July 2006, temperatures throughout the entire country rose to 36 °C
(97 °F), making it the hottest July day in almost 60 years.
In United Kingdom, Drought was an issue in many parts, after a very dry winter. There
was warning of drought occurring from the early months of 2006. Following the dry
winter, with extreme temperatures occurring in the country and little rain, increasing
strain was put on water supplies, and hose-pipe bans were issued in many counties.
The Environment Agency claimed that the UK may have had the most severe drought in
100 years. The Met Office confirmed that July 2006 was the warmest July, as well as the
warmest single month, overall, across the UK, and a number of regional records were
also broken.
In Germany most of the July temperature average records were broken. The biggest
problem was the precipitation, which mostly fell in intense thunderstorms. At least
20 people died in this heatwave.
Denmark experienced the warmest July ever with an average temperature (day and
night) of 19.8 °C (67.6 °F), breaking a record of 19.5 °C (67.1 °F) set in 1994.
High temperatures in France destroyed many crops, just days before the harvest period,
while French officials said at least 40 people were confirmed to have been killed by the
heat wave directly. Temperatures as high as 37 °C (99 °F) were recorded in Paris during
the heatwave. July 2006 was in many regions the warmest July ever recorded (and often
the second warmest month after August 2003).
Ireland was affected from the heat wave from the start of June, and the warm weather
continued until the end of July. May 2006 was the warmest for 20 years and sunniest
since 2000.
In Netherlands July 2006, with a monthly average of 22.3 °C (72.1 °F), KNMI statistics
show July 2006 was the warmest-ever month on record for the Netherlands. Around 500
or 1,000 more people than usual died in July 2006. The Netherlands also had to deal
with extreme drought in June and July.
In Poland July 2006 was the warmest in Poland since the beginning of the
meteorological measurements (from 1779). July 2006 was also extremely dry. In many
regions it was not raining from the 3–4 weeks. The rivers reported the lowest states of
water in history. In the absence of rain dried up many crops.
In Sweden According to the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI),
the city of Lund in Skane in southern Sweden had the highest average temperatures (day
and night: 21.6 °C (70.9 °F)) for the month of July since records began in 1859. The
highest temperature in Sweden in July 2006 was recorded in Malilla in Smaland, where a
temperature of 34.2 °C (93.6 °F) was recorded on 6 July which was the highest
temperature recorded since July 1994.



In Russia Absolute maxima of July 2006 have been broken in Pskov +35°C (95°F), Saint
Petersburg +34.3°C (93.7°F). The warmest July in Kaliningrad +21.2°C (70.2°F)

Period after the heat wave:








Due to the extreme heat in July 2006, the ocean water reached a temperature normally
reached in September. This increase in water temperature led to faster evaporation of
ocean waters, making August one of the cloudiest and wettest months in recorded
history in various western European countries.
Many weather experts report this to be a direct consequence of the heat wave, as the
high evaporation rate caused the atmosphere to generate many low pressure areas.
Despite this, September 2006 was again the warmest September on record, in the UK
and elsewhere, due to high ocean temperatures, altered atmospheric pressure zones,
and consequent different wind directions over Europe. The pressure zone changes were
a consequence of the extra-tropical remnants of Atlantic hurricanes settling over the
British isles.
While the heat was not record breaking, the drought was, less than half of the average
summer rainfall was received in large areas, and almost all of the country received less
than 75% of the usual rain.
After the unusually hot July, August brought a big contrast with cool weather, cloudy
skies and pretty wet weather patterns all around the country, with the exception of the
Mediterranean coast.

EVENT: European heat wave 2003
CATEGORY: Natural
The 2003 European heat wave was the hottest summer on record in Europe since at least
1540. France was hit especially hard. The heat wave led to health crises in several countries and
combined with drought to create a crop shortfall in parts of Southern Europe. Peer-reviewed
analysis reveals the European death toll of 70,000.

Difference in average temperature (2000, 2001, 2002 and 2004) from 2003, covering the date
range of 20 July – 20 August
Countries affected:


In France, 14,802 heat-related deaths (mostly among the elderly) occurred during the
heat wave, according to the French National Institute of Health. France does not
commonly have very hot summers, particularly in the northern areas, but seven days










with temperatures of more than 40°C (104 °F) were recorded in Auxerre, Yonne during
July and August 2003.
In Portugal, an estimated 1,866 to 2,039 people died of heat-related causes. August 1,
2003, was the hottest day in centuries, with night temperatures well above 30°C (86°F).
At dawn that same day, a freak storm developed in the southern region of the country.
Over the next week, a hot, strong sirocco wind contributed to the spread of extensive
forest-fires. Five percent of Portugal's countryside and 10% of the forests
(215,000 hectares or an estimated 2,150 km2 (830 sq mi)), were destroyed, and 18
people died in the flames.
In Netherlands about 1,500 heat-related deaths occurred, again largely the elderly. The
highest temperature recorded this heatwave was on 7 August, when in Arcen,
in Limburg, a temperature of 37.8°C was reached, 0.8°C below the national record (since
1704). Officially, 141 deaths were attributed to the heat wave in Spain.
In Italy the summer of 2003 was among the warmest in the last three centuries, and the
maximum temperatures of July and August remained above 30°C.
In Germany, a record temperature of 40.4°C (104.7°F) was recorded at Roth bei
Nurnberg, Bavaria. Around 9,000 people mostly elderly died during the 2003 heatwave
in Germany.
In Switzerland melting glaciers in the Alps caused avalanches and flash floods in
Switzerland. A new nationwide record temperature of 41.5°C (106.7°F) was recorded
in Grono, Graubunden.
The United Kingdom experienced a warm summer with temperatures well above
average. Several weather records were broken including the UK's highest recorded
temperature 38.5°C (101.3°F) at Faversham in Kent on 10 August. According to the BBC,
around 2,000 more people than usual may have died during the 2003 heatwave.

Effects on crops: Crops in Southern Europe suffered the most from drought.



Wheat: There were shortfalls in wheat harvest occurred as a result of the long drought.
Grapes: The heat wave greatly accelerated the ripening of grapes; also, the
heat dehydrated the grapes, making more concentrated juice.

Effects on the sea: The anomalous overheating affecting the atmosphere also created
anomalies on sea surface stratification in the Mediterranean Sea and on the surface currents, as
well. A seasonal current of the central Mediterranean Sea, the Atlantic Ionian Stream (AIS), was
affected by the warm temperatures, resulting in modifications in its path and intensity. The AIS
is important for the reproduction biology of important pelagic commercial fish species, so the
heat wave may have influenced indirectly the stocks of these species.

EVENT: Chicago heat wave 1995
CATEGORY: Natural
The 1995 Chicago heat wave was a heat wave which led to approximately 750 heat-related
deaths in Chicago over a period of five days. Most of the victims of the heat wave were elderly
poor residents of the inner city, who could not afford air conditioning and did not open
windows or sleep outside for fear of crime. The heat wave also heavily impacted the wider
Midwestern region, with additional deaths in both St. Louis, Missouri and Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Weather: The temperatures soared to record highs in July with the hottest weather occurring
from July 12 to July 16. The high of 106 °F (41 °C) on July 13 was the second warmest July
temperature (warmest being 110 °F (43 °C) set on July 23, 1934) since records began at
Chicago Midway International Airport in 1928. Night time low temperatures were unusually

high in the upper 70s and lower 80s °F (about 26 °C). Record humidity levels also accompanied
the hot weather. Moisture from previous rains and transpiration by plants drove up the
humidity to record levels and the most humid air mass originated over Iowa previous to and
during the early stages of the heat wave. A few days after, the heat moved to the east, with
temperatures in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania reaching 100 °F (38 °C) and in Danbury, Connecticut,
106 °F (41 °C) which is Connecticut's highest recorded temperature. Dew point records are not
as widely kept as those of temperature, however the dew points during the heat wave were at
or near national and continental records. The world record most likely being close to or in
excess of 100 °F (38 °C) at locations along the Red Sea coast of Saudi Arabia.
Victims: Most of the heat wave victims were the elderly poor living in the heart of the city, who
either had no working air conditioning or could not afford to turn it on. Many older citizens
were also hesitant to open windows and doors at night for fear of crime. Elderly women, who
may have been more socially engaged, were less vulnerable than elderly men. By contrast,
during the heat waves of the 1930s, many residents slept outside in the parks or along the
shore of Lake Michigan. Because of the nature of the disaster, and the slow response of
authorities to recognize it, no official "death toll" has been determined. However, figures show
that 739 additional people died in that particular week above the usual weekly average.
Aggravating factors: Impacts in the Chicago urban centre were exacerbated by an urban heat
island that raised nocturnal temperatures by more than 2°C (3.6 °F). Urban heat islands are
caused by the concentration of buildings and pavement in urban areas, which tend to absorb
more heat in the day and radiate less heat at night into their immediate surroundings than
comparable rural sites. Therefore, built-up areas get hotter and stay hotter. Other aggravating
factors were inadequate warnings, power failures, inadequate ambulance service and hospital
facilities, and lack of preparation.
City officials did not release a heat emergency warning until the last day of the heat wave. Thus,
such emergency measures as Chicago's five cooling centres were not fully utilized. The medical
system of Chicago was severely taxed as thousands were taken to local hospitals with heatrelated problems.
Another powerful factor in the heat wave was that a temperature inversion grew over the city,
and air stagnated in this situation. Pollutants and humidity were confined to ground level, and
the air was becalmed and devoid of wind. Without wind to stir the air, temperatures grew even
hotter than could be expected with just an urban heat island, and without wind there was truly
no relief. Without any way to relieve the heat, even the inside of homes became ovens, with
indoor temperature exceeding 90 °F (32 °C) at night.
In Chicago, people still debate whether the medical examiner exaggerated the numbers and
wonder if the crisis was a "media event”.

EVENT: Melbourne dust storm 1983
CATEGORY: Natural
The 1983 Melbourne dust storm was a meteorological phenomenon that occurred during the
afternoon of 8 February 1983, throughout much of Victoria, Australia and affected the
capital, Melbourne. Red soil, dust and sand from Central and South-eastern Australia was swept
up in high winds and carried southeast through Victoria. The dust storm was one of the most
dramatic consequences of the 1982/83 drought, at the time the worst in Australian history.
Cause: In late 1982 and early 1983, the El Nino weather cycle had brought record drought to
almost all of eastern Australia, with Victoria's Mallee and northern Wimmera severely affected.
During the morning of Tuesday 8 February 1983, a strong but dry cold front began to cross
Victoria, preceded by hot, gusty northerly winds. The loose topsoil in the Mallee and Wimmera

was picked up by the wind and collected into a huge cloud of dust that heralded the cool
change. At Horsham in western Victoria, raised dust was observed. Within an hour, it had
obscured the sky. Fed by the strong northerly, the temperature in Melbourne rose quickly and it
had reached 43.2 °C (109.8 °F), at that time a record February maximum. Around the same
time, a dramatic red-brown cloud could be seen approaching the city.
Effect: The dust storm hit Melbourne, accompanied by a rapid drop in temperature and a fierce
wind change that uprooted trees and damaged houses. Within minutes, visibility in the capital
had plunged to 100 metres (330 ft). City workers huddled in doorways, covering their mouths
from the choking dust, and traffic came to a standstill. The dust cloud was approximately 320
metres (1,050 ft) high when it struck Melbourne, but in other areas of Victoria it extended
thousands of metres into the atmosphere. It was estimated that about 50,000 tonnes of topsoil
were stripped from the Mallee (approximately 1,000 tonnes of it being dumped on the city).
The combined effect of drought and dust storm inflicted damage on the land that, would take up
to 10 years and tens of millions of dollars to repair. The exact weather pattern that had caused
the dust storm was repeated one week later, when the Ash Wednesday fires (series of
bushfires) caused enormous destruction and loss of life.

